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During this great time of change
this book is dedicated t o those who
are longing to change and ready to
change to a meaningful and
successfil Zfe of abundance and
happiness.

THE
UPPER
CANON

The Upper Canon contains thirty gua, from Q a n
and Kun to Kan and Li. Q a n represents the initiative
power of Heaven, Kun represents the responsive
power of Earth. Kan represents the darkness of the
moon, Li represents the brightness of the sun. The
canon begins with the interplay of Heaven and Earth;
ends with the ceaseless cycle of darkness to brightness, as in sunset to sunrise; and sheds light upon the
yang aspect of natural phenomena, the Tao of
Heaven.

Q'an Initiating
Q a n Heaven
Q a n Heaven

In Richard Wilhelm' book, Q a n is translated as The Creative. In John
Blofeld's translation, ian is The Creative Principle. In this book, it is
translated as Initiati g. This gua is made up of two primary pa-Heaven
= above, Heaven =below. All six yao are solid. Primary gua are described as "trigran$ in most English translations. The structure of six
solid yao presents a picture of the perfect yang essence. It is the symbol of
the firmest, healthiest, and purest yang energy in the universe.
The Chinese character Q a n is an image of a rising sun radiating its
light and energy-chi-and nourishing the whole world. The ancient
Chinese ideograph of Qan, shown here, depicts a sun on the left side of
the picture. Above the sun, there is a shoot of grass with two tiny leaves
sprouting on the left and right. Underneath the sun, the root of the plant
penetrates deeply into the ground. On the right side the chi disperses
from the sun and spreads out under the sky. In Chinese, Q a n possesses
the same sound as the word for health. It denotes health and vitality. In
the process of the creation of the world, QLan took an active role as the
initiator, providing the purest yang energy, the healthiest action, and the
most powerful strength for Kun, the Responding, to receive.
In the I Ching, King Wen placed Q a n as the initial p a and Kun as
the second. Qan represents Heaven, and Kun represents Earth. It is worth
mentioning that King Wen did not name the first p a Heaven; instead he
named it Qan, Initiating. According to the ancient sage, Heaven refers to

h

celestial bodies or, to the Chinese, the divine deity, the Heavenly Elderly
Father. The purpose of the I Ching is not to expose the nature of the
celestial bodies or the divine deities but to offer guidance for favorable
life and at the same time to avoid misconduct that
when Q a n is named, its emphasis is upon func2
Heaven and Earth have come into existence,
and Kun are the origin, thc source of Creation.

Decision
Initiating.
Sublime and initiative.
Prosperous and smooth.
Favorable and beneficial.
Steadfast and upright.
Q a n represents the nature and function of Heaven. It is endowed with
the four Chinese characters yuan, heng, li, and zhen, the four attributes of
Heaven, symbolizing the virtues of an emperor, a leader, or a superior
person. Yuan means sublime and initiative. Heng means prosperous and
smooth. Li means favorable and beneficial. Zhen means steadfast and
upright. Throughout the I Ching you will find these four phrases attributed to certain p a , though few are so auspicious as to have all four.These
four Chinese characters also indicate the hnctions of the four seasons of
a year: originating, developing, maturing, and declining, referring to spring,
summer, autumn, and winter.
These are actually the viewpoints of the Confucian schools expressing
the philosophical aspect of the I Ching. Their main purpose in studying
the I Ching is to apply the philosophical instruction to life. They expound upon the meaning of the Decisions on the Gua, or the fastening
text, to understand the relationships among Heaven, Earth, and human
beings. They seek to follow the natural order and live in harmony with
Nature. The fastening text, in the original Chinese, indicates the text that
is attached to the p a to explain the significance of the symbol.
Originally, King Wen's Decision on Qan-yuan, heng, li, and zhenhad a different connotation. At the turn of the twentieth century, pieces
of animal bone and tortoise shell with incised markings were discovered

by a professor named Wang Kuo-wei (1877-1927) at herbal medicine
stores in Beijing. Professor Wang recognized that these incised markings
were inscriptions from the Shang dynasty. Searching for the orign of
these bones and shells led him to the site ofYin, the ancient capital of the
Shang dynasty on the plains of Hunan Province. Eventually, in 1899, a
cache of oracle bones was uncovered, and, over time, one hundred thousand pieces of oracle bone were unearthed. These oracle bones were the
royal records of divination of the Shang court. According to the ancient
pictographs of these four characters, yuan denotes the origin, heng denotes the sacrificial offerings, li denotes the harvest of grains with a knife,
and zhen denotes the divination.
From these pictographs we know that in ancient times, more an two
thousand years before the time of Confucius,when people cons ed divination, they first honored their origins. They comprehended th in looking forward to the hture they had to look back as well. In divination, it
was necessary to offer sacrifices to Heaven and Earth and to the ancestors. They cooked foods, burned incense, and offered flowers, allowing
the divine spirits to enjoy the fragrance and aroma of their offerings.These
acts, they believed, were beneficial to their divinatory consultations. Heng
and zhen, the sacrificial offering and the divination, are key words in the
I Ching. Heng appears forty-four times and zhen occurs 108times within
the sixty-four p a . From the ancient pictographs of yuan, heng, li, and
zhen we comprehend that one needs to prepare for divination by ahgmng
with the spirit of Heaven and Earth and presenting sincerity and reverence as sacrificial offerings; then one will reap the harvest of the divination to obtain guidance for favorable actions and to avoid misconduct
that invites misfortune.

-
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Commentary on the Decision
Vart indeed is the greatness of the Initiating.
It is the source of all beings
A n d regdates all creations under Heaven.
CZou&frow and rainfalls.

All beings complete theirforms.
Greatly ltmiinous,fiom beginning to nrd
Each of the six stages completes itseyin its own time,
As mounting on six dragons soaring in t i e sky.

.

( I ) Qian

T h way of the Initiating is change and tranformation

-

-

So that each being obtains its true nature and destiny
And the union of p a t harmony ispreserved
This is what isfavorable and upright.

--

The Initiating is bigb above all beings.
And thus all countries are united in peace.

L

Commentary on the Symbol
Heaven acts with viral9 andpmistence.
In cowespondmce wit8 this
The superiorperson keeps himseIfvital without ceasing.

1. Initial Nine
Dragon lying low.
Do not use.
Dragon Iying low, do not use,
Fm the yang is in the lowestplace.

Probably leapingfiom an abyss,
In advance tbere will be nofault.

Fifth Nine
Dragon flying in the sky.
Favorable to see a great person.
DragonJlying in the sky,
There arises a great person to be a leader.

Top Nine
Haughty dragon.
There is regret.
Haughty dragon, tbere is re@.
A state of abundance cannot lnst long.

All Nines
There appears a group of dragons without a chief.
Good fortune.
FollMoing the virtue of Heaven,
One should not appear as a chief:

2. Second Nine
Dragon arising in the field.
Favorable to see a great person.
1

Dragon arising in thefield
His virtue infuences extensive&.

3. Third Nine
The superior personAll day long, initiating, initiating.
At night, keeping alert.
.
Adversity,no fault.
All day long, initiating, initiating.
One ir on theproper way over and over again.
4. Fourth Nine
Probably leaping from an abyss.
No fault.

This accomplished p a is one of the eight that is constructed by
-doubling
one of the primary p a . Here the accomplished p a is Q a n Z,Initiating, the primary gua is Heaven e.Q a n expounds the nature of Nature,
the principle of Creation. Qgm, the Initiating, is the most sublime, the
most firm, the most central, and the most upright. I t possesses the attributes of initiation, prosperity, harmony, a ~ steadfastness.
d
It moves forward endlessly and inexhaustibly. It is an ideal model of human conduct.
For this reason, Confucius did not tire of explaining it in minute detail.
According to him,Q a n and Kun are the gate of I, which means that if
one intends to understand the I Ching one should first understand Q a n
and Kun; then the gate of I opens for understanding the rest of the gua.
King Wen's Decision gives yuan, hew, li, and zhen--the four attributes
of Heaven. Translated into English, they also encompass the meanings
of sprouting, growing, blooming, and bearing fruit. Each of these four
attributes gives way to one another according to the change of the seasons, cycling around and starting again. The ancient Chinese believed
\
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(I)Qian
that humans should follow the way of Heaven, understanding the nature
of change and adjusting to the situation, knowing when to advance and
when to retreat. When it is not favorable to advance, it is time to gather
one's strength, hold one's faith, and stand steadfast waiting for the right
time and proper situation. When the time is right to progress, one still
should guard against arrogance and rashness, making no move without
careful thought and always keeping in mind that things that go beyond
their extremes will alternate to their opposites.
The significance o w p a is to explore the healthiest movement of
Heaven. In ancient times, the Chinese believed that the Tao of Heaven
was also the Tao of Humanity, especially for an emperor, who was regarded as the Son of Heaven and whose duty was to lead and educate his
people to practice the Tao of Heaven. King Wen's father, Ji Li, was a
nobleman of the Shang dynasty. He was granted the title of the West
Lord and ruled the territory on the west side of the Shang empire. Ji Li
manifested the Tao of Heaven; people from all around were drawn to
him. The emperor of Shang felt threatened and killed Ji Li. King Wen
carried on his father's magnanimous administration with great humility
and circumspection for fifty years. He still could not escape the Tyrant of
Shang's suspicion and jealousy, and eventually he was imprisoned. During his seven years of imprisonment King Wen worked with the I and
pondered his future duties. He realized that every undertaking or revolutionary cause needed to pass through the four stages of yuan, heng, li, and
zhen, or sprouting, growing, blooming, and bearing fruit. He visualized
that his sublime initiation (yuan) would be prosperous and smooth (heng),
favorable to the people and successful (li), and should be kept steadfast
and upright (zhen). At that time he had already worked out an overall
plan of how to rescue the people from the Ty;mt of Shang's brutality. He
was deeply attached to the Tap of Heaven and the law of natural development. He rearranged the s a f o u r gua and put Q a n at the very beginning to serve as the general guideline of the Upper Canon and as the
polestar of his revolutionary course.
Heaven's movement is constant, persistent, and stable; it follows its
orbit without deviation, still maintaining its equilibrium. (According to
ancient Chinese cosmology, Earth was the center of the universe.)
Confucius said that "with vitality and endurance Heaven acts without
ceasing! Heaven's motion is the healthiest." Greatly influenced by the significance of this p a , Confucius explored its truth in his Doctrine of the
Golden Mean. The nature of Heaven is to follow the central ~ a t with
h no

A

excess and no insufficiency. Applied to human lives, all our actions should
follow the way of Heaven, maintaining an equilibrium. In other words,
every action should be in accord with the proper time and circumstances.
When the time and situation are not suitable for one to move, one should
have patience. On the other hand, when the time and circumstances are
favorable for one to advance, one should not lose the opportunity.This is
what the ancient sage meant: following the way of Nature. It is as simple
as putting on more clothing when the weather gets cold. When your stomach feels empty, take somethingto eat. Likewise, the ancient sage encourages the diviner to follow the way of a superior person, always vitalizing
and advancing oneself. In this way, one will obtain the four attributes of
Heaven: initiation, prosperity, favorableness, and steadfastness.
Following the steps of his father, the Duke of Zhou used the image of
six dragons to expound upon the six stages of change represented by the
six yao. The dragon was the most revered animal in ancient China. It was
believed that the dragon was able to swimin the ocean,walk on the ground,
and fly in the sky. Its constantly changing actions were unpredictable,like
changes in the weather.
The host of this $ua is the solid line at the fifth place. Q a n represents
the Tao of Heaven; thus, the fifth place is the symbolic seat of Heaven.
Q a n also illustrates the Tao of an emperor, and in that regard the fifth
place is also the symbolic seat for an emperor. This place possesses the
four virtues of the yang aspect-firm, strong, central, and c o r r e c a n d is
thus the most suitable place for the host of this p a . Confucius's Commentary on the Decision says, "As mounting on six dragons soaring in the
sky. . . .The Initiating is high above all beings." This is the Tao of the
Initiating, the perfect time and position. Beyond this position, things begin to alternate to their opposites. In this yao, a yang element is at a yang
place, indicating a perfect situation for a ruler or a leader. One in this
position requires the qualities of a superior person: firm, strong, magnanimous, and energetic.
%n is one of the twelve tidal gua, representing the fourth month of
the Chinese lunar calendar. In the solar calendar, this month is May.

(I) InirialNne. Qian alternates to Encountering ($4)

E

This line is represented by a dragon lying low. The dragon is in the lowest
of the six lines, indicating an initial stage. The time is not suitable and the
circumstances are not favorable for action. However, it is a time for preparation. This was exactly King Wen's situation when he was
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(5) F@ Nine. Qian alternates to Great Hmvwt (14)
The fifth line is the central line of the upper p a . It is a yang element at a
yang place-central, correct, and most auspicious. It indicates that the
time and situation are ripe for taking action. The dragon is already
- flyi n g a man of great virtue is ready to be a leader. Everythng is in its
proper place. However, even in this context a wise leader still needs to
seek assistance from worthy people. It is said that this p a represents how
King Wu, under the instruction of his father, sent armed forces to suppress the tyrant of the Shang dynasty, gaining the love and esteem of the
people.

imprisoned by the tyrant of the Shang dynasty for seven years, but he
conducted himself with remarkable patience and self-restraint.

0)SecondNine. Qian alternates to Seeking Harmony (13)
The second line is symbolized by a dragon arising in the field. This line
is in the central place of the lower p a . It means that a great person is on
the central path. The time is coming, and the situation is suitable; he is
ready to take action, and his virtuous influence will spread extensively.
But before a definite goal and direction have been established, it is advisable to seek guidance from someone who is great in virtue or experience.
This was King Wen's situation when he was released after seven years of
confinement.

(6) Top Nine. @an alternates to Eliminating (Af)

The sixth line is in the uppermost place. The haughty dragon reaches its
limit. One i/n this place should be cautious of not going too far and afterward having regrets. The I Ching always reminds us that extreme joy
begets sorrow. How can one expect a state of abundance to be everlasting?
Always remember that one loses by pride and gains by modesty. The Yao
Text says, "Haughty dragon. There is regret."The haughty dragon represents the Tyrant of Shang. He had committed countless evil deeds and
was heading for his doom.

(3) TbinlNine. Qian a l t m a f ; ~ ~ u l f ; l Z m(10)
mt E
The third line represents a situation in which one has gone beyond the
central place and reaches the top of the lower gua. This line is a yang
element at a yang place-it is not good to become too yang, meaning selfwilled and arrogant. One who is at this place should be watchful of not
straying too far from the central path and thus creating an unfavorable
situation. King Wen found himself in this position when he returned from
prison to his own state and made determined efforts to prepare himself
and influence his people to reestablish his kingdom. The Yao Text says,
"The superior p e r s o n 4 day long, initiating, initiating. At night, keeping alert. Adversity, no fault."This describes King Wen's actions precisely.

All nines indicates that all yang lines alternate to yin lines. Among the

(4) Fourtb Nine. Qian akernates to Little Accarmulation (9)

The fourth line symbolizes a dragon getting ready to leap out of the abyss
and fly into the sky. Since this is the first line of the upper p a , the time
and the circumstances have reached a new level, but only at the initial
stage. Before taking action, one should wait for the best timing. In both
advancing and retreating, it is important to wait for favorable timing. It is
worth mentioning that in this yao, the Duke of Zhou uses the word huo,
meaning "if" or "probably." The dragon can either leap or take no action.
One should be extremely cautious. The Duke of Zhou reminds us that in
a difficult or dangerous situation one should act cautiously; then there
will be "no fault."This yao is exemplified by the actions of King Wu, son
o f b g Wen, who, under the instruction of King Wen, sent troops against
the Shang dynasty and then retreated, making only an exploratory attack.
He was testing his capability for success.

6

!

sixty-four p a , only this one and Responding have an extra Yao Text applied 40 the situation when all six lines move. When all six lines change,
one should read the Decision on the approached p a . The ancient Chinese believed that, although dragons were the strongest and most powerful creatures, they never fought for leadership. Only the most magnanimous and humble, the one who is able to manifest the will of Heaven and
represent Heaven, would be selected by Heaven. Thus Confudus says in
his commentary, "Following the virtue of Heaven, one should not appear
as a chief." An emperor or a leader is an initiator, but at the same time he
is responsive. He is responsive to the will of Heaven. Thus, the next p a ,
Responding, expounds the Tao of the Subordinate. In this way, Initiating
and Responding, the yang and the yin, merge into one. This yao indicates
that the subordinates of the Shang dynasty did not regard the tyrant as
their leader. It was time for a true leader to be ordained by Heaven. Thus
good fortune follows.
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Additional Reference Information for This Gua:
Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Heaven above, Heaven below
Q a n represents Heaven
Metal
Six yang
The fourth month of the lunar year, or May
Fifth Nine
--Kun
(2) EE
Qan
(1) =r
Qan
(1) ==

WENYEN

planations of the texts of the six yao. The second section stresses how to
advance virtue and improve one's social conduct. In the third section,
emphasis is laid on the importance of doing the right thing, in the right
po&ion, at the 'right time. The central theme of the fourth section shifts
to the principle of Heaven. In Chinese, it is called Tian Tao, the Tao of
Heaven. The theme of the f f i section is still Tian Tao. Coficius, with
his whole heart and mind, praises the magnificence of the principle and
the qualities of Heaven, that is, yuan, heng, li, and zhen. Two lines in this
section are considered key to studying the I Ching:

Alternations of the six yao unfold the W ;
Transformations of the opposites bringfwth thcfeling.
In the final section, Coficius summarizes his conclusions, based on
the text of the six yao, on how to lead an ethical life.

(Confucius's Commentary on the Words of the Text)
The Wen Yen makes
L up t
h of the Ten Wings. It comments
exclusively on the Decision and the Yao Text of the first and second gua;
however, most of the comments are on the first gua. Confudus believed
that Q a n and Kun were the gateway of the I Ching, the rest of the gua
being developed from them. He never tired of explaining them in detail.
In this commentary Confudus went further,particularly emphasizing the
moral content of the text of the I Ching. The authorship is traditionally
credited to Confucius, but later studies indicate that it may have been
written by scholars of various C o h c i a n schools at different times.
This piece represents the ideological system of Confudanism and has
profound influence in Chinese culture. It is worth mentioning that before
the Jin dynasty (265420) this commentary was only a part of the Ten
Wings; it was not a part of the I Ching. Wang Pi, one of the most eminent I Ching scholars of j e Jin dynasty, &st published it, along with
Q a n and Kun, as an integral part of the I Ching. Almost all later editions
of the I Ching folluwed his initiative.
The commentary is divided into six sections.The fmt section analyzes
yuan, heng, li, and zhen, the four qualities and characteristics of Heaven,
which is the Chinese concept of God. It indicates that the superior person should comprehend and exemplfy the utmost goodness of humanity
represented by these four virtues of Heaven: in so doing he is qualified to
be a leader.
In the second, third, and fourth sections, Confixius gives detailed ex-

Yuan, the sublime and initiative,
Is thefirst and chief yuality of goodness.
Hmg, theprosperous and smooth,
Is the accumulation of excellence.

,

Li, thefavorable and beneficial,
Is the harmony of all that isjust.
W e n , the steadfast and upright,
Is the core of action.
Because the superiorperson embodies all that is human,
He is able to be the head of men.
Because hepresents the assemblage of excellences,
He is able to unitepeople through courtesy.
Because he isfavorable and beneficial to all beings,
He is able to bring them into harmony withjustice.
Because he is stea+st andupright,
He is ablr to carry out all kina? of achievements.
The superiorperson applies thesefour virtues in actions,
Therefore, it is said Qian isyuan, heng, li, and d e n .

'
'-
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In i t d Nine says:
"Dragon lying low.
Do not use."
What does it mean?
The Master says:
The dragon holds virtue but conceals his ligbt.
He makes no change with the infuence of the world
He acts on nothing to secure hisfame.
Withdrawingfiom the world, he bears no regret.
Experiencing disapproval, he embraces no sadness.
Acts withjoy fhe is able to carry hisprinciples into action.
Casts oflsorrow fhis time has not come.

Second Nine says:
'Dragon arising in thefield
Favorable to see a great person. "
What does it mean?
The Master says:
The dragon shows his virtue,
He isproperly in the centralplace.
Truth@ in his ordinary word,
And cautious in his usual conduct.
Guarding against degenmacy
And maintaining in his sincerity.
He dedicates himseyto the world but yithout the least boasting,
And his virtue is extensive/y displayed, having great inJuence.
Thus the I says,
"Dragon arising in thef;eld
Favorable to see a great person.*
This rcfm to the palities of a superiorperson.
Third Nine says:
"Thesuperiorpmon-

All day long, initiating, initiating.
At night, keeping alert.
Adversity, nofault."
What does it mean?
The Master says:
The sage advances in virtue
And improves his deed.
With true heart and goodfaith
He advances in virtue.
With attention to his word and stable sincerity
He improves in deed.
Knowing the utmostpoint to be reached and reaching it,
He is able to grasp opportunity.
Knowing the end to be rested in, and resting in it,
He is able to comprehend appropriateness.
For this reason, he is able to not be pmud in a superiorposition
And not distressed in a lowly one.
T h , being active and creative as circumstances demand, and
watchfil,
In this way, even in a situation of adversity,
He will not make any mistake.
Fourth Nine says:
'ProbabZy leapingfrom an abyss.
Nofault."
What does it mean?
The Master says:
Ascending or descending,
There is no constant ride
But not to commit mi].
Advancing or retreating,
Them is nopermanent measure
But not to desert others.
The superiorperson advances his virtue and improves his deea3
In order to seize the opportune time.
Thus, nofault can be made.

F'ph Nine says:
aDragonflyng in the sky.
Favorable to see a great person."

-

What does it mean?
The Master says:
Notes ofthe same key respond to one another;
Odors ofthe same nature merge together.
Waterflows toward what is wet,
Fire rises toward what is dry.
C l o dfoolw dragons;
Windfollow tigers.
Whateverthe superiorperson does, it can beperceived by all beings.
Thosewho draw their mjjnfiom Heaven maw tavmd what is above;
Those who draw their oripgrnfiom
Earth cleave to what is below.
All beingsf o h their own kind

Top Nine says:

k

%Iaugbty dragon.
There is regret. .'
What does it mean?
The Master says:
Being no&, yet no correspondingposition;
Dwelling hi@, yet nofollowing ofpeople.
A tnlmted and virtuousperson in theposition below gives no support,
Should he move in such a situation, there will be no excusefor regret.

Dragon lying lbw, do not use.
Position is low.
Dragon arising in thejeld
A timefor action is arriving.
The superiorperson, all day long initiating, initiating.
Proceeding according toplan.
Probably leapingfiom an abyss.
Making a h;nlof his strength.

DragonjIying in the sky.
In a superiorposition leading and administering.
Haughty dtagon. Therc is repet.
Extremity brings calamity.
When allf;nns change to yielding,
Great order is achieved across the land

Dragon lyng lbw, do not use.
Your enngy is lying deeply low.
Dragon arking in thejeld
All under Heaven i s illuminated
The superiorper~an,all day long initiating, initiating.
He is acting,proceeding in harmony with good timing.
ProbabZy leapingfmm an abyss.
The Tao of Qian is transjming.
Dragonflying in tbe sky.
Heaven4 virtue is being bestowed on thisposition.
Haughty dragon, there is regrct.
Completion and ending correspond with timing.
When allfirms change toyielding,
The model ofHeaven isperceived

What is Qianyuan?
It refers to QianS initiation and heng.
And heng means tbat whatever he d m and wherever k goes
He willjnd tbat things are prospemus and smooth.
What is li &en?
It refers to QianS nature andfeling.
Qian creates the world
With his magn@centgmcr
He benejirs all under Heaven,
But never mentions his effects.

How great he is!

-

How great is Qian?
Firm and strong, central and correct.
He is thepurest and the most unadulterated.
Alternations of the six yao unfold the truth;
Transformationsof the opsites bringforth thefeeling.
Harnessing the six dragons on time,
Drive upon theprinciple of Heaven.
CZoudsJowing and rainfa Ning,
All under Heaven enjoy equality in peace.

The superiorperson actsfor rie complerimr of virtue;
His virtuous action may be seen in his rlaily course.
W h t is hiding?
It is withdrawing and not appearing,
Proceeding yet not completing.
This is not the timefor the superiorperson to be active.
The superiorperson
He questions, to
Magnanimous in lye,
Benevolent in action.
The I says, aDragonarising in thefield
Favorable to see a great person."
It refns to the virtuous quality of a ruler.
Third Nine says:
Firmness is doubled and not central.
Above, it is not in &position refming to Heaven.
Below, it is not in theplace relating to the ground
Therefore, initiating and initiating as time demand
And still thoroughly keeping alert.
Then, despite the adversity, nofault.
Fourth Nine says:
Firmness is doubled and not central.

It is not in theposition refwing to Heaven above,
Nor at theplace relating to the ground below,
Nor at thepost associated with humans in the middle.
Then it is in perplexity.
And being so, it hesitates to make a decision.
Nofault can be made.
The superiorperson is in harmony:
In virtue, with Heaven and Earth,.
In brightness, with the sun and moon;
In orderly procedure, with thefour seasons;
In goodfortune and badfortune, with the gods and spirits.
He may precede Heaven, but not oppose theprinc$des ofHeaven
He mayfollow Heaven by aligning with the timing of Heaven.
IfHeaven will not act in opposition to him,
How much less will men?
And how much less willgod and spirits?
The wmd haughty indicates
Knowing to advance but not to retreat,
Knowing to maintain existence but not to letperish,
And knowing to gain but not to lose.
It is only the holyperson who knows
When to advance and when to retreat,
And how to maintain existence and how to letperish,
And does not lose appropriateness.
The holy person alone can do this!

.

Kun ~ e s p n d i n ~

-------

.

Kun Earth
Kun ~ & t h

Kun means extension and submission.In W'ieIm's text, Kun is translated
as The Receptive. Blofeld translates Kun as The Passive Principle. In this
book, the term Responding is adopted. The ancient Chinese ideograph
Kun is depicted here. The Chinese character tu-Earthstands on the
left side, and a p0wedb.lvertical
right. The vertical
stroke cuts through the middle
of extension.
In the I Ching, Kun represents the quality of Earth-ubmission.
When
these two meanings are put together, the ideograph represents the extension of submission.
In the I Ching, King Wen considered Q a n to be the first of the sixtyfour gua and Kun to be the second. Q a n and Kun together act as an
introduction to the whole book. Q a n also operates as a guiding principle
of the first thuty gua of the Upper Canon and Kun as a guiding principle
of the next thuty-two gua in the Lower Canon.
The significance of Q4n is to explore natural phenomena, the Tao of
Heaven. The significance of Kun is to explore the social phenomena, the
Tao of Humanity. The Tao of Heaven is initiation; the Tao of Humanity
is submission.As a human being, one has to be submissive to Heaven and
be responsive to Heaven's will. Thus King Wen's Decision says "Sublimely prosperous and smooth.'Favorable with a mare's steadfastness."
Creation and reception, initiation and submission,ymg and yin, should
unite into one and complement each other--this is the Tao of I.

H

Q a n is the image of heat and light, yang energy, radiating from Heaven.
Kun is the image of yin energy extending over Earth. Qan represents the
& d o n of Heaven, initiating the Creation of the world. Kun represents
the fimction of Earth, submitting and responding to Qan. Kun acts har- -moniously with Q a n for the completion of Creation; thus, Kun is re- =
-=
sponsive to Qian creative action. It is worth mentioning that King Wen
did not name this gua E d , instead he named it Kun. Earth refers to the
celestial bodies and the Chinese deity Earth Mother. The purpose of the
I Ching is not to expose the nature of the celestial bodies nor the divine
deities but to offer guidance
for favorable action in one's daily life and at
the same time to avoid misconduct that invites misfortune. For this reason, King Wen named the second gua Kun. Kun is the yin energy, responsive to Qan's creative action. Responsiveness, flexibility, devotion, and
humility are its feminine qualities. Kun is made up of two primary gua,
both Earth ==. The six yao are all yielding lines. This picture presents an
image of the purest yin,the most responsive, flexible, devoted, and humble
qualities.
Sequence of the Gua:A
&
'
myMd beings areproduced

Heaven and Earth have come into existence,

Kun takes the image of Earth. According to its nature, Kun can neither
create nor develop. Although it has the potential, it cannot accomplish
anydung alone. Its accomplishment q u i r e s acceptance of the purest yang
energy from Q a n and action in accordance with perfect timing. Then it
is able to produce myriad beings between Heaven and Earth. Q a n sows
the seeds; Kun brings them to birth-a perfect complement of Heaven
and Earth.
The Decision in Kun begins just as the Decision in Q?an does, except
the steadfastness in Kun is "a mare's steadfastness."The ancient Chinese
originated in northern China, close to the Yellow Ground Plateau. They
lived a nomadic life and were familiar with horses, observing herds living
together. Among hundreds of horses there was always a leader, and the
leader was always a male. Wherever the leading horse went, the herd of
horses, male and female, followed. During war, male horses always ran in
the front, all female horses followed behind. The nature of the mare became representative of Kun's attributes.
Kun's attributes,however, cannot be beneficial in every situation.They
are successful only when Kun is acting like a devoted and submissive female horse following the male horse who is running along the right path.
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Therefore, when acting in a predetermined manner, Kun loses; when following a well-chosen leader, Kun does well. It is favorable to have a master, but at the same time to be a master of one's own nature. In other
words, Mother Earth should respond to the function of Heaven and still
be true to herself, then she can grow and nourish myriad beings.
King Wen's Decision on the p a says, "Favorable in the southwest:
finds friends. In the northeast: loses fiiends."The directions in tlie I Ching
are based upon King Wen's circular arrangement of the eight primary gua.
In King Wen's arrangement, the eight primary p a stand for eight directions. East, west, south, and north are represented, respectively, by n u n der, Lake, Fire, and Water; southwest is Earth, northeast is Mountain,
southeast is Wind, and northwest is Heaven. Since southwest is the direction of Earth, there one will find friends. Northeast is the opposite
direction, so there one loses fiiends.
Another interpretation points out that west is the position of Earth
= z and Lake
and south is the position of Wind
and Fire =.
These four gua carry the yin quality (a mother and three daughters). On
the other hand, east is the position of Mountain = and Thunder =,
and north is the position of Heaven = and Water s.
These gua carry
the yang quality (a father and three
Commentary on
the Words of the Tact for Q a n says:

Notes of the same key respond to
Odors of the same nature merge
Wateryows toward what is wet,
Fire rises toward what is dry. . . .
All beingsfollow their own kind
Like attracts like. Kun will find fiiends in the south and west but will lose
friends in the north and east.
Kun is one of the twelve tidal gua, representing the tenth month of the
Chinese lunar calendar. In the solar calendar, it is November.

Decision
Responding.
Sublimely prosperous and smooth.
Favorable with a mare's steadfastness.
Superior person has somewhere to go.
Predeterminingloses.

Following obtains a master.
Favorable in the southwest:
Finds friends.
In the northeast:
Loses friends.
Be composed and content.
Being steadfast and upright: good fortune.

Commentary on the Decision
Perfect is Responding?greatness;
It brings birth to all beings
And accepts the sourcefiom Heaven.
Responding in its richness sustains all beings;
Its virtue is in harmony without limit.
Its capaciq is wide, its brightness is great.
Through it, aN beings attain tbeirfiJ[development.

A mare is a creature of earthly kind
Its moving on Earth is boundless,
Yielding and submissive, advantage0us and steadfast.
The superiorperson comprehends her way of lfe:
Taking the lead brings confurion,
She loses the way.
Following and responsive,
Shefin& the normal course.
Findfrinds in the southwest,
Proceed with people ofthe same kind
Losejiiends in the northeast,
In the end congratulations will arrive.
Goodfortune comesfiom resting in steudfmtness.
It corresponds with the boundless capacify of Earth.

Commentary on the Symbol
Earth1 nature is to extend and respond
In cowespondence with this,

(2)Kun

The superiwpmon enriches her virtue
To sustain all beings.

-----

Tie up a bag, nofault.
Through caution, there will be no harm.

5. Fifth Six

YmText
1. Initial Six
Treading on hoarfrost,
Solid ice will come.
Treading on hoar-ostA token @id ice comingYin energy is condensing.
Following this natural sequence,
Solid ice is at hand

2. Second Six
Straight, square, and great.
Not from learning.
Nothing is unfavorable.
Tbc mwement of tbc second six is straight,
~ecause'
ofits uprightness.
It is spontaneous, operating without efort;
Nothing is unfavorable.
Thc light ofEarth ir carryingforward

3. Third Six
Hiding excellence,
Appropriate to be steadfast and upright.
Probably serving a king,
Claim no credit,
Carrying things through to the end.
Hiding one3 excellence, appropriate to be steadfast and upright.
She will be discwered when the time is ripe.
Probably serving the king,
Great is the brilliance of this wisdom.

4. Fourth Six
Tie up a bag.
No fault, no praise.

A yellow lower garment.
Supreme good fortune.

A yellow lowergarment, supreme goodfwtune.
There is beauty within.
6. Top Six
Dragons fighting in the wilderness;
Their blood is blue-yellow.
Dragonsfighring in the wiZdmess,
Dead end is reached.

7. All Sixes
Favorable to be perseveringly steadfast and upright.

All six, persevering& steadfmt andupright.
Great will be the end

This gua is one of the eight among the sixty-four accomplished gua that
is made up by doubling
-- one of the eight primary gua. Here, the accomplished gua is Kun SZ, Responding, the primary gua is Earth r ~The
. I
Ching describes the relationship of yin and yang, the two primary and
hdarnental forces in the universe.They are opposite but mutually complementary. The ancient Chinese believed that too much yang and too little
yin is too hard, without elasticity and likely to be broken. Too much yin
and too M e yang is too soft, without spirit and likely to become inert.
Yin and yang must coordinate and support each other. @an represents
the most yang, Kun represents the most yin. In the I Ching all sixty-four
gua are derived from the principle of the mutual coordination and
complementarity of yin and yang. One of the commentaries says,
Yin is the mostgentZe andsubmissive;whenput in motion, it is strong
and*.
Yin is the most quiet and still; when taking action, it is able to reach a
dcfinitegoal.
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text suggests that Earth symbolizes a sage's virtue. Straighdorward, square,
and great are the features of Earth. In Chinese, square, when it is applied
to morality, tees the connotation of upright. When one follows the way
of Heaven as Earth does, one is great. Thus, a superior person should
possess the virtues of straightness, uprightness, and submissiveness, like
Earth responding to Heaven; then one is able to carry out the will of
Heaven spontaneously,without effort. This line indicates that the Duke
of Zhou assisted his brother, King Wu, in planning an expedition against
the tyrant of the Shang dynasty. The Duke of Zhou advised King Wu to
cultivate the virtue of Earth. Being straight and square, one would be
great. Then the expedition could be conducted with no effort, and nothing would remain unfavorable.

How can this be? Yin is gentle
but not weak. It is submissive, without
necessarily giving up its initiative. Yin receives yang qualities from nurturing the yang.
The host of the p a is the yielding line at the second place. Kun represents the Tao of Earth, the second place is the symbolic place for Earth.
Kun illustrates the Tao of the subordinate, the second place is the symbolic place for subordinates. This place possesses the four virtues of the
yin aspec-yielding,
submissive, central, and correct. It is thus the most
suitable as the host of this p a . The Decision advises that choosing one's
own predetermined path will not work out well, but following another's
wise lead will meet with success. It indicates the Tao of the subordinate or
the responsive.
Generally, in the I Ching, the fifth place is the host of the gua. It is
central to the upper gua and represents the position of a king or leader.
The fourth place is directly underneath the king, it represents the position of a minister. The second place is also special, because it is central to
the lower p a . Because it is far from the king, it is regarded as an ofticial's
position. If one takes this place, then one's role is as a servant to onepslord.
In the lower p a , the second line is a yin element at a yin place, indicating
a perfect situation for Responding. It represents all the yin aspects of a
sage's quality by following the Tao of Heaven and establishing the Tao of
Humanity.

(3) T M Six. Kun alternates to Humbleness (IS) The third line, "Hiding excellence," suggests humility. When the yielding
line at the third place changes into a solid line, this p a alternates to
Humbleness. However, one's excellence cannot be hidden very long, sooner
or later it will be discovered. According to this line, one who has talent
should come forth to serve the people. When the right time presents
itself, one should carry things through to the end and not hold any selfish
motivation. This line indicates that the Duke of Zhou and King Wu were
preparing an expedition against the tyrant of the Shang dynasty.Through
the experience of having their grandfather killed by the Emperor of Shang,
they realized the importance of hiding one's excellence and firmly maintaining it.Their strategywas to serve the tyrant with humility while bringing their plan to completion. Confudus praises their wisdom.

\

(1) Initial Six. Kun alternates to Turning Back (24)
/"
This line is a yin element at the bottom of the gua. Yin
olizes cold;
bottom symbolizes the ground. This gua represents
tenth month of
the Chinese lunar calendar. In northern China, hoar ost appears during
this month. When people see hoarfrost on the ground, they know that
winter is at hand. Thus the Duke of Zhou said, "Treading on hoarfrost,
solid ice will come."The message is that fiom a small clue one should be
aware of what is coming; then one can take preventive measures against
possible trouble. This line indicates that King Wu followed the instructions of his father, King Wen, preparing to rescue the people fiom the
brutality of the tyrant of the Shang dynasty. All the signs showed that the
right time was at hand.

f

(2) Second Six. Kun alternates to Multitude (7) The second line is a yin element at a yin place, central and correct. The
ancient Chinese believed that Heaven is round while Earth is square.The

(4) Fourtb Six. Kun alternates to Delight (16) -

,

The fourth line is a yin element at a yin place. It is at the bottom of the
upper gua. Although the place is correct, it is not central. In the I Ching,
Kun also represents cloth. Thus the text employs the image of a tied-up
bag to explain an unfavorable situation. "Tie up a bagn viyidly suggests
that in an unfavorable situation one should restrain oneself. Be cautious
in words and actions. Being cautious in an unfavorable situation, how can
one be at fault?To be cautious is a preventive stance to avoid harm, but it
is not productive. Therefore, there is no praise. This line indicates that in
preparing an expedition against the Tjmnt of Shang, the Duke of Zhou
and King Wu not only humbled themselves but also were cautious in
their words and actions, as if tying up a bag.
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(5) F@h Six. Kun &mates to Union (8) The fifth line is the central place of the upper p a ; a yellow garment is
used. In the I Ching, Q a n represents the upper clothes, and Kun represent, the lower garments. A lower garment symbolizes humility. In the
Chinese system of the five elements, Earth is in the central place, and its
color is yellow. For this reason the lower garment is yellow. A yellow garment symbolizes that one in this place is able to walk in the central path
and be humble. It is extremely auspicious. In the class-based society of
ancient times, the formal attire of a scholar was a black robe with a yellow
lower garment. (Scholars were of the social stratum between senior officials and the common people.) The robe was long, and covered the yellow
garment. Humility is of an inner beauty, like the beauty of the yellow
garment covered by the black robe. Thus Confucius's commentary says,
"There is beauty within." This line indicates that the time to send an
expedition against the Tyrant of Shang was near. The Duke of Zhou and
King Wu realized that humility should not be dealt with as a strategy. It
should become one's nature.
There is a story relating to this line. T h e n was a lord named Nan Gua
who plotted to rebel against the king. He performed a divination and
obtained this p a . He was very happy that the text said, "A yellow lower
garment. Supreme good fortune." He was certain that he would meet
with success. Nevertheless, a duke admonished him, "Dear Lord, it must
be a faithful and t r u M action to be auspicious. Otherwise it will fd."
His explanation was based on the theory of the five elements. According
to this theory, yellow, the color of Earth, represents the
guides one to act in accordance with the principle of Confudus's
Mean, that is, to act exactly right without excess or
is to leave the central path; such an undertaking
(6) Tbp Six. Kun alternates to FalingAwy

I

The top line reaches the extremity of the gua. In this gua a l l six lines are
fin. The yin element approaches closer and closer; the yang element retreats again and again. The yang reaches its end point, it has no place to
retreat, and so a struggle with the yin is unavoidable. It is a struggle between negative and positive, darkness and light. In Chinese tradition, the
color of Heaven is blue. Two dragonsane yang and the other yin-are
fighting. Consequently,the colors of their blood, blue (Heaven) and yellow (Earth), merge. The message of this yao is that when one approaches
an extreme, the path comes to an end. If one is ready to change, this is a

turning point. Otherwise, one will fall apart.
This line indicates that four years after King Wen had passed away, in
the year 1066 B.c., King Wu followed his father's instruction, sending a
punitive expedition against the tyrant of the Shang dynasty. At first, King -Wu sent spies to Shang. It was reported that the rulers and administrators =
--=
were dissipated and unashamed. King Wu thought that the time was not
appropriate. Later, messages were sent back that all the righteous persons
had been reproached and dismissed from their posts. King Wu believed
that the time was still not mature. At last, the messenger came back and
told how the people of Shang dared not speak King Wu considered that
the time was ready. At the same time there was a famine; people working
in the fields preferred to go on an expedition. King Wu took three hundred chariots, forty-five thousand soldiers, and three thousand troops as a
vanguard. Soldiers sang and danced, and morale was high. Eight Werent
ethnic kingdoms came to join the rebellion. King Wu charged the tyrant
with four indictments:that he was licentious and dissolute, indulging himself with concubines; that he did not offer sacrifices to Heaven and his
ancestors; that he did not trust righteous persons, even his own relatives;
and that he housed criminals of all kinds and harbored the escaped slaves
of neighboring kingdomsJn a decisive battle, 170,000 troops of the Shang
dynasty responded to King Wu's righteous movement and rose up against
the tyrant. The cruel Shang dynasty was brought down.

(7)All S k s . Kun h a t e s to Initiating (I)

All sixes indicates that all yin lines alternate to yang lines. As already
mentioned, there are two extra Yao Texts with the first and second p a ,
Q a n and Kun. Q a n represents Heaven, pure yang, and Kun represents
Earth, pure yin. When one's divination obtains this yao, one should use
the fullpotential of the Earth quality; then "greatwill be the end," meaning that all six yin Lines alternate to yang lines. In the I Ching, yang
represents great, and yin represents little. When six yin lines alternate to
six yang lines, that is great. The function of Earth is to respond. Earth
responds to the action of Heaven. When one accepts the pure yang energy from Heaven and acts in accordance with perfect timing, then one is
able to produce myriad beings between Heaven and Earth. This is a perfect complement of yin energy with yang energy. This line is a continuation of the preceding p a . King Wu fultilled the will of his father, King
~ g nwho
, responded to the will of Heaven. The Tyrant of Shang was
overthrown. All the yin energy turned to yang. The Tao of Heaven was

(2)Kun

fulfilled, but there remained something not yet Milled. According to
the Tao of Heaven, it was favorable to be steadfast and upright.
r
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Reference Information for This Gua

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
- Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Earth above, Earth below
Kun is Earth
Earth
Six yin
The tenth month of the lunar year, or November
Second Six
i
Qan
(1) 5
-Kun
(2) EE
-Kun
(2) g~
-

WENYEN
(Confucius's Commentary on the Words of the Tact)

Kun is most soft;
Yet in action it isjrm.
It is most still,
fit in nature, square.
Thmughfollowing she obtains her lord,
Yet still maintains her nature and thus endures.
She contains all beings
And is brilliant in transfbming.
This is the way ofKun-How docile it is,
Bearing Heaven and moving with time!

Thcfamily that heaps goodness upon goodness
Is sure to have an abundance of blessings.
Thefamily thatpiles mil upon evil
Is sure to have an abundance of misery.

Murder of a ruler by his minister,
Or afather by his son,
Does not resultfmm a single day and night.
Its causes have accumulated bit by bit
Through the absence of early discrimination.
The I says, "Treading on hoarfrost, solid ice will come."
It shows the natural sequence of cause and effect.
"Straight"indicates cowechess.
"Square"indicates r@hteousness.
The superiorperson respects herserf
In keeping her inner lfe straight.
And rectijies herserf
In making her outer action square.
When respecting and rectfiing are establsshd,
ThenfiIf;llmentof virtue will befreefrom isolation.
"Straight,square, and great.
Notfmm learning.
Nothing is unfavorable.
It shows she has no doubt in what she does.
Although yin possesses beauty,
It is concealed
Engaging in a king? seruice,
Claims no d i tfor oneseIf:
This is the Tao of Earth,
The Tao of a w fe,
And the Tao of one who serves the king.
The Tao of Earth is to make no claim on its own,
But to bring euerything to completion.
Changing and transformingof Heaven and Earth
Bringforth allp ZantsjZourishing.
lfHeaven and Earth restrain theirfunction,
Thnt an ableperson would withdrawfrom the light.
The I says, "Tie up a bag. Nofault, nopraise."
It counsels caution.

A superiorperson should hold the qualify o f E a r t k
Yellow is centraZ and moderate,
Understanding and considerate.
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Correcting herposition andperfecting her action,
Ner beauty lies within.
It permeates her whole being
And man fests in all her doing.
This reveah thepmfection of beauty.
Whenyin competes against yang,
A contest is certain.
Since no yang is considered,
Then a dragon is mentioned.
Since no category is c h g e d ,
Thm blood-a yin s y m b o l r i noted
Blue andyellow is Heaven and Earth infurion.
Heaven is blue, E a r t h y e h .

The Commentary is divided into two sections. In -the first section
Confucius expounds further upon King Wen's Decision. In the second
section he provides more detailed explanationsof the Duke of Zhou's Yao
Text. Both sections are based upon the moral principles of the Confucian
school. All through the ages Confucian schools regarded Q a n as a gua
for the king and Kun as a gua for the queen. Q a n reveals the truth of how '
to be a leader; Kun reveals the truth of how to be a follower. Confucian
scholars consider that both leading and being led should be learned and
practiced.
At the beginning of this section, Confudus gives an excellent example
of the Chinese dialectical point of view. Kun is soft, yet still firm. It is still,
yet also square. Soft and f m , still and square are entirely opposite, yet in
the Chinese mind they can be united. Thus Confucius says, "Through following she obtains her lord, yet still maintains her nature."lhis is a typical
Chinese dialecti-being
submissive but not slavish, independent but not
rebellious and, on the other hand, being a leader but not dictatorial.
This dialectical point of view-the merging of opposites-is deeply
rooted in Chinese culture. The I Ching expounds first the Tian Tao, the
Tao of Heaven, then Di Tao, the Tao of Earth. It instructs people that
Heaven is the Initiator and that Earth should follow the Tao of Heaven,
and humans should follow the Tao of Earth.Because King Wen had these
ideas, he rearranged the sequence of the I Ching and put Q a n in the fust

place and Kun in the second. Confudus highly admired the culture of the
Zhou dynasty. He said, "How brilliant is the culture of Zhou. I prefer to
follow Zhou."
Confucius expanded on this subject to explain the law of cause and effect. Through the influence of the I Ching, the idea of retribution was
deeply impressed into Chinese culture. The Chinese people believe that
the law of cause and effect operates not only within one generation but
through at least three generations, afFecting their ancestors, themselves,
and their descendants. For this reason, the Chinese revered their ancestors
after they passed away and emphasized their words and deeds and fimily
education. In Chinese, the actual meaning of "abundance of blessings" and
"abundance of misery" contains the sense of "remaining for a long time." In
other words, the effect ofgood deeds and evil acts remain generation afier
generation. On this acc6unt, the Chinese believe that the effect of their
deeds, whether good or bad, if not W i l e d in the present life, definitely
come to f i t i o n in the life of the next generation.Thus, they say,"care only
for plowing and weeding, ask not for the harvest." Bearing this in mind,
Liu Bei, the emperor of the Shu Han dynasty (AD. 221-265), instructed
his son on his deathbed, 'Don't restrain your good deed because it is too
tiny; don't perform your ;vil act because it is so little."
Commenting on the second yao, Confucius says, "When respecting
and rectifying are established, then fulfillment of virtue will be free fiom
isolation." "Respect" here means respect for oneselfin keeping one's inner
life straight. R
' e*
is to rectlfy oneself in making one's outer action
square. In so doing, "fullillment of virtue will be fiee from isolation."
Confucius once told his students, " V i e is not left to stand isolated. He
who practices it will have neighbors." The idea of being fiee fiom isolation is based upon the principle of resonance. Confudus believed that the
inner virtue and the outer actions of a king, a teacher, and a parent would
influence people, students, and children. Liewise, their karmic deeds
would influence their descendants for generations. Confucius believed
that when one's words and deeds reach the level of straight, square, and
great, then whatever one speaks and does, "nothing is unfavo~able."
Confucius focws on yin qualities in his commentary on the third yao.
In the I Ching, Earth represents pum yin. It possesses beauty, yet is concealed; it engages in a king's service, yet claims no credit. This is the Tao
of Earth.
Both CoAcianism and Taoism originated from the philosophy of the
I Ching. They both followed the Tao of Earth, but they diverged. For
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instance, Confucius claimed that the Tao of Earth is taking no credit for
success, but bringing everything to completion;yet this principle was carried out more thoroughly by the Taoists. In Chinese histov, the greatest
prime minister was a Taoist sage named Chang Liang. Chang Liang assisted the first emperor of the Han dynasty (206 B.C. to A.D. 220), Liu
Pong, who overthrew the tyrant emperor of the Chin dynasty (221-206
B.c.). Chang Liang then withdrew from active life, becoming a hermit.
Where did he go? No one knows. This is the true spirit of taking no credit
for success,but bringing everything to completion. Chang Liang followed
the instruction of this yao: After succeeding, resign. He embraced the Tao
of I: When things reach the extreme, they alternate to the opposite. Chang
Liang realized that with success his prestige was at its highest, just short
of the emperor, but sooner or later he would fall. As he predicted, the
emperor became suspicious and after a time had all the other ministers
killed one by one. Chang Liang has come to be regarded as the wisest
person ever known in China.
There was another well-known prime minister, Chu Ke Liang of the
Shu Han dynasty. He also followed the spirit of this yao, but in a different
way. Chu Ke Liang successfully assisted Emperor Liu Bei in establishing
the empire in the province of Szechuan. He continued to assist the emperor by sending troops across Mount Gi six times. He captured the head
of the southern nationality, Meng Huo, seven times and released him
seven times. Consequently, Meng Huo conceded defeat and pledged allegiance to the emperor. After Emperor Liu Bei passed away, Chu Ke Liang
honored his earnest request to continue assisting his son in ruling the
country. His attitude was "Give one's all, till one's heart stops beating."
This was Chu Ke Liang's understanding of the line "The Tao of Earth is
to make no claim on its own, but to bring everything to completion."
Although Chinese history considers Chu Ke Liang a Taoist, this is with
regard to his military strategy and tactics. Concerning his way of serving
the king, he was more Confudan.
In Confudus's commentary on the fourth yao, he says, "The I says,
'Tie up a bag. No fault, no praise.' I t counsels caution.* The spirit of "tie
up a bag" was practiced more thoroughly by the Taoists than by the Confudans. The Taoist attitude is to be wise for personal survival and cau;
tious during disorderly times. They tie the bag tight. This was exactly
what Confucius said: "If Heaven and Earth restrain their function, then
an able person would withdraw fiom the light." But most Confucian scholcould not follow this principle.

Let us go back to the story of Chu Ke Liang. In the beginning he lived
life simply, in a Taoist way. At that time, he most cherished sunrival in a
disorderly world. This is typically Taoist. But after Liu Bei visited his
humble hut three times, he was so moved that he accepted Liu Bei's request to bring order to the disorderly world.
When Confucius was young, he was so determined to carry out the
Zhou dynasty's brilliant social system in what was a disorderly era that
even in his dreams he saw the Duke of Zhou. He encouraged his students
by saying, "Having completed one's learning, one should apply oneself to
being an officer." Once he told his students, "One's burden is heavy and
one's course is long . . . only with death does the course stop-is it not
long?" He visited the lords of six states, trying to persuade them to practice benevolent governing, like the Zhou system. After being rejected, he
wept in grief. At that time, he did not understand that "If Heaven and
Earth restrain their function, then an able person would withdraw from
the light."
Confudus began to study the I Ching when he was fifty years old. He
studied so hard that the leather thongs which bound the bamboo tablets
of his I Ching wore out three times. At seventy years of age he said, "If
some years were added to myiife, I would dedicate fifty years to study of
the Book of I, and then I might come to be without great fault." His
attitude had changed entirely. He realized that in his early days he had
made many mistakes.
Traditionally,the Chin&e attribute the creation of Taoism to Lao Tze,
a senior contemporary of Confudus. Confucius heard about Lao Tze and
eventually had the opportunity to visit him. He asked for advice and was
greatly impressed. Upon his return Confucius described Lao Tze to his
students as a mysterious dragon. Quoting a few passages from the Tao Te
Ching will demonstrate how their origin comes from the I Ching, a book
that existed at least five hundred years before Lao Tze.
Man follows Earth,
Earth follows Heaven.
Heaven follows the Tao.
Yet the Tao follows Nature.

I

Tao produced one.
One produced two.
Two produced Three.
Three produced ten thousand beings.

H
-----

-

-

The I Ching demonstrates the opposing relationship of yin and yang.
The quality of yin is positive-yielding, responding, and cooperating.The
relationship between yin and yang should be harmonious, creative, and
productive. In studying the I Ching, one should keep in mind that

Ten thousand beings carry yin and embrace yang,

--

----_I-

By blending their energies they achieve harmony.
Therefore existence and nonexistence produce each other.
Difficulty and ease complement each other.
Long and shon contrast with each other.
High and low rely on each other.
Sound and voice harmonize with each other.
Front and back follow each other.

Wienyin competes againstyang,
A contest is certain. . . .
Since no category is changed,
Thm blood-a yin symbol'is noted
B l u andyellow is Heaven and Earth infusion.
Heaven is blue, Earth yeIIow.

The Tao fulfills its purpose quietly and makes no claim.
'
When success is achieved, withdrawing.
The highest good is like water.
Water benefits ten thousand beings,
Yet it does not contend.
Nothing under Heaven is as soft and yielding as water.
Yet in attacking the firm and strong,
Nothing is better than water.

This is the Tao of Heaven and the Tao of Earth.

1

It is believed that the concept of the Doctrine of the Mean, one of the
four classicsof the Co&cian school,written by Tze Si, Co&cius's grandson, came from the fifth yao. In Chinese, the Doctrine of the Mean is
"ChungYung." Chung means cenal; yung means permanent. Being without inclination to either side is remaining central. Admitting of no change
is permanent. In other words, the golden principle of the Doctrine of the
Mean is unchangeable; thus it is permanent.
In the last part of the commentary, Co&cius explores the negative
aspect of the yin quality. The entire I Ching is concerned with the relationship between yin and yang. Yin and yang represent two aspects. In
the yang aspect, there are yin features and yang features. Likewise, there
are yin features and yang features in a yin aspect. In the yang aspect, yang
represents what is firm, and yin represents what is yielding. In the yin
aspect, yang represents the good, and yin represents evil. When the fum
yang corresponds with the yielding yin, there is perfect opposition because the yin functions harmoniously with the yang. Yin is a positive
complement. On the other hand, when yin competes against yang, it reveals the yin aspea then yin represents evil instead of yielding. When
p g is without yin, it is too firm. It is defeated because it is too easily
broken. When yin is without yang, it becomes vicious and leaves a legacy
of trouble.

----- 7

(3) Zhun

zhun beginning

----

--

.

Kan Cloud
Zhen Thunder

.

.

NAME
AND STRUCTURE
Wilhelrn translates Zhun as D=culty at the Beginning. Blofeld translates it as Difficulty. In this book it is called Beginning. The character for
the name of the gua has two meanings and is pronounced in two different
ways. In most cases it is pronounced tun, carrying the meaning of gathering, assembling, and filling up with abundance. In ancient China, a warehouse was called tun.In the I Ching, and only in the I Ching, this character bears the meaning of beginning. In this case, it is pronounced zhun.
The ancient Chinese ideograph of this character is a picture of Zhun,
which might be the word's original meaning. The ideograph of Zhun
looks like a tiny blade of newly sprouted grass with a root that deeply
penetrates the ground. The horizontal line lying across the upper third of
the ideograph represents the surface of the ground. Above the ground a
tiny sprout is just coming up, and underneath a root penetrates the soil.
This picture symbolizes new life. The structure of the gua presents another picture. The lower gua is Thunder. Two yielding lines mount a firm
line. The yang element is stuck under the two yin elements. The upper
gua is Water. A f m line lies between two yielding lines. The yang element is bogged down between two yin elements. This picture suggests a
rough situation for a newly born being. Nevertheless, the newly born being possesses a strong and healthy root, gathering an abundance of life
force for its growth.

,

\

Most people think of sprouts growing only in spring, but the ancient
Chinese realized that there was a life force latent in seed form the whole
winter. In addition, the ancients perceived the difficulties of a plant emerging fiom the ground. The little plant must overcome the pressure of the
soil. There must be a wholehearted willingness to grow. Thus, this gua is
bestowed with the four outstanding qualities of yuan, heng, li, and zhen,
as are Qgm and Kun, the first and second gua. Only six gua in The I
Ching possess these four qualities.
According to the layout of the book, the first two gua outline the general principle of the sixty-four gua, and the last two gua serve as the conclusion. The third gua, then, is actually the first (the beginning) of the
remaining sixty p a . King Wen recalled how his father had been killed by
the emperor of the Shang dynasty and he himself was defeated and became a subject, at last being imprisoned. Summing up this historical experience and looking forward to the future, he gave the following Decision as a guideline for his sons. The Zhou dynasty at the beginning was
like a tiny sprout. Supreme and smooth prosperity would prevail, but it
was favorable only by being steadfast and upright. Nothing should be
taken lightly. The principal achievement of King Wen was to establish
feudal lords and to lay the foundation for his sons to overthrow the Shang
dynasty. Through establishing feudalism, he gradually came into possession of two-thirds of the region of the Shang dynasty and became its
greatest lord.

Sequence of the GUP:A&

Heaven and Earth have come into existence,
myriad beings are produced These myriad beings j Z Z up the space between
Heaven and Earth Thus,BeginningfoZZows.

After the interaction of Heaven and Earth (Qanand Kun), myriad beings are generated. For this reason, after Q a n and Kun, the third gua is
Zhun, the beginning of all beings.

he beginning of a tiny sprout.
prosperous and smooth.
to be steadfast and upright.
Do not act lightly.

57
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There is somewhere to go.
Favorable to establish feudal lords.

-----

Commentary on the Decision
Bepenning.
Thejrm and theyielding united at the very beginning;
Dti#iculties come into being.
Mmement in the midrt of alznggn;
Great prosperity and smoothness comes through steadfastness and
uprightness.
Tbe action of thunder and rain
Filld things up ewerywhere.
At the beginning of creation,
There was iwegulmty and disorder.
It wasfavoraable to esrcrblisbfeudal lords,
But unstable conditions still might arise.

Commentary on the Symbol
Cloudr and tbunderfill up.
In correspndmce with this,
The sup& person plans and sets things in order.

Yao Text
1. Initial Nine
Lingering and considering,
Favorable to abide in being steadfast and upright.
Favorable to establish feudal lords.

Although lingering and considering,
Upright intention still remains.
T6c supert'oc respecting the inf&oc
Wm the hearts ofall

2. Second Six
DifEculty in advancing, hard to proceed.
Mounting on horses, still not going forward.

Not invading, seeking a marriage.
The maiden is chaste, marries not.
After ten years, she marries.

Hardship of the Second Six
Mounting on tlejrm.
Married after ten years,
Hardship ends; a normal cycle returns.

3. Third Six
Chasing deer, no guide
In the midst of woods.
The superior person is alert:
Give up!
Going forward: humiliation.
Chasing degn; no guide.
Letpee like a bird
. The superiorperson gives up.
By going on, humiliation willfollow;
There is no way out.
4. Fourth Six
Mounting on horses, still not going forward.
Seeking a union.
Going forward: good fortune.
Nothing is unfavorable.

Seeking whatyou want. Go ahead
T k e is light.

5. Fifth Nine
The beginning of one's abundance.
Little thingsBeing steadfast and upright: good fortune.
Great things\ne.
Being steadfast: misfo

The beginning of one? abu
One? brilliance is not yet
6. Top Six
Mounting on horses,

m
-----

Still not going forward.
&eeping grievously,
Shedding tears as if bleeding.
Shed tears as ifbleeding.
How long can it endure?

This is an auspicious p a . It expounds the truth that a newly established
situation is fill of the potential to develop. On the other hand, it also
contains latent difficulties."Clouds o v e r b d e r symbolizesBeginningvthis is the Chinese way to remember the structure of the p a . The structure presents a vivid picture of a tremendous power of energy, represented
by thunder, lying at the base of clouds. In the Commentary on the Decision, Confucius says, "The action of thunder and rain filled things up
everywhere." In his Commentary on the Symbol he says, "Clouds and
thunder fill up." In both cases Confucius employs the image of clouds or
rain instead of water. Clouds and rain have the same essence as water.
Contemplating the symbol, Confucius says, "Clouds and thunder fill
up," but he doesn't mention rain. The attribute of Thunder is action, but
there is no action. However, the clouds do presage a storm. When dark
clouds fill the sky, sooner or later rain will come. This p a holds the potential to create. Confucius advises that "the superior person plans and
sets things in order." It is fime to prepare to do something.
/'
On the other hand, meditating on King Wen's Decision, Conhius says,
"The action of thunder and rain filled things up everywhere." Eventually
the action comes-it is rain. Confudus then says, "At the beginning of creation, there was irregularityand disorder." When I study this p a , I visualize
the Chinese concept of genesis. Before Heaven and Earth were created,
they were without form, void. During Creation, there were clouds, rain, and
thunder. At first, there was irregularity and disorder. After the world was
brought into being (the beginning), regularity and order were gradually established. Based on the idea of the union of yin and yang, Chinese scholars
came to employ clouds and rain to suggest the actions of lovemaking. I can
see this union appearing in the upper gua --, which suggests clouds and
rain. The f i t of this union is Thunder =,the lower gua; in the I Ching,
Thunder represents the eldest son. It is sigruficant that this Chinese ideo-

,
-

graph was selected to express the beginning of the world. In this ideograph
the root is inscribed as much longer than the sprout. Before sprouting, the
root must penetrate deeply The sages learned from nature that before effecting a plan, it is important to set things in order.
The host of the gua is the solid line on the bottom. King Wen's Decision on the Gua says, "The beginning of a tiny sprout. . . . Favorable to
establish feudal lords." One in this position is able to establish feudal
lords to provide security. On the other hand, the solid line on the bottom
symbolizes a beginning. Although it is firm and strong, it is on the bottom and carries two yielding lines. This situation indicates that a latent
power will sprout, but in a difEcult situation. The yang element at the
fifth place lies in a supreme position-firm, central, and correct-and
responds to the yin element at the second place. Everytlung is in order
for it to be the host, however, since the name of the gua comes from the
solid line at the bottom, that line makes a more suitable host.
Examining the structure, the lower gua is Thunder, indicating action
and power. The upper p a is Water, indicating trouble. Thunder confronting Water delivers the message that when one faces difficulty at an
initial stage, no matter how powerful one is, nothing should be taken
lightly. This is the main theme of the gua. In this p a , the Duke of Zhou
rearmed King Wen's guiding principle that care should be taken at the
beginning of an undertaking. The time is favorable only for persevering
in naming feudal lords in order to accumulate strength and laying the
foundation for a new dynasty. His strength needed to grow as strong as a
rock and as firm as a tree.
In the I Ching, in most cases, marriage refers to a political alliance.
The Duke of Zhou described the process of establishing feudal lords as
difEcult to advance, likening it to four horses drawing a cart at different
paces. Three ferocious minority tribes came to him asking for an alliance.
King Wen considered that the time was not auspicious and refused. The
Duke of Zhou restated King Wen's instruction that, without C s t knowing the situation of the Shang dynasty, launching an expedition would be
like chasing deer without a guide in the midst of woods.
With time, the process of establishingfeudal lords became like mounting on a horse but still not moving forward. King Wen took the initiative
to form an alliance with Shang. As a result King
gave his younger sister to King Wen in marriage.
Being in an alliance with the Shang dynasty, the
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obstructed. It was favorable only for small undertakings. In this p a , the
Duke of Zhou repeated "Mounting on horses, still not going forward"
thrae times. He grieved deeply, shedding tears as if bleeding.
(I) InirialNine. Beginning alternates to Union (8) Nine at the beginning is a solid line at the bottom of the lower gua,Thunder
=. The structure reveals two things. First, this line is at the initial stage
of a process. Second, from this place one has great potential to move forward as thunder does. However, this element responds to the yin element
at the fourth place, which is at the bottom of the upper gua, Water =.
Water has dark depths, suggesting difficulty.This place requires one to
Lnger and consider.The timing is sigdicant. Although there is difEculty
ahead, it is a crucial time to start a new enterprise. In this situation, persevering is critical.
The English translation of the Yao Text says, "Lingering and considering." In Chinese, the words for lingering and considering are pan inran.
Pan is a huge rock, and huan is a big tree. When the Duke of Zhou saw a
big tree growing on a huge rock, he realized that if there was sufficientlife
force then nothing could prevent the tree from growing. In the structun
of the gua, there are several yin lines above the yvrg line, like a huge rock
sitting above a tree. However, the tree eventually grows and stands firm
on the rock. In ancient Chinese literature, a single word usually represented several thoughts. Huan meant pillar, and was also the name of the
"Ode of Zhou," one of the pieces in The Book ofSongr, a classic collection
of folk songs compiled by Confucius.This ode praises the efforts of King
Wu when he launched his expedition and eventually conquered the Tyrant of Shang. Later on, pan hum came to have the sense of lingering and
considering. "Favorable to establish feudal lords" is an ancient Chinese
expression equivalent to seeking support. If one plans to do something
great, seeking support is a necessity.

(2) Second Six.Be@nning alternaicr to Restricting (60)
Here the Duke of Zhou uses the image of the gua to tell a story. There are
two yang elements and four yin elements. Six at thc second place is a yin
element symbolizing a maiden. She is enchanting two men. The one at
the fifth place is her true lover; these two have a common interest and
mutual affection. Unfortunately, they are not close together. Another man,
Nine at the beginning, is her close neighbor. He woos her. Two men woo
one woman; the woman has to make a decision. Her decision is to stay
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faithful to her true love, to remain steadfast. Finally she marries the man
she has truly loved.
The story derived from the structure of the p a . Six at the second place
is a vin element at a yin
- -place, central and correct. It responds to the yang
element at the fifth place. These two elements, yin and yang, are a perfea
match. But another yang element, at the bottom place, carries the second
line. This yang element is a close neighbor. This situation makes it d=cult for the yin element at the second place to advance. The yang element
at the bottom is at a yang place, dominant and tyrannical. He would force
the maiden to marry him. The maiden is in a central place; she prefers to
walk the middle path. She acts exactly in accordance with the main theme
of the gua, that nothing should be taken lightly. She remains firm in her
will, patiently waiting. Eventually she obtains what she wants.

(3) TbirdSix.Be@nning alternates to Already F u l m d (6.3') E
Here again, the Duke of Zhou tells a story. A group of people going
hunting found a deer and chased it.The deer ran into the forest. Without
the guidance of a forester, the wise man decided to give up; he let the deer
flee like a bird. He knew that by going on, regret would follow. The Yao
Tact gives advice to one at the third place-at the top of the lower gua.
The upper gua is Water, symbolizing a difficult situation. We have here a
yin element at a yang place, neither central nor correct. If one at this place
does not remain content and intends to proceed, there will be daculty
ahead. Furthermore, the yin element at this place does not respond to the
yin element at the uppermost placethey are both yin. If one at this
place proceeds lightly, she will f
d into dark depths. The text uses "chasing deer, no guide" as an analogy. Proceeding blindly with no guidance,
one becomes lost. The message of this yao is that one should be wise
enough, by knowing the situation, to make a proper choice of what to
-accept and what to avoid. Never act blindly.
(4) Fourts Six. Be@nning a h a t e s to Folowing (I 7)

Here the story of the marrying maiden continues. In this gua the position of the maiden shifts from the second to the fourth place-she is
much closer to her true love. The siaation is favorable and the time is
right. The Duke of Zhou says, "Seeking a union. ~ o i Gn d~ :
fo-mne. Nothing is unfavorable." But the maiden still hesitates. The
problem is that she responds to the yang element on the bottom. On the
other hand, she is much closer to the yang element at the fifth place. It
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is understandable that when two yang approach one yin, the yin becomes confused. In this situation C o h c i u s encourages the maiden, "Go
ahead. There is light."This decision is based on the structure of the gua.
If one at this place proceeds, there is a yang element waiting. If she
retreats, there are two yin elements behind. When one makes a decision, one should consider the most favorable position. The Chinese say,
"A waterfront pavilion gets the moonlight first." The message of this
yao is that when one is in a situation where it is dacult to decide between advancing or retreating, one should adopt a povitive attitude in
approaching the light.

(5) F@b Nine. Beginning alternates to Turning Bad (24)
To understand the slgruficanceof this yao, we must examine the structure
first. The structure usually sheds light on a situation. In general terms, a
yang element at the hfth place is usually auspicious because its place is
central and correct and in a supreme position. But in this gua, the yang
element at this place is lying in the middle of the upper gua, Water E,
the dark depths. Thus, ConfLcius says, "One's brilliance is not yet recognized." Accordingly,it is only favorablefor s m d endeavors. Furthermore,
the structure ehows that the yang element at this place is surrounded by
several yin elements. For this reason, the Yao Tcxt recommended "being
steadfast and upright," even in little ways. In the I Ching, where there is
an auspicious omen, being steadfist and upright is oftcn a prerequisite.
The structure also shows that the yang element at this place responds
to the yin element at the second place. However7the yin element at the
second place is being cut off and is too weak to give support, because two
yin elements lie between. These two yin elements leave the yang element
stuck in an isolated position. In this situation, one should retreat and preserve one's energy, waiting for the right time.
(6) Top Six. Beginning altmsates to Inmasing (42)

In this gua, "mounting on horses" appears three times. Here, however, the
rider is weeping. H a grief is so deep that shedding tears is like bleeding.
What is this story b w d upon?The yielding line on the top has ascended
to the uppermost position. It is as if the sun has set beyond the western
hills. The day is waning, and the road is ending. There is no way to go
forward. In addition, this line does not respond to the yin element at the
third place, indicating that there is no way to turn back. In the I Ching, the
primary gua Water also signdies blood. The message of this p a is that,

since one has already reached the uppermost position, one should not feel
sorry about being unable to go forward or turn back. One must realize that
when things reach an extreme they will alternate to the opposite. For this
reason, the I Ching always calls for restraint before going too far.

Additional Reference Informationfor This Gua
Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Water above, Thunder below
Cloud over Thunder, Beginning
Water
Two yang with four yin
The twelfth month of the lunar year, or January
Initial Nine
Establishing the New
(50) -(4) G
Childhood
Falling Away
(23) g g
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ing out from a mountain becomes a spring, pure and transparent, symbolizing the pureness of a child's innocent mind. After the spring flows
out of the mountain, it accumulates sediment over time. The ancients
realized from observing this phenomenon that the ignorant should be --educated and enlightened.
---

Mengo childhood

-----

Sequence of the Gua: Zhun denotes what hasjust been born. What hasjust
been born is in its childhood Thus, after Beginning, Childhoodfollows.

Gen Mountain
Kan Stream
1

Decision
Childhood.
Prosperous and smooth.
It is not I who seek the ignorant,
The ignorant seeks me.
On the first divination, I give light.
Repeating again is contemptuous.
Being contemptuous, I give no more instruction.
Favorable to be steadfast and upright.

NAME
AND STRUCTURE
W i e l m translates Meng as Youthful Folly. Blofeld translates it as Immaturity. In this book, the term Childhood is used. Meng is the inverse of
-the preceding gua, Zhun, Beginning E.They are inverse in position but
complementary to each other. Meng has different meanings. Originally,
it was the name of a twining plant known as dodder, which grows easily
and spreads everywhere. The ancients saw dodder growing and spreading
on the roofs of huts and so created the ideograph of Meng to show grasses
on the roof of a house. Later on, Meng came to mean covering, because
dodder grows and covers roofs everywhere.
By the time King Wen wrote the Decision, the meaning of Meng was
extended to include wisdom. The ancient Chinese believed that the nature of a child is like uncarved jade; its brilliance is hidden. At that time,
an uneducated child was called tong meng. Tong means child, and tong
meng indicates that the wisdom of a child is concealed or not yet uncovered. To educate a child was called qi meng. Literally, qi meng is to lift the
cover or to uncover what is concealed. For this reason, in ancient times
the place for a child to begin his education was called Meng Hall.Thus,
Meng symbolizes the ignorant, the innocent, or the child, because wisdom is not yet uncovered.
The themes of Meng are highly regarded in Chinese c u l t u r d o l lowing the beginning of a life, uncovering the hidden brilliance of a child.
The image of Meng is Water
underneath Mountain =. Water flow-

Commentary on the Decision
unenlightened ignorant.

At thefoot of a mountain lies dz@culty;

,'

Dzflculty makes him stand still
It is ignorant b e h i o r .
The ignorant can be prosperous and smooth
lfhe acts in accordance with the proper time
Andfollows theprincipIe of the central way.
It is not I who seeks the ignorant.
The ignorant seeks me.
His will respondc to mine.
On thefirst divination, Igive ligbt
He w+rm and in a cenrralposition.
Repeating again is contemptuous.
Being contemptuous, no more instruction.
Showing contempt causes ignorance.

Uncovering the covered is to nourish the correct nature.
I t is a hob tad.

- Commentary on the Svmbol
--A spingfrows out of a mountain.
T k symbol of an unenlightened ignorant.
In cowe~~ondence
with tbis,
Tbc supm*orperson m a k s every e&t
To cultivate virtue with resolute deed.

Yao Text
Initial Six
Enlightening an ignorant.
Favorable to set examples.
Operating with shackles,
Going forward: humiliation.

4. Fourth Six
Confining an ignorant:
Humiliation.

The humiliation of confining an ignorant
Farporn {he solid

5. F i t h Six
The ignorant is being enlightened.
Good fortune.
Goodfortune to the mIightened.
She correspond to humbleness.

6. Top Nine
t
Punishing the ignorant.
Not favorable to treat like a foe.
Favorable to prevent further mischief.
Prevmtingf.rther misthi$
Upper and h r go well

Favorable to set examples,
It is to set up a norm.

Second Nine
Being magnanimous to an ignorant:
Good fortune.
Taking a maiden as a wife:
Good fortune.
The son is able to sustain the family.
The son is ablc to sustain thefami&
Thefirm and the yielding interact.

Third Six
Do not engage in taking this woman.
Catching sight of a handsome man,
Losing herseIf.
Nothing is favorable.
Do not engage in taAing this womaa,
Her behavior is not prudent.

The image of the gua is a spring flowing out of a mountain and becoming
a murmuring stream. Afterward, the stream grows into a great river, nurturing myriad beings. However, as the river flows over the ground it becomes *. This gua takes this image to expound upon the importance
of enlightening and educating the ignorant while in the infant stage.
The host of the gua is the yang element at the second place. i t is central and firm, able to revere the teacher and thedore to teach others. The
yin element at the fifth place responds'to this yang element. Two analogies are employed to expound upon the gua. One is about education; the
other is about marriage. The yang element at the second place is a firm
line at the central place of the lower p a . In the I Ching, the lower gua
stands in a position inferior to the upper p a . Here, the yang element at
the second place plays a major role. It represents a teacher who is enlightening and educating the ignorant. Because it is a firm line in the lower
gua, it symbolizes the quality of magnanimity. There are four yielding
lines surroundrngit, one below and three above. Symbolically,these yielding
lines are the ignorant who ire to be etrlightened. The Chinese believed
.-\
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that every ignorant person is Merent. According to the ancient Chinese
tradition, they should be taught in accordance with their aptitudes. The
unenlightened should be humble and devout and take the initial step to
seek enlightenment. In other words, they should be ready and willing to
accept education. On the other hand, one acting as a source of enlightenment should also be patient and forgiving.
The image of this gua is Mountain above Water. In the I Ching, Mountain symbolizes a family, and Water represents the middle son. The four
yin lines around a yang line can be viewed as four women approa hin a
.g a
man and intending to marry him. The solid line at the second place is
yang element, a man. The yielding line at the fifth place is a yin element,
a woman. They respond to each other, because both of them are in a
central place and they are yin and yang, a perfect match.
King Wen arranged this gua as a continuation of the preceding one.
The preceding gua pertained to establishing feudal lords; it was a question of foreign affairs.This gua was meant to educate his own people; it
had to do with internal affairs. King Wen realized the importance of education in abolishing the old system and establishing a new one. His policy
was to start with those who were humble and devout and willing to accept
education. In ancient China, divinationwas part of the social fabric bringing people together. Through divination the king promulgated decrees.
In accepting an elder's instruction, one should be as devout as when accepting the instruction of a divination.
In the Yao Text, the Duke of Zhou gives specific social advice; education, for example, should be used to lead the ignorant to the right path.
Punishment should not be employed. A norm of proper behavior should
be set up. It is important to be maganimous to docile minority tribes and
to educate them in the way to establish harmonious families and help
their descendants sustain their families. It is better not to form alliances
with half-hearted tribes, because they are not ready. And for isolated minority tribes, it is necessary to help them come into contact with other
people.

F

(QInitial Six. C b i ~ o oalternates
d
to Decreasing (41) 2
The yin element at the bottom place is at a yang place, symbolizing the
initial stage of enlightening one who is ignorant. Enlightening cures incorrectness. It is important and beneficial to start at the very beginning.
The correction should be serious but not harsh; the purpose is to lead the
ignorant one's way to the right path. Correction should not employ pun-

ishment as shackles that restrict the ignorant one's normal development,
it is meant to establish a norm. Punishment will lead to regret and sorrow.
According to the Confucian schools, the best moral education is achieved
u
through setting examples. Confucius was named as a Teacher of Exemplary V i e through all Ages. He advocated "education without words,' ==
-believing that the most powerful influence of teachers, leaders, and parents is their own words, deeds, and discretion.

--

(2) Second Nk.Cbildbood alternates to FdingAway (23) The solid line at the second place is a yang element at a yin place-firm,
strong, central. It is the only f m element in the lower gua and is responsible for enlighteningand educating all the yin elements in the gua. However, there are several yin elements in this gua, and each has a different
aptitude. One in this place should be magnanimous. The central place
dictates that the potential to be magnanimous is there. There is good
fortune. On the other hand, the solid line at the second place responds to
the yielding line at the ffth place. They are complementaryyin and yang,
suitable to be husband and wife. If the husband is kind and gentle to his
wife, there is good fortune. Applying the gua to a family, the yang element in the second place represents a son; the yin element at the fifth
place is the'father. The father in the fifth place is weak (a yin element); he
is not able to carry the burden of the family. However, the son is strong
and firmand magnanimous. He is able to establish a home where the
family flourishes. The message of this line is that dealing with different
persons or situations requires different ways of responding.

The yin element at the third place is at a yang place, neither central nor
correct. It matches the yang element at the top, indicating a possible marriage. This yin element is also attracted to the yang element at the second
place-they are much closer together. As soon as one at this place sees the
handsome man at the top, she loses herself. The text indicates that she
should be prudent in making a choice. It is not advisable to change one's
mind the moment one sees something new. Here the Yao Text employs
marriage to explain the importance of establishing a correct attitude in
dealing with different persons or situations. The upper gua, Mountain,
also symbolizes gold and husband, and represents the youngest son.
The Chinese text says, literally, "Do not engage in taking this woman,
catching sight of a golden man. Loses herself." Most English versions

--.
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translate "golden man" as "wealthy man." But according to the Book of
Songs, one of the Confudan five classics, "golden man" means "handborne man." The Book of Songs was China's earliest collection of folk
songs, most belonging to the Zhou dynasty.

u

(4) Fourtb Six. CMdbtwd alternates to Not Yrt Fuyillcd d(M) 2

The YPOTQL~
says, ''Confining an ignorant: humiliation." %e yang element at the second place is surrounded by two yin elements,one above and
the other below. This fourth line is a yin element at a yin place, correct but
nm centrat It corresponds with the yin element on the bottom, but they
do not respond to each other. They are both yin, so there is no help. The
y~ng
element at the second place asks this line to help, but it is not close
enough. There is another yang element at the top, unfortunately, he is
raled. He has no intention of helping. One at this ploa is totally isolated,
mzrounded by yin elements. He has neither teacher nor fiiends. He is
overwhelmed with ignorance and suffi:rs humiliation. Cohcius's Commentary on the YPOText says, "The humiliation of confining an ignorant
fer from the solidnThe"solid" d m to the solid line at the second place.
Solid in Chinese can also mean reality. In this sense, isolation is caused
&her by cutting oneself off from people or by losing touch with reality.

The yin element at the fifth place is central and at the supreme place. It is
c k to the yvlg element at the top and responds to the yang element at
the second place. In this situation,one can get help from above and below.
It is a favorable condition for one who is about to undergo change. After
this line moves and altemates to a solid line, then the approached gua will
be Wind over Water, Dispersing (59) %.Then Wind and Rainwill work
together harmoniously, resulting in propitious weather and good fortune.
Conficius's Commentary on the Yao Text says, "Good fortune to the enlightened. She corresponds to humbleness." In the I Ching, Sun is the
Chinese character for Wind. Afhr this line moves, the upper p a , Mountain, altemates to Wind. In the I Ching, the character Sun also represents
humbleness.
(6) TopNk.C%&&od

alternates to MuZtitudc (7)

-

The yang element at the top is at the uppermost place. In this place one
fLtllChes the extreme and becomes seK-willed and opinionated. The ignor ~ n one
t is too firm and fiery tempered. The upper gua is Mountain. In

the I Ching, the character for Mountain also represents hands; thus &
Duke of Zhou refers to punishing an unenlightened child. The ancient
way of correcting a child rarely employed punishment. Only when then
no alternative was punishment employed. This gua gives warning
that one should not treat the ignorant as a foe. The purpose of
ment is to prevent further mischief. This gua expounds upon a way of
correcting &chief. The attitude should be firm,but the me& should be
gentle. Even punishment should contain gentleness within and express
firmness without. The commentary says, "Preventing further mischief.
Upper and lower go well." The upper is the teacher, the lower is the student. The student should be humble and open-minded and the teacher
should be patient and forgiving. Then, upper and lower, teacher and student, will do well.

Additional Rekrence Information forThis Gua

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Mountain above, Water below
Stream flows out of a Mountain, Childhood
Earth
Two yang with four yin
The first month of the lunar year, or February
Second Nine
-Abolishing the Old
(49) Z
-Beginning
(3) -Turning Back
(24) S
<

-=
=
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Kan Cloud
Q a n Heaven

W i e l m translates Xii as Waiting. Blofeld uses the term Calculated Inaction. I use Needing.

Sequence ofthe Gun: When things are in their childhood, they should not be
neglected without nourishing. T h , a@ Childhood, Needingfollows. X~ is
the Tao of eating and drinking.
The Tao indicates that we need food to nourish the body and spirit. The
primary concern of the earliest agricultural societies was growing crops.
Peasants did not worry about the sunshine, the air, and the soil; these
were always abundant. Their major concern was water. The water they
relied on depended largely upon rainfall. Without rain, they would have
nothing to eat and drink.
The ancient ideograph of Xii shows this need for rain. There are two
ways to interpret the picture. The first interpretation is that it is simply a
picture of rain. The ideograph shows raindrops descending from clouds.
The horizontal line at the top symbolizes Heaven. Two vertical lines on
the left and the right indicate the boundary of the clouds. There are four
raindrops within the clouds. The vertical line in the middle and four curved
lines in the lower part of the ideograph represent the downward motion
of the raindrops. This image reminded ancient people that the primary
need of the Tao of eating and drinking is rain.
The second interpretation is that this is a picture of a man praying and

waiting for rain. The upper part of the ideograph represents rain within
the clouds not yet falling. The lower part symbolizes a man. Four curved
vertical lines represent the mustache and beard of an elderly man, who
might be the priest of the tribe, praying for rain.
When one needs something and cannot acquire it immediately,waiting is necessary. In this way, the meaning of needing extends to waiting. It
is really the need for waiting. But "waiting" is not the primary meaning of
Xii. The symbol of this gua shows that clouds are gathering in the sky, but
the rain has not yet come down. This situation demands patience. When
the symbol is placed on a horizontal plane, then its meaning becomes
clear. On the vertical plane, the image is Rain above Heaven; however, on
the horizontal plane the symbol is Heaven confronting Water. The attribute of Heaven is strength, and that of Water is danger.When strength
is obstructed, then patience is demanded. If one has faith and remains
steadfast, one's hture will be bright.

Decision
Needing.
Being sincere and faithful,
Brilliantly prosperous and smooth.
Being steadfast and upright: good fortune.
Favorable to cross great rivers.

Commentary on the Decision

-

Needing:
Requiringfaith and con$dence to wait;
Danger lies ahead
Being*
and strong,
One does not allow oneseyto be involved in dangm
The conduct is right;
One will notfall into straits.
Needing, being sincere andfaithfi1.
There will be brilliant success.
Be sfeadfmt and upright
Goodfortune.

--

=

Being in thcplore assigned by Heaven;

It is centra2and correct.

--
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F/worable to cross great rivers.
Goingforward, your work will be accomplished

.

Commentmy on the Symbol
C b d r ascending in tin sky.
An image of Needing.
In comspondm witb this,
T& superterrorperson
eats and drinks,f.asting withjoy.

Yao Text
1. Initial Nine
One in need waits on the outskirts.
Favorable to engage in perseverance.
No fault.
One in need waits in the outskirts.
Do not take risks and enhance trouble.
Maintaining perseverance is benrfiiaal.
Nofault.
Doing nothing ahomaI, as usual.

2. Second Nine

It isyou yourseycausing the invader to come.
Be cautious;you will not be beaten.
4. Fourth Six
One in need waits in the ditch.
Get out of the pit.

One in need waits in the ditch.
Following theprinciple of yielding,
Accommodate the situation.

5. Fifth Nine
One in need waits with wine and food.
Being steadfast and upright: good fortune.
One in need waits with wine andfood
Tbeposition is central and cowect.

6. Top Six
Falling into a pit.
There are three unexpected guests coming.
Showing respect
Ends in good fortune.
Unexpectedguestsare coming;
Showing respect brings goodfitune.
Altbough &position is notp w
No great loss.

One in need waits on the sand.
A little gossip
Ends in good fortune.
One in need waits on the sand
A stream extend between.
Although there is a little gossip,
In the end it turns to goodfortune.

3. Third Nine
One in need waits in the mud.
Result: great trouble to come.
One in need waits in the mud
Misfmtune is outside.

Needing, coming after Beginning and Childhood, represents an initial
stage of achievement. In an initial and uncertain stage, Needing calls for
patience. Before taking action, nourish the body and accumulate strength.
In this situation, waiting is absolutely demanded, yet it does not mean
giving up. Wait for the proper time 'to accomplish the things one has
planned. During the period of waiting, it is necessary to cultivate selfconfidence, steadfastness, and uphghtness and to be cautious in every
step; then the outcome will bring good fortune.
The symbol of this p a is Water = ahead of Heaven =. Heaven
symbolizes strength;Water symbolizes danger. The picture is of strength

confronting danger. In ancient times crossing a river was dacult and
dangerous work. For this reason, Water symbolizes danger. However,
Heaven is the purest yang energy, full of strength and power. As long as
one's confidence remains strong, success awaits. The message of this gua
is that faithfulness and steadfastness bring good fortune. Needing, together with Beginning and Childhood, are constihrted of Water; that is,
one of their primary gua is Water. Because Water symbolizes danger or
difXculties, these gua all call for patience, confidence, faithfulness, and
steadfastness, but they also have great potential for success. They are all
auspicious gua.
There are four solid lines in this gua. The solid line at the fifth place is
the host. Confucius's Commentary on the Decision says, "Being in the
place assigned by Heaven; it is central and correct." This commentary
refers to the Mth line. The solid line at the fifth place is firm and strong in
the center of the upper p a . It symbolizes that a right person is in a correct position, but he is in the midst of Water, an unfavorable circumstance. He is waiting for the support of the three solid lines in the lower
gua. The three solid lines in the lower gua are strong and energetic, yet
they confront the upper gua, Water, a difEcult situation. They are waiting
for the guidance and support of the host who is central in the upper gua.
This gua suggests that under tyrannical administration people need a
change, but the situation does not allow action. King Wen said that needing requires faith and confidence to achieve brilliant success. The Duke
of Zhou gave examples of this need traced back to as early as when his
grandfather was looking for a suitable place to establish the capital. In
the Yao Text, the Duke of Zhou listed different possible places. In some
places, there were troubles such as gossips. In other places they were confronted by invasions of the Rong and Di tribes. Eventually King Wen
chose Feng, a name meaning "safe place,'' where they were able to wait
with wine and food in a calm and unhurried manner until the time was
right to overthrow the Shang. King Wen was made an official at the
court. He opposed the Tyrant of Shang's brutal system of punishment
and was imprisoned. During his imprisonment, three former officials of
the Shang dynasty came to Zhou for shelter and were greatly respected.
They offered suggestions to rescue King Wen and became his advisers.
(1) Initial Nine. Needing alternates to Rrplmirbing (48)

The bottom line is the farthest line from the upper gua; it represents the
outskirts, a place at a distance.There is danger, but not too near. This line
I

is a yang element at a yang place. In this situation one should not take any
. key is to persevere, to do normal
risks to cause any further d ~ c u l t yThe
things as usual. Doing otherwise might result in trouble. This line sends a
warning that when a situation demands waiting, one must keep one's distance from the danger.
(2) Second Nine. Needing alternates to Already F q e d (63)

The second line moves closer to the upper gua, Danger. There is trouble,
but only a little gossip. The second line is a yang element in a central
place. One in this place is able to wait at ease. Although there is a little
gossip, one must deal with it calmly and with equanimity. It is like a narrow strip of water extending on the sand that will shortly disappear. Patience is necessary; the end will be good.

(3) Tbird Nine. Needing h a t e s to Reshrhrcting
(60)
The third line moves closer to the upper gua, beyond the central line. The
situation is worsening. When the third line changes from yang to yin, the
lower gua changes from Heaven to Lake. One becomes stuck in the mud
and cannot walk easily. The discussion of the gua says that water symbolizes a robber or invader. Three yang elements in the lower gua are headstrong, they move closer and closer to the dangerous situation. Confucius's
Commentary on the Yao Text says, "Misfortune is outside. It is you yourself causing the invader to come. Be cautious; you will not be beaten."
This line warns that when one moves closer to a dangerous situation,
extra caution should be exercised.

(4) Fourtb Six. Needing alternates to Eliminating (43)
The fourth line is positioned in the upper gua. The situation is difficult,
even dangerous. It is possible to get hurt. The Decision of the gua says
that water is related to blood, a symbol of being hurt. Most English translations foll~wthe Chinese text literally and translate the Chinese character m e as blood. However, there is another opinion that a componeat of
the character representing water was left out on the left side of the Chime. With this radical, the character is pronounced xii, a
I
nese charaater
ditch eight feet wide and deep. Here my translation conforms to the second meanibg of "ditch," matching the situation suggested by the other
three lines/ that one approacheshe sand from the outskirts, the mud
from the slnd, and the ditch from the mud. The situation keeps getting
worse. ~ h fourth
$
line is a yin element at a yin place, a correct position.

.

Qne in this place may not act lightly. The commentary advises, "Foltow-

& the principle of yielding, accommbdate the situation." In so doing,
one will climb out of the ditch.

S o n g oContention

(5) FjPb Nine. Needing alternates to Advance (11)

The fifth line is the host of the gua. It is a yang element at a yang place,
correct and also central and supreme. One in this situation is most safe.
For this reason, he is able to wait with wine and food. Waiting with wine
pnd food symbolizes self-confidence, waiting in a calm and unhurried
manner. This is the best attitude with which to deal with unhvorable
situations. This line tells us that even in the safest situation, one should
still hold on to the principle of the Golden Mean, that is, walking the
central path.

---

Q a n Heaven
Kan Water

(6) Top Six. Needing aZternatcs to Lit& Accumhtion (9)

The upperm06t line is a yin element at a yin place. Doubling the yin symbolizes weakness.This place is the height of difEcdty.There is no way to
wait. Eventually one f;rlls into the pit. However,the yielding line on the top
responds to the solid line at the third place. Three yang elements in the
lower gua represent three unexpected guests. They have waited for a long
time without a chance to advance. N w , at the kt minute, they have the
h c e to rush forward with indomitable spirit. When they reach the end,
the one at the uppermost place honors them. At last, all of them receive
good fortune. This gua suggests that with a positive amtude there is no
problem that cannot be solved, and the end will ahvays be good.

Additional Reference Inhamation forThis Gua
Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Water above, Heaven below
Clouds ascend to Heaven, Needing
Water
Four yang with two yin
The second month of the lunar year, or March
Fifth Nine
-Proceeding Forward
(35) EZ
+
Contention
(6)
-Diversity
(38)

=

In Chinese, Song means to dispute, to demand justice, or to bring a case
to the court because there is contention. Both W i e l m and Blofeld translate Song as Conflict. In this book it is termed Contention. This gua is
the inverse of the preceding p a , Needing.
Sequence of the Gua: Needing, scrambZingforfiod, contention is cer*rinto
arise. T h ,aafer Needing, ContentionfoZZows.
The ideograph of Song is a unification of two characters, speech and public. The left side of the ideograph is a picture of a person's face with an
open mouth at the bottom, representing the act of speaking bluntly. The
right side consists of two parts.The upper part is made up of two s t r o k e s
one to the left and the other to the righ-resenting
a picture of going in
opposite directions and being equally divided.The lower part of the ideograph is the ancient character for seK When the upper part and the lower
part are put together, the symbol represents the act of opposing selfishness and being fair. Joining the parts of the ideograph creates a vivid picture of someone bringing a case to a public place and speaking out bluntly,
asking for justice.
The upper gua is Heaven, air ascending upward; the lower gua is Water, liquid flowing downward. The image is of conflict and contention.
Water symbolizes dangerous and mean intention, and Heaven symbolizes a strong and f m character.

(6) Song

-7

-,

A person with these two characteristics inevitablywill become involved
in conflict and contention with other people. For these reasons, Contention is adopted as the name of the gua. The intention of the ancients was
not to encourage contention, but rather to settle disputes with comprornise. According to their experience, no perfectly satisfjmg result could
be obtained at the end of any contention.Thus the Decision says, M i d point: good fortune. End: misfortune." The middle ground is the key for
settling contention.

Decision
Contention.
Be sincere and truthfid,
Truth is blocked.
Be cautious.
Midpoint: good fortune.
End: misfortune.
Favorable to see a great person,
Unfavorable to cross great rivers.

Commentary on the Decision
Contention.
Strength is above, danger below.
Danger wiri, strengthproduces contention.
Facing contention
Befaith@/ and confident.
Truth is blocked Be cautious.
Midpoint: goodfortune.
Thejrm comes and attains the centralplace.
E n d mifortune.
It is better not to let contention happen.
Favorable to see-a great person;
The central and correct is honored
Unfavorableto crossgreat rivers;
This would lead one to the abyss.

Commentaryon the Symbol
Heaven and Water move in opposite directions.
There is contention.
In correspondence with this,
The superiorperson begins to make plans
Before he takes action.

Yao Text
1. Initial Six
Do not persist in the case.
A little dispute
Ends in good fortune.

Do notpersist in the case.
Contention should not be long.
A little dispute;
Truc orfalse will be distinguished
,

2. Second Nine
Unable to contend.
Return and escape.
His county of three hundred households:
No trouble.

Unable to contend
Retreat and hide.
In an inf&or position, contending against a superior one
Causesyour own trouble.

3. Third Six
Living off ancestors' inheritance.
Being steadfast: adversity;
Ends in good fortune.
Probably serving a king,
Claim no credit.

I

Living offancestors' inheritance.
Following the one at the top brings goodfortune.
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4. Fourth Nine
Unable to contend.
Turn back; submit to the truth.
Changing one's opinion:
Peace.
Being steaaast and upright: good fortune.
Turn back; submit to the hwtA.
Brings peace.
Be content with the truth;
One will not lose.

5. Fifth Nine
Dealing with contention.
Supreme good fortune.
Dealing with contention; supreme goodfwtune.
One is in tbe central and correctposition.

6. Top Nine
Probably a leather belt is given with honor.
By the end of the m o r n i n g
Thrice taken away.
To obtain distinction though contention
Is not worthy of respect.

The theme of the gua expounds the truth of avoiding contention. In human life conflict between mering opinions or interests arises everywhere.
According to the ancient Chinese, contention,whether one wins or loses,
is not enjoyable. It is better to solve the problem rather than let it develop
to the point of contention. If one knows how to stop a fight before it goes
too far, one would be able to remain in a trouble-free position in any
situation. Generally, dispute arises from one's mean intention and overly
self'-willed conduct-lacking flexibility in considering other people's situations. The ancient sages advocate seeking common ground, not voicing
differences. This is the way to avoid contention.
The host of the gua is the solid line at the fifth place, representing an
arbitrator appointed by two parties to settle a dispute. The fifth line is

solid, firm, and strong and also in the central place of the upper p a . It
indicates that an honest person is in a position to be honored and is able
to maintain a neutral stand in solving the problem. The other five lines,
either yielding or solid, represent persons involved in the disagreement.
Confudus's Commentvy on the Decision here says, 'Favorable to see a
great person; the central and correct is honored."
This gua tells us that, as the strength and population of the state of
Zhou grew respectively stronger and larger, contentions arose among the
people. King Wen gave instructions that in facing contention one should
remain sincere and faithfd. When truth is blocked, one should be cautious. Solving the dispute at the midpoint would bring good fortune.
Holding on to the contention through to the end would invite bad fortune. In the Yao Text, the Duke of Zhou wrote about the struggle between King Wen and the T ~ a noft Shang. King Wen served at the court
of Shang but was greatly dissatisfied with the tyrannical administration
of the Shang dynasty. He pleaded with the tyrant to stop the cruel puni$hment of the people, but his pleas went unheeded. King Wen pleaded
again. This time he upset the tyrant and stirred up trouble. He retreated
and hid without trouble in his little state of only three hundred households. Later on, King Wen was asked to serve at the court again, but he
could still do nothing to stop the ty'ant's brutality. Making peace with
the reality of the situation, he kept quiet while accumulating his strength
and preparing to overthrow the tymnt. In this way he brought peace and
gained supreme good fortune. At last, a leather belt was given to him with
honor, but the Tyrant of Shangwas still suspicious of King Wen, changed
his mind, and took the honor away three times.
(1) I n i W Sir. Contention altemaiks to F d i m e n t (10)

The first line is a yin element at a yang place--incorrect and on the bottom.
The one in this position is weak Although the line responds to the yang
element at the fourth place, thar is another ymg element at the second
place lying between and, fortunate$, blofhng them. They are not able to
support each other to solve the problem. The one at thc fourth place is firm
and strong, willing to support from beginning to end. The advice is to lay
low. Then, with a little assertion at the right time, the end will be good.
(2) Second Nk.Contention alternates to H i h n c e (12)

5

The second line is solid and firm. Being in the midst of the lower gua,
Water (which symbolizes danger), it hints that the one in this plza is

.
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(6) Song
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seif-willed and fond of contention. Although the line is f m and central,
it is in the lower gua, an inferior condition. While this yang element represents the principal force of the conflict, it is surrounded by yin elements
above and below. This is a troublesome situation (in the midst of Water)
and not conducive to winning the dispute. Thus, Confucius says, "Retreat
and hide."The superior one is the yang element at the fifth place, who is
firm and strong, central and correct. A self-willed person cannot win the
fight against a central and correct person in a superior position.

(3) T

M Six. Contention alternates to Encountering (M) E

The third line is a yin element at a yang place, neither central nor correct.
I t lies between two solid lines suggesting there is no way to win a dispute
in this situation. It is better to bear the situationwith patience and rely for
one's living on the place gained and handed down by one's ancestors owing to their virtue and merit. In ancient times, a high official obtained a
manor from the court. The manor was a hereditary property. In the I
Ching, the third line sometimes symbolizes one of the three dukes of
ancient times who acted as a cabinet of advisers to the king. The Yao Text
thus says, "Living off ancestors' inheritance." There is also a chance to
serve the king.
(4) Fourtb Nine. Contention a h m a t e s to Dispersing (59) E

The fourth line is a yang element at a yin place, the bottom of the upper
gua. Its place is neither central nor correct. At this place, it is not favorable
to be involved in contention. Because this yang element is at a yin place, it
is able to neutralize its usually firm and strong attributes. There is the
potential to turn back and change one's original opinion. So doing will
bring peace.

(5) F p h Nine. Contention a h a t e s to Not Yct Fulflled (M) S
The fifth line is in the superior place. It is a yang element at a yang place,
central and correct. In the I Ching, a central place represents a position of
impartiality and justice. One at this place bears the qualities of fairness,
justice, and reasonableness, qualities that are crucially important in dealing
with contention. Consequently,these qualities bring supreme good fortune.
(6) Top Nine. Contention alternates to Exhausting (47)

The uppermost line of the upper gua, Q a n , represents Heaven. The
ancient Chinese believed Heaven to be round; thus, Q a n is at times

represented by a circle.The Yao Text says, "Probably a leather belt [circle]
is given with honor. By the end of the morning-thrice taken away." "By
the end of the morning" derives from the lower mutual gua, Fire, which
symbolizes the time of day from morning till noon. This line responds
to the third line, "Probably serving a king, claim no credit."
A possible explanation of "thrice" derives from the upper mutual p a ,
Li. According to Fu Xi's arrangement of the eight primary p a , Li is in
the third position, after Q a n and Kun, thus "thrice" is used. On the other
hand, the yang element at this place has already approached the extreme.
If one at this place thinks he is firm and strong and forgets the present
situation, he will win the contention with skill, but it cannot last long.
The main theme of the gua is to explore the disadvantage of contention.
Most of t$e lines show that a dispute should be carried out only if it is
worthwhile. If one is fond of contention, evil awaits.

Additional Reference Information forThis Gua
Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Heaven above, Water below
Heaven and Water oppose, Contention
Metal
Four yang with two yin
The third month of the lunar year, or Apfi
-Fifth Nine
-Brilliance Injured
(36) E
-Needing
(5) E
Household
(37) s
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shi0~ultitude
------
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Kun Earth
Kan Water

.

rage out of control. Peasants were docile, as stable as the ground. Thus,
water under earth is the symbol of this gua, indicating that military strength
should not be stored in the army but in the multitude of people, as water
is stored in the earth. To the ancients, war was evil. It should not be undertaken lightly, but only when absolutely necessary. And the purpose of
military affairsshould be righteous. Only a person of noble character and
high prestige could take charge of military affairs.

Decision
Multitude.
Be steadfast and upright.
For a person of noble spirit,
Good fortune.
No fault.

Originally Shi meant multitude. At present, it means teacher as well as
troops or army. Both W i e l m and Blofeld translate Shi as the Army. In
this book, I follow the character's original meaning of Multitude.

Sequence ofthe Gun: W k r e tbm is contention, a multitude is sure to arise.
Thus, aper Contention, Multitde follows.
The ideograph of this gua consists of two parts. On the left is dui, signifylng a multitude or pile. The right part is u,
which denotes a circle or
can mean "to go around." When the two parts join together, a new character is formed, presenting the picture of a multitude of people gathered
together and circling a pivot. When the pivot is emphasized, shi indicates a teacher, a master or a person who deserves respect from society.
When the multitude is emphasized, it means a multitude of people, not
a military force. In ancient dictionaries shi denotes a group of 2,500
people.
In ancient China there was no special group of people maintained as
an army, nor a specific class called soldiers. At that time, peasants and
soldierswere c o m b i i into one group. In ordinary times, peasants worked
the fields, and in the slack farming season they were given military training. Only during wartime were they called to defend their country. The
ancients thought that keeping an army would cause trouble. An army
carried the potential of danger;& running water, sometimes it could

Commentary on the Decision
Shi is a multitude.
Persistence isfor righteousness.
One who is able to lead the multihrde
Topmistfw righteousness
Is able to bring peace to the world

Firm and centraI,
He obtains a reponse.
Taking the rirA ofdangerous action,
He c o n a n b no hindrance.
Re(ying on this,
He maintainspublic ordn;
Andpeoplefollow him.
Goodfortune.
m a t mistake should there be P

Commentary on the Symbol
Water contained under Earth.
An image of Multitude.
In correspondence with this,
I

!F
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The superiorperson embracespeople
And caresfor the multitude.

--

1. Initial Six
Sending out a multitude,
It should be kept under control.
Otherwise, no gdod:
Misfortune.
Sending out a multitude,
It should be kept under control
Losing control brings disaster.

2. Second Nine
In the midst of the multitude,
Good fortune.
No fault.
The king bestows thrice.
In the mi& of the multitude, goodfortune,
Gracefiom Heaven.
The king bestows thrice,
Thinking of all countries.

3. Third Six
The multitude perhaps takes charge:
Misfortune.
The multitudeperhaps takes charge,
They crave greatness and success.
No merit.

4. Fourth Six
The multitude retreats.
No fault.
The multitude retreats.
It does not deuiatefi.om the normal course.

5. F i Six
In the field there are birds

Favorable for capture.
No fault.
The elder should command the multitude.
The followers taking charge,
Being steadfast: misfortune.
The elder should command the multitude;
He is walking in the centralpath.
ThrJollowers taking charge,
Thc appointment is not handledproperly.

6. Top Six
The great prince issues commands:
Establish states and hereditary families;
Inferior persons should not be employed.
The great prince issues commanh;
It is to bestow meritproperly.
Inferior persons should not be employed
They are certain to cause trouble to the country.

Most English translations call this gua the Army. However, in ancient
China, soldiers were not differentiated from peasants; there was no specific class termed an army. For this reason, I adopt the original meaning,
Multitude. The gua does not encourage military actions. To the contrary,
it indicates that if contention is not resolved properly, it might lead to the
use of force. The ancients considered that using force was evil and taught
that involvement in military affairs should be approached with caution
and that the purpose of war should be righteous. In their opinion only
two kinds of war could be considered righteous: overthrowing a tyrant or
protecting the country from invasion.
The host of the gua is the solid line at the second place; it is the only
solid line in this gua and occupies the central position of the lower gua.
Thus, it becomes the host of the multitude. The Duke of Zhou says, "In
the midst of the multitude, good fortune. No fault." Normally the host of
the gua lies at the fifth place, central withithin
the upper gua. It is a superior
position for a king. The king is usually the person who takes charge of a
general, but not of the multitude. Thus, he cannot be the host of this p a ,

(7) Shi
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Multitude. On the other hand, the solid line at the second place is surrounded by five yielding lines symbolizing the multitude. They are harmoniously acting with one accord. The second line is firm and solid in
the lower gua; he is the right person to take charge of the multitude.
This p a is a continuation of the preceding one, the fourth line of
which says, "Unable to contend. Turn back; submit to the truth. Changing one's opinion: Peace. Being steadfast and upright: Good fortune."
King Wen saw that he could not win a dispute with the tyrant. He
changed his tactics, realizing that the only way to rescue the people
from the abyss of sufferingwas to overthrow the tyrant. He was preparing for war, but he held fast that military action should move forward in
a righteous course. There was no fault if a person of noble spirit led the
multitude. The Duke of Zhou described King Wen's military action,
carried out for the tyrant against minorities such as the Mi clan and the
Shu clan. King Wen's policy was to meet them with goodwill, educating
rather than punishing them. Before launching the multitude on a path
of war, he kept them under strict control and expected that no disaster
would result. Because King Wen insisted that only a person of noble
spirit should take charge of military affairs, the tyrant acknowledged his
leadership. King Wen created a strategic deployment, then explained to
the Mi and Shu that his military action was only defensive, because
they had invaded Shang's territory like birds trespassing on a field. He
told them only the elders should lead the multitude. If the followers
took control, disaster would follow. He instructed the leaders of the Mi
and Shu clans that inferior persons should never be employed in positions of authority.
(I) Initial S k . Mulriturlr alternates to Appr~acIbing(I 9)
The bottom line denotes the beginning of a military engagement. The
multitude is setting out, it should be kept under control. The text offers a
warning that at the very beginning of any situation caution and discipline
should not be neglected.

(21Second Nine. MrJtihrdr alternates to Responding (2)
The second line is a yang element in the central place of the lower gua; it
represents the host of the multitude. A yang element at a yin place is firm
and strong. As part of the lower gua, he is not reckless, but kind. The yang
element at the second place responds to the yin element at the fifth place.

The relationship symbolizes that the commander gains confidence from
the commander in chief. Because the host of the multitude is responsive
to his superior, the king bestows thrice. According to the rituals of the
Zhou dynasty,the first bestowing was a post; the second, a garment; and
the third, a title. The color of the garment matched the post and the title.
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(3) Tbid Six. Multitude alternates to Growing Upwrd (46)
The third line is a yin element at a yang place. The place is not correct,
symbolizing that one at this place is self-willed and opinionated. Failure
certainly lies in wait. According to the structure, the lower gua is Water,
representing corpses. The lower mutual gua is Thunder, representing a
wagon. Thus, the Yao Text might be interpreted as "The multitude retums with wagonloads of corpses." However, in ancient times the character for w a g o n ~ u - a l s omeant multitude. Likewise, the character for
corpse--shi--also meant to take charge of. By followingthe ancient meaning, the text is translated as "The multitude perhaps takes charge: misfortune." Misfortune is the consequence of improper people taking charge of
serious matters.
(4) Fourts Six. Multifudealterrnates to Relief(&?) EE

The yielding line at the fourth place is not central. To be yielding and not
central indicates a situation where there is no chance of winning a conflict. The yin element at a yin place also suggests that one at this place
knows her own limitation. She l e d the multitude in retreat. When one
knows that a conflict cannot be won, retreat is the wisest strategy. It conserves strength for a final victory. CConausb commentarysays, "The multitude retreats. It does not deviate fiom the normal course."

(5) F p b Sk. Multitude alternates to D~rkncss(29) EZ
The Yao Tart consists of two parts. The first part indicates that the yin
element at the fifth place represents a true leader. The yin attribute and
central position gives the element a noble quality. In dealing with a conflict she is not aggressive. She takes only defensive action. The Duke of
Zhou uses the analogy of birds trespassing on a field to indicate that someone has invaded her territory. Her defensive action has a just ground.
There is no fault. The second part of the Yao Text says that the one who is
experienced and senior should lead the multitude. If the multitude takes
control, the consequence would be misfortune.

.
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(6) Zhp Six.MuZtirude alternates to C&Z&ood (4)

8

The top line denotes the end of a conflict by using forces; victory is obtained. The king dispenses rewards and honors according to merit. The
tact warns that inferior persons should never be employed in any position
in the government.Their meanness is sure to cause trouble to the country.
Of course, since there is no actual military conflict in our daily lives, this
p a is a metaphor. We should search for the ancient wisdom between the
lines and beyond the words.

Bi Union
------

Kan Water
Kun Earth

Additional Reference Information for This Gua

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Earth above, Water below
Water contained under Earth, Multitude
Earth
One yang with five yin
The fourth month of the lunar year, or May
Second Nine
Seeking Harmony
(13)
-Union
(8) EiE
--Turning Back
(24) EZ

-.

Bi is the inverse of the preceding p a , Shi, Multitude. Bi suggests intimacy and closeness. People living together should love and care about
each other; +en they will become intimate and close. Wilhelm translates
this gua as Holding Together (Union);Blofeld as Unity, Coordination.In
this book, Bi is called Union.
Sequence of the Gua: In a multitude, there must be a bond ofunion. T h ,
after MuItihrde, Unionfo flows.

In ancient times, Bi was the hdamental unit of the Chinese household
registry system. Every five households formed one unit, called Bi. In every Bi a head was appointed, to take care of the neighborhood. Thus, Bi
also means neighborhood and symbolizes a close bond of the people in a
community. The ancient ideograph of Bi is simple; it shows two persons
standing close together. The structure of the p a is Water above, Earth
below. When earth contains water, it becomes soft. When water is on the
earth, it flows. The ancient king gained insight from the close relationship between water and earth; he established numerous states and main.
tained a close relationship with his subordinate lords.

Decision
Seeking union.
Good fortune.

J
---

7

Examine the divination:
Sublimely persevering, steadfast and upright.
No fault.
Restless factionsjust coming.
Lagging behind: misfortune.

Commentary on the Decision
Seeking union. Goodfortune.
It isfor mutual help.
The lowerfollows the upper.
Examine the divination:
Sublimelypersevering, steadfast and upright.
Nofault.
Due to ih-ness
and centralposition.
Restlessfactionsjust coming
Thc upper and the lower correspond
Lagging behind misfortune.
There is no way out.

Commentary on the Symbol
On tbe Earth, there is Water
Flowing together, an image of Union.
In correspondence with this,
Tbr ancient king established myriad states
And kept a close relationship with the lord.

Yao Text
1. Initial Six
With sincerity and truthfulness, seeking union.
No fault.
Be sincere and truthful,
As an earthen vessel that is fl.
End coming, there is something.
Good fortune.
Initial Six of Seeking Union
Encounters unexpcced goodfortune.

2. Second Six
Seeking union from within.
Being steadfast and upright: good fortune.
Seeking unionfrom within,
One would notfail.

3. Third Six
Seeking union with wrong people.
Seeking union with wrongpeople.
How can it not be hur@l?

4. Fourth Six
From without, seeking union.
Being steadfast and upright: good fortune.
From without, seeking union.
Follm the one above.

5. Fifth Nine
An illustration of seeking union:
- The king drives game on three sides,
Loses those running out the front.
Citizens need no admonition.
Good fortune.
Goodfortune of an illustration of seeking union,
Due to its correct centralposition.
Discard those who are adverse;
Accept those who are submissive.
Lose those running out thepunt.
Citizens need no admonition,
The one above makes them centraZ and harmonious.

6. Top Six
Seeking union.
Those not having taken the first step:
Misfortune.
Seeking union with t h e not having taken tbefirst step.
Nothing can be completed

This gua expounds the importance of loving and caring in a union. People
living close together must love and care abou- each other. In our daily
lives, nothing is more harmful than successive conflict, and nothing is
more auspicious than the harmonious relationships between people. In
this p a , Union, most lines are auspicious. The structure of the gua is
Water above Earth. Here Water symbolizes a restless mind; thus, King
Wen's Decision says, "Restless factions just coming." Confucius's Commentary on the Decision says, "The upper and the lower correspond."
The "upper" refers to the upper gua and the "lower" to the lower gua. In
the I Ching, the uppermost line symbolizes the end of a cycle. In this p a ,
the uppermost line is yin, and the fifth line is yang. A yin line mounting a
yang line symbolizes an adverse attitude. Thus King Wen's Decision says,
"Lagging behind: misfortune."
The solid line at the fifth place is the only solid line in this gua. It is the
host of the gua. Its quality is firm and strong, and its place is central and
correct. It symbolizes a right person in a right place who is sure to have
great influence upon his surroundings. There are five yielding lines. All
yielding lines submit to the solid line at the fifth place, except the yielding
line at the top. This line represents one who goes beyond the proper limit.
King Wen's Decision says, "Seeking union. Good fortune. Examine
the divination: sublimely persevering, steadfast and upright. No fault."To
examine the oracle, in Chinese, is yuan shi. Yuan originally meant the
source of a river. Later on, the character also came to mean "to examine"
and "a beginning." Shi means to divine with yarrow stalks. Some translations skip this line. Others say 'inquire further," "furrher consultation," or
"inquire again." In ancient times, only in rare cases did yuan mean "again."
Considering the Decision as a whole, there is no need to inquire of the
oracle once again. It is more appropriate to translate yuan shi as 'examine
the divination." "Sublimely persevering, steadfast and upright" indicate
the quality of the host of the gua, the solid line at the fifth position.
This gua tells us that King Wen was successful in an expedition. H e
brought goodwill to the minority clans, and they became allies. King Wen
claims that it was auspicious to seek union. Only those whose minds were
restless and who had just arrived or lagged behind might bring misfortune. The Duke of Zhou told how King Wen sought union with sincerity.
H e was as full of sincerity as an earthen well bucket fded with water. He
began by seeking union within his own clan and then extended it to other
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clans. H e sought union with wrong persons, but he followed in the steps
of King Tang, a brilliant king of the Shang dynasty, driving game on three
sides. Those who were willing to come, he welcomed. Those who did not
want to join, he let go. Later on, those minority clans joined King Wen's
--revolution against the T r a n t of Shang.
---

(I) Initial Six. Union alternates to Beginning (3)
This line indicates that seeking union in a community should start with
sincerity. Be close to people. Pour your sincerity into the community as
when filling an empty vessel with wine or a well bucket with water. People
will join the union. The lower gua is Earth -, here taken to be an earthen
container.

-

(2) Second Six. Union alternates to Darkness (29)
The second line is a yin element at a yin place, in the middle of the lower
gua. Its place is central and correct. In the I Ching, the lower gua is also
known as the inner gua; it represents one's inner world. In other words,
sincerity should come from one's heart. Thus the Yao Text says, "Seeking
union from within. Being steadfast and upright: good fortune." The yin
element at this place responds to the yang element at the fifth place. These
two lines echo and respond to each other. They are loving, caring, coordinating, and supportive.Their inner sincerity creates a very auspicious situation.
(3) Third Six. Union alternates to Harriship (39)

E

The yin element at the third place is neither central nor correct. It is a yin
element at a yang place. Above and below are more yin elements. And its
correspondent line at the very top is yin as well. The situation shows that
no one is ready for union. Thus Confucius's Commentary on the Yao Text
says, "Seeking union with wrong people. How can it not be hurtful?"
(4) Fourth Six. Union alternates to Bringing Together (45) =

This line lies at the fourth position, corresponding to the bottom line.
However, the elements in these two places are both yin. They cannot
echo from afar; they cannot seek a union. For this reason, one in this
position approaches the yang element at the fifth place, which is firm and
upright. They are complementary yin and yang and are able to work in
concert with each other. Being steadfast and upright brings good fortune.
Confucius's Commentary on the Yao Text says, "From without, seeking

union. Follow the one above. ""Without" refers to the upper gua or outer
p a . "Above" indicates the fdth line; it is positioned outward and above
the fourth line.

(5) Fij% Nine. Union alternates to Responding (2) 2
The fdth line is the host of the gua. It is a yang element at a yang placefirm, strong, central, and correct. It is the only yang element in this gua
and is also located in the supreme position. For this reason, all the yin
elements cling to the yang influence and seek union.
Once when King Tang of the Shang dynasty was hunting, he heard
people spreading nets a l l around the wood and praying, "May the game of
four directions enter into my nets!" King Tang considered this and said,
"In this way, would not all the game be killed without any being left?" He
ordered the people to take away the nets in three directions, leaving only
the one in the front. Then he prayed: "May those that want to go to the
left, go left; those that want to go to the right, go right. Only those that
are willing to be my game, come and enter my net." Later on, a system of
hunting was established that required that when the king hunts, nets could
be spread only on one side in the woods. In this way the strongest and the
fastest animals were able to escape and reproduce. This system was known
as "driving game on three sides."
In this p a , the Yao Tevt says that the king orders the game keepers to
drive game on three sides and let the game run off in the front. Thus he
welcomed those who came and did not chase those who ran off. It shows
the magnanimity of the king. Seeking union by using force never works.
Only with sincerity, with love and caring, will people come around of
a
their own volition.
(6) Top S k Union alternates to Watcbing(20) =

The yielding line at the top has reached the extremity. According to its
attribute and position, one at this place is not qualified to be a leader. On
the other hand, she refuses to seek union with the influential person who
is at the fifth place. In the end there is danger. In the I Ching, Water, the
upper p a , also represents a leader. The leader is at the fifth place. The
one at the top has gone beyond the fifth place. Thus the Yao Text says,
"Seeking union. Those not having taken the first step: misfortune." In
this position nothing can be completed.

Additional Reference Information for This Gua

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Water above, Earth below
Water above Earth, Union
Water
One yang with five yin
The fourth month of the lunar year, or May
Second Nine
Great Harvest
(14) -Multitude
(7) s
Falling Away
(23) ~5
-7

9
Xiao X
~ittIe

--

Xun Wind
Q a n Heaven

doud was not abundant enough to form rain. There was only a little accum&tioa Sooner or later rain would fill. He also realized that when five
yang lines rely on one yin for nourishment, it becomes difficult for the yin.
The yin needs time to accumulate energy and strength.When one's energy
and strength are not adequate to a task, one should take a break to gather
one's forces for funher accomplishment.The break should be temporary,yet
the achievement is continuous.This is the main theme of the p a .
In the I Ching, among the sixty-four gua
-there are two representing
accumulation. One
-- is Little Accumulation E
Z (9),and the other is Great
(26). Little Accumulation emphasizes the accumulaAccumulation
tion of nourishment; Great Accumulation emphasizes the accumulation
of virtues.

Decision

NAME
AND S T R U ~
W i e l m translates Xiao Xu as the Taming Power of the Small; Blofeld
calls it the Lesser Nourisher. In this book it is termed Little Accumulation. The name of this gua consists of two Chinese characters. The first
character, xiao, means little. The second character means to raise livestock
or to store up something. Xu can be applied to storing up nourishment,
strength, or even virtue.
There are two ideographs that demonstrate the meaning of this gua.
The first ideograph denotes "little." It is made up of three strokes, one to
the left and one to the right, with the third vertical stroke going all the
way from top to bottom between the left and right strokes. This character
symbolizes an act of dividing. To the ancient sages, things become little
aftcr division. The second ideograph consists of two parts. The lower one
represents a field, and the upper part represents two piles of grass stored
one upon the other with a cover on the top. The whole ideograph is a
picture of storing up or accumulating.
Sequenceofthe Guz Multitude in a harmonious union sureZy results in something to be stored up. Thus, af& Union, Littlc Acrumulationfollows.
The structure of the gua is Wind = above, Heaven = below. There is
only one yin line with five yang lines. Obviously,the yvlg element is stronger than the yin. Kmg Wen saw a storm gathering and cloudmg over the
western sky, yet no rain came down. He realized that the moisture in the

Little Accumulation.
Prosperous and smooth.
Clouds condense, yet no rain
At my west side.

Commentary on the Decision
Little Accumulation.
The little obtains the rulingposition.
T h e above and those below c m q o n d to it.
This is called Little Accumulation.
Strong and gentle.
Thejrm are in the centralplaces;
In the end their will will befiplled
Therefore, smooth andfavorable.
C l o d condme, yet no rain.
Tbcy are still movingforward
At my west sidr.
His aspiration har notyet been obtained

Commentary on the Symbol
Wind blows in the sky.

-

( 9 ) Xiao Xii

A n image of accumulating nourishment by the little.
In correspondence with this,

rn

The superiorperson polishes and beautzjies his cultured qualities.

1. Initial Nine
Return to one's proper way.
How could that be faulty?
Good fortune.
Return to onekproper way.
It is appropriatefor goodfortune.

2. Second Nine
Hand in hand, return.
Good fortune.

Be sincere and truthful.
Arm in arm, build relationsh2ps.
I t is not good to be wealthy alone.

6. Top Nine
Rain falls. Rain stops.
Regard the virtue fully accumulated.
Woman
Being steadfast: adversity.
T h e moon is almost full.
Superior person keeps going forward:
Misfortune.
Rain falls. Rain stops.
Regard the virtuef u b accumulated.
Superiorperson keeps goingforward:
Worry about being hurt.

Hand in hand, return in the central way,
He does not lose himref

3. Third Nine
Spokes fall off the cart wheels.
Husband and wife fall out.
Husband and w fe faall out.
He is unable to takegood care of his w fe.

4. Fourth Six
Being sincere and truthful,
Anxiety goes away;
Fear gives out.
No fault.
Be sincere and truthfud
Anxiety goes away.
Those above agree with you.

5. Fifth Nine
Be sincere and truthful.
Arm in arm, build relationships.
Establish prosperity with neighbors.

This gua employs "Clouds condense, yet no rain" as an image to express
the situation when the accumulation of one's latent energy and strength is
not enough. A little break is required. I t is not the time for one to carry
out his purpose. During the process of development, progress frequently
comes to a standstill. There might be a little obstruction owing to one's
lack of experience or insufficiency of strength. In this situation, one should
store up energy, preparing for the next move. T h e main teaching of the
gua is to be sincere and truthful. This is the key to nurturing the multitude with little.
T h e structure of the gua is a yielding line at the fourth place surrounded
by five solid lines. T h e fourth position is at the bottom of the upper gua,
Wind. I t gives us a picture that the yielding line has strength to stir up the
clouds, yet it is not able to bring the rain. I t obtains support from all the
solid lines. Thus Confucius's Commentary on the Decision says, "Clouds
condense, yet no rain. They are still moving forward." And he says, "The
little obtains the ruling position. Those above and those below correspond
to it."
First there should be an accumulation, and then bestowal is possible.
Accumulation means to store up, and bestowal is to pass over smoothly.
T h e fact that the clouds condense, yet the rain does not come, displays a
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(9) Xiao Xii
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twofold truth. O n the one hand, before helping others one must store up
one's own knowledge, strength, and virtue. O n the other hand, in order to
help
and support each other, people must be sincere and truthful. T h e
re
ancients taught that "working together with one heart and one mind,
- grains of sand piled up will make a pagoda."
T h e host of the p a is the yielding line at the fourth place. I t is a yin
element at a yin place, which is correct. There are five yang elements that
echo the yin, but it is not the right time for the yin to advance owing to its
weakness as a yin element. I n the I Ching, as has been mentioned, the
first, third, and fifth places are yang, and the second, fourth, and sixth are
yin. W h e n a yang element is at a yang place or a yin element at a yin place,
they are correctly positioned. W h e n an element is in a correct place, it
symbolizes that the right person is in the right place. I n this gua the yin
element in the fourth place is correct.
This gua tell us that King Wen returned to his homeland after seven
years of imprisonment. H e began to accumulate his strength, preparing
to overthrow the Tyrant of Shang. H e understood that in the meantime
accumulation little by little would be favorable. l n g Wen's homeland,
Zhou, was to the west of Shang; thus, the Decision says, "Clouds condense, yet no rain at my west side."The Duke of Zhou recalls how King
Wen accumulated the strength of the Zhou. A t first King Wen returned
to his usual path, as before his imprisonment. Then he began to work
hand in hand with those who were willing to accumulate strength with
him. There were differing opinions, represented by spokes falling off the
wheels of a cart and the husband and wife falling out. l n g Wen reminded
his people that only by gathering strength little by little could they avoid
a tragedy like that of his father, who was killed by the Shang. W i t h sincerity and truthfulness, l n g Wen built union arm in arm with his people
as well as his neighboring clans. A t last, rain fell and then stopped. T h e
moon was almost full. l n g Wen gave warning that overacting would
cause misfortune.
(1) Initial Nine. Little Accumulation alternates t o
Proceeding HumbZy (5 7) 2
Nine at the beginning is at the bottom of the lower p a , Heaven. T h e
proper place of Heaven is at the top. Thus the Yao Text says, "Return to
one's proper way. How could that be faulty?"The proper way can be interpreted as the Tao of Heaven. T h e bottom line is a yang element at a yang
place; its place is correct. I t also responds to the yin element at the fourth

lace. There is no problem
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in returning to one's proper way. Therefore,

things look auspicious.

(2) Second Nine. LittZe Accumulation alternates t o Household (37)
T h e second line is central in the lower gua. One in this place has the same
goal of returning to the proper path. T h e Yao Text says, "Hand in hand,
return." In Chinese it is qian fu. Fu means to return and qian means to
pull. Thus, in some translations qian fu is given as "allowing oneself to be
drawn into returning" or "compelling oneself to go back." However, qian
also means hand in hand. I t indicates that to do something with someone
sharing a common goal brings good fortune. According to the Yao Text,
there is no negative sense, as in being pulled back, drawn back, or compelled to return. There is the positive connotation of returning hand in
hand.
(3) Third Nine. Little Accumulation alternates to
Innermost Sincerity (61) E
T h e solid line at the third place represents a person with a firm and strong
character. H e has made a decision to return. However, he has already
formed a union with the yin element at the fourth place as husband and
wife. I n the I Ching, Heaven also represents the husband, and Wind represents the eldest daughter or sometimes the wife. According to the ancients, husband and wife were united together as spokes on a wheel; they
formed one unit. Meanwhile, one at the third place is stubborn and selfwilled. H e cannot take good care of his wife and obtain her support. H e
insists upon returning by himself. T h e result is obvious: the husband and
wife will fall out of the cart and the house will not be kept in order. T h e
line indicates that in a process of growing and developing, it is better to
have a companion of the same mind and with similar goals.
(4)Fourth Six. Little Accumulation alternates to Initiating (1) EE
Six at the fourth place is the only yin element in this gua. I n general
terms, a yin element might be an obstruction to the advancement of the
yang elements. In this gua the yin element is at yin place, which is correct.
One in this place is able to be humble and is willing to accept support
from the two yang elements on the top. Thus, the Yao Text says, "Anxiety
goes away; fear gives out," which in Chinese is xue qu ti chu. Literally, it
means "blood vanishes; fear leaves." T h e yielding line at the fourth place
together with the solid line at the third place and the solid line at the fifth

--
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(9) Xiao X
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place form the upper mutual gua, Water. Water symbolizes blood; thus
Wilhelm translates it as "Blood vanishes and fear gives way," and Blofeld
as "Bloody and terrible deeds are avoided." However, in ancient times,
xue, blood, was a simple form of xii, anxiety. O n this ground, the proper
understanding is that anxiety vanishes, and fear gives way.

(5) Fifth Nine. Little Accumulation alternates to
Great Accumulation (26)
T h e fifth place is the place for a king or a place of superiority and prosperity. I n this gua it is a yang element at a yang place, central and correct.
Generally, this line should be the host of the gua. However, the one at this
place has innermost sincerity; he is willing to build a relationship with the
yin element at the fourth place. They are corresponding yin and yang
elements and are able to be harmonious. T h e solid line at the fifth place is
a yang element in an auspicious place. H e has already accumulated some
wealth. H e comprehends the Tao of Heaven, that is, that one who helps
others in the end helps himself. So he is willing to establish prosperity
with his neighbors. This is the key to success. Confucius's Commentary
on the Yao Text says, "It is not good to be wealthy alone." Sharing wealth
with others will bring more wealth to oneself. I t is the Tao of Heaven.

(6) Top Nine. Little Accumulation alternates to Needing (5)

SE

T h e uppermost line indicates that Little Accumulation has already reached
the limit. T h e rain has fallen; one should be content. Wealth has been
accumulated as the moon waxes full. I t is time for one to rest and give
serious attention to accumulating virtue. Normally, the yin element should
be submissive to the yang. I n this p a , the yin has already nourished the
five yang; it is better to stop before going too far. Otherwise, if one keeps
advancing without break, there will be misfortune.

Additional Reference Information for This Gua
Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Wind above, Heaven below
Storm wind darkens the sky, Little Accumulation
Wood
Five yang with one yin
T h e fourth month of the lunar year, or May
Fourth Six
-Delightful
(16) e
Fulfillment
(10) -Diversity
(38) E

--
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Qlan Heaven

Dui Lake

An ancient saying goes, "Courtesy is the obedience of principle to what is
proper. Righteousness is the accordance of actions with what is right."
Courtesy and righteousness are duties everyone should fulfill.
u
T h e structure of the gua is Heaven = above, Lake = below. T h e
attributes of Heaven are strength and energy; the attributes of Lake are =
meekness and gentleness. This image gave King Wen the inspiration that
a cautious person handles a dangerous situation as if treading upon a tiger's
tail. This was exactly the situation King Wen found himself in when he
was fulfilling his obligation of rescuing people from suffering under the
tyrannical administration of the Shang dynasty. H e treaded upon the
tyrant's trusted minister instead of upon the tyrant. This p a , Fulfillment,
establishes the foundation of moral conduct. T h e main theme is that a
wise man fulfills his duty as cautiously as he would tread upon a tiger's
tail; then good fortune can be expected.

Decision
Lu is the inverse of the preceding p a , Little Accumulation, which indicates a situation where it is better for one to take a break during a course
of advancement. This gua, fulfillment, represents carrying out one's duty.
T h e ideograph of Lii is a complicated, four-part picture of a person walking in shoes. A t the top of the ideograph, there is one horizontal line that
extends from left to right and then from right to left and all the way down
to the bottom of the left side. T h e curved horizontal line represents the
head of a person, while the long vertical stroke represents a human body
standing upright. T h e rest of the ideograph is divided into two parts. O n
the left there are three curved strokes, symbolizing the footprints of three
small steps. A t the top right, there is a picture of a shoe. Underneath the
shoe, there is another ideograph symbolizing the action of walking.
T h e original meaning of Lu is a pair of shoes. From shoes, the meaning was extended to include treading upon something and then carrying
out one's duty or fulfilling one's agreement. In Chinese, fulfillment is made
of two characters: lu xing. Literally, lu means shoes, and xing means walking. To the Chinese, walking with shoes symbolizes moving forward with
firm steps, advancing to fulfillment. Both Wilhelm and Blofeld translate
Lu as Treading, Conduct. In this book, it is translated as Fulfillment.
Sequence of the Gua: Afier things have been accumulated, courtesy and righteousness should be f u p l e d . Thus, after Little Accumulation, Fulfillment
follows.

Treading upon a tiger's tail,
Does not bite.
Prosperous and smooth.

Commentary on the Decision
FuFll onei duty.
The yielding treads upon thefirm.
Gentle andjoyous
Corresponds with Qian.
Thereupon treading upon a tigeri tail,
The tiger does not bite.
Prorperous and smooth.
Thefirm is central and correch
FuFll one? duty in the place of a ruler andfeel no guilt.
His brilliance shines.

Commentary on the Symbol
Above is Heaven; below is Lake.
A n image of Fupllmenf.
In correspondence with this,

-

The superior person discriminates as to duty between high and low,
And sets people) minds at rest.

Ends in good fortune.
Heed, heed, ends in good fortune;
One keeps onfu@lling one? will.

- YaoText
1. Initial Nine
Plainly fulfill one's duty.
Going forward: no fault.
Plainly fuFll one? duty.
Goingforward alone is to carry out onei ideal.

2. Second Nine

5. Fifth Nine
Decisively fulfill one's duty.
Being steadfast: adversity.
DecisivelyfuFll oneic duty.
Being steadfast: adversity,
Owing to his correct and appropriateposition.

6. Top Nine

Fulfill one's duty,
T h e path is smooth, smooth.
T h e recluse,
Being steadfast and upright: good fortune.

Review the past.
Summarize the journey.
Everything is fulfilled.
Supreme good fortune.

Being steadfast and upright
Brings good fortune to the recluse;
He is walking on the centralpath and is not confused.

Supreme good fortune at the topmost position.
One deserves great congratulations.

3. Third Six
One-eyed person is still able to see,
Lame person is still able to walk.
Treading upon a tiger's tail,
k s k i n g a tiger bite.
Misfortune.
T h e warrior works for the great king.

A one-eyedperson is still able to see,
But not with enough clarity.

A lame person is still able to walk,
But notfast enough as to walk with others.
The mifortune of being bitten
Is due to an inappropriateplace.
Like a warrior worksfor the great king,
Because of hisfirm and strong will.

4. Fourth Nine
Treading upon a tiger's tail
W i t h heed, heed,

This p a expounds upon the principle of carrying out one's ideal, or fulfilling one's duty, in a difficult situation. One should act appropriately
according to what is suitable in that situation. T h e image of treading upon
a tiger's tail is meant to advise one to take precautions beforehand and
guard against the latent difficulty and danger. T h e host of this gua is the
yielding line at the third place. I t is the only yielding line in this gua. A
yielding line treading upon two solid lines gives a stable image of one
stepping on solid ground. However, the yielding line is in the midst of
five solid lines, which suggests a tough situation. Psychologically, one in
this place would be very uncomfortable. O n the other hand, because of
the yielding quality, she is able to overcome the firm and the solid. T h e
idea that the soft can overcome the firm is part of the wisdom permeating
the I Ching and permeating Chinese culture as well.
I n ancient times, the Chinese characters for "fulfillment" and "courtesy" shared the same sound. Thus, Confucius interprets Lu as courtesy.
I n ancient feudal society, an ethical code was established to provide that
people of different classes treated each other with proper manners. To

--

Confucian scholars, fulfilling the ethical code was everyone's moral duty
Thus, the Sequence of the Gua says, "After things have been accumulated, courtesy and righteousness should be fulfilled."
This gua tells us that after being successful in his expeditions and alliances with the neighboring minority clans, King Wen thought it was time
to
his duty to rescue the people from the tyrannical administration
of the Shang dynasty. This time King Wen's policy was to tread upon the
tail of the tiger, but not the tiger itself. In other words, he began by removing the trusted minister of the tyrant. In this way the tiger (tyrant)
would not bite him, and the results were prosperous. The Duke of Zhou
recounted how his father King Wen reviewed his past journey and treaded
upon the tiger's tail with utmost heed. King Wen adopted a low-key approach, speaking and acting simply, like a recluse. In this way his path was
smooth, and his plans prospered. The Duke of Zhou also narrated how
his grandfather acted like a reckless, bold warrior and made decisions
promptly but impetuously. Working with the tyrant in that way was to
invite the tiger to bite. A warrior with reckless courage could neither see
clearly, like a one-eyed person, nor act appropriately, like a lame man.
(1) InitialNine. FuIf;llmentalternaies to Contention (6)

The bottom line is solid, symbolizing that one at this place is able and
content to stay in the lower position. This is the initial stage of fulfilling
one's duty. The yang element on the bottom does not respond with the
yang element at the fourth place, since both of them are yang. So he walks
alone with a plain heart to carry out his ideal.

(2) Second Nine. FulJlment alternates to Without Fahehood (25)
The second line is a yang element in the central place of the lower gua. Its
character is strong; its temper moderate. It does not respond to the yang
element at the fifth place, since they are both yang. The image of a recluse
illustrates the situation here. He walks in the central path with a pure
heart and is content and happy.
(3) Third Six.FuIf;llmentalternates to Initiating (l) ZE

The lower mutual gua is Li =,or Fire. The upper mutual gua is Xun E,
or Wind. In the I Ching, Xun also represents leg and Li, eye, which is
why the Yao Text of this line mentions legs and eyes. Because this line is

neither central nor correct, the Yao Text refers to a "one-eyed person" and
a "lame person." As a yin element, it confronts the most extreme yang
situation, Initiating; like a one-eyed or lame person, she cannot see clearly
I
or walk fast enough. Moreover, this line is on top of the lower gua, Dui, or
looks like an open mouth-one in this =
Lake. The structure of Dui
place may quite possibly be bitten by the tiger. Misfortune ensues.
Confucius's commentary says, "The misfortune of being bitten is due to
an inappropriate place." O n the other hand, the yielding line corresponds
with the solid line at the top. The upper gua, Heaven, represents a king.
When the third line alternates from yin to yang, the lower gua becomes
Heaven, symbolizing a warrior. Thus, Confucius's commentary says, "a
warrior works for the great king, because of his firm and strong will."

--

(4) Fourth Nine. FuIf;llmentalternates to Innermost Sincerity (61)

The fourth line is yang. A yang element at a yin place is not correct.
However, a yang element at a yin place is better than a yin element at a
yang place. One in this place is strong but able to be humble. So he treads
upon a tiger's tail with utmost heed. This is the proper attitude to adopt
when dealing with a troublesome situation. In this way the end will be
turned from evil to good. O n the other hand, a yin line at a yang place
means that one is weak; the problem is that she likes to pose as strong, but
lacks self-knowledge.
(5) F F h Nine. F+ment

alternates to Diversity (38)

The fifth line is a yang element at a yang place. The place is correct and
central and in the upper p a . Here one is able to make a prompt decision.
Because he is in the most favorable position, all the favorable conditions
can work together for the good. In the end, he will escape the adversity
safely.
(6) Top Nine. Fulflment alternates to Joyful (58) E

The uppermost line has reached the final stage of fdfiilling one's duty.
Whether one reaps good fortune or misfortune depends upon how one's
work has been accomplished. If everything has been well done, there is
good fortune. It is important to review the past and summarize the journey from time to time. This is the only way to accumulate one's wisdom
and achieve success.

Additional Reference Information for This Gua

--

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Heaven above, Lake below
Heaven above Lake, Fulfillment
Metal
Five yang with one yin
The sixth month of the lunar year, or July
Third Six
-Humbleness
(15) Little Accumulation
(9) E
Household
(37)

Tai ~ d v a n c e
--

Kun Earth
Q a n Heaven
a

Tai is one of the most auspicious words in the Chinese language. Originally it meant "more thann or "most." It generally indicates a condition of
being more than great. Tai also means peace, safety, security, good health;
or it suggests progression, proceeding, advancing. Both Wilhelm and
Blofeld translate Tai as Peace. In this book, the word Advance is adopted.
The ideograph of Tai consists of two parts. The upper portion represents greatness.
The ancient Chinese believed that Heaven and Earth
were great, and that human beings were also great. Thus, the ideograph
looks like a person standing with arms and legs wide open. Underneath
the two legs, there is the ideograph of water, sui. It looks exactly like the
primary gua Kan =, or Water, standing upright. This ideograph presents the picture of running water proceeding forward smoothly with great
ease. This is the primary meaning ofTai in the I Ching.
Sequence of the Gua: Aler fulfilling onei duty with composure, onefees
peacefiZ and safe. Thus, after FuIf;ZZment,AdvancefoZZows.
Heaven is above and Earth below-that is the natural phenomenon we
find in our daily life. However, in this p a , Q a n (Heaven) descends to the
lower p a , and Kun (Earth) ascends to the upper gua. The situation seems
inappropriate. Naturally, Heaven stands above and moves downward, and
Earth stands below and moves upward. Yet in Tai, Heaven and Earth are
moving together in communion. In this way they hEll their duality.

(11) Tai

There is a mountain named Tai that stands on the eastern coast of
China. Mount Tai was regarded as a sacred mountain that connected
Heaven and Earth. Each spring, the emperor would climb the mountain
peak, making offerings there with great reverence. The purpose was to
ask for harmony between human beings and their natural surroundings.
The Chinese believed that when harmony between people and their surroundings was established then, in peace, safety, security, and good health,
they would progress, proceed, and advance with great ease.Thus the meaning ofTai embraces all these auspicious meanings. Through thousands of
years, the Chinese have sought guo tai ming a n - a prosperous country
and people at peace.
Traditionally, this gua represents the first month of the Chinese lunar
calendar. It carries the message that spring is coming round to Earth once
again. Heaven and Earth bring peace and blessing to all living beings.
Myriad beings will renew their lives and move forward again. This concept represents the actual meaning of Tai. It is an auspicious time of prosperity and peace. There is an ancient Chinese saying that out of the depth
of misfortune comes bliss. This bliss is Tai.
King Wen's Decision on the Gua says, "The little is departing, the
great is arriving." The little denotes Earth, which is the most yin. The
great denotes Heaven, which is the most yang. In the I Ching, the inner
gua (the lower p a ) moving to the outer gua (the upper gua) represents
departing. In the reversed movement, the outer p a alternating to the
inner p a indicates arriving. "The little is departing" indicates that Earth
moves upward from the lower gua to the upper gua. 'The great is arriving" indicates that Heaven moves downward from the upper p a to the
lower gua.

The little is departing;
The great is arriving.
Goodfortune.
Prosperous and smooth.
Heaven and Earth unite;
All beings come into union.
The upper and the lower link;
Their wills are the same.
The inner is the yang; the outer is the yin.
The inner is the strong; the outer is the gentle.
The inner is the superior; the outer is the inferior.
Thus,
The way of the superior is expanding;
The way of the inferior is shrinking.

Commentary on the Symbol
Heaven and Earth are moving together.
A n image of Advance.
In correspondence with this,
The ruler givesfulplay to his abiliiy and wisdom
To complete the Tao of Heaven and Earth,
And assists their suitable arrangement,
to infuence people.

Yao Text
Decision
Advance.
The little is departing,
The great is arriving.
Good fortune.
Prosperous and smooth.

Commentary on the Decision
Advance.

1. Initial Nine
Pulling out a reed,
Other roots come with it.
Moving forward: good fortune.
Pulling out a reed
Goingforward, goodfortune.
His will is carried outward

2. Second Nine
Embracing great rivers.
Fighting a tiger with bare hands.
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(11) Tai

----

-

Crossing a river with bare feet.
Abandon not the remote;
Cliques dissolve.
Obtain esteem by walking the central path.

Embracing all the wasteland,
Act in accordance with the central path.
He is shining with glorious andgreat radiance.
L

6. Top Six
Castle wall returns into the moat.
Use no multitude.
To your own county, make your self-blame known.
Being steadfast: humiliation.
Castle %aN returns into the moat
Sign@es a disordered destiny.

3. Third Nine
No plain without undulation,
No past without return.
In hardship,
Being steadfast and upright: no fault.
Grieve not over your sincerity and truthfulness.
In inheritance there is happiness.

No past without return.
It is the law of Heaven and Earth.

4. Fourth Six
Fluttering, fluttering.
Not affluent.
With your neighbors,
No admonishing,
Be sincere and truthful.

FlutteringjPuttering,
Not afluence;
Solidarity has been lost.
No admonishing.
Be sincere and truthfu$
Wishes comefrom the core of their hearts.

5. Fifth Six
King Yi married off his younger sister.
This brought blessing.
Supreme good fortune.

This brought blessing and supreme goodfortune.
He is in the centralposition,
Being able tofulfl what he wishes.

In this p a , the significance of the union of Heaven and Earth is employed to display the importance of union among people. When people
communicate sincerely and truthfully, harmony is created, and things will
be achieved easily and smoothly. In Chinese, this situation is called Tai,
Advance. The Yao Text of this gua is extremely difficult to understand.
Different scholars have varying ideas. To the Chinese, the opposite of Tai
is Pi. To go from Tai (Advance) to Pi (Hindrance) or vice versa is a natural
law, as is the waxing and waning of the moon. The wise prefer to live in
harmony with the laws of Nature. Be content with one's fate, and never
blame Heaven or others.
This gua also displays the wisdom of keeping a state of prosperity and
preserving a period of bliss. In human society, starting any undertaking is
difficult, but maintaining the achievement is even harder. One should not
sleep on the accomplishment and feel complacent, but instead be aware
that when the achievement reaches a climax, it begins to decline. The
interconnection between Heaven and Earth sets the example for mutual
communication between human beings. People with the same faith and
goals should maintain their mutual love and care and support each other;
then the blissful situation can last longer.
Two lines in this gua are qualified to be the host, either the yang at the
second place or the yin at the fifth place. Because of its yang quality, the
yang at the second place is more suitable to be the host. This gua gives the
image of that which is above, Heaven, coming down and that which is
below, Earth, rising up. They unite in great compassion. This yang element and the yin element at the fifth place respond and support each
other, suggesting a blissful condition in the natural environment. It is also
applicable to social life.
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(11) Tai

This gua tells us that King Wen was ready to overthrow the Tyrant of
Shang. Before taking action, King Wen recalled the rising and declining of the Shang dynasty. In his Decision, he felt that the Shang dy-- nasty had already grown small and was about to end and the Kingdom
-- of Zhou had gradually become great and was about to arrive. The situation was auspicious; progress and success awaited. The D&e of Zhou
summarized the process of the rise and fall of the Shang dynasty. Before
King Tang, the originator of the Shang dynasty, overthrew the Xia dynasty in 1766 B.c.,he launched eleven expeditions to exterminate the
alliances of the Xia dynasty. It was like pulling out a reed-other roots
came with it; their roots were connected. The ancestors of the Shang
embraced the wasteland as if fighting a tiger with bare hands and crossing a river with bare feet. They feared not the remote time and places
and they eliminated selfishness in relationships and acted in accordance
with the central path. But the descendants of the Shang disregarded the
course of history, suggested by no plain without undulation and no past
without return. They acted lightly, as a bird flutters, and lost their solidarity. After the Kingdom of Zhou became strong, King Yi of the Shang
married off his younger sister to King Wen. This brought blessing and
supreme good fortune to Zhou. However, it did not help the Shang
dynasty stop the castle wall from returning to the moat. Even while his
self-blame was known to his people, the divination shows that the humiliation of the tyrant was close at hand. Advance is one of the twelve
tidal p a , representing the first month of the Chinese lunar calendar. In
the solar calendar, it is February.
(1) Initial Nine. Advance alternates to Growing Upward (46) =

The bottom line is the first line of the lower p a : ascending begins. When
one starts an undertaking, it is better to have supportive coworkers. The
three yang elements of the lower p a cherish the same ideals and follow
the same path. Thus the Yao Text says, "Pulling out a reed, other roots
come with it. Moving forward: good fortune."

(2) Second Nine. Advance alternates to Brillance Injured (36) E
This line is the host of the p a . The Yao T a t employs a classic allusion to
demonstrate the quality of Advance that ends with good fortune. It says,
"Fighting a tiger with bare hands. Crossing a river with bare feet." This
gusion was so well known that it was adopted in the Book of Confucian
Analects:

Once Conhcius's disciple Zi-lu asked, "If Master had the
conduct of the three armed services of a great state, whom
would you have to act with you?"
Conhcius said, "I would not have him act with me who will
fight a tiger with his bare hands or cross a river with bare feet,
dying without any regret. My associate must be the one who
proceeds to action full of watchful attention, who is good in
stratagems and then carries them into execution."
Advancing with watchful attention and stratagems is the true message of
this line.
Concerning the structure, this line is central, but it is a yang element at
a yin place. The yang quality gives one at this place the disposition to be
resolute and steadfast. The yin place bestows temperament of kindness
and generosity. In this way, one is capable of bearing with the uncultured
and relying on great courage-to fight a tiger with bare hands, cross a
river with bare feet, and advance without fear of remote places. One is
able to eliminate selfishness in relationships and to act in accordancewith
the central way. He is the one who gives full play of his ability and wisdom to complete the Tao of Heaven and Earth.
(3) Third Nine. Advance alternates to Approaching (19) ES

The solid line at the third place has reached the uppermost position of
the lower p a . According to the law of Nature, after things proceed to the
upper limit they begin to decline. Thus the Yao Text gives warning that
there is no plain without undulation, there is no past without returning.
Be upright in hardship; prosperity comes through sustaining.
(4) Fourth Six. Advance alternates to Great Strength (34)

This line has already passed through the lower p a . It is a yin element at
a correct yin place, and it responds to the yang element at the bottom
place. Thus the Yao Text tells us that one at this place is able to be trustful
and sincere with neighbors without being reminded. Furthermore, the
yin element obtains the help and support of the yang element at the third
place. The third line and the fourth line are the junction of the lower gua
and the upper pa-Earth and Heaven. Their mutual relationship comes
from the core of their hearts, because they are complementary yin and
yang, reflecting the Tao of Heaven and Earth. In the I Ching, "not affluent" indicates a yielding line. Because a yielding line is a broken line,
Confucius's commentary says, "solidarity has been lost." The fourth line
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(22) Tai
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together with the fifth and sixth lines form the upper mutual gua, which
is Zhen, or Thunder. In certain cases Zhen symbolizes fluttering or means
neighbor. The Yao Text thus says, "Fluttering, fluttering. . . . With your
neighbors, no admonishing, be sincere and truthM."The message of this
line warns that one who lives in a peaceful and safe situation still needs to
be aware of an unfavorable potential. Always be kind and cooperative
with neighbors and do not act lightly, as a fluttering bird.

(5) F@ Six. Advance alternates to Needing (5) E
The theme of this line is that King Yi of the Shang dynasty married off
his younger sister to King Wen. This theme also appears in the Yao Text
of the fifth line of Marrying Maiden (54) S.Before King Wen's son
King Wu overthrew the Tyrant of Shang, King Wen had been a duke of
the Shang dynasty. The basis for "King Yi married off his younger sister"
comes from the structure of this p a . This line is at the fifth place-a
place for the king. I t responds to the yang element at the second placea place for a supportive subordinate. The yin quality of this line suggests a
generous king who is gentle, kind, and humble. The corresponding yang
element at the second place suggests a powerful and virtuous subordinate
of the king. The upper mutual p a , Zhen (Thunder), represents an eldest
son. The lower mutual p a , Dui (Lake), represents a youngest daughter.
Because of the king's generosity and humbleness, he gives his youngest
sister as a wife to his virtuous subordinate; from this act the blessing of
supreme good fortune will come. "King Yi married off his younger sister"
serves as a metaphor. The true message is that one should choose only
able and virtuous persons with whom to work.
(6) Top Six. Advance alternates to GreatAccumulation (26)

The yielding line at the top reaches the final stage of Advance. A turning point from Advance to Hindrance is waiting ahead. The Decision
gives warning: the castle wall returned into the moat. It is the law of
Nature: when things have proceeded to an extreme, they return to their
opposite. It is wise for one to know one's predestined fate. One should
not try to alter natural law by using force. Recognize the situation. In
ancient times when there were serious calamities an emperor often issued a %elf-blame decree," a mea culpa, to calm people's indignation.
Through self-examination and by being central and steadfast, wait for
another cycle from Hindrance to Advance. Out of the depths of misfortune comes bliss. Be patient; there is always hope.

Additional Reference Information for This Gua

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Earth above, Heaven below
Earth and Heaven unite, Advance
Earth
Three yang with three yin
The first month of the lunar year, or February
Second Nine
Hindrance
(12) EZ
Hindrance
(12) =
Marrying Maiden
(54)
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Chinese philosophy. Q a n and Kun (Heaven and Earth) illustrate the
Chinese view of cosmology, and Tai and Pi (Advance and Hindrance)
In
epitomize the ancient view of human fate, as explored in the I Ching.
the course of Chinese history, even now, almost every Chinese person u
knows and follows the truth ofpiji tai lai, meaning,
---

--

--

--

Out of the depth of misfortune comes bliss.
At the end of Hindrance appears Advance.

Q a n Heaven
Kun Earth

.

For this reason, in this book Pi is translated as the opposite ofTai, Hindrance. Both Wilhelm and Blofeld takeTai to mean Peace. Pi in Wilhelm's
translation is Standstill; in Blofeld's work it is Stagnation, Obstruction.
above, Earth =E below. When
The structure of this gua is Heaven
Heaven moves upward and Earth downward, they are unable to communicate and unite. When the creative power of Heaven and Earth move
apart, Advance gives way to Hindrance. To the Chinese, when Heaven
and Earth associate with each other in balance, it is Tai, Advance. Contrarily, when Heaven and Earth are moving in opposite directions, in a
state of imbalance, it is Pi, Hindrance. Thus, Advance brings prosperity,
and Hindrance leads to misfortune. The wisdom of the I Ching shows
that when things proceed to their proper limit, they alternate to the reverse condition. One reason that Chinese history has continued for more
than five thousand years is that the Chinese pursue this truth of the I
C h i n g p i ji tai lai. No matter how difficult the situation, to the Chinese
there is always a point where it turns favorable. In this way, hope always
lies ahead.

--

Pi is the inverse of the preceding gua, Tai. The Chinese say, "Out of the
depths of misfortune comes bliss. Beyond the extreme,joy begets sorrow."
Tai and Pi, good fortune and misfortune, complement each other, as the
waxing and waning of the moon. This gua reflects the law of Nature.

Sequence of the Gua: Tai is advance without hindrance, but this condition
does not remainforever. Thus, after Advance, HindrancefoZZows.

The Chinese character representingthe name of this gua can be pronounced
in two ways: fou and pi. When it is pronounced fou, it means no or not.
When it is pronounced pi, it has many negative connotations, such as bad,
wicked, evil, or mean. Fou was used in ancient written language to represent the expression "No!" In the I Ching, Pi is used exclusively to sign*
the Opposite of Tai. The ideograph of Pi consists of two parts. At the top
of the upper portion there is a horizontal line representing Heaven. Underneath is a picture of a flying bird. The little semicircle represents the head
of the bird, and the two curved lines connected to the head and stretching
all the way down to the left and right represent two wings. The ancients
took the image of a bird in the sky not flying down to signify the negative
expression "no." Between the two wings, there is a little circle representing
an open mouth, symbolizing a person speaking the word "No!"
To the Chinese, Pi and Tai, as a pair of opposites, are as important as
Q a n and Kun. Q a n and Kun and Tai and Pi form the core of ancient

t

Decision
Hindrance.
No one can alter.
Unfavorable to superior persons.
The divination:
The great is departing;
The little is arriving.

Commentary on the Decision
Hindrance,
No one can alter.

Unfavorable to the superior person.
The divination:
The great is departing; the litfle is arriving.
Heaven and Earth do not unite;
AZZ beings do not communicate;
The upper and the lower do not link;
There are no relations between states.
Thr inner is yin, the outer is yang.
The inner isyielding; the outer isfirm.
The inner is inferior; the outer is superior.
Thus,
The way of the litde is expanding,
The way of the great shrinking.

Commentary on the Symbol
Heaven and Earth do not communicate.
A n image of Hindrance.
In cowespondence with this,
The superiorperson restrains himselfwith virtue to avoid calamities.
He should notpursue highposition and handromepayment.

Yao Text
1. Initial Six
Pulling out a reed,
Other roots come with it.
Being steadfast and upright: good fortune.
Prosperous and smooth.
Pulling out a reed
Being steadfast and upright.
Goodfortune.
Responds to tie king.

Prosperous and smooth.
For the great person,
Accepting the hindrance brings progress and success.
He does not entangle himselfwith the multitude.

3. Third Six
Embrace the shame.
Embracing the shame.
Theposition is not appropriate.

4. Fourth Nine
It is the will of Heaven,
No fault.
Like minds clinging together
Share the blessing.
It is the will of Heaven with nofault;
His will isfirf;lled

5. Fifth Nine
Cease the hindrance.
Great person: good fortune.
Forget not! Forget not!
Tying up to the trunks of mulberry trees.
To the superior person, goodfortune.
Theposition is appropriate.

6. Top Nine
Overturn the hindrance.
First hindrance,
Afterward joy.
Hindrance reaches its end;
I t wouldfall down.
How could it last long?

2. Second Six
Embrace flattery.
Little fellow: good fortune.
Great person: hindrance.

This p a represents a situation of Hindrance. It is the turning point after
Advance reaches its extreme.The Yao Text of this gua is difficult to un-

derstand, as is that of the previous gua, Tai. The ancient Chinese watched
the cycles of the seasons; they comprehended that there also was a cycle of
p o d times and bad times. When favorable situations came to their conclusion, unfavorable situations follow. During unfavorable times they did
-- not blame Heaven or other people. They restrained themselves with vir-tue to avoid calamities. In other words, do not become attached to success. This is the key point of the p a .
King Wen's Decision on Advance says, "The little is departing, the
great is arriving."The Decision on this gua, Hindrance, says, "The great is
departing; the little is arriving." The "littlen denotes Earth, the "great"
denotes Heaven. In the I Ching, a line moving upward from the lower
gua to the upper gua is called departing; the reverse is called arriving.
Events cycle from departing to arriving and again from arriving to departing. It is the law of Nature.
The spirit of this gua lies in the solid line at the fifth place, which is the
host of the gua. The fifth line is at the most favorable location. It indicates that hindrance will fade and advance emerge. Thus the Yao Text
says, "Cease the hindrance." However, it advises, "Forget not! Forget not!"
What should one not forget? In the Great Treatise, Conhcius says,

What is danger?
It arises when one is satisfid with his security and neglects danger.
What is toperish?
It arises when one is satisfied with his survival and neglects death.
What is disorder?
I t arises when one is satisfied with things in order and neglects
disorder.
Therefore the superior person does not forget danger when he is in
security,
Nor does heforget death when he is well,
Nor does heforget disorder when his affairs are in order.
In this way he gains personal safety and is able to protect the empire.
Thus, the I says, "Forget not! Forget not!
Tying up to the trunk of mulberry trees."
The spirit of the I Ching is twofold. When the situation is favorable
and smooth, one should never forget about hard times. O n the other hand,
when the situation is unfavorable, one should always look forward to the
good.

This gua is a continuation of the preceding one. King Wen understood
that over the six hundred years of existence of the Shang dynasty, from its
rising to its decline, there was a natural cycle that no one could alter.
Everything happened as cause and effect, never by accident. During its
decline, it was unfavorable for the superior person to work toward a resurgence of the Shang. The divination already showed that Shang, the great,
was departing and Zhou, the small, was arriving. The Duke of Zhou
pointed out that the main hindrance to an empire was appointing people
by favoritism rather than by merit and ability. The worst thing was entrusting petty persons and accepting their slanders. When virtuous emperors of the Shang cleared away the petty persons from the court, there
was progress and success. When the tyrannical emperor took charge, the
great person needed to understand the situation, being patient. Only by
accepting the situation and being patient would he find success. The will
of Heaven had already been made clear, as shown by the divination. When
like minds cling together, they share the blessing of a new era. Hindrance
ceases; good fortune comes to the superior person. Hindrance is one of
the twelve tidal gua, representing the seventh month of the Chinese lunar
calendar, or August.

(I) Initial Six. Hindrance alternates to WithoutFahehood (25)
The Yao Text of this line is exactly the same as that of the first line of the
preceding p a , Tai. The only difference is that the preceding gua says,
"Moving forward: good fortune,"while this gua says, "Being steadfast and
upright: good fortune."The preceding gua is auspicious; advance is favorable. This gua is inauspicious-one must remain steadfast and upright,
meaning that one should not be influenced by unfavorable surroundings
and the negative opinions of others. The bottom line denotes the beginning of an unfavorable condition. One must seek support. The Yao Text
says, "Pulling out a reed, other roots come with it." Because their roots are
connected, sincerity and unity bring progress and success.

(2) Second Six. Hindrance alternates to Contention (6)
The second line is a yin element in the central, correct place of the lower
gua. One at this place is able to get through the time of hindrance. There
are two possible ways to do this. The petty person's fortunes are rising, but
the great person endures by not entangling himself with the multitude
and keeping to his own principles. He understands the importance of
enduring mistreatment from the multitude during the time favorable to
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petty persons. With this proper attitude, although there is hindrance,
progress and success lie ahead.

(3) Third Six. Hindrance alternates to Retreat (33)
The third line is a yin element at a yang place. The place is neither correct
nor central. The situation is bad. It indicates that the negative energy and
influence of the petty person has become obvious. One should beware.
"Embrace the shame." Explore the true nature of the person. A great
person should be unaware of shame and not need to conceal it.
(4) Fourth Nine. Hindrance alternates to Watching (20) =

This line is a yang element at the fourth place. The fourth line has moved
upward from the lower gua to the upper gua. The upper gua is "great."
The fourth line lies at the bottom of the upper gua. This line has already
passed halfway through the hindering situation. The dawn is appearing,
and the situation is improving. Thus the Yao Text says, "It is the will of
Heaven, no fault." The line is neither central nor correct, showing that
the yang element is willing to do something to overcome the unfavorable
situation but still needs the support of other people. The Yao Text says
that those of like mind clinging together share the blessing. If one at this
place is able to work sincerely and truthfully with the two yang elements
at the fifth and the uppermost places, blessing will result.

(5) F$th Nine. Hindrance altmates to Proceeding Forward (35)
The yang element at the fifth place is the host of the gua. It is central and
correct, indicating that one at this place is strong and firm, able to turn
the hindering situation to advancement. This is a task for a great person,
and the time is right. Thus the Yao Text says, "Great person: good fortune." Yet changing a situation from hindrance to advancement is not an
easy task and requires a period of time. So the text warns: "Forget not!
Forget not! Tying up to the trunks of mulberry trees."
In ancient times, mulberry trees by custom were planted next to one's
house for protection against the wind and the rain, because their roots
were deep, their shade was wide, and they grew fast. Chinese scholars still
like to employ a mulberry tree to symbolize one's native home, because it
gave people a sense of security. "Forget not!" in Chinese is qi wang. Q in
ancient literature, is an auxiliary verb used to give a command. Wang
means to die or perish. But in ancient times, die, perish, and forget shared
the same sound and were interchangeablein written language. This line is

in a superior situation to end the hindrance. It is good fortune for the
great person; there is no reason to introduce negative feelings. Thus, the
sage says, "Forget not! Forget not!"
(6) Top Nine. Hindrance alternates to Bringing Together (45) =

The uppermost line represents the completion of the Hindrance. An alternation to a new situation will begin.
- This is the natural law. For thousands of years the Chinese have gained tremendous strength from the
message of Conhcius's interpretation of this line. "Hindrance reaches its
end; it would fall down. How could it last long?"The message of this gua
lies at the fifth and sixth lines. One should always think positively. Persevere, looking forward to the good.

Additional Reference Information for This Gua

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Heaven above, Earth below
Heaven and Earth falling apart, Hindrance
Metal
Three yin with three yang
The seventh month of the lunar year, or August
Fifth Nine
--(11) EE
Advance
-(11) Advance
(53) ZE
Developing Gradually

----

(13) Tong Ren

Tong Ren
seeking Harmony
--

Q a n Heaven
Li Fire

Wilhelm translates Tong Ren as Fellowship with Men, and Blofeld translates it as Lovers, Beloved, Friends, Lie-Minded Persons, Universal Brotherhood. In Chinese, tong means similar, alike, the same. Ren means person or people. When the two characters are put together as a unit, it means
to treat people alike. In ancient China, tong ren also meant people with
the same interests. Herein,Tong Ren is translated as Seeking Harmony. It
has the connotation of forming alliances. To break through a tough situation, people need to work together in harmony, as in an alliance.
The ideograph of the first character, tong, consists of three parts. The
first part looks like an upright rectangle without the bottom line, symbolizing a door frame or a house. Within the house, there is a single
horizontal stroke representing the number one. Underneath this is a little
square symbolizing a mouth. In ancient China, people were counted by
mouths. For instance, if someone wanted to know how many people there
were in your family, they would ask "How many mouths are there in your
family?"The three parts of the ideograph come together to depict a group
of people gathered together as a single unit. Here, the mouth indicates
that they are thinking or speaking as one. The Chinese canfeel the harmony in the group.The ideograph of the second character, ren, suggests
a person standing.

Sequence of the gua: Events cannot remain hindered thus, after Hindrance,
Seeking Harmonyfollows.

The image of this gua is Heaven above, Fire below. Heaven suggests
ascension.The flame of fire moves upward. Fire approaching Heaven gives
an image of people with the same interests working together in harmony.
There is only one yielding line, at the second place. The ancient sage saw
this as a picture of harmony; the one at the second place treated the other
five elements at different places equally, with the same attitude. An ancient Chinese maxim says, "People in the same boat help each other, sharing weal and woe."
According to the I Ching, however, there is no absolute sameness.The
ancient sages passed on the secret of obtaining harmony, that is, seeking
common ground on major issues while reserving differences on minor
ones. Tong Ren teaches that the wise classify people according to their
natures, not for the purpose of treating them differently, but to seek common ground. If there is common ground, each one is able to act in harmony with the others. The ancient Chinese dreamed day and night that
the world would belong to the majority and the government would serve
the common interest of its countrymen. This is Seeking Harmony.

Decision
Seeking harmony among people,
Prosperous and smooth.
Favorable to cross great rivers.
Favorablefor the superiorperson
To be steadfast and upright.

Commentary on the Decision
See4ing Harmony.
The yielding obtains the proper place.
It is central
And corresponds with Qian, the Initiating.
This is Seeking Harmony.
Seeking Harmony says:
Seeking harmony amongpeople.
Prosperous and smooth.
Favorable to cross great rivers.
It is because Qian, the Initiating,
Is progressing and advancing.
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Brilliance with strength,
Central and corresponding.
This is the correct wayfor the superiorperson.
Only the superiorperson is able
To convey the wills of all under Heaven.

Commentary on the Symbol
Heaven with Fire.
An image of Seeking Harmony.
In correspondence with this,
The superiorperson makes classifications ofpeople
According to their natures
And makes distinctions of things
In terms oftheir categories.

Yao Text
1. Initial Nine
Seeking harmony out of the gate.
No fault.

Going out of the gate to seek harmony.
Who wouldfindfault with this?

2. Second Six
Seeking harmony within a clan.
Humiliation.

4. Fourth Nine
Mounting on high city walls,
Unable to attack.
Good fortune.

Mounting on the high walls.
Unable to attack.
Bind with morality andjustice,
Not insisting on attacking.
Goodfortune
Due to return to the truth.

5. Fifth Nine
Seeking harmony
Begins with crying and weeping,
Ends with laughing.
The great multitude succeeds in meeting.

The beginning of seeking harmony,
Straight in hearts.
After struggling they meet;
Celebrate the victory.
6. Top Nine
Seeking harmony in the countryside.
No regret.
Seeking harmony in the countryside.
One) ambition is not yet fuplled

Seeking harmony within a clan.
It is se@h and stingy.
3. Third Nine
Hiding fighters in the bushes
Ascend to the high hills.
Three years,
Unable to go into action.
HidingFgiers in the bushes.
The opponent is toofarm.
Threeyears, unable to go into action.
Be content with things as they are.

The Decision says, "Seeking harmony among people." This is the main
theme of the gua. Seeking harmony should be done with absolute unselfishness and among the majority. This was the ancient lofty ideal of a
world of harmony. Seeking harmony among people, in Chinese, is tong
ren yii ye. Tong ren means seeking harmony. Yii means at, in, or among.
And ye is the place beyond the suburbs. Thus, most English translations
give ye as "the open." However, ye also means the folk or the people, as
contrasted with the government. Considering the theme of this gua, it is
more suitable to employ people for ye. In this way, it brings more sense to
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the Decision: "Seeking harmony among people. Prosperous and smooth."
The outer gua is Q a n (Heaven), symbolizing firmness and strength.
With this quality,, it is favorable for a person to cross great rivers, to overcome difficulties. The inner gua is Li (Fire), symbolizing a quality of inner
brightness. In this situation, the host is the yielding line at the second
-place. It plays a leading role. It is a yin element at a yin place, central and
correct. Thus, Conhcius's Commentary on the Decision explains that
the yielding obtains the proper place and corresponds with Q a n . This yin
line in the center of the lower gua indicates that one at this place possesses a high morality and is gentle and sincere, humble and modest, and
willing to seek harmony with other people. It responds to the solid line at
the fifth place, which is also central and correct. These two lines symbolize an ideal condition where the time is auspicious, the situation is favorable, and the people are in harmony. This ideal situation results from the
circumstance of overcoming hindrance.
Tong Ren reveals the truth that if people deal with each other in a
spirit of equality, then peace and advancement are possible. Otherwise,
there will be conflict and obstruction. The first three lines of this gua
represent the fact that from sameness differences originate. The next three
lines tell us that sameness derives from differences.Thus, at the fifth line,
people are at first weeping and full of regret and then laughing to celebrate the victory. In ancient times, people called the piping time of peace
the Great Harmony.
This gua symbolizes the historical incident in which King Wen formed
alliances with neighboring clans to battle the rebellious Rong clan. King
Wen proclaimed that seeking harmony with people of other clans would
be prosperous and smooth. The Duke of Zhou recounts how there was no
hindrance in seeking alliances with different clans, yet seeking alliances
exclusively within his own clan caused isolation and brought about unfavorable results. At the very beginning, the alliance took defensive action
by placing troops on a high hill and hiding fighters in the bushes. For
three years there was no trouble. Later, the alliance besieged Rong's city
walls. After great struggles it was victorious. What began with weeping
ended with laughing. At last, the alliance gathered in Zhou's countryside.
There was no regret about the struggles that resulted in success.
(2) Initial Nine. Seeking harmony alternates to Retreat (33)

The Yao Text of this line is "Seeking harmony out of the gate." When this
line moves from yang to yin, then the lower gua alternates from Fire to
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Mountain. In the I Ching, Mountain also represents a gate. This line
indicates the beginning of seeking harmony. The yang element has a firm
and strong character, but it does not respond to the fourth line since they
are both yang. Here it symbolizes a lack of personal consideration between them. Seeking Harmony out of the gate suggests action in public, =
-not in secret. The acts are open and aboveboard. The ancient Chinese
believed that seeking harmony in a closed place would be to act with
selfish motives. Thus Confucius says, "Going out of the gate to seek harmony. W h o would find fault with this?"

(2) Second Six. Seeking Harmon. alternates to Initiating (1) E
This is the host of the p a , as indicated by Conhcius when he says, "The
yielding obtains the proper place. It is central and corresponds with Q a n ,
the Initiating."The content of the Yao Text is very clear: seeking harmony
within a clan is selfish and stingy; it brings about humiliation. The yielding line at the second place is central and correct; it responds to the yang
element at the fifth place. Generally, this condition represents a perfect
situation and is very auspicious. However, in this p a it is not that positive. Seeking harmony exclusively in a family shows one's selfishness. It
focuses on a personal relationship. Acting out of selfishness and personal
considerations, how can one seek harmony with the community?
(3) Third Nine. Seeking Harmony alternates to Without Falsehood (25)

The third line is at the top of the lower gua, Li (Fire); it gives an image of
ascending.This line is located within the inner p a , symbolizing hiding.
Li also means weapon and fighter. When the third line moves from yang
to yin, the lower gua alternates to Zhen (Thunder), which represents
bushes. Thus the Yao Text says, "Hiding fighters in the bushes ascend to
the high hills. Three years, unable to go into action." The three years
derives from the fact that this is the third line. It does not mean exactly
three years, but rather a long period of time.
This line is a yang element at a yang place-not central. One at this
place has an irritable, bad temper. This yang element does not correspond
with the yang element at the fifth place. It is close to the yin element at
the second place, which has a good relationship with the yang element at
the fifth place: they are complementary. The yang element at the fifth
place is much more powerful than the yang element at the third place,
owing to its central, correct, and superior location. One at the third place
knows that there is no way to win a face-to-face fight with the one at the
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fifth place. So he ascends to the high hills to assess the geographical situation and hides fighters in the bushes. The one at the fifth place is much
stronger; thus, Confucius says, "The opponent is too firm. . . .Be content
with things as they are."
(4) Fourth Nine. Seeking Harmony alternates to Household (3 7 ) ZE

The Yao Text says, "Mounting on high city walls." This line comes from
the lower mutual p a , Xun (Wind), which also suggests the meaning of a
high wall. The fourth line is on top of the lower mutual gua; it gives an
image of mounting. The fourth line is a yang element at a yin place, neither central nor correct. It corresponds to the yang element of the bottom
line but does not respond-they are both yang. Thus, this yang is closer to
the yin element at the second place, and the yang element at the third
place stands between them like a high wall. One at the fourth place knows
that during a time of seeking harmony it is not good to take controversial
actions. Thus, Confucius says, "Bind with morality and justice. . . . Good
fortune due to return to the truth."

(5) FFh Nine. Seeking Harmony altentates to Brightness (30)
The Yao Text of this line bears a significance to the second line of the
third gua, Beginning E.In Beginning, the yin element at the second
place wants to respond to the yang element at the fifth place, but they are
blocked by two yin elements at the third and fourth places. Here, the yin
element at the second place wants to respond to the yang element at the
fifth place, but they are blocked by two yang elements at the third and
fourth places. This time the blockage is two yang elements; great struggles
are necessary to overcome it. To explore the significance of this line, the
text continues the story of the previous two lines.
The yang element at the fifth place is central and correct, responding
to the yin element at the second place. They are complementary yin and
yang. However, the third line is hiding fighters in the bushes, and the
fourth line is mounting on the high walls. These two lines, both strong
yang elements, create a blockage. The second line is a yin element, gentle
and weak. Therefore, one at the fifth place needs to use extraordinary
strength to overcome the obstruction caused by the third and the fourth
lines.
The message of this line is that when two people resonate with each
other, while they might be separated physically,
their hearts are still united.
People might be kept apart by different kinds of obstructions that cause

them to weep. But when they remain truthful in spirit, nothing can r e d y
separate them. After they experience the difficulty of separation, they are
able to Appreciate the true joy of union.
Confucius once said,
Wherher in charge of a government or being a hermit,
Or keeping quiet or making comment,
When twopeople become one in their hearts
They are as sharp as a kn fe that is able to cut iron.
They cherish the same idea andfollow the same path;
Their words are like theperfime andfagrance of orchid.
(6) Top Nine. Seeking Harmony alternates to Abolishing the Old (49)

The uppermost line is at the edge of the outer gua. In the I Ching, Initiating also represents the countryside. Thus, the Yao Text says, "Seeking
harmony in the countryside." In ancient times, there were few people in
the countryside. The yang element at the uppermost place wants to seek
harmony with others, but there is no one to respond. Being content with
the reality, although one's will is not yet fdfiilled, one has the patience to
wait for the right time. There is no regret.

Additional Reference Information for This Gua

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Heaven above, Fire below
Heaven above Fire, Seeking Harmony
Metal
Five yang with one yin
The seventh month of the lunar year, or August
Second Six
-Multitude
(7) -Great Harvest
(14) =
I
Encountering
(44) EE
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14
Da You
Great Harvest

--

Li Fire
Q a n Heaven

Great Harvest is the inverse of the preceding gua, Seeking Harmony. Seeking harmony brings about a great harvest. O n the other hand, a great
harvest lends wings to seeking harmony. Seeking Harmony and Great
Harvest are complementary to each other and help each other advance.
Sequence of the Gua: A ! e r seeking harmony with people, things are sure to
respond to you. Thus, after Seeking Harmony, Great Harvestfollows.
In Chinese, da means great, and you means possession. Da You means
possession in great measure. Both Wilhelm and Blofeld translate Da You
as Great Possession. However, in ancient times you also meant harvest.
According to the spirit of this p a , there is no sense of possession, but it
does reveal the light of a harvest. Conhcius's Commentary on the Decision says,

His virtue i s j r m and strong and also brilliant.
He corresponds with Heaven
And acts in accordance with time.
Thus there is supremeprogress and success.
To maintain virtue, it is not appropriate to take any action of possession.
Corresponding with Heaven and acting in accordancewith time suggests
an act of harvesting.
There are two ideographs representing the name of this p a . The first
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ideograph looks like a person standing upright with arms and legs wide
open. The ancient sages believed that Heaven and Earth and human beings were great. Thus, they employed the image of a human being to
represent great. The second ideograph consists of two parts. The upper -part suggests the image of a hand with three fingers open as in the act of =
grasping something. Underneath the hand is the ideograph of a moon.
The whole image presents a picture of a hand in the act of grasping a
moon. It is interesting that early on, you meant "not appropriate to possess."The ancient Chinese knew that during a lunar eclipse the moon was
taken away and the world fell into darkness. In this context they created
the ideograph of you, reflecting the transitory nature of possession, and
taught people that it was not right to appropriate other's possessions. Later
on, people forgot about the instruction of the inappropriateness of possession and you came to simply mean "possess."
The structure of the gua is Fire above, Heaven below. It symbolizes
the sun shining in the sky and giving light and heat to myriad beings on
Earth-an image of prosperity and abundance. I t is the time for great
harvest. As an extension of the preceding gua, it shows that only in the
spirit of seeking harmony with people can we promote peace in the
world, manifest prosperity in our country, and create abundance for our
families.

Decision
Great Harvest.
Sublimely prosperous and smooth.

Commentary on the Decision
Great Harvest.
The yielding obtains the honored position,
Great and central.
The upper and the lower respond.
So the name of Great Harvest comes.
Her virtue isfirm and strong and also brilliant,
Corresponding with Heaven
And acting in accordance with time.
Thus there is supreme progress and success.

(14) D a You
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Commentary on the Symbol
Fire is above Heaven.
A n image of Great Harvest.
In correspondence with this,
The superiorperson represses evil andpromoter good,
Carrying out the glorious virtue of Heaven.

Yao Text
1. Initial Nine
No pride, no harm.
Of course no fault.
Being aware of hardship:
No fault.
Initial nine of Great Harvest,
No pride and harm.

5. Fifth Six
Sincere and t r u t h l l communication
Makes dignity shine through.
Good fortune.
Sincere and truthful communication
Kindles the will of others.
The goodfortune of her dignity
Comesfiom her nature.
It arises easily and spontaneourly.

6. Top Nine
From Heaven comes blessing.
Good fortune.
Nothing is unfavorable.
Great Harvest, goodfortune at the top.
Blessing descendsfiom Heaven.

2. Second Nine
A big wagon for loading.
There is somewhere to go.
No fault.

A big wagonfor loading,
Store up in the middle.
Nofailure.
3. Third Nine
The prince is engaged
In presenting offerings to the Son of Heaven.
Petty fellows cannot do this.
Theprince is engaged in presenting offerings to the Son of Heaven.
Ifpettyfellows engage, they lead to disaster.

4. Fourth Nine
Not inflated,
No fault.
Not inyated,
Nofault;
He is bright, discriminating,and clear.

--

This gua (Fire
above, Heaven = below), Great Harvest, is the inverse of the preceding one, Seeking Harmony (Heaven = above, Fire
= below). The attribute of both Fire and Heaven is ascending. When
the sun ascends, it gives light and heat to myriad beings. The sun shining
in the sky represents an extremely auspicious situation. This gua is more
favorable than the preceding one because the host is in the most auspicious place.
The host of this p a is the yin element at the fifth place. It is the only
yin element, and it is located in the supreme place of the p a . I t looks like
an ancient king, generous and humble, bearing the spirit of seeking harmony with his people and thus able to reap the great harvest. Here we are
told the secret of success: one in a leading role should be humble and
sincere, gentle and magnanimous, willing to seek harmony with people,
then blessing will descend to him from Heaven.
Although the name of this gua is Great Harvest, it does not directly
expose the secret of how to obtain a great harvest. Instead, it expounds the
truth of not spilling over after becoming full.In other words, it warns one
not to become proud after success. This gua takes the role of connecting
link between the preceding gua and the following gua-Seeking Harmony
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and Humbleness, respectively."One loses by pride and gains by modesty" is
a classic aphorism of Chinese culture. This gua reminds people that one
loses by being prideful; the next says that one gains by being humble.
The gua tells us that after victory over the rebellious Rong clan, King
Wen received a great award from the Tyrant of Shang. King Wen considered the award the great harvest of his political and military course. It
would bring him supreme progress and success. The Duke of Zhou recounted King Wen's humble attitude upon receiving the award from the
tyrant. The award was big enough to fill a wagon, but King Wen was still
aware of the hardship of his revolutionary course against the tyrant's brutality. When King Wen enjoyed food with the tyrant, he dared not take
too much. His confidence and modesty shone through with his dignity.
Owing to these virtues, blessing came from Heaven. These were signs of
good fortune; nothing was unfavorable.

(I) Initial Nine. Great Harvest alternates to Establishing the New (50)
The Yao Text of this line is difficult to understand. Wilhelrn translates it as
"No relationship with what is harmful." Blofeld gives it as "Having no contact with evil." In Chinese, the text starts with these three characters: wu
jiao hai. Wu means no, jiao is to associate with, and hai is harm. Because
there is no punctuation in ancient Chinese literature, wu jiao hai can be
understood as either wu jiao hai (without a comma) or wu jiao, hai (with a
comma). Wu jiao hai can be translated as no association and harm; or no
relationship with what is harmful, as W i e l m says; or having no contact
with evil, as Blofeld says. However, if a translator believes that a comma is
meant, then wu jiao, hai might be thought to be "no association, harm."
In ancient times jiao meaning both "associate with" and "pride" carried the same sound but in a different form. In written language they
were interchangeable. Therefore, wu jiao hai can also be translated as
"no pride and harm." Considering King Wen's arrangement of the sequence of the gua and the main theme of this gua, a more appropriate
translation might be: "No pride, therefore-no harm." Although the bottom line is solid, it is still at the bottom. One in this place is firm and
able, yet not overly self-willed. It does not respond to the yang element
at the fourth place; there is no support. According to King Wen's opinion, the most harmful thing in a great harvest is pride. Since one at this
place is at a beginning stage of his career and in an isolated condition, he
should not become proud. This way, there will be no harm and no fault.
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(2) Second Nine. Great Harvest alternates to Brightness (30)
The second line is a yang element in the middle of the lower p a . Owing to its central and humble position one at this place is able and strong
and would not be opinionated. This line responds to the host, the yin
element at the fifth place. He is entrusted with an important task by
the host, like a big wagon about to be loaded. The lower gua is Qan,
which can represent a circle. Here it symbolizes the wheel of a big wagon.
This yang element is at the central place, indicating that there is a way
to progress.
(3) Third Nine. Great Harvest alternates to Diversity (38)

In the I Ching, the third line can represent a prince, because it is at the
top of the lower gua. Here the third line is a yang element at a yang
place; his merit matches his position. He deserves the honor of presenting offerings to the emperor. Petty people have no merit-they do not
deserve the honor. The message of this gua is that one should honor
those who have merit and should not blindly put trust in petty persons.
(4) Fourth Nine. Great Harvest alternates to GreatAccumulation (26)-S

The yang element at the fourth place represents a minister of a king. This
yang element is at a yang place; one at this place is an able minister. The
emperor is humble as a result of his yin quality. In the situation of Great
Harvest, the fourth place can represent overabundance. He is mounting
on three yang elements and is located next to the king. He has the opportunity to overstep the king. However, he is a yang element at a yin place.
He is bright, discriminating, and clear, and he does not dare to exceed his
position. Thus, there is no fault.
(5) Fij2h Six. Great Harvest alternates to Initiating (1)

This line is the host of the p a . It is the only yin element and it hosts the
five yang elements. Its quality is yielding; its place is central. It represents
a brilliant person who is able to take a leading position as a king. This
element responds to the yang element at the second place. Their relationship is harmonious. Together, they are able to kindle the will of others.

(6) Top Nine. Great Harvest alternates to Great Strengib (34) Z
Generally, the topmost line represents the extreme-it is an unfavorable
place. However, this gua follows the principle of full, yet not spilling over.

-=

One in this place still remembers to be humble. Humility is one of the
highest virtues of a superior person. In this way, blessing will come from
Heaven. The line calls for good fortune; nothing is unfavorable.

Additional Reference Information for This Gua

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Fire above, Heaven below
Sun above sky, Great Harvest
Fire
Five yang with one yin
The fifth month of the lunar year, or June
Fifth Six
-Union
(8) Seeking Harmony
(13)
-Eliminating
(43)

Qian
~umbleness
----

Kun Earth
Gen Mountain

This gua is very special.To the Chinese, being humble always brings about
a great harvest. Both Confudus and Lao Tze learned a great deal from
this p a . What Confucius learned is fully expressed in his commentaries.
What Lao Tze learned can be found in what he says in the Tao Te Ching:

I have three treasures
,That I guard and hold dear:
The first is love;
The second is contentment;
The third is humbleness.
Only the loving are courageous;
Only the content are magnanimous;
Only the humble are capable of commanding.
From Seeking Harmony (13), through Great Harvest (14),going on to
Humbleness (IS), these "treasures" are fully expounded. By living with
these treasures, the outcome will be Delight (16).
This Q a n , meaning Humbleness, is entirely distinct from the Qan
of the first p a , Initiating. They are two different characters. The Chinese often link the word humble with amiable and courteous. Qan-he
is to be humble and amiable; qian-gong is to be humble and courteous.
Both Wilhelm and Blofeld translate the name of this p a as Modesty.

(IS) Qian

------

According to King Wen's sequence of the sixty-four p a , this one should
have the sense of lack of pride and self-importance. Confucius's Commentary on the Decision fully expresses this sense. Thus, in this book,
the term Humbleness is used.
The ideograph of this p a consists of two parts. The picture of a man's
face with an open mouth forms the left portion of the ideograph, it represents an act of speaking. In the ideograph of the sixth p a , Contention,
this image represents conflict. Here it suggests humility. O n the right side
of the ideograph there are two bundles of wheat standing side by side and
a hand with three open fingers in the middle of the two bundles. This
picture symbolizes the act of equally dividing something. As Confucius
says in the Commentary on the Symbol, "The superior person decreases
what is excessive and increases what is scarce. He weighs things and makes
them balance."
This is the true meaning of Humbleness. When the two parts of the
ideograph are combined, they indicate that the act of weighing things
and making them balance should be expressed and manifested in one's
daily life.

Sequence of the Gua: After a great harvest, one should not bejlled with
satisfaction and becomeproud Thus, aafipr Great Harvest, Humbleness~llows.

--

The structure of this p a is Earth == above, Mountain
below. Normally mountains are high and the Earth is low. What makes a mountain
a mountain is its standing high above the Earth. In this p a , the mountain stands underneath the Earth. This image represents a state of becoming humble. The inner gua, Mountain, has the attribute of standing
still. The outer p a , Earth, has the quality of gentleness. If one is able to
restrain one's ego and be gentle to others, then one will possess the quality
of humility. To the ancient Chinese, being humble is one of the highest
virtues. It takes a long time to cultivate. Thus the Decision says that
humbleness leads to prosperity and success. A superior person carries this
virtue to the end.

Decision

Commentary on the Decision
Humbleness,
Prosperous and smooth.
I t is the Tao of Heaven to send its energy down
Shining upon all beings.
It is the Tao of Earth to send its energy up
Linking with Heaven.
I t is the Tao of Heaven to decrease thef d
And increase the humble.
I t is the Tao of Earth to alternate thef d
And make thefull humble.
It is the Tao of spirit beings to harm thefuN
And bless the humble.
It is the Tao of humans to dislike thefill
And love the humble.
The humble is honored to radiate its brilliance.
When the humble is in a lowerposition,
He does not lose his principle.
Thus the superiorperson is able to carry his principle through
to the end.

Commentary on the Symbol
Within the Earth, there is Mountain.
A n image of the humble.
In correspondence with this,
The superior person decreases what is excessive
And increases what is scarce.
He weighs things and makes them balance.

Yao Text

1. Initial Six
Humbleness.
Prosperous and smooth.
For a superior person there is an end.

Humbly, humbly, the superior person
Engages in crossing great rivers.
Good fortune.
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(15) Qian

Humbly, humbly, the superiorperson
Humbles herself
To cultivate humility.

------

2. Second Six
Humbleness resonates.
Being steadfast and upright: good fortune.
Humbleness resonates.
Being steadfast and upright leads to goodfortune.
Virtue comesfrom the core of the heart.

3. Third Nine
Toiling humbly, the superior person
Ends in good fortune.
Toiling humbly, the superiorperson.
The multitudes ofpeople complete/y accept him.

4. Fourth Six
Nothing is unfavorable.
Give full play to humility.
Nothing is unfavorable.
Givefill play to humility.
It does not violate theprinciple.

5. Fifth Six
Not being wealthy.
Together with his neighbors
Favorable to engage in subjugation.
Nothing is unfavorable.
Favorable to engage in subjugation.
Conper thore who do not submit.

6. Top Six
Resonating humbleness.
Favorable to engage in mobilizing the multitude.
Consolidate your own state.
Resonating, humbleness.
Her will is not yet obtained
One may take action.
Consolidate one: own placejrst.
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SIGNIFICANCE
Among the sixty-four gua, only in Humbleness are all lines auspicious. It is
very special in the I Ching. One can see how much value was $aced on the
quality
of humility by the ancients. To them, humbling oneself did not
mean to act negatively by holding oneself back. Instead one should act
~ositivelyby doing somethingwith other people cooperatively and harmoniously. The key is to respect people and treat them equally. Only in this
way can true peace and harmony be established in a community.
The host of this gua is unusual. It is at neither the fifth nor the second
place but at the third. The third place is at the top of the lower gua. Normally this is not a favorable place. In this gua, it is the only solid line. It
symbolizes a humble sage standing with all the yin elements around him.
It is firm and strong, energetic and powerful, but humbly stays in the
lower position. This is the true spirit of being humble. Humility is not an
innate virtue; it must be cultivated over a long period of time. If a leader is
able to be truly humble, then people will accept and follow him. This is
the core spirit of the p a . This gua is an extension of the preceding one,
Seeking Harmony, which is the key to a great harvest.
This gua tells us that after a great harvest King Wen's brilliance and
radiance appeared. He sensed that in this situation extreme humility was
necessary. A superior person should carry this .virtue to the end. Otherwise the Tyrant of Shang would keep a wary eye on him. The Duke of
Zhou recounted how King Wen exalted in and toiled at being humble.
With this attitude he was able to overcome all difficulties, as if walking
safely through great rivers. Even while he was not as wealthy as the Tyrant of Shang, King Wen still obtained love and esteem from his neighboring clans. Even in the act of subjugating,nothing was unfavorable, yet
King Wen was still cautious and was not in a hurry to take action against
the tyrant.
(1) Initial Six.Humbleness alternates to Brilliance Injured (36)
The attribute of a yin element is yielding, which represents the quality of
humility. The yin element in this gua is happy to stay at the bottom. It is
another way to show one's humbleness. Thus the Yao Text says, "Humbly,
humbly," indicating that one who wants to cultivate the quality of humility should first be humble at heart. With the quality of humility, one is
able to deal with any kind of situation, no matter how difficult or dangerous. This is the true spirit of humility-not acting negatively by holding
oneself back but acting positively by moving forward to do something

-=
=
--
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Numbly, humbly, the superiorperson
Humbles hersey
To cultivate humiliiy.

------

2. Second Six
Humbleness resonates.
Being steadfast and upright: good fortune.
Humbleness resonates.
Being steadfast and upright leads to goodfortune.
Virtue comesfrom the core of thr heart.

3. Third Nine
Toiling humbly, the superior person
Ends in good fortune.
Toiling humbly, the superiorperson.
The multitudes ofpeople completely accept him.

4. Fourth Six
Nothing is unfavorable.
Give full play to humility.
Nothing is unfavorable.
Givefullplay to humility.
It does not violate theprinciple.

5. Fifth Six
Not being wealthy.
Together with his neighbors
Favorable to engage in subjugation.
Nothing is unfavorable.
Favorable to engage in subjugation.
Conquer those who do not submit.

6. Top Six
Resonating humbleness.
Favorable to engage in mobilizing the multitude.
Consolidate your own state.
Resonating, humbleness.
Her will is not yet obtained
One may take action.
Consolidate one? own place f i t .

SIGNIFICANCE
Among the sixty-four gua, only in Humbleness are all lines auspicious. It is
very special in the I Ching. One can see how much value was placed on the U
-=
quality of humility by the ancients. To them, humbling oneself did not =
-mean to act negatively by holding oneself back. Instead one should act
positively by doing somethingwith other people cooperatively and hmoniously. The key is to respect people and treat them equally. Only in this
way can true peace and harmony be established in a community.
The host of this gua is unusual. It is at neither the fifth nor the second
place but at the third. The third place is at the top of the lower gua. Normally this is not a favorable place. In this gua, it is the only solid line. It
symbolizes a humble sage standing with all the yin elements around him.
It is firm and strong, energetic and powerful, but humbly stays in the
lower position. This is the true spirit of being humble. Humility is not an
innate virtue; it must be cultivated over a long period of time. If a leader is
able to be truly humble, then people will accept and follow him. This is
the core spirit of the gua. This gua is an extension of the preceding one,
Seeking Harmony, which is the key to a great harvest.
This gua tells us that after a great harvest King Wen's brilliance and
radiance appeared. He sensed that in this situation extreme humility was
necessary. A superior person should carry this virtue to the end. Otherwise the Tyrant of Shang would keep a wary eye on him. The Duke of
Zhou recounted how King Wen exalted in and toiled at being humble.
With this attitude he was able to overcome all difficulties, as if walking
safely through great rivers. Even while he was not as wealthy as the Tyrant of Shang, King Wen still obtained love and esteem from his neighboring clans. Even in the act of subjugating,nothing was unfavorable, yet
King Wen was still cautious and was not in a hurry to take action against
the tyrant.

(1)Initial Six. Humbkness alternates to Brillanre Injured (36)
The attribute of a yin element is yielding, which represents the quality of
humility. The yin element in this gua is happy to stay at the bottom. It is
another way to show one's humbleness. Thus the Yao Text says, "Humbly,
humbly," indicating that one who wants to cultivate the quality of humility should first be humble at heart. With the quality of humility, one is
able to deal with any kind of situation, no matter how difficult or dangerous. This is the true spirit of humility-not acting negatively by holding
oneself back but acting positively by moving forward to do something

(15) Qian

productive. The three lines above the bottom line form the inner mutual
p a , Water; thus the Yao Text says, "Humbly, humbly, the superior person
engages in crossing great rivers."

can still carry out great achievements. The Yao Text says, "Favorable to
engage in subjugation. Nothing is unfavorable." This shows the power of
being honorable and humble.

(2) Second Six. Humbleness alternates to Growing Upward (46)

(6) Top Six. Humbleness alternates to Keeping StiN (52)

=

The yin element at the second place is central and correct. It symbolizes
that the beautiful quality of humility is cherished in one's inner heart and
blooms in one's outward conduct. Thus it arouses sympathetic resonance
from the surroundings. When the second line moves from yin to yang,
the lower gua alternates from Gen (Mountain) to Xun, which is Wind.
Here Xun represents a cock. When one cock crows, other cocks follow:
resonation.

(3) Third Nine. Humbleness alternates to Responding (2)
This line is the host of the gua. It is the only solid line, mounting on top
of the lower gua and symbolizing a person shouldering an important task.
Since it is a yang element at a yang place, firm and strong, the other five
yin elements rely on it as their center. He is able to toil and still be humble;
inevitably he will win the support of the people, and things will end in
good fortune. Confucius says,

Working hard yet not showing o f i
Having great accompIishmentyet notfeeling complacent,
Being honest and sincere to the utmost,
Indicates theperson who has merit but still remains humble.

The sixth line is at the uppermost place; usually it represents a situation
like the glow of a setting sunsomething close to the end of one's career
or life. However, the uppermost line of Humbleness is unusual. The sun is
still shining and humility still has resonance. For the other p a , the text
normally advises retiring and taking no action. Yet for Humbleness, the
advice is, "Favorable to engage in mobilizing the multitude."
Once a disciple of Zhu Xi, one of the most eminent Confucian scholars of the southern Sung dynasty, asked, "Master, I question why in the
Yao Text of Humbleness it approves taking military action in the fifth
and sixth lines?" Zhu Xi replied, "The content of military strategy and
tactics includes humility as well. It is to retreat in order to advance and
thus bring about triumph." Lao Tze expresses a similar idea in the Tao Te
Ching. He says,
If a great country treats a smaller country with humility,
It will gain the obedience of the smaller country.
If a small country treats a great country with humility,
It will obtain the magnanimity of the great country.
Therefore one benefits by becoming humble;
The other benefits by being humble.

(4) Fourti, Six. Humbleness alternates to Little Exceeding (62) =

The fourth line is a yin element at a yin place. Its nature is gentle; its place
is correct. It is content to be at the bottom of the upper p a , symbolizing
its humbleness. Therefore, nothing is unfavorable. Although the position
of the fourth line is higher than the third line, the fourth line is not as
strong and firm as the third. Since it is aware of this fact, it gives full play
to humility. Confucius tells us that it does not violate the principle of
humbleness.

(5) F@th Six. Humbleness alternates to Harddip (39)
The fifth line is a yielding line, which is not an image of wealth. As a
yielding line situated at the supreme place of Humbleness, it is special.
One at this place is honorable but still humble. She does not influence
people by wealth but by virtue, and so, with the support of other people

Additional Reference Information for This Gua
Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Earth above, Mountain below
Mountain below Earth, Humbleness
Earth
Five yin with one yang
The twelfth month of the lunar year, or January
Third Nine
1(10) -Fulfillment
-Delight
(16) -Relief
(40) 5

__
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dance known as the elephant dance, which King Wu was fond of. The
two parts of the ideograph together mean delight-enjoyed by oneselfor
given to others.
The structure of this gua is Thunder -- above, Earth
below. Thunder represents action, and Earth submission.These two primary p a standing together symbolize the action of the yang element followed delightfully by all the yin elements. In ancient China, people believed that the
power of thunder had influence for a distance of a hundred li (a Chinese
unit of length designating about one third of a mile), equivalent to the
realm of a feudal lord. For this reason, the Decision says, "Favorable to
establish feudal lords and mobilize the multitude." Earth is the symbol of
a multitude. And establishing feudal lords means gaining assistance.

-

-Zhen Thunder
-- Kun Earth
--

Decision

Yu originally meant delight: today it also means peace and happiness.
Delight is the inverse of the preceding p a , Humbleness. Humbleness
leads people to delight. Thus, Humbleness and Delight are complementary. Wilhelm translates Yu as Enthusiasm; Blofeld translates it as Repose. In this book I follow the original meaning, Delight.
Sequence of the Gua: When one? harvest is great and one can still remain
humble, there is sure to be an outburst of delight. Thus, after Humbleness, Delightfollows.

The ideograph of this gua is a very old form consisting of two parts. The
left portion is an ideograph of yii, which means hand out or give something away. There are two hands at the top and a vertical straight line
connected to the lower hand, representing the arm. Between the two hands
there is a little object. Taken as a whole it is a picture of the act of giving
and receiving. The right portion of the ideograph represents an elephant,
xiang. The elephant is standing upright on two rear legs with the tail
touching the ground. The two front legs are held up in the air. The head
of the elephant is looking forward with the long trunk curling upward. In
the past there were elephants in the southern part of China, though they
no longer exist there. In southern China, elephants were trained to help
workers carry heavy things, but in the north they were trained for the
purpose of giving people pleasure and delight. People performed a kind of

Delight.
Favorable to establish feudal lords
And mobilize the multitude.

Commentary on the Decision
Delight.
Thefirm meets with response.
Its will isfurf;lled.
Acting in accord with the time and movingforward;
This is Delight.
Delight.
Acting in accord with the time and movingforward;
It isfollowing the way of Heaven and Earth.
How much more will it be so
In establishingfeudal lords and mobilizing the multitude?
Heaven and Earth move in accordance with the time;
Therefore sun and moon do not deviatepom their courses,
And thefour seasons do not err.
The holy person moves in accordance with the time and situation;
Thereforepunishments andpenalties becomejust,
Andpeople are genuinely convinced.
Great indeed are the time and sign$cance of Delight!

B
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Commentary on the Symbol

------

Thunder comes out of the Earth,
Rising and stirring:
A n image of Delight.
In correspondence with this,
The ancient king composed music to honor virtue and merit;
With ardent eagerness, he offered it to God
And shared it with his ancestors.

Yao Text
1. Initial Six
Singing out delight:
Misfortune.
Singing out delight:
Onei will comes to an end

2. Second Six
Firm as rock,
Not merely for a whole day.
Being steadfast and upright: good fortune.
Not merelyfor a whole day.
Being steadfast and upright:goodfortune.
I t is central and correct.

3. Third Six
Staring upward, wallowing in delight:
Regret.
Delaying:
Regret again.
Staring upward, wallowing in delight,
There is regret.
Theplace is not appropriate.

4. Fourth Nine
Cause of delight;
Great accumulation obtained.
Be not suspicious.
Gather friends around you,

As a hair clasp holds hair together.
Cause of delight;
Great accumulation obtained
One5 will is bold enough tofuIf;llgreat aims.

5. Fifth Six
Be steadfast and upright.
Even sick,
Still persist.
Won't die.
Be steadfast and upright, even sick,
Resting upon a solid line.
Still persistent; won't die.
The central way averts death.

6. Top Six
Dark delight.
Make a change:
No fault.
Dark delight reaches the top.
How could it last long?

The name of this p a is Delight, but the Yao Text is not so delightful.
The aim of this gua is to expound the principle of harmony and delight.
When one has accomplished great achievements and still remains
humble, people will be delighted to gather around. However, this gua
does not describe a situation of harmony and delight, but gives warning
against self-satisfaction. I t is too easy for one to indulge in one's own
pleasure and forget the delight of other people. To the Duke of Zhou,
delight was not for one's own sake but for all. The key is humility and
sincerity; these two qualities bring harmony. This is the true meaning of
Delight.
above, Earth =- below. ThunThe image of this p a is Thunder
der is the sound of an^ energy. Thus, Confucius says, "The ancient king
composed music to honor virtue and merit; with ardent eagerness, he
offered it to God." When thunder bursts above the Earth, myriad beings are nourished by its yang energy and become delighted and alive. It

is a time of enthusiasm and delight. An enthusiastic and delighted mood
is helpful to one's success, but overenthusiasm and too much delight
cause self-satisfaction. And self-satisfaction can lead to misfortune. For
this reason, all the lines in this p a portend misfortune, except the second line.
This p a echoes the third p a , Beginning, the start of King Wen's work.
King Wen's Decision on Beginning says,
The beginning of a tiny sprout.
Sublimely prosperous and smooth.
Favorable to be steadfast and upright.
Do not act lightly.
There is somewhere to go.
Favorable to establish feudal lords.
King Wen's Decision on this gua says,
Delight.
Favorable to establish feudal lords
And mobilize the multitude.
After years of cautious and hard work, through perseverance King Wen
manifested the vision he had proclaimed at the very beginning. An alliance of feudal lords was established, and he obtained supreme success.
This p a reveals King Wen's delight with his success. The morale of the
multitude in his realm as well as among the allies was high enough to
send a punitive expedition against the Tjmnt of Shang. However, the
Duke of Zhou narrates the brilliance of his father not taking reckless
action. King Wen realized that smugness over delight would bring misfortune. Instead, he stood firm as a rock, not merely for a whole day, but
steadfast and upright from beginning to end. H e gathered feudal lords
around him like a hair clasp holding hair together. He gave warning that
wallowing in delight, instead of keeping a sober mind, would bring regret.
The shadow of delight had passed; it was time to prepare the next step in
mobilizing the multitude for the revolutionary course against the tyrant
and establishing a magnanimous new dynasty.
The host of the p a is the solid line at the fourth place, the only solid
line in this p a . It is delighted to stay at the bottom of the upper p a and
responds to the yielding line at the bottom of the lower p a . Thus, the
Commentary on the Decision says, "The firm meets with response. Its
will is fulfilled."

(I) Initial Six. Delight alternates to TaRingAction (51)
This line is a yin element at a yang place-not correct. It responds to the
solid line at the fourth place. Because this element is the only one in this
p a to obtain support from above, it becomes immensely proud and overexcited. Being overexcited and oversatisfied, especially at the very beginning, will bring misfortune.

(2) Second Six. Delight alternates to Relief(40)
This line is a yin element at the second place; the only one located in a
central and correct place. In a situation full of delight, most people indulge in worldly pleasures and tend to live day to day. Only this line stands
in the middle and walks along the central path; thus, the Yao Text says
that she is as firm as a rock, not merely for a whole day, able to remain just
and steadfast through prudent consideration in making a clear distinction
between right and wrong. In this way, during a time of delight, one would
not muddle along without a clear purpose and plan for one's life. Gaining
insight from this line, The Great Learning, one of the four books of the
Confucian school, says that the superior person settles himself first; then
he is able to meditate. After he is able to meditate, then he is able to
achieve.
Here, to meditate denotes making a clear distinction between right
and wrong through prudent consideration and steadfastness. In so doing,
one should first become inwardly as firm as a rock.

(3) Third Six. Delight alternates to Little Exceeding (62) =
The third line is a yin element at a yang place, neither central nor correct.
Because the place is not appropriate, one in this place expects to obtain
pleasure and delight from people. The line at the fourth place, standing
above, is the host of the p a . Thus, the one at the third place stares upward, wallowing in delight. The Duke of Zhou warns that delay in keeping a sober mind can bring regret. It is not a realistic perspective and is
not the right way to obtain delight.
(4) Fourth Nine. Delight alternates to Responding (2)

This line is the host; it represents a minister's position and is the only
solid line in this gua. One at this place harmonizes with all the yin elements, especially the one at the king's place, the fifth place. They are close
and complementary yin and yang. One in this position obtains the king's
trust and becomes the source of delight. Thus the Yao Text says that as a
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result of delight, great accumulation will be obtained. But the text does
not say that circumstances are auspicious. Instead the warning is "Be not
suspicious." The true source of delight does not rely solely on one's position. One should gather friends around, as a hair clasp holds together
hair, and care about others. This is the true source of delight.

line lies in not following the advice of the Yao Text of the fifth line. The
Duke of Zhou advises the one in the fifth place to remain steadfast and
upright. Even when sick, persist in humility and seek harmony. Make a
change; proceed.

(5) F@h Six. Delight alternates to Bringing Together (45) =
This line is located at a supreme place, but the Yao Text does not suggest
circumstances are supreme. During the time of delight, people easily become proud. Pride is one hindrance to success. As a yin element at a yang
place, this line is weak and fragile. It tends to be overly comfortable, as in
a cozy nest. One wants to be great but mounts on the solid line at the
fourth place, feeling threatened. Psychologically the place is not tranquil
and stable. Thus the author of the text advises: "Be steadfast and upright.
Even sick, still persist. Won't die." Here is a warning that in facing an
overly comfortable situation one should remain steadfast and upright and
be on guard against conceit and impetuousness. Otherwise, death awaits.
There are different ways to interpret this line.The Yao Text in Chinese
is zheng ji. Zheng can mean steadfast and upright, or divination. Ji means
sickness. Wilhelm translates zheng ji as "persistently ill" and Blofeld as
"illness is presaged." James Legge translates it as a chronic complaint.
Another translation puts a colon between zheng and ji and translates the
phrase as "The divination: sickness." Here the fifth line is considered a
further stage of the fourth line. The situation of the fourth line is that, as
a result of delight, great accumulation will be obtained. "Be not suspicious. Gather friends around you, as a hair clasp holds hair together."This
element, representing a situation that comes out of the fourth line, should
remain steadfast and upright, consistent with what the text has advised.
Even when sick, one should persist in the principle of keeping delight
alive. The upper mutual gua is Kan, or Water. Kan also represents sickness. The upper gua is Zhen, or Thunder. Zhen represents the state of
being alive. Thus, the Yao Text says, "Won't die."
(6) Top Six. Delight alternates to Proceeding Forward (35)

The yielding line at the uppermost place represents the climax of Delight.
A Chinese adage says, "Extreme joy begets sorrow." Darkness arrives; sorrow is coming. Delight is over. How can a dissolute life last long? The
upper gua, Thunder, represents motion. One at this place needs to take
action to make a change; then there will be no fault. The ~roblemof this

Additional Reference Information for This Gua

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Thunder above, Earth below
Thunder above Earth, Delight
Wood
Five yin with one yang
The third month of the lunar year, or April
Fourth Nine
Little Accumulation
(9) E
-Humbleness
(15) -Hardship
(39) E
E

(I 7) Sui

the yang are underneath the yin elements. Moreover, Lake represents the
youngest daughter, and Thunder represents the eldest son. Lake over
Thunder symbolizes that the elder complies with the younger. It demonstrates that the strong allows himself to follow the weak. Only by behaving humbly can one attract others to follow. If one wants to lead, one
must first learn to be led. In this way, there will be progress and success.
When the solid line at the second place of Exhausting (47) EE descends
to the lowest place,
-and when the solid line at the uppermost place of
Eradicating (21) E descends to the fifth place, they each become Following. In other words, when the firm element descends to a place underneath the yielding, it represents Following.
This gua is very special, for it possesses the four virtues, as do the first
and the second gua: yuan, heng, li, zhen. In ancient times, there was a
noble woman who was offered marriage by a lord. She called in an augur
to consult the I Ching. Afier manipulating the yarrow stalks, she obtained this p a . The augur said, "Congratulations. Sui is following. It possesses the four great virtues of yuan, heng, li, and zhen, as do Initiating
and Responding. It is extremely auspicious for you to follow your husband and be married." Nevertheless, the woman said, "I have none of
those four virtues. My situation is not compatible with the p a . " She preferred to wait for another opportunity. The lady's decision exemplifies the
way one should use the I Ching. It is not simply a matter of blindly following the oracle, but rather of understanding one's place within the situation.

Sui ~ ; o l l o w i n ~

V

- - Dui Lake
-- Zhen Thunder

Wilhelm translates Sui as Following. Blofeld translates it as Following,
According With. In this book I adopt Following, which also carries the
meaning of accompanying amiably.

Sequence of the Gu: Whenone is humble andfull of delight, surelypeople will
come tofollow. Thus, after Delight comes Following.
The ideograph of the name of this gua is a beautiful picture consisting of
three parts. O n the left, there is an ancient ideograph of walking. At the
top of it there are three strokes curling upward, representing three footprints. Underneath the footprints is an ideograph of the word stop, zhi.
In the middle of the ideograph are three pennants with a tassel at the top
of a pole, representing the standard of a king. O n the right, a guard holds
a weapon above his head, with one foot touching the ground and the
other foot about to land-he is following the pennants. This is a picture
of the procession of a commander-in-chief with guards accompanying
and following. The structure of the gua is Lake -- above, Thunder
below. The attribute of Lake is joy and of Thunder is movement. Thus,
Following is moving forward with joy, or following. How can one influence people to follow?
The structure of the gua is Lake over Thunder. Two yang elements
underneath a yin element form the image of Lake. One yang element
underneath two yin elements forms the image ofThunder. In both cases

Decision
Following.
Sublimely prosperous and smooth.
Favorable to be steadfast and upright.
No fault.

-

Commentary on the Decision

,

Follow ing.
T w r m comes andplaces heyunder the yielding.
Moving with delkht,
It is Following.
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(17) Sui
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Greatprosperity and smoothness,
As well as steadfastness and uprightness.
There is nofault.

Loses little fellow.
Following, one gets what one seeks.
Favorable to abide in being steadfast and upright.

All under Heavenfollow the course of time.
Great indeed is the signtjicance of timing!

Involved with great person.
By the decision of his own wild
He abandons the one below.

Commentary on the Symbol
Thunder in the midst of LaRe. *
A n image of Following.
In correspondence with this,
The superior person withdrawsfor rest
When the sun goes down.

Yao Text
1. Initial Nine
Situation has changed.
Being steadfast and upright: good fortune.
Going out to communicate,
There is good effect.
Situation has changed
Following what is correct leads to goodfortune.
Going out to communicate, there is good effect.
One does not lose one5 steadfastness.

2. Second Six
Involved with little fellow,
Loses great person.
Involved with littlefellow.
One cannot be with both at the same time.

3. Third Six
Involved with great person,
* According to King Wen's arrangement of the eight primary gua, Thunder symbolizes the sun rising in the east, and Lake the sun setting in the west. "Thunder
in the midst of Lake"symbolizes that sunrise will surely follow sunset, that time
continues in the proper order.

4. Fourth Nine

Following obtains results.
Being steadfast: misfortune.
Be sincere and faithful,
Act in accord with the right way.
Make the purpose evident;
What error could there be?
Following obtains results.
There is misfortune.
Be sincere andfaithful,
Act in accordance with the right way,
Which brings evidence of his deeds.

5. Fifth Nine
Being sincere and truthful
In an excellent situation:
Good fortune.
Being sincere and truthJird
In an excellent situation.
Goodfortune.
His position is central and correct.

6. Top Six
Holding and involving.
Binding together.
The king is engaged
In presenting his offerings to the West Mountain.
Holding and involving,
It reaches the uppermostplace, the exheme.
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SIGNIFICANCE

This p a is very special; it expounds the way to influence -people
to follow.
In
human
society,
conficts
are
unavoidable.
Sometimes
one
has
to .
give
-,
up
one's
own
interest
or
ideas
to
chime
in
with
others.
This
is
the
way
to
--maintain harmony and delight in a community.
The host of the gua is the solid line at the bottom. It stands underneath two yielding lines, providing a picture of the strong humbling himself to the weak, maintaining harmony and delight. King Wen's Decision
on the Gua expounds the principle of how to win people to follow; the
Duke of Zhou's Yao Text explains how to follow others.
This gua tells us that King Wu followed his father's instruction in preparing to launch a punitive expedition against the Tyrant of Shang. King
Wu called two gatherings to form the alliance at a place called Meng Jing.
Over eight hundred lords came the first time. They asked King Wu to
send a force against the tyrant. King Wu decided that the time was not
ripe. Later, he called his armed forces together a second time. More minority clans came to join. When the armed forces arrived at Meng Jing,
the eight hundred lords came again with their troops. As more followers
joined, the alliance expanded. King Wen proclaimed that if people came
together and followed, there would be progress and success. The Duke of
Zhou records that going out to communicate with people brought about
a good effect. It was wise to be involved with persons of great virtue and
let the little fellows go. As more and more followers joined, opportunists
and political speculators were unavoidably among them. It was important
to act in accordance with the right way and have confidence in making
the purpose of the alliance evident. To reach a common understanding
and to coordinate action, King Wu held a ceremony.

(1) InitialNine. Following alternates to Bringing Together (45) ZE
The bottom line of this p a is the principal line of the lower p a . In the I
Ching, if one solid line is combined with two yielding lines in a primary
gua, the solid line is the principal line. If there is one yielding line with
two solid lines, then the yielding line is the principal line. The lower gua
is Thunder-its attribute is motion. Only when one takes action can others follow. According to the structure, the yang element at the bottom
place should take the leading role, letting others follow, but he humbles
himself by staying at the bottom behind the two yin elements. Thus the
Yao Text says, "Situation has changed." The Duke of Zhou encourages
keeping steadfast and upright and predicts good fortune. Here, "situation

has changedmindicates that the leading role becomes subordinate. Most
people cannot accept such a change. The truth lies in going out to communicate with people. One who expects people to follow ought to know
people first. Only following what is correct leads to good fortune.

(2) Second Six. FoNowing alternates toJoyfirl(58)
The solid line at the bottom represents a little fellow; the solid line at the
fifih place represents a great person. Confucius used to call his disciples
little fellow, meaning young man. In comparison, a great person denotes a
mature adult. The yin element at the second place responds to the yang
element at the fifth place. They are a good match, but they are not close.
So the yin element at the second place becomes involved with the yang
element at the bottom; they are close together. It is human nature for
most people to follow the nearest leader; this is what the yin element at
the second place does. She is not cautious and cannot wait, and in so
doing loses the great person. The message of this line is that when one
intends to follow a leader, one should make the right choice.

(3) Third Six. Following alternates to Abolishing the Old (49) E
Seeking relationships with the opposite sex is human nature. The second
line is a yin element. There are two yang elements close by-one at the
bottom and the other at the fourth place. Which is the right one?The yin
element at this place does not respond to the yin element at the uppermost place-they are both yin. In this case, the one at this place makes
the right choice. She chooses the yang element at the fourth place rather
than the yang element at the bottom. The yang element at the fourth
place is not only closer but also mature. H e is at a minister's place, better
than the one at the bottom. So the Yao Text says, "Involved with great
person, loses little fellow. Following, one gets what one seeks. Favorable
to abide in being steadfast and upright." In the I Ching, the one at the
upper place represents a great person, and the one at the lower place represents a little fellow.

(4) Fourth Nine. Following alternates to Beginning (3) EE
The yang element at the fourth place is firm and strong. It is close to the
yang element at the fifth place, which is also firm and strong. The fifth
place is a supreme place that represents a strong leader. A strong person
following a strong leader should be extremely cautious. Even steadfast
and upright, he might still be suspected.The best way is to be sincere and
truthful, acting in accordancewith the right path, so that all of one's deeds
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are self-evident. Making one's deeds self-evident is crucially important.
This is the ancient wisdom of the Chinese.

-- (5) Fij3h Nine. Folhing ahmates to TakingAction (51)
- - The solid line at the fifth place is central and correct. It is a yang element
--

L-]

at a yang place. One at this place should be a virtuous person. This element responds to the yin element at the second place, which is also central and correct. One at this place is also a virtuous person. In the I Ching,
a central and correct fum line responding to a central and correct yielding
line is extremely auspicious. This line symbolizes a virtuous person correspondingwith another virtuous person. The situation is excellent and bodes
well. The message of this line is that one should select the most suitable
person to follow.

---

7 -

Gen Mountain
Xun Wind

(6) Top Six. Following alternates to WithoutFalsehood (25)

The uppermost line of a gua has no further to go, no one to follow. Only
the two yang elements behind follow closely. They join together and are
difficult to separate. This kind of togetherness is a result of faithfdness
and sincerity.The Duke of Zhou used the historical example of King Wu
presenting his offerings to the West Mountain to indicate the importance
of sincerity and faithfulness. Only through the sincerity and faithfulness
of both parties can people join together without regret. In ancient China,
presenting offerings to the mountain and river was a most important event.
The Yao Text says, "The king is engaged in presenting his offerings to the
West Mountain."The king refers to King Wu, son of King Wen, who was
born on the West Mountain. Presenting offerings celebrated people's binding together.

Additional Reference Information for This Gua

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Lake above, Thunder below
Lake above Thunder, Following
Metal
Three yin with three yang
The second month of the lunar year, or March
Initial Nine
Remedying
(18) =
Remedying
(18) =
Developing Gradually
(53) EZ

Literally, Gu means worm, particularly a parasite in the intestine.Wilhelm
translates Gu as Work on What Has Been Spoiled; Blofeld translates it as
Decay. Other translations use Poison, Destruction, or Corruption. In this
book Gu is translated as Remedying.
Remedying is the inverse of the preceding gua, Following. According
to the ancient sages' experience, one following others amiably may tend to
go along with evil streams and become degenerate.In that case, one should
turn over a new leaf and make a fresh start. Thus, the I Ching arranges
Following and Remedying as an inverse pair because they are complementary. The pictograph of Gu shows three worms in a container. It indicates that in a container not used for a long time worms grow and develop, symbolizing a situation of ruin and decay and a need for remedying
and innovating.
Sequence of the Gua:Following others withpleasureand delkht, surely something will happen. Thus, Remedying comes after Following.

--

--

The structure of the gua is Mountain
above, Wind
below. Mountain represents the youngest son; it is a yang p a . Wind represents the eldest
daughter; it is a yin gua.The attribute of Mountain is coming to a standsti&
the attribute of Wind is following. Mountain over Wind presents a picture
that the yin gua is willing to follow, but the yang gua is standing still. Thus
the yin gua cannot move forward. Moreover, the yielding lines of both gua
are lying under solid lines, symbolizing yin elements restrained by yang

elements and unable to do anything, just like the abandoned, unused containers where worms develop. This situation needs a remedy.
Although Gu, together with its ideograph, does not directly indicate
that its meaning is remedying, considering the Sequence of the Gua and
King Wen's Decision, it is appropriate to translate G u as Remedying.
King Wen's Decision says, "Sublimely prosperous and smooth. Favorable
to cross great rivers." If Gu is "decay," "poison," "destruction," or "corruption," how can the gua deserve the most auspicious labels of prosperity
and smoothness, and be favorable to cross great rivers? Conhcius's Commentary on the Decision says, "The world will be regulated in good order.
I t is favorable to cross great rivers. I t is time to go forward and do something. . . . It indicates that every ending follows a new beginning. This is
the course of Heaven." Obviously, Gu bears the meaning of turning over
a new leaf and making a fresh start. O n this ground, I adopt Remedying
as the name of this gua.

Decision
Remedying.
Sublimely prosperous and smooth.
Favorable to cross great rivers.
Before starting, three days.
After starting, three days.

Commentary on the Decision
Remedying.
Thefirm is above and the yielding below.
Gentle and standing still
This is Remedying.
Remedying.
Sublimelyprosperous and smooth.
The world will be regulated in good order.
Favorable to cross great rivers.
It is time to goforward and do something.
Before starting, three days.
After starting, three days.
It indicates that every endingfollows a new beginning.
This is the course of Heaven.

Commentary on the Symbol
Wind blows at thefoot of the mountain.
An image of decaying and repairing.
In correspondence with this,
The superiorperson mobilizespeople
And nurtures their virtue.

Yao Text
1. Initial Six
Remedy for the father
Is a son.
The deceased father: no fault.
Adversity
Ends in good fortune.
Remedyingfor thefather.
He succeeds in hisfather? will.

2. Second Nine
Remedy for the mother.
Not appropriate to be steadfast.

Remedyingfor the mother.
Hefinds the middle way.

3. Third Nine
Remedy for the father.
There is slight regret.
No great fault.
Remedyingfor thefather.
Nofault in the end.

4. Fourth Six
With ease, remedy for the father.
Going forward,
Humiliation appears.

~ i i ease,
b remedyfir thefatlm
Goingforward, he will not succeed

5. Fifth Six
Remedy for the father
Obtains a good reputation.

----

Remedyingfor thefather
Obtaining a good reputation.
He succeeds and manifests virtue.

6. Top Nine
Not serving kings and lords;
Highly elevates his own pursuit.
By not serving Kings and lords,
He is concerned with his loftier spirit.

The gua demonstrates the proper attitude to adopt in remedying a difficult situation. The ancient sages believed that no matter how difficult a
situation was, there was always a way to work it out. The attitude of the
one who deals with the matter is vitally important. Before starting, he
should fully plan; after finishing, he must deeply reflect. During the course
of action he should neither act with undue haste nor continue in the same
old rut and be content with temporary success. Otherwise regret will come.
The name of the gua, Remedying, denotes a ruined and decayed situation caused by predecessors that needs a remedy.Thus, the Yao Text of five
of the six lines mentions a father or mother, symbolizing the predecessors.
The host of the gua is the yielding line at the fifth place. Although the line
is yielding, it is at a superior place and gets the support of the solid line at
the second place. Thus it obtains a good reputation.
This gua tells us that King Wen knew that the Shang dynasty was ruined and decayed. He considered that overthrowing the Shang dynastywas
a remedy to the ruined and decayed situation. He proclaimed that remedy
would bring progress and success to the people. But before starting, the
remedy should be fully planned; after finishing, it should be fully reflected
upon. King Wen regarded that taking over the decaying Shang dynasty
was to inherit the duty of caring for the people, as bestowed by Heaven. He
regarded the ancestors of the Shang dynasty as his forefathers.Thus, after

King Wu overthrew the tyrant he immediately presented offerings to King
Tang, the originator of the Shang dynasty, as his ancestor. The Duke of
Zhou records that the deceased ancestor (father) could be free of blame,
and to remedy what happened to the subordinates of the Shang dynasty
-(mother) one should not be too severe. King Wu obtained a good reputa- =
-tion. He did not follow in the footsteps of the kings and lords by dividing
the treasures and the spoils ofwar, but set a higher goal to establish a magnanimous empire.

-

(1) Initial Sir. Remedying alternates to GreatAccumulation (26)

The bottom line is the beginning of ruin and decay. The situation is not
serious. The Duke of Zhou employed the image of a son who is dealing
with the remedy for what happened to his father. The son is able; thus the
father can be freed from blame. If the situation is perilous, the remedy
should be hard work. In this way the end will be good. The message of
this line is that in remedying an unfavorable situation one should not take
an easy attitude and act carelessly.

(2) Second Nine. Remedying alternates to Keeping Still (52) E
The yang element at the second place is central. It represents an able son,
corresponding to the yin element at the fifth place. Since the fifth line is a
yin element, a loving mother's image is employed. As a capable son with a
fnm character, but in a yielding place, he is able, in dealing with the remedy
of what happened to a loving mother, to be considerate and not hurdul.
The lower gua is Wind. So the Yao Text suggests, "Not appropriate to be
steadfast." He should hold the principle of the middle path. Anything that
goes beyond the middle path will hurt the loving mother. The message of
this line is that in remedying something that has happened blaming the
past is not helpful. One should hold the principle of the Golden Mean,
walking in the central path and looking fonvard to the future.
(3) Third Nine. Remedying alternates to Childhood (4)

The third line is solid. It is a yang element at a yang place and beyond the
central place, indicating an overly strong character. With this kind of character, in dealingwith the remedy ofwhat happened to the father, it would be
difficult to avoid impetuosity.There will be regret. Since the yang element is
at the top of the lower gua, Wind, and its place is correct, one in this place
would be gentle to his father. There will be a little regret but no great fault.

----

(4) Fourth Six. Remedying alternates t o Establishing the New (50)

Additional Reference Information for This Gua

The fourth line is a yin element at a yin place, indicating that the character of the one in this place is weak, not able to deal with important matters. To deal with what happened to its predecessor, this character might
procrastinate. It is too generous; if it continues in this way, it will not
succeed and will bring regret in the end. The message of this line is that in
applying a remedy one should cure the cause instead of dealing with the
symptom.

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

(5) FFb Six. Remedying alternates to Proceeding Humbly (57) E
The yin element at the fifth place denotes a gentle and generous character. This element is in the central place of the upper gua, a supreme place
responding to the yang element at the second place, which represents the
son. All these conditions show that he is in a favorable situation and obtains support from his capable son. In ancient times, King Tai-jia of the
Yin dynasty and King Cheng of the Zhou dynasty, King Wu's son, were
too gentle and generous, but they sincerely accepted the assistance of their
respective capable prime ministers, Yin-yi and the Duke of Zhou. As a
result, both of them had good reputations for managing the country well
and assuring people peace and security.The message of this line is that in
remedying a situation one should obtain the support of capable and virtuous persons.

(6) Top Nine. Remedying alternates to Growing Upward (46) =
The uppermost line usually represents a detached hermit of great wisdom. It illustrates a profound piece of ancient Chinese wisdom, that is,
that one retires after achieving great success. Not everyone is able to do it.
During the long course of Chinese history, only a few sages have been
capable of carrying it out. Thus Confucius says, "By not serving kings and
lords, he is concerned with his loftier spirit." This quotation was widely
used by Taoist recluses.

Mountain above, Wind below
Mountain above Wind, Remedying
Earth
Three yin with three yang
The third month of the lunar year, or April
Fifth Six
-Following
(17) Z
Z
-Following
(17) E
Marrying Maiden
(54)

fs

(19) Lin

--

Kun Earth
Dui Lake
a

Lin expounds the principle of leadership. Both Wilhelm and Blofeld translate Lin as Approach. Other translations employ Leadership, Overseeing,
Prevailing, and Arriving. In this book, Approaching is adopted.
Sequence of the Gua: N%en many things have happened and been remedied,
one can approach greatness. Thus, after Remedying, Approachingfollows.

When many things have happened, there are opportunities for one to
achieve greatness. It is not beneficial to wait-one should respond positively and immediately.This is the essence of Lin.
The Chinese word Lin has a range of meanings. Originally, it meant
"overlooking," in the sense of viewing from above. It implies occupying a
height or a commanding position to lead, rule, and control. This concept
derives from the structure of the p a , Earth EE above, Lake
below.
Earth above Lake suggests overlooking the Lake.
There are two solid lines at the bottom; they are approaching the four
spaces occupied by the four yielding lines above. They are growing and
expanding, suggesting a state where one is advancing, preparing oneself
to be great, a leader. The ideograph of Lin hints that Lin denotes approaching and becoming great. The ideographs selected for this book come
from inscriptions on bronze objects of the Zhou dynasty. It is quite possible that at that time Lin did carry the meaning of becoming great. The
ideograph consists of three parts. At the top left is the ideograph chen,
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which represents an official of a feudal ruler. A semicircle symbolizes a
bending body, representing an official, bowing in deference to the ruler.
O n the top right is the ideograph ren, representing a person. It looks like
a person standing. Usually it looks similar to the ideograph at the thir-teenth p a , Tong Ren. Here, for artistic reasons, one leg is much longer = =
than the other leg. Underneath the official and the great man there are
three horseshoe shapes representing three mouths. In ancient China people
were counted by mouths. These three mouths are arranged with one mouth
leading the other two forward, symbolizimg a leader who is guiding a
group of people or a multitude, moving forward, promoting, or becoming
great. The connotation "great" derives from the ideographs for the official
and the great man at the top.
The attribute of the lower gua, Lake, is joy. The attribute of the upper
gua, Earth, is yielding. According to the ancients, yielding joyfully ensures one's progress
and success. This gua is absolutely auspicious. According to the law of the waning and waxing of yin and yang, after six
months, the yin will be prosperous and the yang will decline. This gua is
one of the twelve message p a , each representing a month. This gua represents the twelfth month of the Chinese lunar calendar.The yang energy
becomes prosperous in & eleventh month, so King Wen's Decision suggests that at the end of the eighth month there will be misfortune. A new
cycle begins.

Decision
Approaching.
Sublimely prosperous and smooth.
Favorable to be steadfast and upright.
Ends in the eighth month;
Misfortune comes.

Commentary on the Decision
Approaching,
T w r m is advancing and growing.
Joyous and obedient.
Thefirm is centraZ andproper4 responded to.
Great success along with his correctness.
This is the Tao of Heaven.

(19) Lin

At the end of the eighth month,
There will be misfortune.
Recession is not too long in coming.

----

-

=
I

Commentary on the Symbol
Earth above Lake.
A n image of Approaching.
In correspondence with this,
The superior person is willing to teach inexhaustibly
And, in his tolerance,protect thepeople without limit.

Yao text
1. Initial Nine

4. Fourth Six
Closely approaching.
No fault.
Closely approaching, nofault.
Theplace is appropriate.

5. Fifth Six
Wisely approaching.
Proper for a great prince.
Good fortune.

Properfor a great prince.
He pursues the way of the middle.

6. Top Six

Responsively approaching.
Being steadfast and upright: good fortune.

Sincerely approaching.
Good fortune.
No fault.

Responsively approaching.
Being steadfast and upright: goodfortune.
His will is to act in the right way.

Goodfortune sincerely approaching.
The will is carrying on inwardly.

2. Second Nine
Responsively approaching.
Good fortune.
Nothing is unfavorable.

Responsively approaching.
Goodfortune.
Nothing is unfavorable.
Not everyone mi@ be obedient.

3. Third Six
Sweetly approaching.
Nothing is favorable.
Since worried,
No fault.

Sweet4 approaching.
Theplace is not appropriate.
Since worried,
Mifortune will not last long.

\

This gua is very special.The four most auspicious virtues of yuan, heng,
li, and zhen have been bestowed upon it. It expounds the principle of
leadership. A leader should influence people with his noble character
and conduct. The ancient Chinese believed that the king was the Son of
Heaven. When the king arrived (lin) on Earth, he represented Heaven
to protect and nurture his people. If the king acted in accordance with
the will of Heaven, people from eight directions would come and follow
him. The two solid lines at the bottom of the gua are qualified to be the
host. Thev remesent the advance of the firm. However, the firm element
at the second position is central and properly responds to the yielding
element at the fifth place; it is more suitable to be the host.?hus Conhcius
says, "Great success along with his correctness. This is the Tao of Heaven."
King Wen's Decision says, "Ends in the eighth month; misfortune
comes."There are several possible interpretations.The basic idea rests upon
the growth and advance of the yang energy. In a yearly cycle, yang energy
emerges in the eleventh month of the lunar calendar. It is represented by
the twenty-fourth gua, Turning Back . The cycle of the waxing and
J

I

I

.
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(19) Lin

waning of yin and yang is given in the following table.
eleventh month, December
twelfth month, January
first month, February
second month, March
third month, April
fourth month, May
fifth month, June
sixth month, July
seventh month, August
eight month, September
ninth month, October
tenth month, November

(2) Second Nine. Approaching alternates to Turning Back (24)
This is the most auspicious line of this gua. A yang element at the second
place is not correct, but it is central. It responds to the yin element at the
fifth place. One is firm and strong; the other is gentle and docile. They are
yin and yang mutually influencing each other with their noble characters.
However, this yang element is close to four yin elements; there might be
some obstruction. The commentary says that there is someone who is not
truly obedient. Thus, one at this place should walk in the central path and
exert influence with his firm and magnanimous character. In so doing,
nothing is unfavorable.

Turning Back
Approaching
Advance
Great Strength
Eliminating
Initiating
Encountering
Retreat
Hindrance
Watching
Falling Away
Responding

(3) Third Six. Approaching alternates to Advance (11)

AU

lines in this gua presage good fortune except the third one. "Sweetly
approaching"is not inauspicious; the problem lies in neglecting the sense
of proper timing and a favorable situation. One at this place should understand that her position is neither central nor correct. If one gives free
reign to one's own will, the result will not be favorable. Instead, constraint
is called for. Follow what Coducius advises: if one sees the error in one's
self-centered behavior, then the misfortune will not last long. Advancing
with joy, responding to the will of Heaven and the wishes of the people,
will bring good fortune; then nothing will be unfavorable.

The eighth month, Watching EE, is the inverse of Approaching =. At
this time the yin is stronger than the yang. Thus, "Misfortune comes."
Another interpretation is that the sixth month, Retreat ZE,is the opposite of Approaching EE. From the eleventh month to the sixth month is
exactly eight months.
This gua tells us that the time for establishing the Zhou dynasty was
approaching. King Wen's Decision says yuan, heng, li, zhen. It also mentions that King Wu became sick in the eighth month. The Duke of Zhou
narrates that as King Wu responded to the approaching situation, the
divination augured good fortune and nothing unfavorable. But after he
took over the Shang dynasty, there was no peace. The omen changed
from nothing being unfavorable to nothing being favorable. King Wu
was so occupied that he had no time to eat or sleep. He was a perfect
leadermore wise, honest, and sincere than the tyrant. Approaching is
one of the twelve tidal p a , representing the twelfth month of the Chinese lunar calendar. In the solar calendar, it is January.
(1) Initial Nine. Approaching alternates to Multitude (7) -

The first line is the beginning, symbolizing that the influence of a leader
is becoming manifest. The yang element at the bottom responds to the
yin element at the fourth place. They mutually influence each other with
their noble characters. The bottom line is correct-a yang element at a
yang place. His will is to act in the right way. Through steadfastness, there
will be good fortune.

(4) Fourth Six. Approaching alternates to Manying Maiden (54)

The fourth line is at a correct place, a yin element at a yin place. It also
responds to the yang element at the bottom. The fourth place is highexit accords with the principle of Approaching. One at this place is at a
commanding place, able to have a view from above and help peopGmove
forward. Thus the commentary on the Yao Text says, "Closely approaching, no fault. The place is appropriate." One at this place is in a perfect
situation and is able to lead the one at the bottom by going forward with
trust in harmony.

1

(5) FFh Six. Approaching alternates to Restricting (60)

I'

The fifth line is at a king's place, a yin element in the central place responding to the yang element at the second place. It represents a brilliant and
magnanimous, humble and wise leader who knows how to act in accordance with the principle of the Golden Mean. She is able to give full trust
to subordinates to promote their talent and ability. This is the wisest way to
lead. Thus the Yao Text says, "Wisely approaching. Proper for a great prince."

5
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(6) Top Six. Approaching alternates to Decreasing (41)

When Approaching is at the uppermost place, it reaches the climax. When
things reach their extreme they alternate to the opposite. Generally, the
-top is not an auspicious place. However, in this p a it is an exception. Due
-- to a gentle and docile nature, one at this place can kindly accept the two
-yin elements underneath approaching together. Not many leaders can do
so; if one can, it presages good fortune for both the leader and the subordinates. To the ancient sages, when a leader was able to be gentle and
humble, honest and sincere, there was always no fault and good fortune.

G u a n Watc
---

Xun * W i n d
Kun Earth
a

Additional Reference Information for This Gua
Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Earth above, Lake below
Earth above Lake, Approaching
Earth
Two yang with four yin
The twelfth month of the lunar year, or January
Second Nine
Retreat
(33) EE
Watching
(20) -Turning Back
(24)

Guan means watching, o b s e ~ n g examining,
,
contemplating. Wilhelm
translates Guan as Contemplation and Blofeld as Looking Down. In this
book, the term Watching is adopted. Guan is the inverse of the preceding
p a , Lin (Approaching). Lin is looking downward from above. Guan is
looking upward from below. Both indicate keeping a watch over, yet from
different perspectives. They are complementary concepts.
The ideograph consists of two parts. O n the left is a front view of a
bird with two bright eyes wide open. The name of the bird is p a n , which
provides the sound for the name of the gua. At the top right is an image of
an eye. Originally the pictograph was expressed exactly in the form of an
eye. Later on, becoming part of a complicated ideograph, the horizontal
eye was turned sideways to form a vertical oval. Later still, on inscriptions
on bronze objects of the Sui dynasty (589-618), the oval-shaped eye was
changed to a vertical rectangular form. Underneath the vertical eye is the
ideograph ren, a person. The ideograph shows a bird and a human watching attentively with their eyes wide open.

Sequence of the Gua: When things become great, they require careful attention. Thus, afkr Approaching, WatchingfoZZows.
In China a Taoist temple is termed Tao Guan; literally it is "a place for
watching the Tao."The esoteric secret of Taoist meditation is watchingwatching the breath, or the flowing of energy, or nothing. The purpose of

(20) Guan

watching is keeping alert. While chanting or reciting scriptures both Buddhist andTaoist monks beat wooden fish rhythmically. Because fish never
close their eyes, the wooden fish remind one to stay alert. The Chinese
name for Avalokiteshvara (an incarnation of the Buddha) is Guan-yin.
--- Guan-yin means watching ( p a n ) the sound (yin). To the Chinese, con-templation is watching; contemplative watching is focusing on one point
and being attentive. During meditation, the sect that worships Guan-yin
watches the sound either inside or outside the body. Watching the sound
but not getting caught up in it, one is totally detached from the world.
This p a not only sheds light on meditation but also expounds the truth
that people should always keep their eyes open, watching the virtue of a
leader. Thus a leader should always be sensitive to morality and justice
and manifest these qualities to his people.
above, Earth
below, an image
The structure of the p a is Wind
of Wind flowing over the Earth. In accordance with this image, the ancient kings toured various regions to observe people's lives and give instruction. This p a is an extension of the previous gua, Approaching =.
In the previous p a two solid lines are at the bottom, moving upward. In
this p a the two solid lines are at the top. Those who are at the top should
exercise caution in their words and deeds because they are always watched
by the people below.
The Decision employs the analogy of offering a sacrifice to show one's
sincerity. In ancient China, before offering a sacrifice a person would wash
his hands thoroughly. It was actually a process of meditation, focusing
one's heart and mind on the offering. In this way, the offerer took the
opportunity to kindle and radiate his reverence and sinceritywhiie washing his hands. Then the reverence and sincerity from his inner being would
spontaneously appear and resonate to the observers. This is the way the
ruler set forth instruction to his people, by his own example.

--

Decision
Watching.
Hands are washed,
Offerings are not yet presented.
Being sincere and truthful,
Reverence appears.

Commentary on the Decision
The great virtue to be watched is above,
Gentle and obedient.
In the centralposition and correctplace,
He exbibits his virtue to all under Heaven.
Watching.
Hands are washed
Offeringsare not yet presented
Being sincere and truthfirl,
Reverence appears.
In this way,
Those below observe him and are transformed

--

kB

Watching the divine Tau of Heaven,
Thefour seasonsproceed without error.
Thus the hob sage adopts the divine Tau to give instruction,
All under Heaven submit to him.

Commentary on the Symbol
The Windflows over the Earth.
A n image of Watching.
In correspondence with this,
The ancient king examined various regions,
To observe thepeople
And setforth instruction.

Yao Text
1. Initid Six
With a lad's view, watching.
Inferior person:
No fault.
Superior person:
Humiliation.
With a lad 5 view, watching.
It is the way of the inferior.
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(20) Guan

2. Second Six
Through a crack, watching.
Favorable for the chastity of a woman.

----

Through a crack watching.
Itischastityforawoman.
It is uglyfor a man.

3. Third Six
Watching one's own life.
To advance or to retreat?
Watching one>own lfe.
To advance or to retreat?
One should not lose one? own way.

4. Fourth Six
Watching the brilliance of the kingdom.
Favorable to engage in being a guest of the king.
Watching the brilliance of the kingdom.
The king honors the guest.

5. Fifth Nine
Watching one's own life.
Superior person:
No fault.
Watching one? own l f e
By watching others' lives.

6. Top Nine
One's own life is watched.
Superior person:
No fault.
One? own l f e is watched
His mind cannot get peace.

The theme of the gua is to demonstrate the wisdom of watching. There
are two aspects ofwatching, subjective and objective. Subjectivewatching

deals with one's self; it is to examine one's inner motives. Objectivewatching deals with others; it is to watch others' reactions to one's conduct.The
wisdom of watching is like looking at a mirror, checking one's original
intention and outward conduct.The ancient sages believed that inner sincerity is always revealed through one's conduct.
The two solid lines at the top are both qualified to be the host. Both
are looking downward from above. The solid line at the fifth place is
central and correct-it is more appropriate to be the host. Confucius's
Commentary on the Decision says: "In the central position and correct
place, he exhibits his virtue to all under Heaven." "He" denotes the solid
line at the fifth place. All the yielding lines of this gua are watching the
solid line in the fifth place.
This p a indicates that after King Wu overthrew the Tyrant of Shang,
he presented offerings to King Tang, the originator of the Shang dynasty.
King Wen's Decision says, "Hands are washed, offerings are not yet presented. Being sincere and truthful, reverence appears." King Wen and
King Wu exhibited their brilliance and virtue to all under Heaven. The
Duke of Zhou tells about people of different walks of life watching the
new leader from different viewpoints. A new leader should watch his own
life because his life is being observed by all people. Watching is one of the
twelve tidal p a , representing the eighth month of the Chinese lunar calendar. In the solar calendar, it is September.

(1) Initial Six. Watchingalternates to Increasing (42)
The bottom line is a yin element at a yang place, neither correct nor central. It symbolizes an immature child. It is far from the fifth line. Besides
immaturity, being situated at the bottom, this person cannot stand tall
and look far. In other words, the person cannot take a broad and longterm view. For such a shortsighted and uneducated person, there is no
fault. For one who is mature, it is shameful.

(2) Second Six. Watchingalternates to Dispersing (59) F
The yin element at the second place is much more mature than the one at
the bottom. She watches with a narrow point of view. The line is a yin
element in the middle of the inner p a i n darkness. When she watches,
she does so as if from the dark, the brightness dazzles her. The text employs an ancient tradition to explain the situation. In ancient China, women
were not allowed to see the outside world beyond their houses. What they
could do was steal a glance by peeking through the crack of a door. This
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behavior was proper for a woman, because she was not allowed to go out
before she married. For a man, however, it was inappropriate. One should
watch with a broad view as well as an open mind. An old Chinese adage
says, "For one who watches a person through a narrow crack, the person
he sees becomes narrow." In other words, by watching with a narrow view,
one cannot obtain the authentic reality.

(3) Third Six. Watchingalternates to Developing Gradual4 (53)
The third line is at the top of the lower gua. It is in the middle and can
either advance or retreat. The yin element at this place responds to the
yang element at the top and is closer to the yang element at the fifth
place. This signifies an opportunity to progress. When this yielding line
alternates to a solid line, this gua changes to Developing Gradually (53)
E. Developing Gradually indicates that one has time to watch one's
own condition and make a decision about advancing or retreating. The
message of this gua is that one should not follow others blindly.
(4) Fourth Six. Watchingalternates to Hindrance (12)

The fourth line is an extension of the third line. The text advises the one
at the third position to watch his own condition before deciding to advance or retreat. This line offers direction for selecting a good lord to
serve. In ancient times the fondest wish of a scholar was to assist a virtuous king to carry out a policy of benevolence. By watching people's lives,
a scholar was able to understand the administration of the kingdom and
the virtue of the king. Then he could make a decision concerning advancing or retreating.
O n the other hand, the king also looked for virtuous scholars to be his
assistants. When the king learned of a virtuous scholar, he would summon him for an interview and treat him with honor. The fourth line is
close to the fifth line. It symbolizes a virtuous scholar summoned by the
king as an honorable guest. An ancient scholar believed that watching the
lives of the people would help him to grasp the virtue of the king. Likewise, when he experienced how the king treated him, he would know how
the king treated his people. Thus, the Duke of Zhou's Yao Text says,
"Watching the brilliance of the kingdom. Favorable to engage in being a
guest of the king." By knowing the king, the scholar could make the decision of whether to serve the king.

(5) F@h Nine. Watchingalternates to Falling Away (23) -

The fifth line is the host of the p a . It is a yang element at a yang placecentral, correct, and superior. It represents a king of high virtue. Four yin
elements are watching him. As a leader, one should be introspective about
one's own life, to assess whether it is a good example for others to follow.
Watching people's responses to one's words and deeds is another form of
self-examination. Ancient sages instructed that by watching social customs and people's lives, a ruler could evaluate whether what he had done
was right or wrong. In ancient China, such watching and introspection
concerning one's own words and deeds were regarded as one of the highest virtues of a ruler or a sage. The message of this gua is that by watching
another's response, one can come to know oneself.
(6) Top Nine. Watchingalternates to Union (8) The line at the top is above the king's place. It represents a sage. Even
when a sage has retreated from the world, his words and deeds are still
watched by the people. Although having retreated from the world, one's
introspection and self-examination should not cease. The fifth line and
the top line are the two yang elements of this gua. The fifth line stresses
self-examination, while the uppermost line places emphasis on being
watched by others.

Additional Reference Information for This Gua
Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Wind above, Earth below
Wind flowing over the Earth, Watching
Wood
Two yang with four yin
The eighth month of the lunar year, or September
-Fifth Nine
-Great Strength
(34) E
-Approaching
(19) Falling Away
(23)

~z
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=
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(21) Shi He

----

Li Fire
Zhen Thunder

Shi means to bite. H e means to close and unite. Literally, Shi He is to
close the mouth to bite. This gua indicates a situation where, after biting,
the obstruction is eradicated. According to the literal meaning, the name
of the gua should be close the mouth to bite. Based upon its content,
Eradicating is the most accurate term. Wilhelm translates Shi He as Biting Through and Blofeld as Gnawing.
Sequenceof the gua: Whenthings are worthy ofcarefulattention,surelypeople
will draw close t o g e t k Thus, after Watching,closing togetherfoZlows.

The ideograph of the first character, shi, consists of two parts. On the left,
a small square represents an open mouth. On the right, there is an ideograph of shi, which provides only the sound to the character, with no
implication as to the significance. However, the ideograph of shi is a beautiful picture of an act of divination. At the top two little plants represent
yarrow stalks. In the lower portion, there are two people in a hall. The
horizontal line above them represents the roo6 the horizontal line below
represents the floor. The vertical line between them symbolizes a post or
a pillar. The two persons are kneeling on the floor face to face. One is the
diviner, the other is the inquirer. When this character is combined with
the mouth on the left, it means "biting."
The ideograph of the second character, he, also consists of two parts.
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O n the left there is another mouth. O n
looks exactly like a type of bronze
four legs and a cover. The stroke in
the container. There is a tiny space between the cover and the container -that suggests that the cover is being put on; it is an act of closing. This ==
action signifies the movement of bringing two parts together. When
this picture unites with that of the mouth, it appears as an action of
bringing the upper jaw and the lower jaw together, or closing the mouth
to bite.
The structure of the hexagram looks like an open mouth with an obstruction. The yang lines on the top and the bottom are the lips. All the
yin lines resemble teeth. The solid line at the fourth place represents an
obstruction between the teeth-the mouth cannot close. The union of
the lips and the teeth requires the eradication of the obstruction. This
picture indicates an obstruction in one's daily life that would affect union
and harmony among people. Only through eradicating the obstruction
can the high and the low-people from all walks of lifk-come together
in harmony and understanding.
Eradicating reveals the principle of administering justice by removing
obstructions in a peaceful community. To administer justice, sometimes
punishment is necessary; but the punishment should be appropriate.The
Confucian Analects say that when punishments are not properly administered, people do not know what to do. The upper gua is Li, or Brightness, and the lower gua is Zhen, or Thunder. Together they symbolize
that carrying out an eradication of evils with punishment is like the action of a thunderbolt with the brightness of lightning. It is vigorous and
resolute, but also fair and just.
King Wen's Decision on the Gua says, "Eradicating. Prosperous and
smooth. Favorable to administerjustice."The main theme of the gua is to
administer justice by eradicating an obstruction. After an obstruction is
eradicated,justice can be established. After justice is established, progress
and success prevail.

Decision
Eradicating.
Prosperous and smooth.
Favorable to administer justice.

)Commentary on the Decision

I-$I
---

There is something in the mouth.
~tis called eradication.
Through eradication,prosperity and smoothness come.
Thefirm and the yielding are equal+ divided
The movement and the brightness are clear+ shown.
Thunder and lightning are united and man fest their brilliance.
Theyielding is in the centralplace and rules in its highposition.
Although theplace is not appropriate,
It is stillfavorable to administerjustice.

Commentary on the Symbol
Thunder and lightning.
A n image of Eradicating.
In correspondence with this,
The ancient king clartjied thepenalties
And strengthened the law.

Yao Text
1. Initial Nine
Feet in stocks.
Toes hurt.
No fault.

Feet in the stocks.
Toes hurt.
One is unable to walRfjrrther.

2. Second Six
Biting tender meat.
Nose buried.
No fault.

3. Third Six
Biting cured meat.
Strikes a thick piece.
Slight humiliation.
No fault.
Strike on a thick piece.
Theposition is not appropriate.

4. Fourth Nine
Biting dried bony meat.
Receives metal arrows.
Favorable to work hard.
Being steadfast and upright: good fortune.
Favorable to work hard
Be steadfast and upright.
Goodfortune.
His brightness has not yet been sufficientlyshown.

5. Fifth Six
Biting dried meat.
Receives yellow gold.
Being steadfast: adversity.
No fault.

Being steadfast: adversity.
Nofault
Because of acting appropriately.

6. Top Nine
Wearing a cangue.*
Ears disappear.
Misfortune.

Wearing a cangue.
Ears disappear.
Honest advicejars on the ears.

Biting tender meat.
Nose buried
Theyielding rests upon the solid
* A kind of portable pillory worn about the neck by criminals in ancient China.

---

The gua displays the wisdom of administeringjustice. To administer justice, the executive should be clear in mind and firm in action. Removing
obstructions by legal constraints should be as sharp as the act of biting
through something. But the attitude should still be compassionate and
the purpose educational. The aim is to prevent further mischief. Then
there will surely be success. The host of the p a is the yielding line at the
fifth place. It is in the central location of the upper p a . The Commentary
on the Decision says, "The yielding is in the central place and rules in its
high position."This refers to yielding line at the fifth place. Generally, the
bottom line and the uppermost line represent persons with no social status. In this p a , they represent persons who receive punishment. The other
four lines represent those administering the punishment.
This gua indicates how, after King Wu overthrew the tyrant of Zhou,
there was resistance and rebellion from the ruling class of the Shang. Counterattack was demanded. King Wen instructed that eradicating the rebellion was crucial and would bring prosperity and smooth. But it should be
based on justice. The Duke of Zhou records different punishments that
were used in different cases. Although the legal constraints were sharp, they
were carried out with a compassionate attitude and educational purpose.

(1)Initial Nine. Eradicating alternates to Proceeding Forward (35) EE
The Yao Tevt says, "Feet in stocks. Toes hurt."This line refers to a person
led astray by bad companions and caught by the trap. In terms of a human
body, the bottom line represents the toes, while the top line represents the
head. If one in this position is able to abandon bad behavior and adopt
good conduct, there will be no fault. Confucius's Commentary on the Yao
Text says, "One is unable to walk further," indicating an ability to do further evil.

(2) Second Six. Eradicating alternates to Diversiiy (38)
The Yao Text says, "Biting tender meat. Nose buried." The second line
represents an executive. It is a yin element at a yin place in the middle of
the lower p a . Its position is central and correct, indicating that the executive is just and the punishment is appropriate.The Yao Text says shi fu
mie bi. Shi is biting; fb usually means skin. In ancient times it also meant
tender meat. Mie means destroy, and bi is nose. Here, mie bi should not
be understood as cutting off the nose, which seems too severe a punish-

ment. According to the opinion of most I Ching scholars, mie bi in this
line means burying the nose. Nevertheless, here the criminal case is more
serious than that represented by the bottom line. The executive's resolution is firm. The Yao Text shows a vivid picture, in the form of a story, of
this firm resolution to abandon bad conduct, likening it to taking a forcefulbite of tender meat, even burying his nose in it. Confucius's Commentary on the Yao Tevt says, "The yielding rests upon the solid." Therefore,
the biting has to be forceful.

1

(3) Third Six.Eradicating alternates to Brightness (30)
The Yao Text says, "Biting cured meat. Strikes a thick piece." The third
line is a yin element at a yang place, neither central nor correct. Its yielding attribute denotes that the executive is hesitant and irresolute. During
the process of administering justice, there would be some hardship. It
responds to the yang element at the uppermost place. One in that position is brutal. It is not an easy task to deal with brutality, as it is not easy to
bite a thick piece of meat.
(4)
. . Fourth Nine. Eradicating alternates to Noukhing (27) E

The Yao Text says, "Biting dried bony meat. Receives metal arrows." Dried
bony meat is harder than cured meat. The line suggests that the evil is
more serious than that represented by the cured meat. The fourth place
also denotes that the mischief has gone beyond the middle place. The
case is serious and difficult to deal with, like biting bony meat. The executive is a yang element at a yin place, which signifies that he is sentimental.
This element is at the bottom of the upper gua, Li (Brightness). His firmness and sentiment tend to be overresolute and decisive. One at this place
should work hard on self-control and be upright. The Yao Text says, "Receives metal arrows," indicating that one should act as firm as metal and
as straight as an arrow. This line is favorable but one in this place has to
work hard and remain upright. Confucius says that his brightness is not
yet sufficiently evident.

(5) FFh Six.Eradicating alternates to WithoutFahehood (25)
he ~ a ~oe xsays,
t "Biting dried meat. Receives yellow gold." Dried meat
is not as hard as dried bony meat. Because this line is at a supreme place,
the case is less serious. A yielding line at the fifth place suggests that the
executive is kind and gentle, because the line is central within of the upper gua. "Receiving yellow gold" is a Chinese idiom. In the system of the
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five elements, the color of Earth is yellow, representing a central place.
Yellow symbolizes Confucius's principle of the Golden Mean, that is, to
act appropriately without overdoing or insufficiency. To receive yellow
gold also means to receive the assistance of the yang element at the fourth
--- - place. The purpose of punishment is educational, to prevent further mischievous conduct. For this reason, punishment should not be used lightly.
Be steadfast. Be aware of the danger of punishment. In so doing, there
will be no fault.
(6)

Top Nine. Eradicating alternates to TaRingAction (51)

- - Gen Mountain
--- Li Fire

The Yao Text says, "Wearing a cangue. Ears disappear." The solid line at
the top is a yang element in a yin place. I t is neither central nor correct. It
represents one who is too stubborn and self-willed; he refuses honest advice. Because his evildoings are frequent, he deserves a heavy cangueone so large it covers his ears. The image of ears disappearing also implies
that one has stuffed one's ears and refuses to listen to honest advice.Thus
Confucius's Commentary says, "Honest advice jars on the em."

Additional Reference Information for This Gua
Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Fire above, Thunder below
Fire above Thunder, Eradicating
Fire
Three yin with three yang
The tenth month of the lunar year, or November
Fifth Six
-Replenishing
(48) E
Adorning
(22) -Hardship
(39) ZE

Bi is the inverse of the preceding p a , Shi He, or Eradicating. Eradicating
is related to punishment; Adorning is connected to etiquette. The ancient
Chinese thought that evil should be eradicated and goodness should be
adorned. Thus, Eradicating and Adorning complement each other.
W i e l m translates Bi as Grace, Blofeld translates it as Elegance, and I
use Adorning.
Sequence of the Gua: Things cannot be exterminated and united abruptly.
Thus, after Eradicating, AdorningfoZZows.

The ideograph consists of two parts. At the top are three sprouts of grass.
This is the ideograph of hui, which means grasses. The lower part, bei, is a
picture of a cowrie shell. In ancient times people used cowries with a smooth
surface and brightly marked spots as ornaments and as money. When the
two parts are connected, the ideograph implies that the grasses and cowrie
are being used for adornment. The structure of the p a is Mountain above,
Fire b e l o w a picture of fire burning at the foot of a mountain. The flame
shines upward adorning the mountain with brightness and beauty. For this
reason, this book adopts Adorning as the name of the p a .
or Already Fulfilled (63)
Adorning comes from Decreasing (41)
--E.When the yielding line at the third place and the solid line at the
second place
- of Decreasing exchange places, this p a alternates to Adorning (22) ZE. And when the yielding line at the top and the solid line at

----

the fifth place of Already Fulfilled exchange places, Already Fulfilled alternates to Adorning. In both cases the yielding lines come down to adorn
the solid lines at their original place. Thus Confucius's Commentary on
the Decision says, uTheyielding descend and adorn the firm. . . .The firm
ascend and adorn the yielding."This is another reason that I chose Adorning as the name of this gua.
When the yielding line at the third place and the solid line at the second place of Decreasing exchange positions, the inner gua alternates from
Dui, Lake E, to Li, Fire G. Li represents brightness, success. When
the solid line at the fifth place and the yielding line at the top of Already
exchange places, the outer gua alternates from Kan,
Fulfilled (63)
Water E, to Gen, Mountain =. Gen represents keeping still. Thus "a
little favor" is possible.

Decision
Adorning.
Prosperous and smooth.
Slightly favorable.
There is somewhere to go.

Commentary on the Symbol
Fire shines at thefoot of a mountain.
A n image of beautrfirladorning.
In correspondence with this,
The superior person clar$es government affairs,
But d a m not lighrly make court decisions.

Yao Text
1. Initial Nine
Adorning the toes,
Leaves the carriage and walks.

Leaves the carriage and walk,
I t is in accordance with hisposition that he should not ride.

2. Second Six
Adorning the beard.

Adorning the beard.
He should act with the above.

3. Third Nine
Commentary on the Decision
Adorning. Prosperous and smooth.
Theyielding descend and adorn thefirm.
Therefore, tiere isprosperity and smoothness.
T w r m ascend and adorn theyielding.
Therefore, a littlefavor; there is somewhere to go.
This is the adornment of Heaven.
The brightness helpspeople to act
In accordance with t i ep r o p time andproper situation.
This is the adornment of humanity.
Watching the adornment of Heaven,
One can see the changes of thefour seasons.
Watching the adornment of humanity,
One can educate and tranrform all under Heaven.

Adorning and moistening.
Being perseveringly steadfast and upright:
Good fortune.

Goodfortunej?-om being perseveringly steadfast and upright.
To the end no one will insult him.

4. Fourth Six
Adorning plainly
As pure white,
Like a white horse with wings in pursuit.
Not a robber, a suitor.

Fourth six aflords groundfor doubt.
Not a robber, a suitor.
In the end nofault.

5. Fifth Six

----

Adorning hills and gardens,
Presenting a bundle of silk-little,
Humiliation
Ends in good fortune.

little.

Goodfortune of thefifth six.
There isjoy.

6. Top Nine
Adorning with pure white.
No fault.
Adorning withpure white.
Nofault.
HefuIJ;lZshis will.

m

This gua relates that after King Wu overthrew the Tyrant of Shang,
besides suppressing the rebellious he also distributed the treasures of the
Shang to those who were loyal to the revolution according to their meritorious military achievements. At the same time he educated them to
-practice etiquette, cultivating social behavior. King Wen instructed that =
-distributing the treasure to those who had meritorious achievement would
bring progress and success, but only distributing a little was advantageous.
Educating them to practice social etiquette was most significant.The Duke
of Zhou encountered the result of such education. Most people responded
to the mores of society and acted in accord with their social position.
Education emphasized cultivating one's inner sincerity. Inner sincerity
reveals one's true nature. Even one at a supreme position should still treasure one's true nature.

(1) Initial Nine. Adorning alternates to Keeping Still (52)

The gua expounds the importance of etiquette. In ancient times, adorning carried the meaning of adorning one's social behavior. The ancient
sages preferred to educate people to practice etiquette rather than to employ punishment to maintain social order. They set up a system of social
mores so that everyone knew how to act properly according to their social status. They did not encourage punishment unless it was absolutely
necessary.
The purpose of the gua is to indicate that adornment is not merely
putting on external ornamentation. It is more important to bring out one's
own natural beauty. Form and essence-yin and yang-should always
complement each other. How can a thing exist without its basis? With
reference to a human being, one must cultivate inner beauty, the beauty of
the soul. Otherwise, the more ornaments are put on, the more the ugliness of one's nature is revealed.
Two lines of this p a demonstrate the truth and wisdom of how to
adorn. One is the bottom line; the other is the top line. The first line
advises leaving the carriage and walking. In accordance with his social
position, he should not ride. The top line says to adorn with simplicity, as
with pure white. He hK1ls his will. One acts according to the social norm;
the other acts from his heart. Comparing their attitude, the top line is
more appropriate to be the host of the gua.

The Yao Text says, "Adorning the toes." This line is correct, a yang element at a yang place. It represents a person of strong character who is
content to stay in a lower position. Toes symbolize walking. In ancient
China common people were not allowed to ride in a carriage. For this
reason, the one at the bottom prefers to leave the carriage and walk. This
is a positive response to the mores of society; it exemplifies one acting in
accord with one's position.

(2) Second Sir.Adorning alternates to GreatAccumulation (26)
The Yao Text says, "Adorning the beard."The four lines above the second
line together form a mouth. Two solid lines represent the lips, and two
broken lines represent the teeth. The second line, adjacent to the "mouth,"
symbolizes the beard. It is a yin element at a yin place, but it does not
respond to the yin element at the fifth place. However, it does connect to
the firm line at the third place; they attract each other. Confucius suggests
that the yielding should act together with the firm. An ancient Chinese
adage says, "When the skin is gone, what can the hair adhere to?" Thus,
the Commentary on the Decision says, "The yielding descend and adorn
the firm. Therefore, there is prosperity and smoothness." This line suggests a model for adorning, in other words, setting a higher standard.

(3) Third Nine.Adorning alternates to Nourishing (27) %
The Yao Text says, "Adorning and moistening. Being perseveringly steadfast and upright."This line is a yang element at the third place surrounded

by two yin elements. One at this place is adorned and his skin is moistened by the yin elements. But these two yin elements are not his -proper
mates; they are close but do not complement him. So the sage advises to
remain steadfast and upright. One should not be lured by their affection.
--This
line reminds us to maintain our own nature and not be influenced by
-~ e o p l eclose by nor let adorning go to our heads.

I I
-

(4) Fourth Six. Adorning alternates to Brightness (30)

The Yao Text says, "Adorning plainly as pure white." Adornment should
be appropriate. Overadorning will lead to hypocrisy. If adorning is necessary, it should not cover up the true nature ofwhat is being adorned. The
Miscellaneous Notes on the Gua (the Tenth Wing) say, "Bi denotes colorless."The best way is to adorn but still retain one's true nature.
A story expounds the situation. The fourth line is a yin element at a yin
place, responding to the yang element at the bottom. They are courting.
However, a yang element at the third place lies between them, and so they
cannot get together. The yang element at the third place is also interested
in her, which makes her more anxious to get together with her compatible
lover. Because she is a yin element at a yin place she is shy, but her love is
true. Thus the Yao Text says that, while she looks adorned, she remains
plain as pure white, 'Like a white horse with wings in pursuit." Here the
word white is used twice; it indicates sincerity. Sincerity reveals one's inner beauty, which is one's true beauty. O n the other hand, the yang element at the third place is a yang element at a yang place-he is selfwilled. The yin element at the fourth place tends to be overly suspicious.
She suspects that the self-willed man is a robber, but he is a suitor.

(5)FFtl, Six.Adorning alternates to Household (3 7)

,

The fifth line is a yin element, central to the outer gua. The outer gua is
Gen (Mountain)-it represents hills and gardens. Thus, the Yao Text says,
"Adorning hills and gardens." In ancient times hills and gardens were the
living space of hermits, far from the luxurious city. Generally, most people
adorn their outer appearance. However, one at this place stresses adorning the inner being. This line is an extension of the fourth line, emphasizing one's true nature. This location is the supreme place of a queen who
adorns with only a bundle of silk. It seems too plain for a queen, but in the
end there is good fortune. The message of this line is that even one at a
supreme position should treasure one's true nature. Confucius's commen-

tary says, "Good fortune of the fifth six. There is joy." One finds joy in
remaining plain at a superior position.
(6) Top Nine. Adorning alternates to Brilliance Injured (36)

--

This is the host of the p a . The Yao Text says, "Adorning with pure white. -No fault." This line has reached the uppermost place of the gua. Things
that go beyond the extreme alternate to their opposites. One at this place
adorns with simplicity. The upper p a is Gen (Mountain). The uppermost line here represents a person of high Lirtue and wisdom for whom
external ornamentation is not important. Priority is given to inner beauty
and simplicity. This is the key point of the pa-that while putting on
adornment one must still preserve one's own beautiful nature. This attitude makes this line the host.

Additional Reference Information for This Gua
Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Mountain above, Fire below
Fire underneath Mountain, Adorning
Earth
Three yang with three yin
The eighth month of the lunar year, or September
-Top Nine
Exhausting
(47) E
-Eradicating
(21) R
-Relief
(40) ZE

after the other. Now the five yin are approaching the yang at the top.
They are strong enough to cause the moral degeneration of the yang.

Decision

-- Gen Mountain
- - Kun a Earth

Falling Away.
Unfavorable to have somewhere to go.

Commentary on the Decision
Falling Away is decaying.
The yielding want to change thefirm.
Unfavorable to have somewhere to go
Little fellows are growing and extending.

Wilhelm translates Bo as Splitting Apart, and Blofeld translates it as Peeling Off. Here I adopt Falling Away. In Chinese, when the character is
pronounced bao, it means shelling or p e e l i n r f o r instance, shelling peas
or peeling bananas. When it is pronounced bo, it means decaying, corroding, or falling away. Applied to a mountain, it signifies a landslide. In
human society, it symbolizes a process of declining, or the falling away of
a social system or moral standard.
The ideograph of Bo consists of two parts.The main part, on the right,
is a picture of an ancient weapon, dao, a knife. The left part was originally
the character bo, providing the sound. Later this character was replaced
by lii, the name of King Wen's famous sword. Lii also means a piece of
carved wood. These two images represent an act of carving and engraving. During carving and engraving, pieces of wood or stone fall away.
Sequence of the Gua: When adornment becomes excessive, beauty comes to an
end. Thus, after Adorning comes Falling Away.

--

The structure of the p a is Mountain
above, Earth == below. It symbolizes the falling away (landslide) of a mountain. The nature of a mountain is to stand high above the Earth. Here it lies on the ground, having
fallen. There is only one solid line at the top of the p a ; the remaining five
lines are all yielding. The firm rests on the soft; obviously the foundation
is not solid. All the yang elements have been nibbled away by the yin, one

Act in accordance with the situation and keep still.
Contemplating the image,
The superior person comprehends
The alternation of increase and decrease,
Also the alternation offullness and emptiness.
It is the Tao of Heaven.

Commentary on the Symbol
Mountain erodes close to the Earth.
A n image of decaying and Falling Away.
In correspondence with this,
That which is above becomes benevolent to those below
As fbuilding houses on solidfoundations.

Yao Text
1. Initial Six
Falling away at the leg of the bed.
Erosion.
Being steadfast: misfortune.

Falling away at the leg of the bed.
Erosion.
It begins at the bottom.

----

2. Second Six
Falling away at the frame of the bed.
Erosion.
Being steadfast: misfortune.
Falling away at thepame of the bed
Lack of associates.

3. Third Six
Falling away.
No fault.
Falling away.
Nofault.
He cuts off the relationship above and below.

4. Fourth Six
Falling away: the skin on the bed.
Misfortune.
Falling away: the skin on the bed
Calamity is near at hand

5. Fifth Six
A string of fish.
Favors them as if favoring court ladies.
Nothing is unfavorable.

A string of@.
Favors them as ffavoring court ladies.
In the end, nofault.

6. Top Nine
A large fruit has not been eaten.
Superior person receives a carriage.
Inferior person's house falls.
Suprior person receives a carriage.
He is carried along by thepeople.
He ends up not being employed

SIGNIFICANCE
This p a displays the principle of the waxing and waning of yin and yang.
While the influence of the yin grows, that of the yang declines. When evil
runs rampant, it is sure to affect what is good and correct. In the course of = =
-history many great empires have decayed and fallen away.
In this p a , five yin elements are covered by a yang element. Yang is
substantial; yin is insubstantial. All decaying starts at the bottom. In the I
Ching, Mountain also represents a bed or a house. For this reason, the
image of a bed is used to explore different phases of the p a . The host of
the p a is the solid line at the top. The five yielding lines are nibbling
upward, trying to overthrow the solid. In a decaying situation, the solid
stands firm; it is the only fruit that remains uneaten.
This p a relates that, after victory, decay in life and laxity in discipline
appeared in the newly established Zhou dynasty. King Wen instructed
that decaying and falling away was unfavorable for the new dynasty's development. The Duke of Zhou recounts different kinds of decay, developing from less serious to more serious cases. However, the central government represented by King Wen, King Wu, and the Duke of Zhou
stood firm. Their influence produced a positive change in the situation. A
new cycle b e g a n a f t e r the falling away, a turning back followed. Falling
Away is one of the twelve tidal p a , representing the ninth month of the
Chinese lunar calendar. In the solar calendar, it is October.
(1) Initial Six. Falling Away alternates to Nourishing (27)
Decaying starts at the bottom and damages the foundation. The first line
indicates the beginning of this falling away. The floor underneath the bed
has eroded. The decay reaches the leg of a bed. The evil encroaches upon
the righteous. The firm and the correct are damaged. Misfortune results.

(2) Second Six. FallingAway alternates to Childhood (4)
The second line suggests that the evil forces are growing gradually and
steadily. If not stopped immediately, they become stronger. In the end
they will cause one to fall away. In the meantime, the decay has reached
the frame of the bed. The second line is a yin element at a yin place in the
middle of the lower p a . The place is central and correct. Unfortunately, it
does not respond to the yin element at the fifth place. One at this place
lacks wise teachers and helpful friends.

(3) Third Six. Falling Away alternates to Keeping StiN (52)

The third line is special. It is the only yin element responding to the yang
element. One at this place refuses to go along with evil persons and pre-- fers to associate with the wise person at the top place. After this line
-= = moves from yin to yang, the lower p a becomes Gen, Mountain. The
-attribute of Mountain is standing still. At this place one is able to remain
steadfast. She cuts off the relationship with the two yin-elements above
and the two yin elements below and maintains a close relationship with
the one who is wise. In this way the evil forces can barely affect her. She
loses only the evil influence from them. Therefore, there is no fault.
(4) Foarth Six. Falling Away alternates to Proceeding Forward (35)

The fourth line indicates that the situation is getting worse. The decay
reaches one who is lying on the bed. This line is the beginning of the
upper p a , much closer to the solid line on the top than the previous lines.
If this situation does not change, no doubt, there will be misfortune.
(5) FFh Six. Falling Away alternates to Watching (20) =

The fifth line is in the central place of the upper p a . It is the top of the
five yielding lines. One at this place is like a queen leading the four court
ladies one after another like a school of fish, showing their submissiveness
and loyalty to the king. According to ancient protocol, on the night of the
full moon, the queen served the king in bed. Before the full moon, each
court lady slept with the king one night, from the lowest rank to the
highest rank. After the hll moon, the court ladies reversed the rank order
and slept with the king, one each night, until the full moon came again.
This line represents a new situation. Evil forces no longer cause decay to
the upright. O n the contrary, they approach and show their submissiveness. After darkness comes the dawn.

(6) Top Nine. Falling Away alternates to Responding (2)

2

The uppermost line looks like the roof of a house; all the yin lines represent the walls. There is only one solid line, at the top. It is the only uneaten fruit, bearing the seed of new life. Because the solid line stands firm,
its influence produces a change in the situation. When this solid line alternates to a yielding line, the yang element at the top will go back to the
bottom of five yielding lines. A new cycle begins: Fu, Turning Back (24)
-EE. Light and truth finally overcome darkness and evil and bring about a
new phase of change.

Additional Reference Information for This Gua
Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Mountain above, Earth below
Mountain falling on Earth, Falling Away
Earth
Five yin with one yang
The ninth month of the lunar year, or October
Top Nine
-(43) EZ
-Eliminating
Turning Back
(24) /
Z
-(2) zz
Responding

--

--

--

H

--

-----

Kun Earth
Zhen Thunder

Fu plays an important role in the I Ching. It is one of the twelve tidal gua
used to explain the cosmology of the changing of the seasons-to go around
and begin again. It represents the eleventh month of the Chinese lunar
calendar, or December. According to the I Ching, "When yang turns back,
it is Fu."This premise lies in the structure of the gua. When the solid line
at the top of Falling Away EZ alternates to a yielding line, Falling Away
becomes Responding (2) E Z,the pure yin.
Responding represents the tenth month of the Chinese lunar calendar.
During this period of time, the yang element seems to disappear.Actually
it is brewing quietly beneath the surface. At the winter solstice, the twentysecond day of the eleventh month, the yang energy emerges. In northern
China, people can actually feel the yang energy begin to surface at the
turning point of that specific day. There is an ancient saying handed down
over thousands of years: "At winter solstice, yang begins to surge." This
idea is vividly expressed in the structure of this gua. For this reason, during the Zhou dynasty the Chinese New Year began with the winter solstice. The yang energy starts a new cycle.
This gua is the inverse of the preceding p a , Bo (Falling Away). Falling Away and Turning Back complement each other, reflecting the idea
of going around and beginning again.
Wilhelm translates Bo as Splitting Apart and Fu as Return (the Turning Point). John Blofeld translates Bo as Peeling Off and Fu as Return.

The ideograph of Fu is formed of two parts. O n the left side are three
strokes representing three footprints going away. O n the right side is the
ideograph fu, which provides the sound as well as the significance of the
character. At the lower right, three strokes represent three footprints re- - turning. It was an ideograph of the remote past. At the upper right, there = =
are two oval circles standing for two suns. In fact, the ancients employed
the image of two suns to represent two yang elements. The upper sun
shows that the yang is falling away, as it is at the top of Bo. The lower sun
signifies that the yang is returning, as it is at the bottom of Fu. The horizontal stroke on the very top represents the number one. The whole picture of the upper right side of the ideograph explains that one yang is
falling away and the other yang is turning back, going around and beginning again, in endless cyclic motion. This is the way of the Book of
Changes.
Sequence of the Gua: Things cannotgo beyond the extreme. When thqr reach
the limit, they turn back to the origin. Thus, after FaZZingAway comes Turning
Back.

This gua is a continuation of the previous one, Falling Away. During the
time of decay, the dark forces proceed one after another until they reach
the uppermost position.The situation seems hopeless. However, the Chinese believe that turning back and starting again is a universal and everlasting truth. When decaying has reached its extreme, a turning point
comes. Then the light shines in the darkness, and the bright situation
begins again.
Although this gua is not characterized as auspicious, it is. The inner
gua is Thunder; the outer gua is Earth. The attribute of Thunder, the
eldest son, is taking action; the attribute of Earth, the mother, is responding. Here, the mother responds to the action of the eldest son. The son
can move forward without obstruction. Thus, King Wen's Decision on
the Gua provides positive commentary.

Decision
Turning Back.
Prosperous and smooth.
Going out and coming in.
No harm.
Friends arrive.

No fault.
The Tao of falling away and turning back,
In seven days comes the return.
Favorable to have somewhere to go.

---

Commentary on the Decision
Turning back isprosperous and smooth,
Thefirm returns.
Thus,going out and coming in, there is no harm.
Friends arrive; there is nofault.
Falling away and turning back
In accordance with the Tao of waxing and waning.
In seven days comes the return.
It is the Tao of Heaven.
Favorable to have somewhere to go.
Thefirm is growing and extending.
From this gua, Fu,
One can see the heart of Heaven and Earth.

Commentary on the Symbol
Thunder under Earth.
An image of Turning Back.
In correspondence with this,
The ancient king closed the gates of thepasses
On the winter solstice.
Traveling merchants did not traveZ,
Nor did the king make inspection of his states.

Yao Text
1. Initial Nine
Not going too far, turning back.
No disaster, no regret.
Supreme good fortune.
-

Turning back withoutgoing toofar.
One cultivates one? virtue.

2. Second Six
Beautifully turning back.
Good fortune.
The Goodfortune of beautfully turning back.
Subordinate to the kindhearted.

3. Third Six
Repeatedly turning back.
Adversity.
No fault.

The adversity of repeatedly turning back.
Appropriate to be excusedfromfault.

4. Fourth Six
Walking in the central path.
Solitarily turning back.
Walking in the central way,
Solitarily turning back.
Following the right way.

5. Fifth Six
Sincerely turning back.
No regret.

Sincerely turning back.
Being central, he is able to examine hime&

6. Top Six
Confusedly turning back.
Misfortune.
There are calamity and trouble.
Engaging in mobilizing the multitude;
In the end: a great defeat.
To the ruler of the state,
Misfortune.
Ten years:
Unable to launch out again.

The mifortune of confusedly turning back.
Opposing the way of the ruler.

This p a , together with the preceding one, displays the truth of changing.
When things proceed to their extreme, they alternate to the opposite.
Thus, after the period of falling away comes turning back. The light that
has been banished returns. The change is not brought about by force-it
accords with the law of Nature. The turning back arises spontaneously,
like a bright spring returns after a severe winter. It is a matter of circumstance due to the appropriate time and situation. Because it is the law of
Nature, no human force can alter it.
The host of the p a is the solid line at the bottom. It is the only yang
element. Confucius's Commentary on the Decision says, "Turning back
is prosperous and smooth, the firm returns." King Wen's Decision says,
"In seven days comes the return."There are two interpretations.
The first explanation regards the seven days as a cycle. In the I Ching,
each p a has six lines. For each line to move upward and return to its
original place takes seven steps. If each step represents a day, the movement takes seven days. Seven days makes up a cycle. The second interpretation suggests that the seventh day might have been mistaken for the
seventh month. The Chinese characters for day and month are only slightly
different.The premise is that from the summer solstice in the fifth month
to the winter solstice in the eleventh month there is a span of six months.
The seventh month would begin a new cycle.
The Commentary on the Decision says, "From this p a , Fu, one can
see the heart of Heaven and Earth." It reveals the cosmology of the Confucian school. Once Confucius said, "Heaven and Earth have a heart fond
of creating and propagating." Confucian scholars advocate that one should
follow the Tao of Heaven and Earth, that is, to be creative and propagate
without ceasing. But the Taoists embrace a different view. Lao Tze says,
Attain the highest void;
Maintain the deepest stillness.
When ten thousand beings rise and f d ,
Watch their turning back.
Taoists accept the idea of the cyclic motion of Falling Away and Turning Back and Falling Away again and Turning Back again, but they hold
that existence originates from nonexistence and motion from nonmotion.
Only when one reaches a state of total nonattachment is one able to see the
heart of Heaven and Earth. In Chinese culture, the Coducian and Taoist

schools constitute a yin-yang complement. The philosophy of the Confucian school is moving and doing.That of the Taoist school is retreating and
doing nothing. Yet both philosophies originate from the I Ching.
This is an auspicious p a , because the yang energy returns. Yet the -Decision does not mention its auspiciousness because the yang energy is = =
still weak. Its achievement depends on effort. But the first line bodes
supreme good fortune. In reality, no one is perfect. If one is able to turn
back from not going too far toward the evil, it brings supreme good fortune. The second line presages good fortune because it is a yin element in
a central place. One at this place is able to turn back happily to the good,
because he is subordinate to the virtuous one beneath him.
This p a indicates that, through the influence of King Wen and King
Wu, decaying was corrected in a short period of time. The social norm
was reestablished.The courtesy and etiquette created by the Duke of Zhou
was put back in place immediately. King Wen was happy about the situation; he claimed that turning back brought success. There was no harm
for people going out and coming back There was no harm in people of
different kingdoms arriving and departing. Falling away and turning back
moved in accordancewith the Tao of waxing and waning. It was favorable
to proceed. The Duke of Zhou records that through turning back without going too far there was no need for regret. Turning back happily to
the good brings good fortune, but turning back repeatedly is dangerous.
In turning back, one should walk along the central path with honesty and
sincerity. Missing the proper time and direction for turning back brings
about calamities.
(1) Initial Nine. TurningBack alternates to Responding (2)

E

This line is the host of the p a . It represents the beginning of an incident.
The yang element at the bottom starts to grow and drive away the negative forces. It symbolizes the turning back of the light from the darkness.
It also represents one turning back from a minor error. Because the error
is at an initial stage, it is not yet serious. If one knows to amend one's
mistakes at the very beginning, it is not too difficult to make a fresh start.
There is nothing to regret. In the commentary on this line Confucius
says, "Turning back without going too far. One cultivates one's virtue."
This refers to his favorite student, Yen-hui. Once he said, "Yen-hui acts
almost without fault. If there is anything not good, he never fails to recognize it. Once recognized, he never commits it a second time." This
behavior, of course, is supremely auspicious.

(2) Second Six. Turning Back alternates to Approaching (19)

(6) Top Six. Turning Back alternates to Nourishing (2 7)

The second line is a yin element at a yin place, central and correct and
close to the firm line at the bottom. One at this place quits the darkness
and happily returns to the light. Because she attaches to and is influenced
by the host, a kindhearted person, and returns to the proper path, there is
good fortune.

The uppermost
line is a yin element at a yin place; its attribute is weakness. The place is not central, indicating that the person has lost her way band missed the opportunity to turn back from error.There will be calami- -=
=
ties; even after a long period of time the disaster will not be repaired. I n
this line, the upper p a , Earth, represents the land of a country. The uppermost line represents the place of Heaven and an emperor. For this
reason, the Yao Text says that the misfortune will be in the form of a
natural calamity as well as calamities caused by the weakness of the emperor. The message of this line is that at the turning point-if one obstinately sticks to the wrong course and refuses to turn back-there will
surely be danger.

(3) Tbird Six. Turning Back alternates to Brilliance Injured (36)

The third line is a yin element at a yang place, neither central nor correct.
I t is at the top of the inner p a , Thunder. The attribute of Thunder is
unrest. One at this place tends to repeat errors, yet each time turns back.
It is always possible to return to the light. Repeating errors is dangerous;
however, by repeatedly turning back a person still deserves to be excused
from fault.
(4) Fourth Six. Turning Back alternates to TakingArtion (51)

The fourth line is in the middle of the p a surrounded by four yin elements, two above and two below. One at this place is walking with mischievous companions on a wrong path, but midway turns back to the
right way. Because this line responds to the yang element at the bottom, it
is possible not to go to the extreme. The Yao Text does not mention good
Fortune or misfortune because, for this p a , the yang energy has just started
to turn back-it is difficult to make a prediction. O n the other hand,
when one acts in accord with the right way, one should ignore whether
good fortune or misfortune will result. This is the proper attitude. Dong
Chong-su, a great scholar of the Han dynasty, said, "A benevolent person
acts in accordancewith what is proper, he seeks not profit. H e illuminates
the Tao, counts not the merits." The true spirit of the I Ching is to do
what is proper at the proper time in the proper way. Good fortune and
misfortune are the consequence of one's actions.

(5) F$?b Six. Turning Back alternates to Beginning (3)
The fifth line is at a superior place, central to the upper p a , Earth. One
at this place is honest and sincere. She is able to examine her own deeds
and follow the ways of the Golden Mean. At the time of turning back,
she endeavors to perfect herself. There is no regret.

A

Additional Reference Information for This Gua
Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Earth above, Thunder below
Thunder under Earth, Turning Back
Earth
Five yin with one yang
The eleventh month of the lunar year,
or December
Initial Nine
Encountering
(44) E
Falling Away
(23) --Responding
(2) zz

(
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(25) Wu Wang 221
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graph for woman is similar to the ideograph for person, except that there
is a curved line in the middle representing the breasts of a woman. These
two images together express that the woman is walking away. A woman
walking away was an ancient symbol of falseness.
In The Biography of Prince Chun Shen, the famous historian Si-ma Q a n 7
of the Western Han dynasty (206 B.C. to 24 A.D.) referred to Wu Wang as
"not anticipated" instead of "not false." In ancient times the words anticipated and unfaithful shared the same sound but were written differently.
This change bears a philosophical meaning: truthfulness is the Tao of
Heaven. As a human being, one does the best one can. As for good fortune or bad fortune, blessing or calamity, events had to take their own
course. One should not live in anticipation. This is the meaning of Wu
Wang.
When the solid line at the
Wu Wang comes from Retreat (33)
top of Retreat "retreats" to the bottom, Retreat alternates to Without
Falsehood (25) EZ .Thus Confucius's Commentary on the Decision says,
"The firm comes from the outer [ p a ] and becomes the host of the inner
[pa]." When the solid line at the second place of Contention (6) S
interchanges with the yielding line at the bottom, Contention alternates
to Without Falsehood.The yang element at the second place and the yin
element at the bottom of Contention are not correct. After they change
places, both of them are correct. This change is reasonable and equitable-truthful.
below. The
The structure of the p a is Heaven = above,Thunder
inner p a is Thunder, symbolizing motion; the outer gua is Heaven, indicating strength. The solid line at the fifth place is firm, central, and correct and corresponds to the yielding line at the second place, which is also
central and correct. These two conditions provide a very auspicious picture of strength with motion-a state totally free from untruthfulness,
dishonesty, and insincerity. For this reason, this p a possesses the four
supreme virtues-yuan, heng, li, and zhen, the virtues of Heaven. The
ancient sages considered thunder to be the sound of Heaven. The thunder rolling under Heaven proclaimed these virtues to myriad beings. Those
who preserved and nurtured these virtues were naturally aligned with the
will of Heaven and would be powerful and endowed with the potential to
be successful.Thus Confucius's Commentary on the Decision says, "Movement with strength; the firm is at the central place and has a correspondent. Great prosperity and smoothness through its correctness. This is
the will of Heaven.*

-

---

Q a n Heaven
Zhen Thunder

s.

Wu Wang literally means not untruthful. W i e l m translates Wu Wang
as Innocence (the Unexpected) and Blofeld as Integrity, the Unexpected.
In this book I adopt the term Without Falsehood. In Chinese, Wu means
not, and Wang is untruthful, dishonest, or insincere. Thus, Wu Wang
means truthful, honest, and sincere, without any fabrication. It was considered to be the natural state of the individual.
Sequence of the Gua: When the t m i n g point returns, there will be no untruthfulness and insincerity takingplace. Thus, after Turning Back, Without
Falsehoodfollows.
Wu Wang is an abstract term, very difficult to express with ideographs.
There are, however, two ideographs for the name of the p a . The first
resembles a person bending his back carrying a heavy load. This image,
suggesting having no breath, is used to express "no."The upper part consists of three strokes representing a heavy load; the lower part is the ideograph for a person, ren. The person is winded and eventually will run out
of breath.
The second ideograph consists of two parts. The upper part, wang,
provides the sound as well as the significance. Wang means "to walk away."
The ancients drew an ideograph of a person at the top. Underneath is a
vertical stroke connected to a horizontal stroke, symbolizing the act of
walking away. Beneath this image is an ideograph of a woman. The ideo-

--
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Without Falsehood.
Sublimely prosperous and smooth.
Favorable to be steadfast and upright.
If one's intention is not truthhl,
There is trouble.
Unfavorable to have somewhere to go.

Commentary on the Decision
Without Falsehood
Thejrm comesfiom the outer
And becomes the host of the inner.
Movement with strength;
Thefirm is at the centralplace and has a respondent.
Greatprosperity and smoothness through its correctness.
This is the will of Heaven.
Ifonei intention is not huthfuI,
One w2Zfall into errors.
It is unfavorablefor one
To have somewhere to go.
When truthfulness is gone,
Where can one go?
When the will of Heaven will not protect,
How can anything be done?

Commentary on the Symbol
Under Heaven, Thunder rolls.
A n image of aN things accompanied by truthfulness.
In correspondence with this,
The ancient king enriches his virtue in harmony with the time
And nurtures myriad beings.

Yao Text
1. Initial Nine
Without falsehood.

Going forward: good fortune.
Goingforward with nofalsehood
His will will befu,J;lled

2. Second Six
Not counting on the harvest while plowing,
Nor on the results while filling.
Then, favorable to have somewhere to go.
Not counting on the harvest while plowing.
One does not aimfor wealth

3. Third Six
A catastrophe of no falsehood,
As if a tethered cow is carried off by a passerby.
Passerby's gain,
Villager's loss.
Thepasserby gets the cow.
It is a loss to the villagers.

4. Fourth Nine
Appropriate to be steadfast and upright.
No fault.
Appropriate to be steadfast and upright.
Nofault.
He is able tofirmly holdfast his nature.

5. Fifth Nine
An illness for no falsehood.
No medicine.
A joyful occasion.
Medicinefor nofalsehood
One should not try.

6. Top Nine
Without falsehood.
Take action; there is trouble.
Nothing is favorable.
Action withoutfalsehood
Mirfortune is due to its dead end

(25) Wu Wang

IRI

This p a displays the wisdom of holding to the truth-that is, no matter
how situations change, truthfulness never changes. The ancient Chinese
- - did not have a personal God; they submitted to the will of Heaven and
resigned themselves to their fate. They believed that to live and act in
harmony with the will of Heaven was the nature and the duty of humanity. To act in accordancewith the virtue of Heaven would eventually bring
everlasting fortune and success. If one had this faith, then one was able to
not count on the harvest while plowing. This attitude does not neglect
the law of cause and effect. What is important is whether one's attitude
and motivation are aligned with the virtue of Heaven. What is considered
first is not the reward one will attain, but whether the work is really good
for humanity. Fostering and nurturing the myriad beings is the virtue of
Heaven.
The solid line at the bottom and the solid line at the fifth place are
qualified to be the hosts of the p a . However, the bottom line is the starting point of a p a . In this gua, one starts with truthfulness. Truthfulness is
the nature of humanity. When one approaches a task, one should start
with truthfulness. For this reason, the bottom line is more suitable to be
host of this p a .
This p a tells us that after King Wu overthrew the Tyrant of Shang,
there was decay among the people. It was corrected before it had gone too
far. The social norm returned in a short period of time. King Wen said
that the principle of the new administration should be truthfulness. He
accepted the lessons learned from decay and pointed out that if one's intention, especially that of a leader, was not truthful he would fall into
error. It would not be favorable for him to move in any direction. The
Duke of Zhou recalls that advancement with truthfulness brought good
fortune. For a just cause one should count on neither the harvest nor the
result while recultivating old land. Even if truthfulness encounters misfortune, one should still remain steadfast and upright. But in taking action, if the direction is lost, there would be no advantage.

(I) Initial Nine. Without Falsehood alternates to Hindrance (12)
The first line is a yang element at a yang place. It is the host of the inner
gua, the beginning of Without Falsehood. The yang element at the second place of Contention (6) E is not in a correct place. After it descends
to the initial place, swapping places with the initial six, it becomes correct,
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and Contention becomes Without Falsehood. Because this initial nine is
firm and strong, truthful and sincere, it also becomes the host of Without
Falsehood. Of course, this brings good fortune. His will will be fulfilled.
(2) Second Six. Without Fahehood alternates to FuIf;llment(10)

The second line is a yin element at a yin place. Its attribute is yielding and
responding, central and correct. One at this position is able to align with
the will of Heaven and acts in harmony with Nature. She does not count
on the harvest while plowing nor on the results while recultivating old
soil. This is the true spirit of Without Falsehood. With this attitude of
pursuing the truth, there will be advantage in any direction.
(3) Third Six. WithoutFalrehood alternates to Seeking Harmony (13) F
The third line is a yin element at a yang place, which is not correct. Being
truthful is virtuous, but it does not necessarily bring good fortune all the
time. The case of the third line is that of a tied-up cow being carried off
by a passerby. It is an unexpected misfortune. In Chinese, it is called "a
misfortune of wu wang," because the one encountering this misfortune is
doing nothing wrong. The truth holds that when one encounters this
kind of misfortune, a truthful person still holds to being truthful. This
line carries an important message. One should not have any anticipation
of good fortune or misfortune, blessing or calamity. One just does the
best he or she can and lets things take their natural course. This is the true
meaning of W u Wang.
(4) F o u d Nine. Without Fahehood alternates to Increasing (42)
The fourth line is a solid line at the bottom of the upper p a , Heaven. Its
attribute is firmness and strength. It has no respondent in the lower p a ,
which means that one at this place has no secrets. He is able to remain
steadfast and upright no matter what situations may arise. This is Wu
Wang. In this way, of course, there is no fault.

(5) F@h Nine. Without Fahehood alternates to Eradicating (21) EZ
The fifth line is a yang element at a yang place. It is central and correct and
at the supreme place of the upper p a , Heaven. It responds to the yin element at the second place. It is one of the most auspicious lines in this p a .
Allthese circumstances show that one at this place is f m and strong, truthful
and sincere. H e is not able to be hypocritical, as a healthy person is not able
to be sick. If a healthy person employs medicine, it is not truthful. An old

---

Chinese adage says, "TruthfLlness need not deal with artificiality as a healthy
person need not deal with medicine."
(6) Top Nine. Without Falsehood alternates to Following (2 7)
-yang line at the uppermost place displays the truth of Without False-- The
hood. One at this place is truthful and not hypocritical. However, he has

reached the extreme of Without Falsehood. Thus, the Yao Text advises
that it is better not to take action. This line indicates that one should be
truthful to the time and situation. Advance at the proper time to advance, and retreat in a situation favorable for retreat. To act in accordance
with the proper time and the most favorable conditions is the true meaning of Without Falsehood. In this way one is able to avoid unnecessary
misfortune.

Da Xu Great

--- Gen

Mountain
Q a n Heaven

Additional Reference Information for This Gua

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Heaven above, Thunder below
Thunder rolls under Heaven, Without Falsehood
Metal
Four yang with two yin
The ninth month of the lunar year, or October
Initial Nine
-Growing Upward
(46) =
Great Accumulation
(26) --i
Developing Gradually
(53) Z 3

In Chinese, Da means great, and Xii means accumulation. Thus, taken
together Da Xii is Great Accumulation. Da Xu is the inverse of the preceding gua, Without Falsehood. Great Accumulation refers to one's virtue. If one is truthful, naturally one accumulates virtue. Wilhelm translates Da Xu as The Taming Power of the Great. Blofeld translates it as
The Great Nourisher.
The name of this gua consists of two Chinese characters. The first
character means great.The second character means to raise livestock or to
store up something.
In Chinese, the term storing up can be applied to storing up things,
nourishment, or virtue. In terms of this gua it is to store up virtue.
There are two ideographs that demonstrate the meaning of this p a .
The first ideograph denotes great.The ancient Chinese, as has been mentioned earlier, believed that Heaven is great, Earth is great, and human
beings are also great. Thus, the ancients employed a picture of a human
to represent greatness.The picture above is of a person standing upright
with arms and legs wide open, showing his greatness. The second ideograph consists of two parts. The lower part represents a field and the
upper part stands for two piles of grass stored one upon the other with a
cover over the top. The ideograph provides a picture of storing up or
accumulating.

(26) Da Xii

Sequence of the Gua: When truthfulness ispresent, accumulation ispossible.
Thus, after Without Falsehood, Great Accumulationfollows.
When the ~ieldingline at the uppermost place of Needing (5) S is in-- - terchanged with the solid line at the fifth place, Needing alternates to
Great Accumulation. It is a sign of great virtue that one at the uppermost
place lets one at the fifth place take over his place and stand above him.
This is the spirit of Great Accumulation.
The structure of the gua is Mountain
above, Heaven
below. It
presents a picture of Heaven set between the peaks of the mountains. The
ancients saw the clouds in Heaven accumulating rain between the peaks.
This kind of accumulation was considered great. Furthermore, the inner
gua is Q a n (Heaven), a symbol of pure yang. Q a n is a yang p a . The
outer gua is Gen (Mountain). Gen represents the youngest son and is also
a yang p a . Yang represents great; thus, the ancient Chinese termed this
gua great. (In the I Ching, when there are two yin lines and one yang line
in a primary gua it is a yang p a and vice versa.)

Decision
Great Accumulation.
Favorable to be steadfast and upright.
Eat not at home.
Good fortune.
Favorable to cross great rivers.

Commentary on the Decision
Great Accum ulation.
Strongfirmness,
Substantial sincerity,
And brilliant light.
He renews his virtue daily.
Thefirm ascends and honors the virtuous.
He is able to keep his strength stilZ.
This is great and correct.
Eat not at home. Goodfortune.
People of virtue are nourished.

Favorable to cross great rivers.
He corresponds with Heaven.

Commentary on the Symbol
Heaven between Mountains.
A n image of GreatAccumulation.
In correspondence with this,
The superior person has a wide learning
And memory of the words and deeds of the past,
In order to accumulate his virtue.

Yao Text
1. Initial Nine
There is adversity.
Favorable to stop advancing.
There is adversity.
Favorable to stop advancing.
One does not expose oneserto calamity.

2. Second Nine

A wagon's axle bracket comes off.
A wagon? axle bracket comes of
It is in the centralposition; no wrongdoing.

3. Third Nine

A good horse chases.
Favorable to be steadfast and upright in hardship.
Practice charioteering and defense daily.
Favorable to have somewhere to go.
Favorable to have somewhere to go.
The will of the uppermost is in agreement with him.

4. Fourth Six

A young bull's horns with a board attached.
Supreme good fortune.
The supreme goodfortune of thefourth six.
There is occasionfor joy.
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(26) Da Xii

5. Fifth Six
The tusks of a castrated boar.
Good fortune.

---

for a king. In this gua, the sage at the top has already accumulated his
virtue and also respects people of virtue. Thus, King Wen's Decision
says, "Eat not at home.'' A virtuous sage is advising a virtuous king to go
out and search for virtuous people to serve the country. For these reasons, the top line is more suitable to be the host of the p a . However, in
order to accomplish great achievements, it is wise to accumulate virtue
first. The first five lines suggest that the time of great achievement has
not yet come.
This p a relates that after King Wen pointed out that truthfulness
should be the guideline of the new administration, he instructed his subordinates to accumulate virtue and to speak truthfully with the subordinates of the Shang dynasty. The Duke of Zhou recalled that handling
conflicts between the subordinates of the Zhou and the subordinates of
the Shang was difficult. It was as if the bracket of a wagon's axle had fallen
off. Before virtue had been fully accumulated, the conflicts should not be
dealt with lightly. Virtue should be practiced daily, like charioteering and
defense. After the civil officials and the military officers of the Shang
dynasty had been educated, it was as if a board had been stuck on the tips
of a young bull's horns (to prevent the bull from hurting anyone) and the
boars were castrated. The danger was gone. Progress and success ensued,
following the way of Heaven.

The goodfortune of thefifth six.
There is occasionfor congratulation.

6. Top Nine
How unobstructed Heaven's thoroughfare is!
Prosperous and smooth.
How unobstructed Heaven5 thoroughfare is!
The way is grandly openfor advance.

This gua displays the truth of great accumulation, but also the truth of
holding back. When one proceeds in a situation of truthfulness, one is
certain to accumulate great strength and wealth and to further his achievements vigorously. However, when things reach a climax, they will alternate to the opposite. When one possesses wealth as well as strength and
knows not how to hold back, he tends to take reckless actions without
care or thought. Thus, during the period of great accumulation one should
remain calm and watchful, keeping still at the time when one should keep
still. If it is necessary, stop taking action. During the time of advancing by
leaps and bounds there is certain danger. Thus, the text gives warning
instead of encouraging advancement without control.
above, Heaven = below.
The structure of the gua is Mountain
The attribute of Heaven is creative power and that of Mountain is keeping still. The structure tells us that the creative power is kept still. It is not
the appropriate time to demonstrate creative power, but to accumulate it.
Accumulation of energy is preparing for release. Accumulation of knowledge is preparing for dissemination.Accumulation of wealth is preparing
for benefiting society. Great accumulation is for great achievements. If
the accumulation is abundant, it will be inexhaustible.
Either the yielding line at the fifth place or the solid line at the top
can be the host. In his Commentary on the Decision, Conhcius says,
"The firm ascends and honors the virtuous."The firm denotes the top
line, and the virtuous refers to the fifth line. The fifth place is the place

(1) InitiaZ Nine. Great Accumulation alternates to Remedying (18)

--

\

The solid line at the bottom symbolizes the initial advance. Advancement
is the attribute of the inner p a , Heaven. Three solid lines of Heaven are
going forward, but their advance is blocked by the outer gua, Mountain.
This line responds to the yielding line at the fourth place, but it is blocked
by that line as well. The Yao Text says, "There is adversity. Favorable to
stop advancing." During the time of great accumulation, any premature
move forward is dangerous.
(2) Second Nine. Great Accumulation alternates to Adorning (22) E

The solid line at the second place is central. It represents one who does
not tend to go to the extreme and knows how to act according to the
circumstances. The Yao Text says, "A wagon's axle bracket comes off,''
indicating that the situation is not favorable for one to go forward. During the time of great accumulation one knows that to stop advancing is to
act in accord with the central way. Therefore, there is no error.
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ing one's creative energy. By following the way of Heaven, the path grandly
opens for one to advance.

(3) Third Nine. Great Accumulation alternates to Decreasing (41)

The third line lies at the top of the lower gua; it denotes the end of the
first stage. The line responds to the solid line at the top of the outer gua,
Mountain (Keeping Still).The situation is still not favorable to advance.
One at this place is too anxious to advance, like mounting a good horse
and giving chase. The Yao Text warns that one should anticipate the
hardship. One should practice charioteering and defense daily before
taking action; then there will be advantage in whatever direction one
may advance.

Additional Reference Information for This Gua

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

(4) Fourth Six. Great Accumulation alternates to Great Harvest (14)

The Yao Text of the fourth line says, "A young bull's horns with a board
attached." A board is put on the bull's horns to prevent the bull from
hurting people. The upper gua, Mountain, keeps the excessive yang energy of the lower gua still. The yin element at the fourth place responds to
the yang element at the bottom. The bottom line represents a young bull.
Because the bull is still young, its strength is not yet great. A board has
been put on its horns; this makes it possible to prevent the young bull's
advance. It is always best to prevent trouble before it happens. In so doing, the result is supreme good fortune.

(5) FijM Six. Great Acnrmulation alternates to Little Accumulation (9)
The fifth Line is a yin element at a yang place, responding to the yang
element at the second place. The yang element at the second place is
much stronger than the yang element at the bottom. It is represented by
the tusks of a boar, indicating trouble that is harder to deal with than the
young bull in the fourth place. One at the fifth place is gentle; he walks
the central path. To prevent the boar from hurting people one does not
pull out its tusks, but castrates it. Castrating the boar makes it gentle.
This deals with the hrndamental nature of the problem, and for this reason there is occasion for congratulation.
(6) Top Nine. Great Accumulation alternates to Advance (11)

One stores up energy to release it and accumulates wealth to do something important. If accumulation and spending occur at the same time,
there will be no accumulation. The uppermost line of this gua represents
a situation where the accumulation ofwealth has been great and the accumulation of wisdom and virtue have been abundant. It is time for releas-

\

Thunder above, Heaven below
Heaven between Mountain Peaks,
Great Accumulation
Earth
Four yang with two yin
The eighth month of the lunar year, or September
Top Nine
-Bringing Together
(45) =
Without Falsehood
(25) E
-Marrying Maiden
(54) EZ

--

-- Gen
---

a

Mountain

Zhen a Thunder

to stand still and that of Thunder is to move. When we eat, the upper
jaw holds still; only the lower jaw moves up and down. The subject of the
first three lines is to nourish oneselfi that of the next three lines is to
nourish others.
-Needing, the fifth gua, also covers the subject of nourishing. Needing =
=
follows Childhood. The orderly sequence of the gua says, "When things
are in their childhood, they should not be neglected without nourishing."
In Needing one nourishes the body for growth. However, the nourishing
in this p a is different-it has to do less with the act of eating and drinking, and more with the wisdom of nourishing oneself as well as other
people. King Wen's Decision on the Gua advises to be aware of how you
nourish others and pay attention to what you eat and drink.

Decision

Originally, Yi denoted the chin, the lower jaw. Later its meaning was
extended to include nourishing for keeping fit. Wilhelm translatedi as
The Corner of the Mouth (Providing Nourishment). Blofeld translates it
as Nourishment (literallyJaws).
Sequence of the Gua: When things are accumulated in great amount, nourishing becomes available. Thus, after GreatAccumulation, Nourishingfollows.

The ideograph is made up of two parts. The left looks like the side view of
an oral cavity with teeth set in the upper and lowerjaws. An object is placed
between the teeth, symbolizing the food to be eaten for nourishing the body
and spirit. The funaion of the right part of the ideograph is to provide the
sound, yi. It is an ancient ideograph representing a head. The image at the
top right looks like a head with two horizontal strokes in the middle representing a mouth. Above the head is a kerchief, and underneath two strokes
represent two legs. This is, in fact, another ideograph of ren, person.
Undoubtedly King Wen derived Nourishing, the name of the p a ,
from insight about its shape. Only the top and bottom of the six lines are
solid; they represent the jaws. All other lines are broken; they represent
the teeth. The shape of the six lines gives us a picture of a mouth, symbolizing the act of eating for nourishment. The structure of the gua is
above, Thunder
below. The attribute of Mountain is
Mountain

--

--

Nourishing.
Being steadfast and upright: good fortune.
Watch your nourishment;
Pay attention to what is in your mouth.

Commentary on the Decision
Nourishing.
Steadfast and upright:goodfortune.
When nourishing is right,
Goodfortune comes.
Watchinghow you nourish 0 t h ;
It is to watch what you prowide nourishmentfor.
Paying attention to what is in your mouth.
It is to pay attention to how you nourish yourse5
Heaven and Earth nourish all beings.
The holy sages nourish the virtuous,
And thus reach all.
Great indeed is nourishing in its time!

Commentary on the Symbol

A tiger's glare, covetous, covetous.
Its desire, chasing, chasing.
No fault.

Thunder beneath Mountain.
A n image ofNourishing.

-----

Goodfortune in turning upside down, seeking nourishment
The one above sheds light.

In correspondence with this,
The superiorperson is careful of his words
And moderate in eating and drinking.

5. Fifth Six

Yao Text
1. Initial Nine
Putting aside your spiritual tortoise,
Staring at me with mouth drooling.
Misfortune.

,
I
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2. Second Six

Second six, movingforward. misfortune.
Movingforward withoutfriends'support.

3. Third Six
Contrary to normal,
Seeking nourishment.
Being steadfast: misfortune.
Ten years, not used.
Nothing is favorable.
Tenyears, not used
It is quite contrary to theproper way.

4. Fourth Six
Turning upside down,
Seeking nourishment.
Good fortune.

Goodfortune in abiding in being steadfast and upright,
Due to devotedlyfolowing the one above.

6. Top Nine
From this nourishing,
Adversity: good fortune.
Favorable to cross great rivers.

Staring at me with drooling mouth.
It is not a noble manner.

Turning upside down,
Seeking nourishment.
Contrary to normal.
From the hill, seeking nourishment.
Moving forward: misfortune.

Contrary to normal.
Abide in being steadfast and upright.
Good fortune.
Not appropriate to cross great rivers.

i'

From this nourishing,
Adversity: goodfortune.
There is great blessing.

i

a

This gua outlines the principle of nourishing. In ancient times, the Chinese concept of nourishing included nurturing, especially nurturing one's
virtue. To the ancient Chinese, nourishing without nurturing was the way
of animals. The revered sage Mencius says,
Filling with food,
Warming with clothes,
Living leisurely without learning,
It is little short of animals.
The ancient sages proclaimed that nourishing and nurturing were not a
matter reserved for the family but concerned society as a whole. Nourishing and nurturing a family was selfish, nourishing and nurturing a society
was selfless. Compared with nourishing one's virtue, nourishing one's body
was secondary. Thus, the sages were cautious of words and moderate in
diet and provided nourishment and nurturing to the people.

Either the yielding line at the fifth place or the solid line at the top
could be the host of the p a . However, the solid line at the top is the
source of nourishment. Confucius's Commentary on the Decision says,
"Heaven and Earth nourish all beings. The holy sages nourish the virtu--= = ous, and thus reach all." The host of the p a refers to the person who is
trying to follow in the steps of the sages. The first three lines of the p a
refer to nourishing oneself. Either misfortune results or nothing will be
favorable. The next three lines have to do with nourishing one's self as
well as others. The results are beneficial.
The p a indicates that after King Wu overthrew the Tyrant of Shang
there was a famine in the realm of the Shang dynasty. King Wen instructed the people to nourish the adherents of the Shang dynasty physically as well as spiritually. The Duke of Zhou tells how the adherents of
the Shang dynasty put aside their spiritual tortoises and sought physical
nourishment from the Zhou dynasty. Normally, the conquered provide
sustenance to the conqueror, but here the conqueror nourishes the conquered. If the conqueror were to supply only physical nourishment to the
conquered, it would lead to misfortune. Nourishing physical needs and
spiritual needs brought good fortune.
/'

ment from a person below is contrary to what is normal. Thcn she tries to
seek nourishment from the one above, at the top place. They are also
complementary yin and yang. But the one at the uppermost place is too
high to reach-they do not correspond with each other. It is like seeking
nourishment from a hill while staying on the plain; not realistic. It is better to be independent.

I
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(1) Initial Nine. Nourirbing alternates to FallingAway (23) -

The solid line at the bottom represents a person of resolute character,
responding to the yielding line at the fourth place. A tortoise is an animal
able to survive without eating and drinking for a long period of time. In
ancient China, the tortoise was regarded as a spiritual animal because of
its longevity. The Yao Text, "Putting aside your spiritual tortoise, staring
at me with mouth drooling," denotes that one at this place puts his spirituality aside and watches the person high above him eating. A drooling
mouth suggests greed. There is a Chinese adage that says, "Mouth drooling with greed. It is not a noble manner." The solid line at the bottom is
firm and strong. H e ought to rely on himself in seeking nourishment for
his physical body as well as his spiritual nature. Yet he puts aside his own
resources and seeks profit from other people's toil. This behavior ends in
misfortune.
(2) Second Six. Nourishing alternates to Decreasing (41)
The yielding line at the second place represents a person who cannot live
independently. At first she seeks nourishment from the one below, at the
bottom line. They are complementary yin and yang. Yet seeking nourish-

1
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(3) Third Six. Nourishing alternates t o Adorning (22)
The yin element at the third place responds to the yang element at the
top. In ordinary cases, there is no danger. Here the yielding line at the
third place is a yin element at a yang place, neither central nor correct.
And it is at the top of the lower p a , Thunder (Taking Action), which
suggests that one at this place intends to act contrary to normal. She has
already reached the extreme. Acting contrary to what is appropriate goes
against the principle of seeking nourishment; there is misfortune. The
Yao Text warns to take no action for ten years, representing a lengthy
period.
(4) FourfbSix. Nourirbing alternates to Eradicating (21) E
This line is located at the bottom of the upper p a . At a higher position
one's duty is to nourish others, but this one is unable to fullill her duty by
herself. Since she corresponds to the bottom line, she seeks nourishment
from below. This is turning a relationship upside down. However, her
situation is different from that of the one at the third place. This fourth
six is a yin element at a yin place. The place is correct; she is not selfish.
This element responds to the bottom line. Her motive seeking nourishment from below is not for herself but for others-thus, there is good
fortune. The Yao Text explains that even glaring like a tiger, eyeing prey
with insatiable craving, brings no fault. Because her motive is to nourish
other people, there is good fortune instead of fault. Confucius's Commentary on the Yao Text says, "Good fortune in turning upside down,
seeking nourishment.The one above sheds light."The upper gua is Mountain, which sometimes also represents fierce animals. Thus, the text uses a
tiger as the analogy.
(5) F p h Six. Nourishing alternates to Increasing (42)
The yielding line at the fifth place is in the place of a ruler. It is a yin
element at a yang place, central but not correct. She is not strong enough
to nourish and nurture the people solely by herself; instead, she relies on
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the one above, the sage at the uppermost place. In this way, she acts contrary to what is appropriate. Although it is against her will, she has no
choice. Her motive is pure and correct; she does it for the people. Therefore the advice is to remain steadfast and upright; good fortune will be
-- derived from the action of devotedly following the sage. The structure of
the gua is solid outside and empty inside, like a boat. After this line moves
from yielding to solid, the upper gua alternates to Wind. An empty vessel
encounters wind and storm-there is danger. Thus the Yao Text warns
that one should not cross great rivers; in other words, do not do anything
lightly.

Da G u o
Great ~ x c e e d i n ~
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(6) Top Nine. Nourishing alternates to Turning Back (24)

The uppermost line is at the top of the p a . Nourishing is completed. The
Tao of nourishing, in a narrow sense, is to nourish one's household. In a
broad sense it is to serve the people. While a wise sage has abundance, he
never forgets about the time of insufficiency.Thus the Yao Text says, "From
this nourishing, adversity: good fortune." The uppermost line represents
a sage. The ruler relies on him to nourish the people. The structure of the
gua is solid outside and empty inside, like a boat. When this line changes
from yielding to solid, the upper p a alternates to Earth, which indichtes
following. When an empty vessel follows the wind, it is favorable to cross
great rivers. The sage is aware of the danger and overcomes all difficulties
while crossing great rivers. It portends great blessing.

Additional Reference Information for This Gua
Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Mountain above, Thunder below
Thunder under Mountain, Nourishing
Earth
Two yang with four yin
The eleventh month of the lunar year, or
December
Top Nine
-Great Exceeding
(28)
Nourishing
(27) =
z
--Responding
(2) E
Z

Dui Lake
Xun Wood

Da is great; Guo is exceeding. Wilhelm translates Da Guo as Preponderance of the Great, and Blofeld translates it as Excess. I follow the literal
Chinese meaning, Great Exceeding.
This p a is the opposite of the preceding gua. All the solid lines of the
preceding p a convert to yielding lines, and the yielding lines convert to
alternates to Great Exceeding ZZ.
solid lines. In this way Nourishing
During a time of great exceeding, inevitably there is extraordinary action.
Extraordinary action needs great nourishment. Therefore, Nourishing and
Great Exceeding complement each other.
Sequence of the Gua: Without nourishing it is impossible to take action. Thus,
after Nourishing, Great ExceedingfolZows.
Da Guo denotes greatly exceeding; taking extraordinary action. The strucabove,Wood
below. There are four solid lines
ture of the p a is Lake
and two yielding lines. The number of solid lines is double that of the yielding ones; the yang greatly exceeds the yin. This is one reason that King Wen
named this gua Great Exceeding. The name also derives from the structure-in the layout of the lines can be seen a blueprint for the frame of a
house. The six lines represent the topmost horizontal beam of a root The
stability of a house greatly depends on the quality of this beam because all
the rafters lean against this central pole. Here the ridgepole is not stable.
The two ends of the pole are weak (two yielding lines), while the central

--
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part is strong (four solid lines). This picture reveals how the weight of the
central portion of the ridgepole exceeds the capacity of the two ends to
sustain it. This is another reason for the name Great Exceeding, which suggests that the roof is about to fall and it is time to go somewhere or to do
- something to remedy the situation.
-There are two ideographs constituting the name of the gua. The first
ideograph, da, represents "great." It is an image of a person standing upright with arms and legs wide open, showing his greatness. The second
ideograph consists of two parts. Three curved strokes at the top left symbolize three footprints going forward. Underneath the footprints is the
ideograph zhi, which means stop. On the right side is the ideograph guo;
its function is to provide the sound of the character. It looks like a crosssection of the side view of a house. There are two pillars on each side and
a beam sitting on the pillars. Underneath the beam is a tiny square representing a mouth, which was metonymical for people in ancient China,
just as we say "many mouths to feed" in English. Placing the person underneath the beam and between the pillars suggests that the structure is a
house. Above the beam is an extra structure which gives the beam an
extra load, symbolizing excess.
In this p a , the soid line at the second place and the solid line at the
fifth place are central. The inner gua is Wind. Here, Wind represents
"smooth," for example, sailing with a smooth wind. The outer gua is Lake
(Happy). Sailing with a favorable wind makes people happy. It is possible
to obtain support and help and to advance smoothly without obstruction.
Thus the ~ecisionsays that it is favorable to advance; there will be success.
/

Decision
Great Exceeding.
The ridgepole sags.
Favorable to have somewhere to go.
Prosperous and smooth.

Commentary on the Decision
Great Exceeding.
It indicates that the exceeding is great.
The ridgepole sags;
Two ends are weak.

Thefirm exceeds the yielding
At the centralplace.
Smooth andjoyous in action.
Favorable to have somewhere to go.
There is success.
Truly great is the time of Great Exceeding!

Commentary on the Symbol
The lake rises over the tree.
A n image of Great Exceeding.
In correspondence with this,
The superior person stands alone withoutfear
And withdrawsj?om the world with no depression.

Yao Text
1. Initial Six
For a mat
Use white cogon grasses.
No fault.
For a mat, use white cogon grasses.
It is to put soft materials underneath.

2. Second Nine
Withered willow produces sprouts;
Old man takes a young wife.
Nothing is unfavorable.
Old man takes a young w fe.
The excess and the insufticency can be adjusted.

3. Third Nine
Ridgepole sags.
Misfortune.
The misfortune of the sagging ridgepole,
Being unable to get support.

4. Fourth Nine
Ridgepole curves upward.
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Good fortune.
If responding with others,
Humiliation.

---

The goodfortune of the ridgepole curving upward
Rely not on supportfrom below.

5. Fifth Nine
Withered willow produces flowers.
Old woman takes a young husband.
No fault. No praise.

A withered w illowpro LcesJowers.
How could this last long?
Old woman takes a young husband
Could it be disgraceful?
6. Top Six
Passing through a river,
Water over head.
Misfortune.
No fault.
Miifortune ofpassing through a river;
There is no groundfor blame.
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Great Exceeding suggests a situation that is out of balance. It denotes an
extraordinary situation requiring extraordinary action. Confucius's Commentary on the Symbol says, "The superior person stands alone without
fear and withdraws from the world with no depression."This is the proper
attitude for taking extraordinary action in an extraordinary situation. Because the situation is unusual, not everyone is able to take such action; one
should stand alone without fear. If one fails, one is able to withdraw from
the world without suffering. In so doing, one acts in accordance with the
spirit of taking extraordinary action in an extraordinary situation.
Things that are too big are difficult to control, and things that are too
firm are easy to break: this is the defect of Great Exceeding. This gua
expounds the truth of adjustment between the strong and the weak, the
excessive and the deficient. If one masters the principle of adjustment, no

matter how difficult the situation, any problem can be solved. For instance, if something is likely to break easily, one can put soft materials,
like cogon grasses, underneath it to protect it. Amending the firmness
and balancing the deficiency rely on adjustment.
-This gua also expounds the principle of taking extraordinary actions. In -the process of taking action, during the time of Great Accumulation and
Nourishing, one is able to develop strength, store up knowledge, accumulate
experience, and bring up followers and successors to realize one's aspiration
and ambition. Up to the point of Great Exceeding, one is able to take extraordinary action.Taking extraordinaryaction is not an easy task One should
be extremely cautious, employing the theory of balancing the yin and the
yang. That is to moderate the yang with the yin and to elevate the yin with
the yang. In this way, people will be happy to follow and support.
The host of the p a is u n u s u a l i t is the solid line at the fourth place.
Normally the solid line at the second place or the fifth place is the host.
They are firm and strong, central and correct. However, in this p a , both
of them are not qualified. The solid line at the second place is firm and
central, yet it has not gone beyond the lower p a . The solid line at the
fifth place is firm, central, and correct, yet it is too
at the top.That is where the ridgepole could
firm and strong-is located in the middle
upward. It is appropriate to be the host of
only the solid line at the third place is in an unfortunate situation. The
rest are able to adjust from yin to yang or yang to yin without problem.
This p a tells us that after the Zhou dynasty was established, its territory was greatly expanded, and administrative work was extensive. Adjustment was demanded. King Wen instructed that Great Exceeding was
like a ridgepole sagging. Although it was favorable to advance, it required
extraordinary actions to make adjustments. The Duke of Zhou records
that the adjustment was carried on with reverence and caution, as if offering a sacrifice to Heaven and the ancestors. At first the result was good,
like a withered willow producing sprouts. However, there were too many
surviving adherents of the Shang dynasty waiting for adequate arrangements and dispositions. King W u worked hard, as if passing through a
river. The water was over his head, but there was no fault.

(1) Initial Six. Great Exceeding alternates to Eliminating (43)
The Yao Text says, "For a mat use white cogon grasses." In ancient times
there were no tables and chairs. People sat on the floor. When offering
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sacrifices to Heaven or their ancestors, white cogon grasses were spread
on the ground, and all vessels were put on the grasses, showing the offerer's
reverent mood. The bottom line is yielding,
symbolizing
- - that one at this
place
is
humble
and
cautious.
The
line
is
at
the
bottom
of the lower gua,
-- Wind, which represents a gentle character. During the time of taking
-extraordinaryaction, such a person is cautious and reverent, as when spreading white cogon grasses on the ground while offering a sacrifice. If there
should be an accident, it would not damage the vessels. There is nothing
at fault.
(2) Second Nine. Great Exceeding alternates to Mutual Influence (31)

Willows grow close to water. The lower gua is Wood. The four yang lines
in the middle of this gua can be seen as a single yang element, which gives
this gua the appearance of the primary gua Water E. Thus willow was
employed as a symbol. The solid line at the second place is the lowest
among the four yang lines. It symbolizes the beginning of Great Exceeding. This yang element does not respond to the yang element at the fifth
place; they are both yang. However, it is close to the yin element on the
bottom. These yin and yang attract each other, like an old man taking a
young wife. The old man gets nourishment from thqyoung wife and has
children, like a withered willow producing new sprouts.The old man and
young wife symbolize excess and insufficiency. When they are balanced,
nothing is unfavorable. This line reveals the truth that excess and insufficiency can be adjusted and balanced.

says that there is good fortune. However, this line responds to the yin
element at the bottom; there is temptation for one at this place to rely on
the yin in taking action. The bottom line is a yin element at a yin place,
which is too much yin. When one who is at a balanced yin and yang
situation relies on someone who has an excessive amount of yin, there will =
-be humiliation. This is why the Yao Text says, "If responding with others,
humiliation."

(5) FFh Nine. Great Exceeding alternates to Long Lasting (32)

\

The yang element at the fifth place is at the top of the four yang elements.
It reaches the end of Great Exceeding. It does not respond to the yang
element at the second place. Thus, one at this place tends to seek union
with the uppermost yang element. The fifth line is a yang element at a
yang place, symbolizing a young man. The top line is a yin element at a
yin place, symbolizing an old woman. This union is as unusual as a withered willow producing a flower. There is no fault, yet no praise.
(6) Top Six. Great Exceeding alternates to Encountering (e/)

The yin element at the uppermost place is at the end of the gua. It is too
weak to cross a river. Owing to a lack of self-understanding, her overreacting gets her in water over her head. Of course, there is danger. She is
a yin element at a yang location; she might not be too self-willed. If this
overreacting is necessary and can be handled with caution, there will be
no ground for blame.

(3) ThirdNine. Great Exceeding alternates to Exhausting (47)

The third line and the fourth lines are in the middle of the gua. The text
uses a ridgepole, the topmost horizontal beam of a roof, as an analogy.
The third line is a yang element at a yang place-too firm, too rigid, and
too easy to break. It suggests that a rigid, self-willed person is facing a
dangerous situation, like a sagging ridgepole about to break. One at this
place responds to the yin element at the uppermost place. One at the
uppermost place wants to help, but nobody can help an extremely selfwilled person. This situation is dangerous.
(4) Fourth Nine. Great Exceeding altmtates to Replenishing (48)

The fourth line is a yang element at a yin place; it possesses the attributes
of both yin and yang. It is more balanced than the element at the third
place. One at this place is able to carry a heavy burden. Thus, the Yao Text
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Additional Reference Information for This Gua

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Thunder above, Heaven below
Lake over Wood, Great Exceeding
Metal
Four yang with two yin
The tenth month of the lunar year, or November
Fourth Nine
Nourishing
(27) Z
-E
(28) E
Great Exceeding
(1) ZE
Initiating

(29) Kan

Kan ~ a r k n e s s
--- Kan Water
- - Kan Water

Kan is a pit. It can also be interpreted as falling. W i e l m translates Kan
as Abysmal and Blofeld as Abyss. In this book the word Darkness is used.
The ancient ideograph selected for this gua is a very old and beautiful
form. The left half of the ideograph is a symbol for Earth. The right half
is made up of two parts. The upper portion depicts a erson standing on
one foot with the other foot off the ground, which in icates that the person is falling. Directly underneath one foot, there is a vertical line symbolizing a falling movement. The lower portion of the ideograph looks
like a pit. We have here the image of someone falling into a pit. The
meaning of Kan is twofold, either a pit or falling. In the later version of
the ideograph, it should be noted, the picture of the pit was left out.
The central theme of this gua is: falling but not drowned; in danger
but not lost. Maintain your confidence: soothe your mind. With assurance and faith, caution and trust, you can pass through any difficult situation. Both Abysmal and Abyss carry the sense of being bottomless. Kan
is a pit, but it is not bottomless. There is hope.
above and Water =
Kan is made up of two primary gua, Water
below. In ancient times, the Chinese lived inland; they were not a seafaring people. For this reason, Water was associated with difficulty or
danger. According to the system of the five elements, the color ofwater is
blue-black. There is no light in a pit. Thus, the meaning of Kan can also
be interpreted as falling into darkness. In the I Ching, yin lines of a gua
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alternating to yang lines, or vice versa, are called inverse. The inverted
form of this gua is Li, meaning "attaching to brightness."
According to Fu Xi's arrangement
of the eight primary gua, Q a n stands
u
for Heaven, Kun for Earth, Li for sun, and Kan for moon. Besides Heaven
and Earth, sun and moon were the two most important symbols to the =
-ancient Chinese. The sun and moon up in the sky were the first two natural objects they noticed to display the principle of yin and yang. The ancients recognized that the sun was the source of heat and light. They
named the sun tai yang, which means the most yang or the hottest, the
brightest. They also perceived that the moon itself had neither heat nor
light; its light was merely the reflection of the sun. They named the moon
tai yin, which means the most yin or the coldest, the darkest. From the
waxing and waning of the moon derived the principle of change and also
that of the continuity of change-the two principles that are the basis of
the I Ching. Heaven and Earth, sun and moon were the four deities that
the ancient Chinese revered the most. Heaven and Earth, respectively,
represent the pure yang and the pure yin. Sun and moon represent yin
within yang and yang within yin, respectively. The ancients named these
four gua as the symbols of the four cardinal directions-Qan for south,
Kun for north, Li for east, and Kan for west. Q a n , Kun, Li, and Kan were
the most significant gua in the I Ching; therefore, Q a n and Kun were
placed at the beginning of the Upper Canon and Kan and Li at the end.
The whole I Ching expounds the principle of yin and yang. Yin and
yang exist in everything. They are opposite but mutually interdependent;
without yin, there would be no yang and vice versa. Sun and moon, fire
and water, brightness and darkness are the most obvious examples of yin
and yang. The symbol of the sun is Li, meaning the Fire or the Brightness; the symbol of moon is Kan, signifying the Water or the Darkness.
For these reasons, I feel comfortable employing Darkness as the name of
this gua and referring to its inverted form, Li, as Brightness.
Darkness represents not only a pit but also a situation of difficulty or
danger. The structure of this gua is a doubling of the primary gua, Water.
The image of Water is a yang line plunging between two yin lines, like
running water flowing along and between the banks of a river. In ancient
times, crossing a river represented a great danger. Thus, the attribute of
Water was designated a situation of difficulty or danger. Here, Water is
doubled, suggesting that one is plunging into a situation fraught with
daculties or danger. However, the ancient Chinese believed that no matter
how dangerous or dark a situation was, if one was able to follow the way
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of Heaven, one could pass through it as safely as water passes through a
ravine.
Sequence of the Gua: Things cannotforever be in an excessive state. Thus,
after Great Exceeding, Darknessfollows.

Commentary on the Symbol
Wateryows on twice over,
Darkness is doubled
In correspondence with this,
The superior person cultivates andpractices viriue constantly
And responds through teaching.

Decision
Doubled darkness.
Be sincere and truthful.
Rely on heart and mind.
Prosperous and smooth;
Deeds will be honored.

Commentary on the Decision
Darkness is doubled
Dangers succeed one after anotie~.

Yao Text
1. Initial Six
Doubled darkness.
Falling into a pit within a pit.
Misfortune.
Darkness doubled
Falling into a pit under a pit.
One has lost the way;
There will be misfortune.

2. Second Nine
Waterfows a n d p s ,
Not accumulating but running.
Pass through dangerousplaces;
Never lose sey-confidmce.
ReZy on heart and mind
Thefirm are in the centralplaces.
Deeds will be honored
Goingforward, there is success.
The danger in Heaven,
No one can ascend
The danger on Earth,
There are mountains and rivers.
Kings andprinces
Took advantage of these dangerous situations
Toprotect their realms.
It is great indeed, at theproper time,
To take advantage of these dangerous situations.

Darkness; there is danger.
Strive for little things.
Obtain.
Strivefor little things,
Still along the middle way.

3. Third Six
Coming or going, darkness, darkness.
Danger, just wait.
Already fallen into a pit within a pit;
Do not act.
Coming or going, darkness, darkness.
Any effort ends without success.

4. Fourth Six
A jug of wine, two baskets of food.
Plain earthen vessels.
Simple offerings through a window
End in no fault.
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Ajug of &?e, AUO baskets offood
Firm and klding meet.

able as the one at the fifth place, which is a yang element at a yang place.
After King Wu overthrew the Tyrant of Shang, he still needed to conquer 99 minor kingdoms and subdue 652 lords. Returning in victory, King
Wu selected Gao-jing as the capital. Here the Zhou dynasty was established. This gua tells us how in this period of time the situation bred
darkness following darkness, difficulty upon difficulty, and danger after
danger. King Wu maintained his confidence and calmed his heart and
mind. The Duke of Zhou narrates several difficulties and dangers overcome by King Wu.

5. Fifth Nine
Water in the pit, not overflowing,
Fills only to the rim.
No fault.
Water in thepit, not yet overflowing.
The central line is notyet great enough.

6. Top Six
Bound with black cords,
Confined in a thicket of thorns.
Three years, no remission.
Misfortune.

(1) Initial Six. Darkness alternates to Restricting (60)

Six at the beginning is a yin element at the bottom of the p a . It indicates
a very bad situation; the circumstances have reached the extreme of darkness and difficulty. This yao gives warning that one should not fall into
the depth of darkness from which it would be difficult to extricate oneself. The message is that even when one's difficulty is doubled, one should
not lose one$ way or one's self-confidence.

Top six has missed theproper way.
Mifortunefor threeyears.

(2) Second Nine. Darkness alternates to Union (8) -

This gua is one of the eight that are made by doubling one of the primary
gua-in this case, Water =.
The image of the gua is darkness following darkness, difficulty after
difficulty, and danger after danger. The main theme is how to deal with
difficult situations or danger. The ancient sages always taught people to
be cautious. There is an old saying that "where there is precaution, there is
no danger." However, in the course of life, sometimes one cannot avoid
difficult situations or danger. How should one deal with them? First, it is
important to remain calm and establish a positive attitude. Be cautious
and trusting. When passing through darkness, one should stay as calm as
if walking on level ground. Consider how to prevent the situation from
worsening, then find a way to solve the problem. One can always transform bad situations into something positive. This is the core spirit of the
I Ching.
There are two solid lines in this gua, one at the second place and the
other at the fifth place. The host of the gua is the solid line at the fifth
place. Water here symbolizes a pit. The nature ofwater is to flow. But first
the water must fill up the pit; only then can it move forward. The solid
line at the second place is capable of being the host, but it is not as suit-

.

Nine at the second place is a yang element at a yin place. It is still a
difficult situation. In the darkness there is danger. Fortunately, this line is
a central yang element. One at this place is not able to overcome the
difficulty or danger totally; but, by being cautious and self-confident and
understanding the situation, one can strive to make little changes.
(3) Third Six. Darkness alternates to Replenishing (48)

E

Six at the third place is a yin element at a yang place, neither central nor
correct but yielding and gentle. One in this place has difficulty going
forward or backward. It is like falling into a dark well. This line suggests
that when one has f d e n into such a situation, one should cease struggling
and wait for a favorable time and set of circumstances.
(4) Fourth Six. Darkness alternates to Exhausting (47)

This line is in a better situation. The fourth place is for a minister, close to
the king at the fifth place. Here there is a yin element at a yin place, gentle
and submissive. But the king is firm and strong. In ordinary circumstances,
there are numerous requirements concerning etiquette between a king
and a minister. During a time of difficulty and darkness, they treat each
other with respect. A jug ofwine and baskets of food are enough for their
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entertaihent. They do not rely on material things, but only on a spirit of
faithfiilnesh and reverence. This is the attitude to adopt in dealing with a
difficult situatjon: one should be as sincere as the king and minister and as
faithful and reverent as when offering a sacrifice.

(5) Fijttl,Nine. Darkness alternates to Multitude (7) Nine at the fifth place is in the center of the upper gua, but it is close to
the end, the top place. The text employs the analogy of water f a n g a pit.
When running water falls into a pit, the pit f d s up before the water can
run out. In this place, the water has come close to the r i m s o o n e r or
later it will flow out and move forward again. This line shows that no
matter how dark and difficult a situation is, if one does not lose one's selfconfidence, there is always a way out.
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Li a Fire
Li Fire

(6) Top Six.Darkness alternates to Dispersing (59)

This line is a warning. One cannot deal with difficulty and danger by
leaving things to chance. That is a negative attitude. The one at the uppermost place is a yin element whose character is weak. One who keeps
this negative attitude is likened to a prisoner bound by/cords and confined
in a thicket of thorns. In ancient times, this was actually done to prisoners. If one could not get remission within three years, one would be confined forever. In other words, if one holds on to a negative attitude, there
is no way to extricate oneself from difficulty and danger. One should cultivate an attitude of self-understanding and self-preservation.

Additional Reference Information for This Gua

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Water above, Water below
Water is doubled, Darkness
Water
Two yang with four yin
Winter Solstice
Fifth Nine
Brightness
Darkness
Nourishing
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Li is the opposite of the preceding p a , Kan. It represents Fire or Brightness. When the lines of a gua alternate from yin to yang or yang to yin, a
new gua-the opposite of the original pa-comes forth. Wilhelm translates Li as The Clinging, Fire; Blofeld translates Li as Flaming Beauty.
Here I use Brightness. Li means to leave, to part from, to be away from,
but in ancient times it also meant to attach. This is why the orderly sequence of the gua refers to attaching.
The left half of this ideograph is an ancient animal named li; the
right half is an ancient bird with bright yellow feathers called zhui. A
Chinese character, in most cases, is made up of two parts: one part provides the sound, the other part provides the meaning. In this ideograph,
the left side gives the sound of the character Li, while the right provides
the meaning. The ancients picked the bright color of the bird to signify
the character Li; thus, Li symbolizes brightness, though that is not its
literal meaning. It is associated with Fire, the sun, and the most yang
energy. O n this basis, I use Brightness for the name of this p a . Complications such as this, and the need to know the history and changing
meanings of each word and character, is why it can be so difficult to
properly translate the I Ching.
It is of great significance that King Wen placed this p a , Li, together
with the previous p a , Kan, as the last two chapters of the Upper Canon.
The I Ching expounds the truth of yin and yang; they oppose each other
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and yet also complement each other. The Upper Canon demonstrates
the yin-yang principle in natural phenomena, starting with Q a n and
Kun and ending with Kan and Li. These four gua have special significance in the I Ching. King Wen regarded Q a n and Kun as the symbols
of Heaven and Earth and Kan and Li as the symbols of the sun and the
moon. Heaven and Earth represent the pure yang and the pure yin. The
sun and moon tell us that within the yang there is yin, and within the yin
there is yang. According to Fu Xi's arrangement of the eight primary
gua, Q a n , Kun, Kan, and Li were designated as the four cardinal directions of the universe. King Wen placed Q a n and Kun at the head of the
Upper Canon and Kan and Li at the end. These four gua were the most
distinguished symbols of the natural phenomena. The purpose of the
Upper Canon is to trace the Tao of Heaven and apply it to human life.
The ancients believed that the truth expounded in the Upper Canon was
as perpetual as Heaven and Earth, as correct as the four cardinal directions, and as bright as the sun and moon. Actually the Chinese put the
ideographs of the sun and the moon together to form a new character,
\
ming, which means brightness.

Sequence of the Gua: Whenfalling into darkness, one is certain to attach to
something. Thus, after Darkness comes attaching to each other and to Brightness.

The structure of the gua is Fire =above, Fire =below. The attribute of
Fire is attachment as well as brightness. When two Fire gua are combined, the Brightness is doubled. During times of darkness and danger
people should cling to one another. When they do, things get brighter.

Decision
Brightness.
Favorable to be steadfast and upright.
Prosperous and smooth.
Raise a cow:
Good fortune.

Commentary on the Decision
Brightness.
I t means being attached
The sun and moon attach to Heaven.

Grains and plants attach t o Earth.
Doubled brightness attaches to what is correct.
Thus, all under Heaven are tranrformed
The yielding attaches to the central and correctplaces.
For this reason, there is prosperity and smoothness.
It is like raising a cow;
It brings goodfortune.

Commentary on the Symbol
Brightness is doubled,
An image of the brightness of the sun.
In correspondence with this,
Agreatperson continuously radiates
Brilliant virtue and deeds all over the world.

Yao Text
1. Initial Nine
Steps confusedTread with reverence.
No fault.
Reverencefor confwd steps.
Avoid faults.

2. Second Six
Yellow brightness.
Supreme good fortune.

The supreme goodfortune of yellow brightness.
He is stepping in the central way.

3. Third Nine
Sunset brightness.
Not beating an earthen pot and singing,
Sighing in sorrow for old age.
Misfortune.

Sunset brightness.
How can it last long?

W---

4. Fourth Nine
Comes all of a sudden.
Flaring up,
Dying down,
Discarded away.

Comes aN of a sudden.
There is no placefor it.

5. Fifth Six
Tears in floods,
Sighing with sorrow.
Good fortune.
The goodfortune of thefifh six;
It is attached to the Ring; place.

6. Top Nine
The king engages in launching an expedition.
There is a decree:
Kill the leader,
Capture the followers.
No fault.
The Ring engages in launching an expedition.
Bring rect$cation to the country.

This gua is one of the eight gua made up by doubling one of the eight
primary p a . The name of the gua symbolizes heat and light. The source
of heat and light is the sun. The attribute of Li is brightness, which symbolizes intelligence and wisdom. Being embarrassed by unresolved problems feels like falling into darkness. Finding a solution is compared to a
light that casts out the darkness. The preceding p a , Darkness, displays
the way to deal with a difficult or dangerous condition. It teaches caution
together with sincerity, trusrfulness, and wholeheartedness. This p a ,
Brightness, sheds light upon the distinction between right and wrong. If
one's attitude is not sincere and wholehearted, one is not able to distinguish between what is appropriate and what is inappropriate.
There are two yielding lines in this p a , one at the second place and

the other at the fifth place. The host of the p a is at the second line. The
flame of a fire begins at the lower level, where it shines brighter. Although
the yielding line at the fifth place is at a supreme place-central but not
correct-it is not suitable to be the host.
-This gua is a continuation of the preceding p a , which tells us that =
-during the time that King Wu was conquering minor kingdoms and subduing lords, he remembered that as people came to join the brightness
there would be prosperity. It was favorable to be steadfast and upright.
The submission of those who were as docile as a cow would bring good
fortune. The Duke of Zhou tells how different kinds of people were dealt
with in different ways. The policy was to kill the leader and not his followers. In this there was no fault.
(1) Initial Nine. Brightness alternates to Traveling (56)

Nine at the beginning is a yang element at a yang place. It is the beginning of Brightness and symbolizes an intelligent person who is firm and
active but too eager to advance. Unfortunately, at the very beginning of a
new situation, it is difficult for one to see the end. In this way, one's steps
are confused.Treading with caution, there will be no fault.
(2) Second Six. Brightness alternates to Great Harvest (14)

Six at the second place is in a supremely auspicious situation. The Yao
Text mentions yellow brightness. This is similar to the fifth six in the
second p a , Kun-"A yellow lower garment. Supreme good fortune." Yellow is the color of the Earth. In the system of the five elements, Earth
occupies the central place. For this reason, the Duke of Zhou employed
yellow to indicate the center. The yielding line at the second place is central and correct and therefore auspicious. The message of this p a is that
when one attaches to someone or something, one should follow the principle of being central and correct.
(3) ThirdNine. Brightness alternates to Eradicating (21) ZE

Nine at the third place is a yang element at a yang place, in the midst of
two primary gua, Fire and Fire. In this situation, the lower p a represents the sun setting in the west, and the upper p a represents the sun
rising in the east. The ancient Chinese used sunset as a metaphor to
indicate old age. The sun declines quickly, like the end of one's life. In
this gua, we are told that life and death are natural phenomena, just like
sunrise and sunset. When one ages, one should beat the earthen pot,
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sing, and fully enjoy the blessings of life. If one sighs in sorrow for old
age, it is a great misfortune.

Ad&tiond Reference Infomation forThis

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
~ o soft the Gus:
Opposite Gus:
~nverseGua:
Mutual Gua:

(4) Fourth Nine. Brightness alternates to Adorning (22)

- 7

--

N n e at the fourth place is also in the middle of two primary p a , Fire and
F3e. Six at the fourth place is firm and strong. Its situation is likened to
dye y - g ~ the
f sun. The Yao Text says, "Comes all of a sudden" because
the lower mutual gua is Wind =. When fire catches wind it blazes up
instantly; the result is "Flaring up, dying down, discarded away." A story
used to explain this gua says that once there was an old king who suddenly passed away and a young king was crowned. Power struggles followed. The dark forces would flare up, die down, and be discarded. This
line shows that in the course of life brightness may arise suddenly and
then die out as quickly. One should be intelligent and wise enough to deal
with the varying course of life.
/

(5) F p h Six. B+$-ness alternates to Seeking Harmony (13)E

Six at the fifth place is a yin element at a yang place. It is central but
incorrect. Although this line is in a supreme place, it is too weak. One at
this place feels pressure coming from the two yang elements above and
below, leading to tears in floods and sorrowfirl sighs. Fortunately he is
gentle and walks in the central path, so there is still good fortune.
Confucius's commentary says, 'The good fortune of the fifth six; it is
attached to the king's place." This yao shows that one at this place is not
as confused as one at the bottom, yet he does not have a positive attitude.
He sheds tears and sighs. How can he enjoy life?
(6) Top Nine. Brightness a h a t e s to Abundance (55)

Nine at the top is at the uppermost place of the gua. It reaches the peak of
Brightness. Eventually, one at this place becomes mature. A parable is
used to explain the meaning of this gua, which says that one at this place
should be able to see clearly the whole situation of one's realm, like a king.
He is firm and strong but kind and gentle, able to undertake an expedition to bring light to the country. The one in this place should also cultivate the virtue and wisdom of a superior person. "Kill the leader, capture
the followers"is the key line of this p a . This is to say that one should deal
with the root of a problem, not the minor problems. This principle is
useful in cultivating one's own virtue and practicing in daily life. Then
there will be no fault.

,

Fire above, Fire below
Fire is doubled, Brightness
Fire
TWO

yin with four yang

Summer Solstice
Second Six
Darkness
Brightness
Great Exceeding

THE
LOWER
CANON

The Lower Canon contains thirty-four p a , from
Xian and Heng to Ji Ji and Wei Ji. Xian and Heng
represent the Mutual Influence and Long Lasting
union of a man and a woman. Ji Ji and Wei Ji represent the endless cycle of human affairs from Already
Fulfilled to Not Yet Fulfdled. This canon sheds light
upon the yin aspect of natural phenomena, the Tao of
.Humanity.

----

Dui Lake
Gen Mountain
I

i
Sequence of the Gua:After Heaven and Earth have come into existence,
there are myriad beings.After myriadbeings have come into existence, there are
male andfPmale.After male and'male are distinguished, tiere comes the relationship of husband and w fe. After husband and w@ have united together,
there arrivefather and son. After there arefather and son, there come ruler and
ministez After there are ruler and minister, there come high andlow.After high
and low exist, then etiquette can be appropriatelypracticed
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Xian originally meant all, together, or mutual. Wilhelrn translates Xian as
Influence (Wooing); Blofeld translates Xian as Attraction, Sensation. In
this book, it is called Mutual Influence. Pictured here are two ancient ideographs with a close relationship.The upper one is xian, and the one in the
left margin is gan. When the ideograph for heart, xin, appears underneath
xian, then xian becomes gan. According to Conhcius's Commentary on
the Decision, xian should be gan. Gan means influence. It has the connotation of moving one's heart. If we consider the whole context of this p a ,
gan makes more sense. It has been suggested that the ideograph for heart
might have been left out in the ancient text. In ancient Chinese writings, a
radical or root of a complicated character was frequently left out.
The structure of the gua is Lake =over Mountain =. Because a lake
contains water, Lake is bestowed with the attribute of sinking downward.
- It is obvious that the nature of a mountain is to tower aloft. Lake over
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Mountain presents the picture that one is sinking downward and the other
is towering upward. The mountain underneath affords the foundation for
the lake, and the lake above supplies moisture to nourish the mountain.
They mutually influence each other, like a man and woman courting.
Mutual Influence is the main theme of this gua.
In the system of the I Ching, Lake represents the youngest daughter,
and Mountain represents the youngest son. Lake above, Mountain below
symbolizes an attractive young man wooing a beautiful maiden. Since, as
they are young and energetic, their mutual influence is powerful and sincere. This p a symbolizes newlyweds. The lower p a , Mountain, keeps
still, the upper p a , Lake, is pleasant. Mutual love cannot be obtained
with half-heartedness. It should be as stable as the mountain and as pure
as the water in the lake. To the Chinese, mutual love between man and
woman is the will of Heaven and Earth. Mutual love should not be actuated by selfish motives, otherwise the union will not be successful and
long lasting. For this reason, King Wen arranged Mutual Influence and
Long Lasting at the start of the Lower Canon, matching the arrangement of Q a n and Kun, the creative force of Heaven and the responsive
force of Earth, at the beginning of the Upper Canon. One can see that
King Wen's sequence of the sixty-four gua is very well organized.
The purpose of the I Ching is to explore the Tao of Heaven and the
Tao of Humanity. Heaven is the Chinese term for Nature or God. Following the Tao of Nature or the Tao of God to establish the Tao of Humanity is the ancient Chinese way to guide one's personal life and to
manage one's social affairs. The Upper Canon was designed to explore
the law of Heaven, and therefore it begins with the interplay of Heaven
and Earth and ends with the interaction of Water and Fire. Heaven and
Earth are the yin and yang aspects of natural phenomena. Water and Fire
are the yin and yang aspects of human affairs. The Chinese believed that
the male nature was akin to Fire and the female nature was like Water.
Fire and Water stand for male and female. When they interact, these
opposites become complementary.
When King Wen rearranged the sixty-four gua, he was able to follow
Fu Xi's system of the eight primary p a . According to Fu Xi's system, the
eight primary p a represent the eight directions. Heaven, Earth, Fire, and
Water symbolize the four cardinal directions, namely, south, north, east,
and west. King Wen appointed Heaven and Earth to initiate and Water
and Fire to end the Upper Canon. The Lower Canon was designed to
explore human affairs and begins with the union of a husband and wife.

---

----

Following the pattern of the Upper Canon, King Wen employed the four
diagonal directions of Fu Xi's Earlier Heaven Sequence to begin and end
the Lower Canon. This gua, Xian, is composed of Mountain and Lake. In
Fu Xi's system of the eight primary gua, Mountain is northwest, and Lake
is southeast, opposite in direction. King Wen put them together and gave
them the quality of mutual influence. When Lake and Mountain interact, these opposites become complementary.

Decision
Mutual Influence.
Prosperous and smooth.
Favorable to be steadfast and upright.
Take a maiden as a wife.
Good fortune.

Commentary on the Decision
Xian, Mutual I n z n c e .
The gentle is above, the*
below.
The love of the two induces and responds;
A union isformed
Keeping still andjoyfiZ,
The man subordinates himseyto the woman.
For this reason, there isprosperity and smoothness
In being steadfast and upright.
Taking a maiden as a w fe brings goodfortune.
Heaven and Earth influence each other;
Then all things take shape and come into being.
The holy sage infuences the hearts ofpeople;
Then the world attains peace and harmony.
Contemplatingtheir muhral influence,
We can see the nature of Heaven and Earth and all beings.

Commentary on the Symbol
Lake on Mountain.
An image of Mutual Influence.
In correspondence with this,

The superior person opens his heart and mind
To acceptpeople without prejudice.

Yao Text
1. Initial Six
Mutual influence on one's big toes.
Mutual intuence on one? big toes.
His will is directed outward.

2. Second Six
Mutual influence on one's calves.
Misfortune.
Tarrying: good fortune.
Even as mifortune threatens,
Tarrying brings goodfortune.
Be yielding and reasonable.
There will be no harm.

3. Third Nine
Mutual influence on one's thighs.
Insist on his following.
Going forward: humiliation.
Mutual intuence on one2 thigh.
Hard to get along with one another.
Insisting onfollow ing others,
One holds a low standard

4. Fourth Nine
Being steadfast and upright: good fortune.
Regret vanishes.
Hesitating, hesitating,
Coming or going?
Friends follow your thought.
Steadfast and upright: goodfortune.
Regret vanishes.
Hesitating, hesitating; coming or going?
One has not yet become brilliant and great.

5. Fifth Nine
Mutual influence on one's upper back.
No regret.

----

Mutual inzuence on onei upper back.
His will is skin deep.

6. Top Six
Mutual influence
O n one's jaw, cheek, and tongue.
Mutual inzuence on oneijaws, cheeks, and tongue.
The open mouth makes emptypromises.

Hui-yuan, an eminent monk of the Eastern Jin Dynasty (317-420), says
the root of the I Ching is mutual influence. The theme of the gua is to
cultivate mutual influence between people. In the Chinese concept, mutual influence between husband and wife is most powerful and long lasting. The ancient sages employed the image of husband and wife td expound the truth of Mutual Influence. In order to influence each other, no
matter what kind of relationship, both parties should be sincere and free
from judgment. Their hearts and minds should be as pure as the clear sky
and as open as the vast ocean. Thus, acting in harmony, the superior person opens his heart and mind fully to accept people without prejudice.
In Chinese, influence (gan) is made up of two characters-mutual (xian)
plus heart (xin). When the "heartnis taken away from gan, gan becomes
xian. In the text of the I Ching, it is possible that the author removed the
"heart." To the ancient Chinese, the heart had a mental function. It is
understandable that in order to obtain mutual influence one has to overcome or get rid of one's selfish heart to become unselfish, or selfless. Thus,
the name of the gua is Xian, Mutual Influence without selfishness. The
Duke of Zhou's Yao Text uses different parts of the human body to expound different situations of Mutual Influence. All the lines in the lower
gua respond to their corresponding lines in the upper gua, balancing the
yin with the yang. In other words, every line pursues its corresponding
mate. The problem is that in seeking mutual influence, it is difficult to act
without selfishness.
The theme of the Lower Canon is human affairs. It begins with the
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relationship of a husband and wife. The mutual influence of a male and
female is a natural as well as a social phenomenon. Nevertheless, for this
kind of relationship to endure, both parties must be selfless, truthful,
and humble. Otherwise they won't be able to communicate with or enjoy each other and be accepted. This principle and process can be ap- =
-plied to all kinds of human relationships. Such relationships begin with - mutual influence without selfishness. In this way, mutual influence arises
spontaneously.
The host of the gua is the solid line at the fourth place. The fourth
place is in the middle of the gua, equivalent to the location of the heart
within the body. Mutual influence should radiate from the heart. The
solid fifth line is at a supreme placefirm, central, and correct-but it is
not at the heart position and therefore is not as suitable to be the host of
this gua.
After the Zhou dynasty was established, King Wen encouraged the
people to set up homes and start careers to stabilize his kingdom as well
as people's lives. The Duke of Zhou formulated etiquette and composed
music to change prevalent social customs. In this gua the Duke of Zhou
narrates different ways and stages of seeking mutual influence and their
consequences.

(1)Initial Six. MutuaZ Infuence alternates to Abolishing the Old (49)
The big toes are at the lowest part ofthe body, as the bottom line is at the
lowest part of a gua. The yin element at the bottom responds to the yang
element at the fourth position. The one at this place intends to pursue the
one at the fourth p l a c e t h e r e is mutual influence. However, this element
is too weak to move forward because the bottom line symbolizes an initial
stage. At this stage mutual influence has just begun, and good fortune or
misfortune is still uncertain. They depend on one's sincerity and steadfastness.
(2) Second Six. Mu&

Infuence alternates to Great Exceeding (28)

"Mutual influence on one's calves" signifies that one at this position is
taking action. The yin element at the second place responds to the yang
element at the fifth place. One at this place intends to pursue. This line is
in the middle of the lower gua, Mountain, or Keeping Stii.This situation
suggests that in seeking mutual influence it is better to wait until the
other party is prepared. Any premature action is not favorable. The secret
of proper timing is hidden in one's physical and mental balance with na-

ture. For this reason, living in peace and being content will bring good
fortune.
(3) Third Nine. Mu&

Influence alternates to Bringing Together (45) =

The yang element at the third place responds to the uppermost yin element. One at this place is anxious to pursue the one at the uppermost
place since the Yao Text says that Mutual Influence has reached the thighs,
which indicates that one is ready to move. O n the other hand, because
one at this place is at the top of the inner p a , Mountain (Keeping Still),
one needs patience to wait until the other party is ready. For mutual influence, the worst thing is to take reckless action. If one at this place lacks
patience and follows the one at either the second place or the bottom
through any ill-considered action, there will be regret.

The fifth line is a yang element at a yang place, central and correct. It
responds to the yin element at the second place. However, another two
solid lines lie between them. One at this place tends to give up the one at
the second place and approaches the one at the top. This is to seek what
lies close at hand and turn one's back on what is far away. The message is
that when one makes a decision, one should not be nearsighted.
(6) Top Six. Mutual Influence alternates to Retreat (33)

The yielding line at the top is a yin element at a yin place at the end of the
p a . At the same time, it is at the top of the upper p a , Lake, representing
a mouth. Inside the mouth is the tongue. This line denotes that one at
this place is fond of using sweet words and honeyed phrases. If one merely
opens one's mouth and makes empty promises, there is no way to achieve
mutual influence.

(4) Fourth Nine. Mutual Influence alternates to Hardihip (39)

In the Yao Text, every line relates to a part of the human body, except this
line. There are three yang lines in this p a . The fourth line is the middle
of the three yang lines-underneath the neck and above the thigh. It is
believed that the word heart was intentionally left out of the ideograph,
because a human heart (Chinese consider the heart to be equivalent to
the mind) is unpredictable. One at this place needs to work on thelieart,
feeling. Mutual influence greatly depends on the feeling of one's heart.
ill one's regret disappear. This is a
Only by being steadfast and upright w
yang element at a yin place, an unsettled mind. If one continues to hesitate, only a few friends will follow one's lead, but at the same time one
should be aware of being influenced by other people. This is the host of
the p a . The message is that one should eliminate selfish intentions and
become open and honest; then hesitation will disappear.

(5) F@h Nine. Mutual Influence altmtates to Little Exceeding (62) EZ
There are three solid lines in this p a : the third, fourth, and fifth lines.
The fourth line in the middle represents the heart. The fifth line is above
the heart, representing the upper back. Here, another analogy is used.
The upper p a is Lake, which symbolizes the mouth. The broken line at
the top of two solid lines looks like two lips. Therefore the top line symbolizes someone who is adept with sweet words and honeyed phrases and
at malung up stories. One at this place should disregard these sweet words
and honeyed phrases as the back ignores the mouth; then there will be no
remet.

Additional Reference Information for This Gua

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Lake above, Mountain below
Lake on Mountain, Mutual Influence
Metal
Three yang with three yin
The fifth month of the lunar calendar, or June
Fourth Nine
Decreasing
(41) -Long Lasting
(32) Encountering
(44) _=

H
=
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(32) Heng

B

Heng
Long Lasting

--Zhen Thunder
-- Xun Wind

Heng means persistence, perseverance, long lasting.
Sequence of the Gua: The union of husband and w f e should not be shortlived Thus, a@ Mutual Inyuence, Long Lastingfollows.

I

Heng is translated by Wilhelm as Duration; by Blofeld as The Long Enduring. In this book, it is translated as Long Lasting. The structure of the
gua is Thunder = above, Wind =below. It is the inverse of the preceding gua, Xian ES, or Mutual Influence. The preceding gua symbolizes a
new marriage. In the I Ching, Thunder represents an eldest son, and Wind
an eldest daughter. Thus, this gua symbolizes the long-term union of an
old married couple.
In the preceding gua the youngest son, Mountain, constitutes the lower
p a , which is a subordinate position. In courtship, usually the young man
tends to subordinate himself to the young woman. Here the lower gua is
replaced by Wind, which symbolizes an older woman at a subordinate place.
The attribute of Wind is gentleness. The lower gua also represents an inner
situation. It suggests that the woman takes more responsibility at home.
The attribute of the man, Thunder, is strength and activity.The upper gua is
also known as the outer p a , which represents an outer situation. Here it
indicates that the man takes more responsib&ty in the outside world.
There are two horizontal lines in the ideograph of this gua, one at the
top and the other at the bottom. These two lines represent the two shores
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of a river. Between the shores there are two images-a boat on the right,
and a heart on the left. Three people are sailing across the river in the
boat. In ancient China, crossing a river was not an easy task. An old Chinese saying describes the situation: "People in the same boat share weal -and woe." Sharing weal and woe means working together in full coopera- =
-tion with a united purposewith one heart. For this reason, the ancient
sage placed a heart beside the boat. Originally,the boat between two shores
indicated the distance from this shore to that shore. Later on, the meaning was extended to suggest simply from here to there and, finally, from
beginning to end. When the ancient sage drew a heart beside the boat,
the meaning was further extended to include everlasting.
The main theme of Zhou I is twofold: Follow the Tao of Heaven to
establish the Tao of Humanity. To follow the Tao of Heaven, the ancient
sage employed Q a n and Kun, chancterizing the function of Heaven and
Earth, to open the Upper Canon. To establish the Tao of Humanity, the
ancient sage selected Xian and Heng, the prerequisite of a husband and
wife, to commence the Lower Canon.The relationship of Heaven and Earth
is interactive and everlasting. In the same way, the relationship of a husband
and wife should have the quality of long-lasting mutual influence.
The union of a man and woman, to the Chinese, is a sacred event. In
the ancient ceremony of a wedding, the man and woman made a sacred
vow before Heaven and Earth and to the person in charge of the marriage. Q a n represented the bridegroom's side, and Kun stood for the bride's
side. In this way, the union of a man and woman was akin to the union of
Heaven and Earth. The message of this gua is that sincerity, purity, and
unselfishness are the essential elements of a long-lasting relationship.

Decision
Long Lasting.
Prosperous and smooth.
No fault.
Favorable to be steadfast and upright.
Favorable to have somewhere to go.

Commentary on the Decision
Heng is Long Lasting.
Thejrm is above, the gentle below.

(32) Heng

Thunder and wind are in mutual support.

----

Be gentZe and in motion,
Thefirm and the gende respond
This signzpes Long Lasting.
Long Lasting brings success; there is nofault.
It isfavorable to be steadfast and upright.
This indicates that Long Lasting accords with the Tao.
The Tao of Heaven and Earth is long lasting; it never ends.

2. Second Nine
Regret vanishes.
Regret vanishesfor the second nine,
It holds to the centralplace.

3. Third Nine
Not long lasting, one's virtue.
Probably meets with disgrace.
Being steadfast: humiliation.

It isfavorable to go somewhere.
A n end is alwaysfollowed by a new beginning.
Sun and moon rely on the Tao of Heaven;
Thus can their shining be long lasting.
Thefour seasons change and tranform;
Thus can theirproduction of beings long endure.
The holy sage remains long lasting in his way of lye;
Then all things under Heaven are &anformed to completion.
Contemplate the Tao ofLong Lasting,
To see the nature of Heaven and Earth and of aN beings.

Not long lasting, one? virtue.
No one tolerates him.

4. Fourth Nine
Field.
No birds.
staying awayfrom one?proper place for long,
How can one catch game?

5. Fifth Six
Long lasting, one's virtue.
Being steadfast and upright.
Wives: good fortune.
Husbands: misfortune.

Commentary on the Symbol
The union of Thunder and Wind
A n image of Long Lasting.
In correspondence with this,
The superior person standsfirm without changing his aim.

Yao Text
1. Initial Six
Deeply long lasting.
Being steadfast: misfortune.
Nothing is favorable.

'

Docility brings goodfortune for a w ye;
Shefollows one to the end.
A man must make resolute decisions.
Following a woman obediently: bad end.

6. Top Six
Long lasting agitation.
Misfortune.
Long-lasting agitation at the uppermostposition.
Greatly without merit.

The misfortune of deePly long lasting
Because of seeking deepness andprofundity at the very beginning.

This gua takes the image of the union ofThunder and Wind to display a
long-lasting relationship. Thunder and wind correspond to each other as
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(32)Heng

natural phenomena. Thus, the superior person stands firm and does not
change his aim. The Chinese believe that the way of Nature is always
correct. Because it is always correct, it is long lasting. The Chinese concept of correctness is that it is free from deviation. Any excess or insufficiency represents deviation and is not right. The secret of success is to
walk along the central path, that is, never overreact. Whatever is exactly
right can be long lasting.
According to the structure, the upper p a , Thunder, is yang, the elder
son. The lower gua, Wind, is yin, the eldest daughter. In the Commentary
on the Decision, Conhcius says, "The firm is above, the gentle below.
Thunder and Wind are in mutual support." This is the typical ancient
Chinese concept of marriage-that a husband should take the initiative,
and the wife should be subordinate.This is the way of a harmonious m q riage. It is also a natural phenomenon that wind and thunder work together in making a thunderstorm. The lower gua, Wind, supports the
actions of the upper p a , Thunder. According to the ancient sages, one
should follow the natural law. This is the Tao of Heaven and Earth, which
is long lasting, never ending. The main theme of this gua is stated by
Conhcius:

B

position. But here, the line at the fifth place is weak. Although it is central,
it is not as firm and strong as the solid line at the second place. Therefore,
the solid line at the second place is more suitable to be the host of this p a .
For stabilizing the social order and to affect the prevalent social customs, -King Wen encouraged people to cultivate the virtue of perseverance and =
-constancy of purpose. In this gua the Duke of Zhou narrates different ways
of seeking long-lasting relationships and their results.
(1) Initial Six. Long Lasting alternates to Great Strength (34)
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Sun and moon rely on the Tao of Heaven;
Thw can their shining be long lasting.
Thefour seasons change and transform;
Thus can theirproduction of beings long endure.
The holy sage remains long lasting in his way of lfe;
Then all things under Heaven are transformed to completion.
Contemflate the Tao of Long Lasting,
To see the nature of Heaven and Earth and of all beings.

In this gua, the first and the fourth lines are complementary yin and
yang, as are the fifth and second lines and the sixth and third lines. All six
lines are in harmony with their counterparts. This is necessary if something is to endure. If one does something that has long-lasting effects, it
is certain to result in achievement. However, there is one essential prerequisite: to be steadfast and upright. Then there will be no fault, and it will
be favorable to go anywhere.
The host of the gua is the solid line at the second place. According to
the I Ching, only walking in the central path can have enduring effects.
There are two central lines in this p a , the solid line at the second place and
the yielding line at the fifth place. In most gua the fifth line is the superior
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This is a yin element at a yang placeneither central nor correct. It responds to the yang element at the fourth place. The lower gua is Wind =
(Penetrating), which gives a hint that one on the bottom place would be
eager to establish a relationship with one at the fourth place. However,
there are two solid lines between them. The situation is not favorable. One
cannot expect a deep and profound relationship at a beginning stage. Mutual love and everlasting relationships take time to cultivate.
(2) Second Nine. Long Lasting alternates to Liitle Exceeding (62) =

The solid line at the second place is a yang element at a yin place. The
position is not correct. This line is in the central place of the lower gua
and responds to the yin element at the fifth place. Unfortunately, two
yang lines lie between them. One at this place cannot move forward
smoothly. Knowing the situation, one here keeps to the central path and
acts reasonably.In this way regret disappears.This line indicates that those
who walk in the centrhl way are able to stand firm and obtain their final
goal. There is no ground for regret.

I

f

(3) TbinlNine. Long Lasting alternates to Relief(40) EZ

The solid line at the third place is a yang element at a yang place, but it
has gone beyond the central path. Although one at this place is firm and
strong and responds to the topmost yin element, there is, unfortunately, a
lack of contentment with the present situation. One at this place intends
to move forward but there are two yang lines around it, both below and
above. If one in this position insists on moving forward, it probably will
result in disgrace. Even remaining steadfast and upright, there is still ground
for regret. In this situation, it is favorable to keep still and not move forward, because no one would tolerate him. In the Confucian Analects,
Conhcius says, "Long Lasting without virtue, one will be visited with
disgrace." Obviously, Conhcius adopted the idea from this yao.

(32) Heng

(4) Fourth Nine. Long Lasting alternates to Growing Upward (46) =

The solid line at the fourth place is at the bottom of the upper gua,Thunder. The attribute of Thunder is action. The text uses hunting in the field
- - as an analogy. One at this place intends to move forward. The fourth line
-- responds to the bottom line of the lower gua, Wind. Wind, in the I Ching,
also represents a rooster.Thus the Yao Text mentions birds. The solid line
at the fourth place is a yang element at a yin place. Its place is not proper,
and so it catches no birds. Thus Confucius says, "Staying away from one's
proper place for long, how can one catch game?" In other words, nothing
can be accomplished.

7

(5) F$tb Six. Long Lasting alternates to Great Exceeding (28)
The yielding line at the fifth place is a yin element, indicative of a gentle
character. This line is in the central place of the upper gua, Thunder. One
at this place is not merely gentle but also truthful. This line responds to
the solid line at the second place, suggesting that the element at this place
maintains gentleness and truthfulness firmly with the one attached to it.
I n ancient China, gentleness is one of the highest virtues of a woman, but
not of a man. A man needs to make worldly decisions.The core message
of this line is that by acting properly one will be free from unnecessary
action later. Even while maintaining the virtue of gentleness, a man or a
woman still needs to consider each situation. In the course of history,
different times have had different social mores and constraints. Different
cultures recognize different standards. Different roles carry different responsibilities. One has to adjust one's deeds and perspective in accordance with the situation. Any excess or insufficiency of action is not correct. Walking the central path is the way to succeed.
(6) Top Six. Long Lasting alternates to Establishing the New (50)

-s

The attribute of Thunder is motion. The topmost line is at the end of a
movement-it is time to stop. If one persists in moving, misfortune will
result. "Sun and moon rely on the Tao of Heaven; thus can their shining
be long lasting. The four seasons change and transform; thus can their
production of beings long endure." The way of Long Lasting is to let the
situation determine one's changes and transformations.
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Additional Reference Information for This Gua

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Thunder above, Wind below
Thunder over Wind, Long Lasting
Wood
Three yang with three yin
The seventh month of the lunar calendar, or
August
Second Nine
Increasing
Mutual Influence
Eliminating

---

(33) Dun

D u n Retreat
Q a n Heaven
- -Gen Mountain
--

R

yielding lines stand at the bottom. They are moving forward. This is a
situation where inferior persons were multiplying and increasing in power.
It is time for the wise to retreat. Retreat is not flight. To flee, to escape
danger in any circumstance, is cowardly. But retreating can also be aimed
at preserving one's strength, waiting for the right time for future advance. =
-A wise person uses strength properly. When the time is not right, retreat.
King Wen's Decision says that for the little it is favorable to be steadfast
and upright. The word little denotes inferior people. In the time favoring
the inferior, it is better for the wise to retreat, keeping steadfast and upright for future advancement.
This p a , Dun, is one of the twelve tidal p a . It represents the sixth
month of the Chinese lunar calendar.

Decision

Dun is to hide, to withdraw, to retreat. W i e l m translates Dun as Retreat and Blofeld as Yielding, Withdrawal. In this book, the term Retreat
is used. The ideograph of Dun consists of two parts. On the left is an
ideograph from the remote past. Three curved strokes represent three footprints moving forward. Underneath the three strokes is a tiny ideograph,
zhi, meaning "stop." These two ideographs create a picture of going forward and stopping abruptly. The ideograph on the right is complicated,
consisting of three pictures: a little pig, a piece of meat, and a hand. A
piece of pork is offered as a sacrifice at a memorial ceremony. The little
pig is cut into two portions-shown at the top and the bottom of the
ideograph. In the middle, there is a piece of meat at the left and a hand at
the right. Taken together, this is a picture of someone performing a sacrificial ceremony during a retreat.
Sequence of the Gua: Things cannot abide long in the sameplace. Thus, after
Long Lasting, withdrawal and retreatf o h .

Retreat.
Prosperous and smooth.
The little: favorable to be steadfast and upright.

Commentary on the Decision
Retreat, prosperous and smooth.
Prosperity and smoothness lies in retreat.
1
Thefirm is at the right place
Andproperly responds.
It accords with the time.
The little=
Favorable to be steadfast and upright.
It is advancing andgrowing.
Great indeed is the signzpcance of retreat
A t the proper time.

--

The structure of the p a is Heaven
above, Mountain = below. The
attribute of Heaven is creative power. In this p a it represents a sage who
lives in accordance with the will of Heaven. The attribute of Mountain is
keeping still. The structure shows that a sage confronts stillness and retreats.
There are four solid lines and two yielding lines in this p a . The two
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Commentary on the Symbol
Mountain under Heaven,
An image of Retreat.
In correspondence with this,

(33) Dun

-

The superior person keeps inferiorpersons at a distance,
With dignity but without ill will.

5. Fifth Nine
Appropriate retreat.
Being steadfast and upright:
Good fortune.

- YaoText
---

Appropriate retreat.
Being steadfast and upright: goodfortune.
He rect$es his will.

1. Initial Six
Retreat at the tail.
Adversity.
Do not use anything.
There is somewhere to go.

6. Top Nine
Elegant retreat.
Nothing is unfavorable.

Adversity of retreating at the tail.
Ifno action be made,
What misfortune could there be?

Elegant retreat.
Nothing is unfavorable,
No doubt at all.

2. Second Six
Holding fast
With hide of yellow ox.
No one is able to loosen.
Holdingfast with hide ofyellow ox.
It denotes a$rm will.

3. Third Nine
Attached, retreats.
There is illness.
Adversity.
Feed manservants and handmaidens:
Good fortune.
Attached, retreats: adversity.
He is distressed and exhausted
Feed manservants and handmaidens:goodfortune.
He cannot do big things.

4. Fourth Nine
Being fond of retreat:
Superior person-good fortune;
Little fellow-nay!
Superiorperson, beingfond of retreat.
Littlefellow cannot do that.

P
I

This gua employs the image of a high mountain and faraway Heaven to
expound the constructive meaning of retreat. When the dark forces spread
and the brightness is too high to reach, one should retreat rather than
compromise with the darkness. Thus, Retreat has a positive meaning.
Because Retreat is constructive, m6st of the lines are auspicious, except
the bottom line and the third line. One is too late to retreat, and the other
has already retreated but still attaches to the darkness. The topmost line
represents the highest level of retreat.
Three lines in this gua are qualified to be the host-the two yielding
lines at the bottom and the solid line at the fifth place. Confucius's Commentary on the Decision says, "The firm is at the right place and properly
responds. It accords with the time."This is said with reference to the solid
line at the fifth place. However, the name of the gua is Retreat. The cause
of the retreat is the two yielding lines at the bottom. They are proceeding
forward and thus forcing the solid lines to retreat. One of the yielding
lines is thus the most appropriate host of Retreat. The yielding line at the
second place is central and correct and makes the best host. The two yielding lines of this gua represent the dark forces multiplying and increasing
in strength. The four solid lines symbolize the bright forces. They are
retreating, but their retreat is constructive. Since the time is not favorable
for the light, their retreat comes at the right moment and with the proper

2.83

(33)Dun

---

attitude. Their goal is to preserve their strength for future advancement
and success.
During the period of establishing feudal lords and stabilizing people's
lives, conditions were not always smooth. King Wen shouldered heavy
responsibilities. When inferior persons around the Tyrant of Shang were
multiplying and gaining power, King Wen retreated.To retreat was a strategy of concession in order to determine the hostile intentions of such
inferior persons. The Duke of Zhou mentions different ways to retreat.
He indicates that during the time favorable for retreat, one hides his capacities and bides his time. Retreat is constructive-to preserve one's
strength, waiting for the right time for future advance.
-

-

(1) Initial Six. Retreat alternates to Seeking Harmony (13)

The Yao Text says, "Retreat at the tail." The tail is the rear part of an
animal. It represents the last one to take action to retreat. When the dark
force begins to close in, it is difficult to distinguish. If one cannot take
action to prevent its growing, there lies the potential of adversity. According to the experience of the ancient sages, "If no action be made, what
misfortune could there be?" The lower gua is Mountain, whose attribute
is keeping still. Keeping still is one aspect of Retreat.
(2) Second Six. Retreat alternates to Encountering (44)
The second line, in the middle of the lower gua, represents one who is
following the principle of the Golden Mean, that is, walking in the central path. During the time favorable for one to retreat, he hides his capacities and bides his time. His retreat is constructive.The Duke of Zhou
employed an analogy to describe his steadfastness: "Holding fast with
hide of yellow ox. No one is able to loosen." That no one can loosen it
means that nobody is able to interrupt him. Yellow is the color of Earth,
and its attribute is being central and obedient. One at this place should
bow to the time and situation and walk in the middle path. A constructive retreat is made for future advance.
(3) Tbird Nine. Retreat alternates to Hindrance (12)

The third line is a yang element at a yang place. It is firm and correct but
encumbered with the two yin elements underneath it. One at this place
has already retreated from the dark forces but still attaches to the dark-

ness. If he cannot completely keep the darkness at a distance, there is
distress, such as illness. The text advises that it is better to stay at home
and care for little things. In ancient times, there were many servants at a
feudal noble's house. "Feed manservants and handmaidens" means staying at home.
(4) Fourth Nine. Retreat alternates to Developing Gradually (53)

The solid line at the fourth place is at the bottom of the upper gua, Heaven.
It possesses a strong and firm character and responds to the yin element
at the bottom of the lower gua, which represents the dark force. At the
time of retreat, it is favorable for one to cut the bond with the dark forces
abruptly. The Yao Text says that the superior person can succeed by retreating, but not the little fellow. Severing oneself from the dark forces is
not an easy task Only a sage can preserve his purity by retreating; a little
fellow cannot.
(5) Fij?bNine. Retreat alternates to Traveling (56)

The fifth line is a yang element at a yang place, central and correct. It
responds to the yin element at the second place. The yin element at the
second place is also central and c o r r e c e i t would not constitute a hindrance for one at the fifth place to retreat. Retreat without attachment to
the darkness is an admirable retreat. There is good fortune. In comparison with the one at the topmost position, here one is still not able to
totally abandon the affairs of human society. Therefore, remaining steadfast and upright is still necessary.
(6) Top Nine. Retreat alternates to Mutual Injlurnce (31)

The topmost line represents the end of a situation. There is no more space
to advance and progress. It is beyond the position of a king; it represents
a sage. Here one is free from bonds. H e embraces the spirit oGonattachment, which is favorable in every respect. Even where there is advance,
there is still no bond.
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Additional Reference Information for This Gua

==

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Heaven above, Mountain below
Heaven above Mountain, Retreat
Metal
Four yang with two yin
The sixth month of the lunar calendar, or July
Second Six
-Approaching
(19) L_
-Great Strength
(34) e
Encountering
(44)

Great Strength

__

--

Zhen Thunder
a

Q a n Heaven

Da is great. Zhuang means strength. Both W i e l m and Blofeld translate
Da Zhuang as The Power of the Great.This book adopts its literal meaning,
Great Strength. The name consists of two ideographs. The first one, da,
looks like a person standing upright with arms and legs wide open. The attribute of greatness was associated with Heaven, Earth, and human beings.
The second ideograph, zhuang, consists of two parts. On the left is an
ideograph from antiquity. It looks like a weapon. In ancient times a weapon
was made of bamboo or wood. On the right is another ideograph, shi. In
ancient times shi was the lowest class of feudal subordinate. Later on, it
came to represent an intellectual. At the very beginning, people of robust
strength were selected as guards to protect the royalty. They were as stout
and strong as the trunks of trees. The ideograph employs a picture of a
strong man with arms stretching out like a cross standing on the ground.
When these two pictures are put together, zhuang has the meaning of
strength.
Sequenceof the Gua: Things cannot retreatforever. Thus,after Retreat, Great

Strengthfollows.

This gua is the inverse of the preceding one, Retreat. Retreat is a negative
means to a positive end. Great Strength represents a positive advance for
further achievement.The structure of the gua is Thunder =above, Heaven
=below. The ancient Chinese believed thunder to be yang energy. When

---

yang energy permeates Heaven, its strength is incredibly great. In Retreat,
two yielding lines lie at the bottom of four solid lines. In Great Strength,
the two yielding lines withdraw to the top of the gua. Four firm lines at
the bottom ascend higher and higher and grow stronger
and stronger.
This is where the name Great Strength comes from. The attribute o f f hunder is motion, and that of Heaven is strength. This gua is a union of motion with strength, resulting in Great Strength. Great Strength is one of
the twelve tidal gua. It represents the second month of the Chinese lunar
calendar.

Decision
Great Strength.
Favorable to be steadfast and upright.

Commentary on the Decision
Great Strength.
Strength becomes great.
Firm in motion.
The strength is great.
Great strength.
Favorable to be steadfast and upright,What is great should be righteous.
When righteousness is great,
The truth of Heaven and Earth can be seen.

Commentary on the Symbol
Thunder above Heaven.
A n image of Great Strength.
In correspondence with this,
The superiorperson does not act contrary to courtesy.

Yao Text
1. Initial Nine
Strengthening the forward toes.

Moving forward: misfortune.
Be sincere and truthful.
Great strength at the toes.
It certainly leads tofailure.

2. Second Nine
Being steadfast and upright:
Good fortune.
Goodfortune of the second nine.
I t is at the centralplace.

3. Third Nine
Little fellow uses strength;
Superior person uses nothing.
Being steadfast: adversity.
A ram butting against a hedge
Entangles its horns.
Littlefellow uses strength.
Superiorperson never runs wild like that.

4. Fourth Nine
Being steadfast and upright: good fortune.
Regret vanishes.
The hedge falls apart,
No more entanglement.
Strength at the spokes of a big cart.
The hedgefalls apart, no more entanglement.
He can goforward

5. Fifth Six
Lose a ram in the field.
No regret.
Lose a ram in thefield
Theplace is not appropriate.

6. Top Six
A ram butts against a hedge,
Unable to go backward,
Unable to go forward.

Nothing is favorable.
Difficulty, then good fortune.

---

Unable to go backward orforward,
It is not auspicious.
Ifone realizes the d@culty,
There is goodfortune.
In this way, oneifault will not last long.

This gua expounds the principle of how to use one's great strength. The
main theme is that one should not become too self-willed and opinionated. To the ancient Chinese, great strength should not merely appear as
physical strength. Moral strength was more important and powerful than
physical strength. Relying on physical strength, one's achievement could
not endure. Only moral strength could radiate its brilliance and be everlasting. For this reason, the first, third, and topmost lines show that for
those who rely too much on strength and lose their equanimity, nothing is
favorable and there is danger. The host of this gua is unusual. There are
four solid lines; the one at the second place is central, in a good location to
be the host. Yet the fourth line is the leader of four yang elements-it
deserves the host position.
King Wen's strategy in dealing with inferior persons around the Tyrant
of Shang was successful. After retreating, King Wen accumulated great
strength. He instructed his people that it was necessary to be steadfast
and upright. The Duke of Zhou warns that during a time of gaining
strength, people tend to become opinionated and run wild. Conquering
the inferior merely by using strength would not assure success. One should
employ righteousness and act according to the principle of the Golden
Mean. When situations are not conducive to moving forward, one should
not overdo.
(1) Initial Nine. Great Strength alternates to Long Lasting (32) E

Toes are the lowest part of a human body, as the bottom line is the lowest
part of a gua. The bottom line of this gua is a yang element at a yang
place. One at this place has a strong desire to move forward. Since the
bottom line is just the beginning of Great Strength, it is not yet strong
enough to carry the whole body. And it does not respond to the yang

element at the fourth place. Thus, proceeding brings misfortune.The Yao
Text says, "Moving forward: misfortune. Be sincere and truthful." This
yang element at a yang place, at the bottom of the inner p a , Heaven,
bears too much yang. Parading one's strength and striving to outshine
others brings about misfortune.

(2) Second Nine. Great Strength alternates to Abundance (55) S
The second line is a yang element at a yin place. Although the place is not
correct, it is central to the lower gua. One at this place is able to act according to the principle of the Golden Mean. In a position of great strength,
one tends to overdo. If he is able to restrain himself and persist in doing
right, there will be good fortune.
(3) Third Nine. Great Stren@Zternates

to Marrying Maiden (54)

The third line is a yang e l e m e h t a yang place. There are three yang
elements in the lower gua. The third line has already proceeded beyond
the middle; one at this place bears too much yang. H e might become
opinionated and run wild. In a position of great strength, inferior persons
may bully and humiliate others. The Duke of Zhou gives warning that
this is like a ram butting against a fence and getting its horns entangled.
A superior person would never run wild.
(4) Fourth Nine. Great Strength altmtrtes to Advance (11)

The fourth line is the host of the gua. It is the head of the four yang
elements and the principal factor overcoming the inferior. Conquering
the inferior merely by using strength cannot asssure success. One should
employ righteousness. This is the theme of this line and the gua as a
whole. As the head of the yang elements, this line has already reached the
upper gua. It is extremely strong. In this situation, relying on one's great
strength will bring danger and regret. Thus the Yao Text says, "Being
steadfast and upright: good fortune. Regret vanishes." Fortunately, this is
a yang element at a yin place; he does not blindly proceed further with
force and strength. Thus, regret disappears.
The upper gua is Thunder. When this line alternates from solid to
yielding, the upper gua becomes Kun. Here, Thunder is seen as bamboo,
a hedge, and Kun represents a big cart. Because this person is able to
restrain himself, the Yao Text says, "The hedge falls apart, no more entanglement. Strength at the spokes of a big cart." In this way, he can go
forward.

El
--

(5) FzYb Six. Great Strength alternates to Eliminating (43) %
If one combines every two lines of the gua into one, Great Strength %
becomes Dui . Dui symbolizes a ram, and the lines resemble the face
-- - of a ram. The Yao Text originally said, "Lose a ram in I." Here, I, in Chi- nese, is exactly the same character as the I of the I Ching. I means easy,
lightly, or change. For this reason, other translations give this text as "Lose
the goat with ease," "He sacrifices a goat too lightly," or "Losing the sheep
due to changes." However, in ancient times I also meant field. This translation retains the ancient meaning "Lose a ram in the field."
This line is a yin element at a yang place-it is a gentle ram. Since it is
in a central location, the ram will not act wildly. H e knows the situation
of great strength will decline. When the four yang elements approach
menacingly, he yields. The mood is as calm as if the ram is lost in the field
without regret. Because he understands that his position is not conducive
to moving forward, he has no regret.
(6) Top Sir. Great Strength alternates to Great Harvest (14)

- - Li Fire
-- - Kun Earth
a

7

a

-=

The topmost line represents the waning of great strength. The ancient
sage employs the analogy of a ram butting against a hedge to explain the
situation. Because the line is at the top, there is no way to go forward.
Moreover, it is weak; it has no strength to turn back. Nothing is favorable.
Fortunately, this line is a yin element. Its yielding character frees it from
overdoing. The spirit of the I Ching is to remind people to act without
error. If one in this position can realize the difficulty and yield, there will
be good fortune. Confucius says in his commentary on the Yao Text: "If
one realizes the difficulty . . . one's fault will not last long."

Additional Reference Information for This Gua

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Forward

Thunder above, Heaven below
Thunder above Heaven, Great Strength
Wood
Four yang with two yin
The second month of the lunar calendar, or March
Fourth Nine
Watching
(20) Retreat
(33)
-Eliminating
(43) EZ

__

Jing is to advance, to promote, or to prbceed. Both Wilhelm and Blofeld
translate Jing as Progress. I adopt the term Proceeding Forward.
Sequence of the Gua: Things cannot remainforever in great strength. Thus,
after Great Strength, Proceeding ForwardfoZZows.

The structure of the gua is Fire = above, Earth = below. Fire is a
symbol of Li, which represents the sun. The structure of this gua shows
that the sun is rising over the Earth, an image of progress or a process.
The ideograph of Jing is a beautiful picture of the sun rising over the
Earth. The circle at the bottom is a symbol of the sun. The horizontal
stroke in the middle of the sun is believed to represent a dark spot on its
surface. Above the sun, there are two straight lines that symbolize the
horizon of the Earth. Upon the earth, two plants are flourishing and blooming upward with the iang energy from the sun, glowing like the flame of
a fire. The ideograph shows not only an act of proceeding but also the
radiance of the energy.

Decision
Proceeding Forward.
Lord Kang is honored with numerous horses.
In a single day, thrice received at i n t e ~ e w .

Commentary on the Decision
Proceeding For ward
It denotes advancing.

--

--

---

The bright is appearing over the earth.
The submissive is clinging to the brilliant.
The gentle isproceeding and moving upward
It symbolizes that tie lord who maintains the country in order
Is honored with numerous horses
And received at interviews three times a day.

Commentary on the Symbol
The LLig comesforth over the Earth.
An image of Proceeding Forward
In correspondence withthis,
The superiorperson cultivates his virtues
And hightens them by himre5

Yao Text
1. Initial Six
Proceeding forward, being held back
Being steadfast and upright: good fortune.
No confidence.
Being calm and unhurried:
No fault.
Proceedingforward, being held back.
All alone, he walks in the rightpath.
Being calm and unhurried
He has not received an appointment.

2. Second Six
Proceeding forward with worry.
Being steadfast and upright: good fortune.
Receiving this great blessing
From his grandmother.

Receive this great blessing
Owing to cenhill and correctposition.

3. Third Six
From the multitude obtain trust.
Regret vanishes.
From the multitude obtain trust.
The will is to move upward

4. Fourth Nine
Proceeding forward like a rat.
Being steadfast: adversity.

A ratfaces adversity
Even remaining steadfast.
Theposition is not appropriate.

5. Fifth Six
Regret vanishes.
Lose or gain,
Stop worrying.
Going forward: good fortune.
Nothing is unfavorable.

Win or lose, stop worrying.
Toproceed will afiordgroundfor congratulation.

6. Top Nine
Proceeding forward into his horn.
Appropriate to conquer one's own domain.
Adversity: good fortune.
No fault.
Being steadfast: humiliation.
Appropriate to conquer one? own domain.
His way is notyet brilliant.

This gua expounds the principle of proceeding. If one's strength is great,
one is able to progress and contribute one's talent to society. It is like
the rising sun shining upon all beings on the Earth. In the process of

-----

proceeding, one's motivation should be pure. If the situation is not
smooth, one should remain steadfast and upright and hold to the principle of the Golden Mean. Then people around will lend support.
This
-gua also displays the truth of the complementary nature of yin and yang.
Yin is yielding; yang is firm. The ancients thought
- that being too firm in
one's character would lead to difficulty in dealing with -people.
- If one
was not firm enough, one would find it difficult to deal with the course
of life. Proceeding should be stable, gradual, and steady.
The host of this gua is the yielding line at the fifth place, in the middle
of the upper gua, Li (Fire). When yin takes over the middle place of
Heaven, Heaven = becomes Fire =. The image of the gua is a rising
sun over the Earth. After gaining great strength, King Wen had the opportunity to proceed. Helping the Shang maintain the country in order,
he was honored with numerous horses. In a single day he was received at
interview three times. The Duke of Zhou mentions that to proceed was
auspicious, but being too close to the tyrant was like being a rat in the
court. There was humiliation and adversity. By gaining trust from the
people and allaying concern over whether plans would fail or succeed,
nothing was unfavorable. Continuing to proceed without restraint would
have led to regret.

-

(1) Initial Six. Proceeding Forward alternates to Eradicating (21)

All lines in this gua intend to proceed. However, the bottom line symbolizes that one has just entered society. Without experience, she wants to
proceed but holds back. This line is a yin element at a yang place. The
place is not correct. Although it responds to the yang element at the fourth
place, there are two yin elements between them. It is difficult to respond.
Thus the Yao Text says, "No confidence." Nevertheless, the bottom line
and the fourth line are correspondent yin and yang. When the bottom
line accumulates experience, they will support each other. The Yao Text
advises one to be calm and unhurried. The key is keeping steadfast and
upright; then there will be good fortune.
(2) Second Six. Proceeding Forward alternates to Not Yet FulfiNed (64)

T h e second line is a yin element at a yin place, central and correct. It does
not respond to the yin element at the fifth place, which is a place for a
king. One at this place cannot gain support from above. She proceeds
with worry. However, she is central and correct; if she is able to keep
steadfast and upright, she will receive great blessing, as from a grand-

mother. There will be good fortune. Grandmother, in Chinese, is wang
mu. Literally, wang means king, and mu means mother. For this reason,
Wilhelm translates wang mu as ancestors, and Blofeld translates it as
Queen Mother. According to the oldest Chinese dictionary of characters, -Er Ya,wang mu means father's mother. In this p a , all yin elements sym- =
-bolize females. The yielding line at the third place is the mother, and the
fifth line is the grandmother. Don't worry; it is certain that the central
and correct will bring good fortune-this is the message of the gua.

-

(3) Third Six. Proceeding Forward alternates to Traveling (56) EE

The Yao Text says, "Obtain trust from the multitude. Regret vanishes."
The lower gua is Kun, which represents a multitude. The third line is the
topmost of three yin lines; thus she gains their trust. This line is a yin
element at a yang place, neither central nor correct-there is regret. Fortunately, the two yielding lines underneath intend to proceed with her.
The three together are of the same mind. Thus regret disappears. Because
the multitude trust, one in this place is able to move upward (forward)
and carry out her will.

(4) Fourth Nine. Proceeding Forward alternates to Falling Away (23) FF
The fourth line is a yang element at a yin place, neither central nor correct. He is at a minister's place, close to the king. However, he is not
qualified for this position, being a yang element at a yin place. When this
line changes from a yang to a yin element, the upper gua alternates from
Li
to Gen --. Gen also represents a rat. Yang has the attribute of
large size. Thus, the Yao Text says, "Proceeding forward like a rat." The
nature of a rat is to act without a goal and to be greedy. One in this place
leeds self-knowledge. If he is not virtuous and as greedy as a big rat, even
being steadfast will bring evil. The message of this gua is that one should
not act without a goal, or be greedy, especially in a high position.

--

(5) F@h Six. Proceeding Forward alternates to Hindrance (12)

This is the host of the p a . Being a yin element at a yang place, there is
regret. However, it has the dominant position of the upper gua, Fire, which
represents the light. The lower gua is Earth which is submissive. If one in
this place possesses a humble attitude and is ,open and straightforward,
she will receive the support of the solid line at the fourth place. If she is
able to humble herself to accept advice from a wise man (the solid line at
the top), stop being concerned over whether plans will fail or succeed, and

m
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can recognize that the ideograph of "great," da, forms the background of
yi. Here, yi represents a great man or a big man. In the middle there is a
bow. The text employs the image of a large man with a bow to express the

-- act of injury.
--The structure of the gua is Earth -z above, Fire
--

--

below-a picture
of the setting sun. The brightness of the sun is hidden by the Earth. Darkness envelopes more and more, representing a situation of hardship. Such
a situation was encountered by King Wen when he was imprisoned by the
Tyrant of Shang. King Wen was bright within and gentle without. He
adopted the art of tao p a n g yang hui-hiding his brilliance and biding
his time-in dealing with an extremely difficult situation. To be bright
within and gentle without was one of the highest virtues in ancient China.
To the ancient sages, only the bright and the gentle could overcome the
dark and the unyielding. Only the wisest and, at the same time, the strongest could appreciate this virtue and cultivate it.

Decision
Brilliance Injured.
Favorable to be steadfast and upright in hardship.

Commentary on the Decision
Brightness has sunk under the Earth.
It is Brilliance Injured
Inside is grace and brkhtness.
Outside is gentle andyielding.
Confonted by great hardship.
This was what King Wen experienced.
Favorable to be steadfast and upright in hardship.
This is to cover one; brilliance.
In the midst of hardship,
Nonetheless keeping his mind still and his will righteous.
This was what Ji Zi encountered.

Commentary on the Symbol
Brightness has sunk under the Earth.
A n image of Brilliance Injured.
In correspondence with this,
The superiorperson remains in harmony with the mu,
Covering his brilliance, yet his light is still shining.

Yao Text

1. Initial Nine
Brilliance injured is flying,
Drooping its wings.
The sage evades,
Three days, ignores eating.
There is somewhere to go.
The host gossips.
The sage evades;
I t is righteous not to eat.

2. Second Six
Brilliance injured,
Injured in the left thigh.
Needs aid, a strong horse.
Good fortune.
The goodfortune of the second six.
He acts in accordance with theprinciPIp and the situation.

3. Third Nine
Brilliance injured
Hunting in the south.
Captured the great chiek
Act not with undue haste;
Be steadfast and upright.
Hunting in the south.
Agreat achievement has been accomplished.
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Fourth Six
Entering the left belly,
Knowing the heart of the injured brilliance.
Quit the dwelling place.
Entering the left belb,
Learn the intention of his mind

Fifth Six
Ji Zi's brilliance injured.
Favorable to be steadfast and upright.
The steadfastness and uprightness of Ji Zi;
His brilliance could not be extinguished

Top Six
No brightness,
Only darkness.
At first, ascend to Heaven.
Afterward, fall to Earth.
Atfirst, ascend to Heaven.
He illuminated thefour guarters of the Earth.
Afterward fall to Earth.
He lost the code of conduct.

This gua expounds the truth of hiding one's brilliance and biding one's
time during an extremely difficult situation. There are two lines qualified
to be the host of this p a , the yielding at the second place and the yielding
at the fifth place. Both of them are central but not correct. This gua represents a time of darkness and a situation of hardship, as experienced by both
King Wen and Ji Zi. Thus, the two principal lines represent these two
sages who were injured the most. The main theme of the gua expresses the
wisdom of realizing the difficulty and hardship and remaining steadfast
and upright during a time of darkness, as did King Wen and Ji Zi.

(1) Initial Nine. Brilliance Injured alternates to Humbleness (15) The bottom line represents the situation of one injured during a time of
darkness, as a bird is injured while flying. The line represents the initial

injury. The injury of the bird is not serious-the bird can still fly with its
wings drooping. The Duke of Zhou associated this line with an incident
in the life of the sage Bai Yi. It is well known in Chinese history that Bai
Yi refused to eat the millet of the Zhou dynasty.
Bai Yi and his brother, Shu Q lived in the kingdom of Zhou. When
King Wu launched the revolution against the Tyrant of Shang, they did
not agree with it, because they believed to overthrow any king was wrong.
When the tyrant was overthrown, they retreated to the mountain of Shou
Yang, refused to eat the millet of the Zhou dynasty, and died. This is what
Confucius refers to in his commentary when he says, "It is righteous not
to eat." Bai Yi and Shu Q were honored as the most righteous figures in
Chinese history. Mencius said,
Bai Yi would not serve a lord of whom he did not approve.
He would not associate with a friend whom he did not esteem.
He would not stand in an evil lord's court nor speak with an evil man.
They held fast to what they believed and even refused to eat the food
they thought unrighteous.

(21Second Six. Brillance Injured alternates to Advance (11)
The injury of the second line is more serious than that of the bottom line.
At the bottom line the bird is still able to fly, while at the second line it
has become difficult to walk. This is a yin element at a yin place, central
and correct. One in this place is gentle and acts in accordance with the
situation, obtaining support, and matters end in good fortune. When this
line changes from yielding to solid, the lower gua alternates from Li to
Q a n . Q a n also represents a stallion. The Yao Text says to get aid from a
strong horse. The strong horse is King Wen, who rescued the people of
the Shang dynasty from the Tyrant of Shang.
(3) Third Nine. Brilliance Injured alternates to Tunting Back (24)
The third line is a yang element at a yang place-extremely firm. It is at
the top of the lower gua, Li, a most brilliant positia. However, it is surrounded by yin elements. Moreover, it responds to the topmost yin element, signifying darkness. The situation is not good. One must hide one's
brilliance and be patient. Because one in this position is firm and brilliant,
during a hunt in the south the great chief will eventually be captured. In
ancient times, south was placed at the top of a map. Thus in this gua south
indicates the host yin element at the fifth place-the host of darkness.

1
----

-

This hunt in the south will bring light to the darkness. It is an immense
action, a revolution; as such, it will take time; hasty correction should not
be expected. This line tells us that after King wen; who had been imprisoned by the Tyrant of Shang for seven years, was released, he instructed his
----- son, King Wu, to launch a revolution against the tyrant. .

1

(4) Fourih Six. Briniance Injured alternates to Abundance (55) EE
The text of this line is difficult to understand. The fourth line is at the
bottom line of the upper p a , Earth. In the I Ching, Earth represents a
belly as well as darkness. The fourth line is also in the middle (the heart)
of this p a , Brilliance Injured; thus, the Yao Text says, "Entering the left
belly, knowing the heart of the injured brilliance." A Chinese adage says,
"Without entering the tiger's lair, how can one catch tiger cubs?" In other
words, having experienced the danger of a situation, one is able to use that
information to avoid being a helpless victim.
This line is associated with a historical event. When Wei Zi, an elder
brother of the Tyrant of Shang, saw his brother tyrannize the country, he
remonstrated several times and was rejected. H e realized that the tyrant's
mind would not change. He left the palace and took refuge in King Wen's
domain. After the Tyrant of Shang was overthrown, Wei Zi returned and
became a virtuous ruler of his own.

(5) FFt6 Six. Brilliance Injured alternates to Already Fu,f;lled(63) E
The fifth line is the host of the p a . It is in the center of the upper p a ,
Darkness, and also adjacent to the topmost line, representing the most
darkness. One at this place has fallen into a very difficult situation. Because of the central place, one is able to be steadfast and upright, like Ji Zi.
The light cannot be extinguished. To the ancient Chinese, remaining steadfast and upright was the highest virtue when dealing with darkness and
hardship. This line represents Ji Zi. Ji Zi was the virtuous uncle of the
Tjxant of Shang. H e remonstrated with the tyrant for his misbehavior
and was rebuffed. His close friends advised Ji Zi to go into exile; otherwise he would be put to death. Ji Zi responded, '(As a subordinate of a
king, after being rejected from dissuading His Majesty from cruelty, to
leave would expose the king's evil and gain favor from people. I cannot
bear to do that." Although Ji Zi knew that the king was wrong, he also
knew that as a loyal servant it would be wrong for him to betray the king.
With his hair disheveled, he pretended to be insane. H e was driven out of
the palace and became a slave. This is how Ji Zi intentionally hid his
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brilliance to avert an impossible situation. The message of this line and of
the gua is, as Confucius says, "The steadfastness and uprightness of Ji Zi;
his brilliance could not be extinguished."
(6) Top Six. Brilliance Injured alternates to Adorning (22)

T h e Yao Text says, ('No Brightness, only darkness," representing the worst
situation. The darkness reaches an extreme. In this situation one must
remain faithful. If one realizes that the darkness has already ascended to
Heaven, it will soon fall into the depths of the Earth. With this faithfulness, steadfastness, and uprightness, King Wen and the sage Ji Zi survived. What they could do, we can do also. O n the other hand, the Tyrant
of Shang never acted in accord with the will of Heaven and the wishes of
people; he insisted upon tyranny to the end. As Confucius says, he fell
because "he lost the code of conduct."

Additional Reference Information for This Gua
Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Earth above, Fire below
Fire under Earth, Brilliance Injured
Earth
Two yang with four yin
The ninth month of the lunar calendar, or October
Fifth Six
Contention
(6) =1=
Proceeding Forward
(35) -Relief
(40) S E

m
-----

(37) Jia Ren

Jia Ken

walls and roof. O n the roof there is a chimney and under the roof, a pig.
I n ancient times households commonly raised pigs. The second ideograph
is the image of a person, ren. The person is bending down with hands and
feet touching the ground.'We see the beautiful contour of a lifted head, a
curved spine, and a plump buttock. When these two images are are put
together, the composite represents Household.
below. AccordThe structure of the p a is Wind
above, Fire
ing to the positioning of the lines, this gua represents a harmonious family. The four solid lines stand for four men. The top line is the father; the
other three lines are the sons. The bottom line is the youngest son, and
the third and fifth lines are the two elder sons, both of whom are married-the two yielding lines at the second and fourth places are their
wives. The image of the p a is Wind coming forth from Fire, indicating
warmth and harmony.

--

---

Xun Wind
Li Fire

Decision
Jia is family, and ren means person. Jia Ren denotes all the members of a
family. This gua named Jia Ren instead of Jia, because Jia Ren includes all
the members of a family and also domestic relationships and affairs. Jia
Ren expounds the relationships among the family members and the ethics of a family. Both Wilhelm and Blofeld translate Jia Ren as The Family.
I adopt the term Household.
Someone asked Conhcius, "Master, why are you not engaged in the
government?" Conhcius said, "What does the Shu Ching [the oldest of
the Chinese classics] say about piety? 'Oh, filial piety. Nothing but filial
piety!' If one is filial, one is able to show brotherly love. If these qualities
can be maintained in a family, they will also be exercised in governing.
Why must one be engaged in the government?" Conhcius also tells us
that the government of a state depends on the regulation of the family.
When a ruler acts as a father, a son, and a brother, he becomes a model;
then the people will follow his example.
Sequence of the Gua: One who is injured abroad is sure to return home. Thus,
after Brilliance Injured, Householdfollows.

The name of the p a consists of two ideographs. A house and a pig were
employed to represent family,jia, because moral principles should be practiced in a family. Family members should be educated just as animals
should be tamed. The frame of the ideograph represents a house with

Household.
Favorable for a woman
To be steadfast and upright.

Commentary on the Decision
Household
The women obtain theproper place within;
The men obtain theproper place without.
W h m men and women obtain theirproper places,
Theyf&ll the great norm of Heaven and Earth.
In a household there are authoritative rulers,
They are theparents.
When afather is in truth afather and the son a son,
When the elder brother is in truth an elder brother
And theyounger brother a younger brothc
And the husband a husband and a wife a w@,
Then the way of thatfamily is in proper state.
When everyfamily is in proper state,
.Then all under Heaven is in a stable condition.
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Commentary on the Symbol

Ih
l
---

The wind comesforthporn thefire.
An image of Household
In correspondence with this,
The superior person is substantial in his words
And consistent in his deeds.

Yao Text

1. Initial Nine
Take precautions within a household.
Regret vanishes.
Takeprecautions within a household,
Before any change of will has happened

Due to her docility and correctplace.

Fifth Nine
The king influences his household.
Do not worry.
Good fortune.
The king inJluences his household.
They associate with one another with mutual love.

Top Nine
Being sincere and upright,
With dignity,
Ends in good fortune.
Goodfortune of dign ity.
He relies on sey-examination.

2. Second Six
Making no arbitrary decision,
Taking no irresolute action.
In charge of feeding the household,
Being steadfast and upright: good fortune.
The goodfortune of the second six,
Due to her docility andgentleness.

3. Third Nine
The household, grumbling, grumbling.
Regret for adversity: good fortune.
Women and children, joking, joking.
Ends in humiliation.
The household, grumbling, grumbling.
No indulgence occurs.
Women and children,joking, joking.
The control of the household might be lost.

4. Fourth Six
Enrich the household.
Great good fortune.
Enrich the householdGreat goodfortune,

This gua expounds the principle of managing a household. In ancient
China, filial piety toward one's parents and respect of one's elder brother
were considered the root of all morality. The atmosphere of a household
should be harmonious and smooth. To be either too stern or too indulgent is not right. The main theme of the gua lies in the fifth line. It indicates mutual love.
above, Fire -- below. The wind
The image of the gua is Wind
springs forth from the fire. This gua symbolizes that the wind of harmony
is fed by the flames of love. The harmonious atmosphere of a household
starts at the very beginning, the bottom line, and extends from within
(the inner p a ) outward, to the outer gua. This gua has two hosts, because
a man and a woman compose a household. The Commentary on the
Decision says, "The women obtain the proper place within; the men obtain the proper place without." "Within" refers to the inner gua; "without"
indicates the outer gua. The solid line at the fifth place represents the
husband. The yielding line at the second place is his wife.
The ancient sages always applied the principle of managing a household to governing a country. In their view, a country was simply a big
household. With the spirit of sincerity and mutual love, one is able to
create a harmonious situation anywhere, in any circumstance. In his
Analects, Confucius says,

--
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From the loving example of one household,
A whole state becomes lowing.
From the courteous manner of one household,
A whole state becomes courteous.

This p a relates that after King Wen was released from prison he returned home. Realizing that the stability of the country depended upon
the stability of the families, he encouraged people to establish families
and careers. He said that it was most favorable in a household for the
women to be steadfast and upright. The Duke of Zhou narrates different
ways to regulate a household. In a spirit of sincerity and dignity the influence of a household can extend to the whole community.
(1) Initial Nine. Household alternates to Developing Gradually (53)

The bottom line is the beginning of the p a . It is a yang element at a yang
place, firm and correct. One in this place is able to take precautions in the
household to prevent any regret. In this way, regret will disappear. Yan
zhi-tui (531-590), a famous Confucian scholar of the Northern Q dynasty (55&577), says in his Instructionsfor the Household that influencing
a daughter-in-law should begin at the time when she first comes into the
family. Educating sons and daughters should start in their infancy. The
idea is to make provisions before troubles occur.

(2) Second Six. Household alternates to Little Accumulation (9)
The second line represents a housewife. It is a yin element at a yin place,
but she seems too gentle. However, she is in the central position of the
inner gua. This is an ideal place for a housewife. Being gentle and steadfast is an essential virtue for a wife. The Yao Text says, "Making no arbitrary decision, taking no irresolute action," she is in charge of feeding the
household, and being steadfast and upright brings good fortune. It is good
fortune for a household that a woman be the hostess. In The Book of
Poetry, Confucius's collection of ancient folk songs, it says,
How delicate and elegant that peach tree is;
How luxuriant is itsfoliage.
The maiden is going to her husband 'r house,
She will appropriately manage her household.
Let the household be appropriately managed
T h m thepeople of the state may be taught.
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(3) Third Nine. Household alternates to Increasing (42)

The thsrd line is at the top of the inner p a . It represents the authoritative
ruler o f the household. It is a yang element at a yang place-too firm. He
treats t h e household with a stern attitude and this leads to regret. But still
there i s good fortune. The idea that women and children laughing and
joking ends in humiliation was a typical Chinese viewpoint in ancient
times. T h i s line indicates that being neither too stern nor too indulgent is
best f o r cultivating a harmonious family life. Moderation is the Golden
Mean.
(4) Fozrth Six. Housebold alternates to Seeking Harmony (13)

The fourth line is a yin element at a yin place; it lies at the beginning of
the outer pa-Xun, Modesty. The one at this place is gentle and modest;
she is able to walk in the central path and thus enrich the household.
There is great good fortune.

(5) Fzph Nine. Household alternates to Adorning (22)
This lime is the host of the p a . It is a yang element at a yang place, firm,
correct, and central and at the supreme place. It responds to the yin element a t the second place. The second place is the hostess of the household; thus this line symbolizes that the king has reached his household.
The firm and the yielding associate with each other on terms of mutual
love. A harmonious family life will bring good fortune.
--

(6) Top Nine. Household alternates to Already Fulfled (63)
The t o p line represents the head of a household. He is full of love but not
without dignity. Relying on his sincerity and self-discipline, he is able to
set an example for the whole family. His influence not only affects his
own family but also extends beyond the family, bringing good fortune.
Mencius says, "If a man himself does not follow the Tao, he will not be
able to expect his wife and children to follow the Tao. If he does not deal
with people according to the Tao, he will not be able to expect his wife
and children to deal with people according to the Tao. . . . There is no
greater delight than to be conscious of sincerity and of self-examination."

-
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Additional Reference Information for This Gua

Element:
--- Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Wind above, Fire below
Wind comes forth from Fire, Household
Wood
Four yang with two yin
The fifth month of the lunar calendar, or June
Second Six
-Relief
(40) EZ
-Diversity
(38)
Not Yet Fulfilled
(64)

--

Kui Diversity
- - Li

--

Fire

Dui Lake

Kui means to go against, to be incompatible with; diversity.
Sequence of the Gua: When theproper way f a household comes to an end,

there is surely diversity. Thus, after HousehoZd Diversity foZZows.
Wilhelm translates Kui as Opposition. Blofeld translates it as the Estranged, Opposites. In this book the term Diversity is adopted.
The original meaning of kui was "eyes do not look at each other," indicating that people's lines of vision are different. There is diversity among
them. The ideograph of Kui demonstrates this sense of diversity. In this
ideograph, an eye is drawn on the left side in a vertical position. There are
two tiny strokes at the middle of the eye. Early on these two strokes were
represented by a tiny circle, the pupil. At the top of the right side, there
are two hands, showing the fingers and palms. The palms of the hands are
not facing each other; instead, they are back to back. This placement suggests diversity. A bow and arrow are drawn underneath the hands. Two
feathers are fastened to the end of the arrow to show that the arrow is
moving as the feathers fly. The route of the arrow is between the two
hands, making the space of their diversity bigger.
This gua is the inverse of the preceding gua, Household, which characterized the centripetal force holding the family together. Diversity, on
the other hand, shows a centrifugal force diversifying the family. An old
Chinese adage says, "In a harmonious family, everything is prosperous. In
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a disharmonious family, everything is obstructed."
The structure of the gua is Fire = above, Lake
below. The flame
of a fire flares upward, while the water in a lake sinks downward. These
movements, upward and downward, diverge. Lake, symbolizing joy, joyfully clings to Fire, Brightness. In the course of diversifying, there is still
similarity-this is the unique wisdom of the I Ching. Fire represents the
middle daughter and Lake the youngest daughter. They originated from
the same parents. However, when they grow up they will go to different
families through marriage. Their interests will naturally take them in different directions. Thus, diversity is unavoidable. The key is in seeking
harmony out of diversity.
When the second line and the third line of Brightness interchange,
Brightness alternates to Diversity. Likewise, when the fourth and fifth
lines of Innermost Sincerity (61) exchange places, and when the second
and third lines and fourth and f i f h lines of Household (37) interchange,
they become this gua. With all these changes, the yielding lines proceed
upward. As a result, the yielding line in the fifth place is central and responds to the solid line at the second place. In this way, although great
things may not be accomplished, there will be good fortune in little ways.
Thus the Commentary on the Decision says, "The joyous clings to the
brilliant. The yielding advances and moves upward. It attains the central
place and responds to the firm. This is why there is good fortune in little
things."

Decision
Diversity.
Little things:
Good fortune.

It attains the centralplace and responds to thefirm.
This is why there is goodfortune in little things.
Heaven and Earth diwrszfi,
But their achievements are concerted
Man and woman diverszfi,
But theirpassion is in unison.
All beings diverst&
But theirfunctions are the same.
Great indeed is the time and significance of diversity.

Commentary on the Symbol
Fire above, Lake below.
A n image of Diversity.
In correspondence with this,
The superior person seeks common ground on major issues
While reserving differenceson minor ones.

Yao Text
1. Initial Nine
Regret vanishes.
Lose a horse, do not chase.
Of its own accord, returns.
Meet with evil people.
No fault.
Meet with evilpeople;
Guard against mistakes.

2. Second Nine
Commentary on the Decision
Diversity.
Fire moves upward Lake moves downward
Two daughters live together;
Their minds do not move in the same direction.
Thejoyous clings to the brilliant.
The yielding advances and moves upward

Meet lord in a narrow lane.
No fault.
Meet lord in a narrow lane.
He has not deviatedfom the proper way.

3. Third Six
Seeing a wagon dragged,
One's ox pulled,

As if one's forehead were tattooed and nose cut off
Without a beginning,
There is an end.

--

--

Seeing a wagon dragged,
Theplace is not correct.
Without a beginning, there is an end
He meets someone who is&.

4. Fourth Nine
Diversity isolated.
Meets the initiator.
Fused sincerity and truthfulness.
Adversity.
No fault.
Fure sincerity and truthfirlness: nofault.
Their minds can be communicated andf;If;lled

---
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5. Fifth Six
Regret vanishes.
Clansmen respond
As if biting soft meat.
Going forward, what mistake?

Clansmen respond
As fbiting soft meat.
T h e is groundfor congratulation.

6. Top Nine
Diversity isolated.
See a pig covered with dirt,
A wagon carrying devils.
First draw the bow,
Then lay it aside.
Not an invader, but a suitor.
Going forward, encounter the rain,
Then good fortune.

The goodfortune of encountering rain.
All doubts wash away.

Diversity is natural and unavoidable. The key is in seeking harmony. To
the Chinese, all diversity can be harmonized, no matter whether it is between members of a household, or members of a society, or between nations of the world. The clue lies in one's attitude. If both sides are willing
to come together in sincerityand truthfulness, no problem cannot be solved.
The symbol of the gua is Fire
above, Lake
below. The ascending
flame of the fire and the downward flowing of the water of the lake move
in opposite directions. I n correspondence, the superior person seeks common ground while reservi'ng differences.This is the correct attitude with
which to neutralize diversity. Based on this attitude, there w
ill be no misfortune. However, integrating diversity also requires proper timing and
an appropriate situation. Either the yielding line at the fifth place or the
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(I) Initid Nine. Diversity alternates to Not Yet FuPIIed (64)

F

The bottom line is a yang element at a yang place; it does not respond to
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solid line at the second place could be the host. The Commentary on the
Decision says, "The yielding advances and moves upward. It attains the
central place and responds to the firm."This commentary tells us that the
yielding line at the fifth place is the host.
This gua relates that the people of the Shang dynasty responded to
King Wen's policy of welcoming persons of talent and virtue to his country. Those who opposed the tyranny of the Shang dynasty went to Zhou
for shelter one after another. King Wen instructed them that being aware
of diversity and beginning with little things would bring good fortune.
The Duke of Zhou narrates 'the different experiences of those who diverged from the Tyrant of Shang.

B
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the yang element at the fourth place. Since they do not work together, how
could there be regret? But during the time of diversity, those who should
respond to each other diversify, and those who should diversify, respondthe diversity between one at the bottom and one at the fourth position
vanishes. It is as if one who has lost his horse does not chase it, and it comes
back. In the time of diversity, one should be generous and magnanimous.
In dealing with bad people, it is not necessary to keep a good distance from
them. Even encountering them face to face, there would be no fault. This
line suggests that to smooth out a misunderstanding takes time; the lost
horse will come back of its own accord. With the proper attitude, even in
meeting a person with different ideas there will be no problem.

I)
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(2) Second Nine. Diversity alternates to Eradicating (21)

(6) Top Nine. Diversity alternates to Marrying Maiden (54)

The second line is a yang element at a yin place. This line responds to the
yin element at the fifth place. This is the lord. They are complementary
yin and yang-they should meet. But during the time of diversity, they
cannot. One at the second place looks for his lord elsewhere. Eventually
he finds the lord in a narrow lane, which is unusual. The narrow lane in
question is a lane outside the palace wall. The subordinate and his lord are
able to meet humbly in this informal place. In this there is no fault. This
line indicates that in a time of diversity one should maintain a spirit of
conciliation and compromise to best serve the general interest.

The Yao Text of this line is very imaginative. One at the topmost place
represents a person who acts contrary to reason and is isolated. This line
11
responds to the yin element at the third place, but he has a doubtfd atti- tude. He wants to meet this corresponding yin element, but she is sur- =
rounded by two solid lines, above and below. He suspects that she is like a
pig covered with dirt or a wagon loaded with devils-something useful
covered by something unpleasant. At first, he draws a bow; then he lays it
aside. At last he recognizes that she is not an enemy but is someone who
is wooing. Eventually his doubts are dispelled as the rain washes away the
dirt, and in the end they meet. There is good fortune. This line tells us
that resolving diversity should be as natural as the clouds accumulating
and bringing down rain. It takes time.

(3) Third Six. Diversity alternates to Great Harvest (14)

-=

The third line is a yin element at a yang place, responding to the topmost
yang element. One in this place should go to meet the one at the topmost
place. Nevertheless, her personality is too weak. She is hindered by the
surrounding yang elements. It is as if a wagon is being dragged by the
solid line at the second place and an ox is being pulled by the solid line at
the fourth place. The situation is bad-as when a man's forehead is tattooed and his nose cut off. These were two forms of ancient punishment.
Nevertheless, since they are corresponding elements and the one at the
top is firm and strong, in the end they meet.
(4) Fourth Nine. Divmsity alternates to Decreasing (41)-=

The fourth line is a yang element at a yin place; it does not respond to the
yang element at the bottom. Furthermore, it is surrounded and isolated
by yin elements above and below. But the yang element at the bottom is
strong and firm, truthful and upright. They are both yang. Thus the Yao
Text says, "Diversity isolated. Meets the initiator. Fused sincerity and truthfulness. Adversity. No fault." The initiator is the bottom line.

(5) F F h Six. Diversity alternates to FulJilment (10)
The fifth line is a yin element at a yang place. Although it is in a supreme
place, its attribute is weakness and its place is incorrect. There is regret.
O n the other hand, it is central and responds to the yang element at the
second place, which supports it like a clansman. Regret vanishes. What
mistake can there be?

I

.

Additional Reference Information for This Gua

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Fire above, Lake below
Fire above Lake, Diversity
Fire
Four yang with two yin
The twelfth month of the lunar calendar, or
January
Fifth Six
Hardship
Household
Already Fulfiled

I
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(39)Jian

Jian ~ a r d s h i ~

--

---

Kan Water
Gen Mountain

Originally, Jian meant lame or a lame person. From lame, its meaning
extends to encompass difficulty in walking or hardship. Wilhelm translates Jian as Obstruction; Blofeld translates it as Trouble. In this book I
use Hardship.

rain and crossing a river are arduous undertakings.The attribute of Water
is darkness and of Mountain is keeping still. If it is not the right time to
overcome hardship, one should keep still. Keeping still doe; not mean
giving up. It is just yielding to the situation and waiting for a more auspicious time. If the proper time comes, it is favorable to seek union or to =
--consult a noble person for constructive advice. Any premature advance
will entail risk. Overcoming hardship depends on the correct time, situation, and companions-in Chinese terms Heaven, Earth, and human beings, the three primary elements.
When the solid line at the fourth place and the yielding line at the
fifth place of Little Exceeding (62) ZZ interchange, Little Exceeding becomes Hardship. ; As a result, the solid line at the fourth place of Little
Exceeding moves forward to the center of the upper gua. Thus, the Commentary on the Decision says, "Going forward obtains the central place."
If the solid line at the fourth place of Little Exceeding moves backward, it
confronts the lower gua, Mountain (Keeping Still).The commentary tells
us, "There is no way out." In the I Ching, Earth represents the southwest.
The upper gua is Water, which is derived from Earth; for this reason it
also represents southwest.The commentary says there is advantage in the
southwest. The lower gua, Mountain, represents northeast, and the commentary correspondingly says, "It is unfavorable in the northeast."
In the I Ching, there are two gua that betoken hardship: the third one,
Beginning, and this one. In Beginning, the Commentary on the Decision
says, "The firm and the yielding united at the very beginning; difficulties
come into being." Hardship in that case is attendant upon the creation of
all beings. In this gua, the hardship occurs during the course of one's life
journey. One has already grown and matured. Confucius instructs us that
the superior person should be introspective to cultivate virtue. Resonating
with Confucius, Mencius says,

I E\I

\

Sequence of the Gua: Ifhere is misunderstanding and diversity in a household, surely hardship will result. Thus, after Diversity, Hardshipfollows.

The ideograph of the gua shows its original meaning-a lame person
having difficulty walking. At the top of the ideograph is the roof of a
house with a chimney. Below it there is an ideograph of a person, ren.
Between the roof and the person, there are two bundles of grass, representing bedding. These images form the upper part of the ideograph: a
picture of a person under the roof of a house covered with two pieces of
thick bedding to resist the cold. At the bottom, there is an ideograph of a
foot. On each side of the foot and underneath the person a pair of crutches
is drawn. One can visualize the crutches under the armpits of the person
with a lame leg. The blood circulation of a lame leg is poor, thus the image
of a cold foot was used to demonstrate a lame person's difficulty with
walking.
above, Mountain
below. It
The structure of the gua is Water
represents a situation of hardship following hardship. Climbing a moun-

--

--

If one loves others, and they do not respond in the same way,
one should turn inward and examine one's own love. If one
treats others politely, and they do not return politeness, one
should turn inward and examine one's own politeness. When
one does not realize what one desires, one must turn inward
and examine oneself in every point.
This passage reveals the true spirit ofwhat the ancient sages learned from
this gua.

(39) Jian

Decision

--

----

Hardship.
Favorable to the southwest.
Unfavorable to the northeast.
Favorable to see a great person.
Being steadfast and upright: good fortune.

Commentary on the Decision
Jian is Hardship.
Danger infront.
Seeing the danger and knowing to stand still,
Being conscious and wise.
Hardship.
Favorable in the southwest.
Goingforward obtains the centralplace.
Unfavorable in the northeast.
There is no way out.
Favorable to see a great person;
Goingforward there is achievement.
Properposition,
Being steadfast and upright,
Goodfortune,
Rectyjting the country.
Great indeed is thefunction and time of hardship!

Commentary on the Symbol
Water on the Mountain.
A n image of Hardship.
In correspondence with this,
The superiorperson is introspective to cultivate his virtue.

Yao Text
1. Initial Six
Going forward: hardship.

Coming back: praise.
Goingforward, hardship.
Coming back,praise.
Waitingfor theproper time.
,

2. Second Six
King and minister, hardship, hardship.
Not for one's own affairs.
King and minister
Hardship upon hardship,
Ending with no resentment.

3. Third Nine
Going forward: hardship.
Come back instead.
Goingforward hardship.
Coming back instead.
Those inside rejoice with him.

4. Fourth Six
Going forward: hardship.
Coming back union.
Goingforward hardship.
Coming back, union.
Theproper place possesses solidity.

5. Fifth Nine
Great hardship.
Friends come.
Great hardship.
Friends come.
Rely on the virtue of the central.

6. Top Six
Going forward: hardship.
Coming back: a great achievement.
Good fortune.
Favorable to see a great person.
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(39)Jian

u

---7

Goingforward hardship.
Coming back: a great achievement.
Wishes filaced on the internal.
Favorable to see a great person.
Follow the one of noble rank.
1

-

Water above Mountain is an image of hardship following hardship. There
is no way to totally avoid hardship in one's life. Hardship should be overcome; calamity can be prevented. One should not always let things take
their own course and resign oneself to one's fate. This gua tells us how to
deal with hardship. The ancient sages experienced the hardship of climbing a mountain as well as crossing a river. They also experienced a l l kinds
of hardship in their life journey. Some hardships were avoidable, but others were unavoidable. If one has the right attitude, no matter what kind of
hardships there are, they can be overcome. In times of hardship a country
needs a great leader, associated with loyal officials and supported by the
people with one heart and one mind. This is what the Commentary on
the Decision means when it advises to see a great person; and that proper
position brings good fortune. When the time is not auspicious one should
-,'
keep still. Any premature advance will lead to possible danger.
The host of the gua is the solid line at the fifth place. The Commentary on the Decision says, 'Going forward obtains the central place."This
is the position for a great person. During the time of hardship, moving
forward is not favorable. The Yao Text mentions hindrance and advises
returning.
The gua relates how King Wen noticed that the
of the Shang
who came to Zhou to seek shelter suffered hardship. He told them that it
would be better for them to stay in the realm of Zhou (southwest), but
unfavorable to return to the Shang realm (northwest). It was favorable for
them to see the great person (probably King Wen) and remain steadfast
and upright. Good fortune would prevail. The Duke of Zhou tells us how
these people dealt with various hardships in different situations.
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fourth place. AU these conditions indicate that it is not favorable to go
forward. The bottom line is at the beginning of the h a r d s h i p i t is better
to seek an understanding of the situation before acting. If one at this place
acts blindly, she will fall into the darkness of the upper p a , Water. If she
understands the situation and returns, staying in the lower p a , Keeping =
--Still, she will be praised.

(2) Second Six. Hardship alternates to Replenishing (48) ZZ
The second line is a yin element at a yin place, central and correct. It
responds to the yang element at the fifth place. Normally this line can
move forward smoothly without hindrance. However, the fifth line is in
the midst of the upper gua, Water, or Darkness. In the I Ching, the second line represents a general in the service of a king. When a king at the
fifth place is facing hardship, it is the duty of the general to dash forward
to help, regardless of his own safety; otherwise he will feel guilt and regret
his whole life. In Chinese history, the Yao Text of this line has been quoted
to refer to the loyal subordinate of a king.
(3) TbirdNine. Hardship alternates to Union (8) EZ
The third line is at the top of the inner gua. It is the only yang element of
the inner gua and thus acts to support the yin elements. It responds to the
topmost yin element. However, the topmost element is weak. In this situation, it is difficult to proceed. If one in this position comprehends the
circumstances and returns, staying within the inner gua, the yin elements
will rejoice and he himselfwill be safe.

(4) Fourth Sir. Harrirbip alternates to Mutual Influence (31)
The fourth line has reached the bottom line of the upper gua, Water,
representiqg the Darkness. It is a yin element at a yin place, but it does
not respond to the yin element at the bottom. One at this place is weak
and surrounded by two yang elements above and below. She has the opportunity to seek union with the yang element below, but the yang element at the fifth place is lost in the midst of darkness (water). Thus the
commentary says, "Going forward, hardship. Coming back, union. The
proper place possesses solidity."

(1) Initial Six. Hardhip alternates to Already Fuplled (63)

(5) FFh Nine. Hardrhip alternates to Humbleness (IS) -

The bottom line is a yin element at a yang place. Its attribute is weakness,
and its place is not correct. It does not respond to the yin element at the

This line is the host. It represents a leader. He is in the midst of the upper
gua. But he is solid and firm and associates with the one at the second

place. They are complementary and supportive yin and yang. Their positions are proper, their attitudes right. Both of them are working hard, not
simply for their own advantage. In his Analects Confucius says, "If one is
-- virtuous, one will not be left to stand alone. It is certain that associates of
-- like mind will come and join with one."
--One at this place will reap good fortune, but the text does not mention
good fortune because the situation of hardship prevails.
(6) Top Six. Hardrhip alternates to Developing Gradualh (53)
By the topmost line, further advance will lead to further hardship. If one
understands the situation and returns, she has two choices. She can rely
on the one at the fifth place, who is firm and strong, central and correct.
Or she can associate with the one at the third position, since they are
complementary yin and yang. She is extremely wise; he associates with
the one at the third place and goes along with him to see the great person
at the fifth place. Thus Confucius's Commentary on the Yao Tevt says,
"Going forward: hardship. Coming back: a great achievement. Wishes
placed on the internal. Favorable to see a great person. Follow the one of
noble rank." The internal refers to the inner p a , where the third line is
located. Noble rank indicates the f i f h line, a king's place.

Additional Reference Information for This Gua
Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Water above, Mountain below
Water above Mountain, Hardship
water
Two yang with four yin
The eleventh month of the lunar calendar, or
December
Fifth Nine
Diversity
Relief
Not Yet Fulfilled

Jie

~elief

-- Zhen
--

Thunder

Kan Rain

7 -

Jie has many meanings. Originally it meant to separate or to remove and,
later, to release or to relieveespecially to relieve pain or distress. In this
p a , it signifies relief of the cause of hardship. Wilhelm translates Jie as
Deliverance, and Blofeld translates it as Release. Deliverance and release
both denote an act of allowing to go, setting free, or unfastening. Relief is
closer in meaning to alleviation-lessening or ending pain, distress, or
anxiety. Given the content of this p a , I adopt the name Relief.

Sequence of the Gua: Things cannot remain in hardship without end Thus,
afir Hardship, RelieffoZZows.
The ideograph of Jie pictures its original meaning, to separate or to remove. It consists of three parts. O n the left, there is a horn, and at the
bottom right, there is an ox. The image looks like the face of an ox with
horns curved upward. Resting on the top of the ox is a knife. Taken as a
whole, the ideograph shows that a horn is separated and removed from
the head of an ox by a knife. This p a is the inverse of the preceding p a ,
Hardship-afier one's hardship is relieved, one tends to indulge in pleasure again and creates new hardship. Thus, Hardship and Relief complement each other.
The structure of the p a is Thunder = above, Water =below, signifying a thunderstorm with heavy rain. Thunder represents motion, and Water
stands for darkness. One can imagine that the thunderstorm is wild and

violent. When the tremendous strength of the storm has passed through the
dark, the danger is relieved. There is an old Chinese saying, "After a thunderstorm, the sky becomes clearer." Rain and storms wash away dirt, but
-- they cannot last long. After the hot and suffocating atmosphere is relieved,
-- people can breathe freely again.Tension is relieved. A new cycle begins.
-When the solid line at the third place and the yielding line at the fourth
place of Growing Upward (46) = interchange, Growing Upward alterThe upper gua of Growing Upward is Earth, reprenates to Relief
senting the southwest. The solid third line of Growing Upward ascends
to the upper gua, Earth, and Growing Upward becomes Relief. Thus the
Decision says, "Relief. Favorable in the southwest." It drops the hint that,
to relieve a difficult situation, one should follow the way of yin like the
Earth, gently and amiably. After relieving the hardship, one should rest
and recuperate like the Earth, nourishing and nurturing myriad beings.
7

=.

He will receive merit by goingforward
Heaven and Earth obtain relief;:
Thunderstorm and rain come togefher.
When thunderstorm and rain come together,
The buds ofplants andfruit trees begin to burst.
Great indeed is the time of relieving!

Commentary on the Symbol
Rolling Thunder with heay Rain.
An image of Relief:
In correspondence withthis,
The superiorperson pardons mistakes
And deals gently with misdeeds.

Decision
Relief.
Favorable in the southwest.
Nowhere to goCome back, return to normal.
Good fortune.
Somewhere to goNo delay: good fortune.

Commentary on the Decision
Relief:
Danger produces motion.
Through motion, danger is removed
This is what relief means.
Relief:
Favorable in the southwest.
Goingforward, win the multitude.
Returning back brings goodfortune.
He obtains the centralposition.
Ifbere is somewhere to go,
Acting without delay brings goodfortune.

Yao Text
1. Initial Six
No fault.
Junction between yin and yang.
There should be nofault.

2. Second Nine
In the field
Three foxes are caught.
Obtain a golden arrow.
Being steadfast and upright: good fortune.
Goodfortunefor the second nine,
Due to the middlepath.

3. Third Six
Carrying a burden,
Riding in a carriage,
Tempting robbers to come.
Being steadfast: humiliation.
Carrying a burden, riding in a carriage,

It is a shame.

When I myselftempt the robbers to draw near,
On whom shall I lay the blame?

Fourth Nine
Removing your big toe,
Friends come.
Be sincere and truthful.
Removing your big toe.
Theplace is not appropriate.

Fifth Six
Superior person
Relieves hardship:
Good fortune.
Be sincere and truthhl to the little fellow.
The superiorperson relieves the hardrhip;
Littlefellows have to retreat.

Top Six
The prince is engaged in shooting a falcon
On top of a high city wall.
Hits it.
Nothing is unfavorable.
Theprince is engaged in shooting afalcon;
Tie relieves the rebellious.

This p a is the inverse of Hardship, the preceding one. Now, hardship is
relieved. To relieve hardship, timing is important; if the time is not favorable, one must remain still. The Decision indicates that if there is nowhere to go, returning will be propitious. O n the other hand, if there is
somewhere to go, acting immediately will bring good fortune. Beside timing, harmony between people is absolutely important.
The p a has two hosts: the yielding line at the fifth place and the solid
line at the second place. The yielding line at the fifth place represents a
king who is humble and gentle. The solid line at the second place represents an official who is strong and firm. These two elements are complementary yin and yang. They mutually support each other. A wise leader is

m

w o ~ k i n gwith an able subordinate-they relieve hardship together. The
yielding lines at the second, third, and sixth places use the fox, the robber,
a n d the falcon, respectively, as images of potential dangers, suggesting
t h a t during a time when hardship is relieved, one should still be cautious. -T h e p a tells us that the hardship of those who came to the Kingdom =
-of Z h o u for shelter from the Tyrant of Shang was relieved. It was best for
those who came to stay in the realm of Zhou (southwest). For those who
moved on, if there was nowhere else to go, returning still brought good
for tune if they acted without delay. The Duke of Zhou tells us how the
hardship of these people was relieved only through the retreating of the
little fellows.

(1) Initial Six. Relitfalternates to Marrying Maiden (54) SE
T h e bottom line denotes the transition between Hardship and Relief. It
is a turning point. Thus the Commentary on the Yao Text says that there
should be no fault. This line is a yin element at a yang place. The element
is weak, and the position is low; therefore it is safe. It responds to the yang
ele ment at the fourth place. When hardship begins to find relief, although
there is not yet good fortune, at least there is no fault.

(2) Second Nine. Relitfalternates to Delight (16) T h e second line is a yang element at a yin place. The position is not correct, but it is central. It responds to the yin element at the fifth place, and
is able to obtain support from this element at the king's place. Three foxes
represent the other yin elements. Foxes are considered crafty and tricky.
O n e at this place is firm and strong, able to banish those who try to trick
t h e king. The Yao Text says, "In the field three foxes are caught.'' The
firmness of this line is represented by the golden arrow. With its resolve,
t h e three foxes are caught. The color of gold, yellow, in the system of the
five elements is the color of Earth, which is in the central place. This
brings good fortune.

(3p Third Six. Reliefrrternatesto Long Lasting (32)
T h e yielding line at the third position symbolizes a little fellow. It is a yin
element at a yang place. Its placement is not correct, but it occupies the
t o p position of the lower p a . Its status is not compatible with its positio n. In ancient times, only those with rank were allowed to ride in a
carriage. This is a little fellow who is carrying a burden. While carrying a
b u ~ d e none
, rides in a carriage, tempting robbers to draw near. However

steadfast and upright, there will be regret. The Chinese sages emphasized
that appearances should match reality. Otherwise people will not trust
and follow.

---

-- (4) Fourth Nine. Reliefalternates to Multitude (7) -- The Yao Text says, "Removing your big toe, friends come." The big toe
denotes the bottom line. The fourth line is a yang element at a yin place,
while the bottom line is a yin element at a yang place. These two lines are
complementary yin and yang, but both are in incorrect places. The one at
the fourth place represents a gentle man, and the one at the bottom syrnbolizes a petty fellow. They cannot support each other. In order to relieve
hardship, the one at the fourth place should cut off relationships with
petty persons. After he has done so, he is able to move forward. The yin
element at the fifth place can be a good friend. She is in a central place,
indicating that she is sincere and trustworthy. An ancient Chinese maxim
says, "Things of the same kind come together." If one has a petty person
as a companion, how can upright friends come forward?

(5)FFh Six. Reliefahernates to Exhausting (47) E
There are four yin elements in this p a . Only this yin element is brilliant and wise, because it is at a supreme place. The other three yin
elements are petty fellows who cause hardships. T h e ancient sages
thought that a brilliant and wise person should keep a distance from
petty fellows. Thus the Yao Text says that contemplating relieving hardship brings good fortune.
(6) Top Six. Reliefalternates to Not Yet F-ed

(64'

The topmost line of a p a is generally the place for a sage or a hermit. In
this p a , it is the place of a lord. This line, at the end of the p a , symbolizes a situation where all hardships are relieved. The predatory falcon is
an inauspicious bird, representing the yin element at the third place who
is striving for a high position. The high wall mentioned here is the top
line of the p a . Confucius's commentary says, "The prince is engaged in
shooting a falcon; he relieves the rebellious." The "rebellious" element is
the yin line at the third place.

Additional Reference Information for This Gua

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Thunder above, Water below
Thunder above Rain, Relief
--Wood
--Two yang with four yin
The second month of the lunar calendar, or March
Second Nine
Household
(37) EZ
-Hardship
(39) E
-Already Fulfied
(63) E

S u n Decreasing
--

Gen Mountain
Dui Lake

The structure of the Upper Canon and the Lower Canon of the I Ching
is well knit. The Upper Canon begins with the Initiating (1) and the
Responding (2).After ten changes, we have moved to Advance (11) and
Hindrance (12). The Lower Canon begins with Mutual Influence (31)
and Long Lasting (32). After ten changes, we have Decreasing (41) and
Increasing (42).Thus, Decreasing and Increasing have inner connections
with Advance and Hindrance. From this inner connection, we can see
that the sequence of the sixty-four gua is an integrated whole.

Decision

Sun means decreasing, losing, or damaging. W i e l m translates Sun as Decrease while Blofeld chooses Loss, Reduction. I use the term Decreasing.
Sequence of the Gua: Relieving continues to excess; surely something is to be
lost. Thus,qter Relief;Decreasingfollows.
The ideograph consists of three parts. On the left is the image of a hand,
shou, holding something in a fist. At the bottom right is an ancient sacrificial vessel, usually used to hold liquors. At the top of the sacrificial vessel
is the ideograph of an open mouth, kou. The union of these three ideographs tells us that a hand holds a sacrificial vessel pouring the liquor out
from its open mouth. As it pours out, the quantity of the liquor decreases.
When the vessel is empty, the liquor is gone. Thus, Sun signifies either
decreasing or losing.
above, Lake = below. At
The structure of the gua is Mountain
the foot of the mountain there is a lake. This symbol shows how it was
imagined that an increase of the mountain was at the same time a decrease of the lake. For example, the evaporation of water from the lake
precipitates on the mountain. This gua has an inner connection with Tai,
or Advance (11) E.Conhcius's Commentary on the Decision says, "To
decrease what is lower is to increase what is above." In Advance, there are
three solid lines in the lower gua. When the solid line at the bottom moves
to the top, Advance alternates to this gua, Decreasing.

--

Decreasing.
Being sincere and truthful:
Supreme good fortune, no fault.
Appropriate to be steadfast and upright.
Favorable to have somewhere t o go.
How is it to be used?
Two bamboo trays can be used for offering.

Commentary on the Decision
Decreasing.
To decrease what is lower
Is to increase what is above.
The way is to benefit the above.
Decreasing and being sincere and truthful
There will be supreme goodfortune
Withoutfault.
One can be steadfast and upright.
It isfavorable to go somewhere.
How can the principle of decreasing be used?
With truthfulness and sincerity
Two bamboo trays can be usedfor sacr;f;e.
But employing two bamboo trays should be decided
In accord with the time.
There is a timefor decreasing theflrm
And increasing the yielding.

rn
-=
=

Decreasing and increasing,
Beingfull and being empty,
These takeplace in accord with the conditions of time.

----

Commentary on the Symbol

Fourth Six
Decrease one's ailment,
Hasten to help.
There is rejoicing, no fault.

At thefoot of the Mountain,

Decrease one? ailment.
It is indeed worthy ofjoy.

There is a Lake.
It is an image of Decreasing.
In correspondence with this,
The superiorperson controls his anger
And restrains his desire.

Fifth Six
Probably being increased.
A tortoise worth ten pairs of shells
Cannot be refused.
Supreme good fortune.

Yao Text

1. Initial Nine
Suspend one's own affairs.
Hurry forward, no fault.
Weigh how much one can decrease.
Suspend one? own affairs and hunyfmward
Uphold working infull cooperation with one mind

2. Second Nine
Favorable to be steadfast and upright.
Moving forward: misfortune.
Without decreasing,
Increase.
Thefavor and steadfastness of the second nine,
The centralposition makes him uphold his will.

3. Third Six
Three people walk together;
Then decrease by one.
One walks alone,
Then finds a friend.
One should walk alone.
Threepeople together, doubts arise.

The supreme goodfortune of thefftth six,
Due to the bZessingfiom above.

Top Nine
Without decreasing, increase.
No fault.
Being steadfast and upright: good fortune.
Favorable to have somewhere to go.
Obtain subordinates
Without consideration of their own households.
Without decreasing, increase.
He attains what he wants in great measure.

T h e theme of the p a is the law of balance between decreasing and increasing, giving and receiving.What is excessive should be decreased. Likewise, what is insufficient should be increased. This is the way of the universe. The p a is based on the idea that to decrease what is lower is to
increase what is above. When the solid line at the third place of Advance
alternates to a yielding line, and the yielding line at the top alternates to a
soli d line, then Advance changes to Decreasing. In this gua what is lower
indkates the people; what is above refers to the king.Therefore, the yielding
line at the fifth place is the host. Among the six lines, the three in the
lower gua are the givers and the three in the upper gua are the receivers.

I I I\ I
-=
=

After making adequate arrangements for those seeking shelter in the
realm of Zhou, King Wen tried to promote prosperity. O n one hand, he
began to levy taxes from the people, and, on the other, he instructed people
how to profit and practice economy. To set an example, he performed a
grand ceremony, but used just two bamboo trays instead of the traditional
eight, offering a very simple sacrifice with truthfulness and sincerity. The
Duke of Zhou describes the way to restrain oneself to allow others to
prosper.

of one's shortcomings. The fourth line is a yin element at a yin place,
surrounded by two yin elements above and below. There is too much yin
and thus there is a shortcoming. One at this place responds to the yang
element on the bottom. She relies on the help of the one at the bottom,
who is strong and firm. When she obtains help and support, her ailment
is alleviated. This line tells us that a true friend is beneficial and important in helping diminish one's shortcomings.

(1) Initial Nine. Decreasing alternates to Childhood (4)

The bottom line indicates that it is time to decrease what is lower in order
to increase what is above. The yang element at the bottom is firm and
strong and has the potential to help others. He responds to the yin element at the fourth place, who needs help. He suspends his own affairs,
hurrying away to help. There is no fault. However, he must consider how
much he can diminish himself to benefit others.

The fifth line, in the middle of the upper p a , is a yin element at a yang
place. One in this place is gentle and modest, able to accept benefits with
grace. Because she is at a supreme place and is virtuous, during the time of
diminishing what is lower to increase what is above, people are willing to
sacrifice to augment her. This line shows the importance of the quality of
modesty. An ancient saying goes, "Modesty helps one to go forward,whereas
conceit makes one lag behind." Modesty brings supreme good fortune.

(2) Second Nine. Decreasing alternates to Noukhing (27)

(6) Top Nine. Decreasing alternates to Approaching (19)

The yang element at the second place is firm and strong, in the central
position of the lower p a . H e is able to follow the principle of the Golden
Mean and would not take rash actions. It is favorable to remain steadfast
and upright. Premature advance always leads to misfortune. Bringing increase to others without diminishing oneself is the best way to deal with
the matter of giving and receiving.

All three lines in the upper p a are receivers. The topmost line is a yang

(5) FFh Six. Decreasing alternates to Innermost Sincerity (61) E

element-one at this place has more than enough. He does not need to
diminish others to benefit himself. To increase one's benefits without diminishing others is not only without fault, it is the best way to obtain constant increase. Moreover, in this situation, it is right to scale down one's
excess to alleviate other people's deficiency. In this way one obtains support
from his subordinates and attains what he wants in great measure.

(3) Third Six. Decreasing alternates to GreatAccumulation (26)

The Yao Text explains that this p a , Decreasing, comes from Advance.
When the lower gua of Advance loses a yang element and this yang element moves to the top of the upper p a , then Advance becomes Decreasing. In the first case the Yao Text says, "Three people walk together, then
decrease by one." In the second case, when the yang element moves to the
top of the upper p a and and meets the yin elements, the Yao Text says,
"One walks alone, then finds a friend."This line delves into human relationships. When one walks alone, one can meet a harmonious companion. When two people come together, it is easy to build a close relationship. But when three people are in a relationship, doubts arise.
(4) Fourth Six. Decreasing alternates to Diversity (38)

The Yao Text says, "Decrease one's ailment," recommending a mitigation

Additional Reference Information for This Gua
Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Mountain above, Lake below
Lake under Mountain, Decreasing
Earth
Three yin with three yang
The seventh month of the lunar calendar,
or August
Fifth Six
Mutual Influence
Increasing
Turning Back

-=
=
-

--

V i eIncreasing
- Xun Wind
-- Zhen Thunder

loses a yang elein order to increase what is below. When Heaven
ment, it becomes Wind. And when Earth EE gains a yang element, it
becomes Thunder. This is precisely an image of diminishing the lower to
increase the upper. Increasing comes from Pi, Hindrance (12)E.In Hindrance, there are three solid lines in the upper gua and three yielding lines
in the lower gua. When the topmost solid line of Hindrance moves to the
bottom, Hindrance alternates to Increasing. The Commentary on the
Decision says, "To decrease what is above is to increase what is lower."
The upper gua is Wood as well as Wind. Here it symbolizes that a wooden
boat is moving forward, driven by the wind. The lower gua is Thunder,
symbolizing action. Thus King Wen's Decision says, "Favorable to have
somewhere to go. Favorable to cross great rivers."

Decision

Yi means profit, benefit, increase.W i e h translates Yi as Increase; Blofeld
translates it as Gain. In this book the translation Increasing is used. This
gua is the inverse of the preceding one. Decreasing and Increasing are opposite but complementary. Thus the forms of these two gua are reversed
Sequence of the Gua: When decreasing reaches its end, surely increasing is
certain to come. Thus, after Decreasing, Increasingfollows.

The ideograph of Yi is simple and clear. The lower part is the image of a
household container.Above the container is an ancient ideograph for water,
shui. It looks exactly like the symbol of the original gua Kan, Water --.
Water above a container symbolizes that water is pouring into the conabove,
tainer, an act of increasing. The structure of the gua is Wind
Thunder =--= below. When wind and thunder support each other, their
energy is doubled. It is also an image of increase. The inner p a , Thunder,
indicates that there is fum resolution within. The outer p a , Wind, indicates that there is penetrating outward action. Conhcius's Commentary
on the Symbol says, "The superior person follows the good when he sees
it, and corrects his fault when he finds it." This tells us that a superior
person follows the good as quickly as the wind and corrects his faults as
firmly as thunder.
The theme of the previous gua is to decrease what is lower in order to
increase what is higher. This gua discusses how to decrease what is above

--

Increasing.
Favorable to have somewhere to go.
Favorable to cross great rivers.

Commentary on the Decision
Increasing.
To decrease what is above
Is to increase what is lower.
Thejoy of thepeople is boundless.
Increase of what is lower comesfiom what is above.
Its way is greatly brightened
Favorable to have somewhere to go
Because it is central and correct
And, therefore, is blessed.
Favorable to cross great rivers
Because the wood isfloating on the water
And sentforward by the wind
Increase moves with gentleness and mildness.
It proceedr daily without limit.
Heaven bestows and Earth accepts.
Thereby things increase without restriction.
The Tao of increasing alwaysproceeds in harmony with the time.

B
=
=
--

Commentary on the Symbol
Wind and Thunder support each other.

- .

----

--

In correspondence with this,
The superiorperson follows the good when he sees it,
And corrects hisfault when hefinds it.

Yao Text
1. Initial Nine
Favorable to engage in conducting great accomplishments.
Supreme good fortune, no fault.
Supreme goodfortune. Nofault.
Though the lower is not suitable to engage in great affairs.

2. Second Six
Probably being increased.
A tortoise worth ten pairs of shells;
Cannot be refused.
Being perseveringly steadfast and upright:
Good fortune.
The king is engaged in presenting to the Lord of Heaven
Good fortune.
Accept benefits with an open mind
It comesfiom without.

3. Third Six
Being increased.
Engaging in unfortunate events.
No fault.
Being sincere and truthful,
Walking the central path,
Reporting to the lord with jade p i . *
Being increased, engaging in unfavorable events.
It isjust as it should be.
* An elongated pointed tablet of jade held in the hands by ancient rulers on
ceremonial occasions.

4. Fourth Six
Walking the central path,
Reporting to the lord.
The lord follows.
Favorable to use this as the basis to move a capital.
Reporting to the lord, the lordfollows.
His purpose is to increase the benefit of thepublic.

5. Fifth Nine
With sincerity and truthfulness,
Benefiting their hearts.
No need to ask.
Supreme good fortune.
Being sincere and truthful,
My virtue will be favored.
With sincerity and truthfilness,
Benefiting their hearts.
No need to ask the reaction.
My virtue will befavored
This is what he really wants.

6. Top Nine
No increase, but a strike.
Not keeping the heart steady: misfortune.
No increase.
He has an erroneous tendency.
But a strikeIt comesfiom without.

The message of the p a is that those above provide benefit to those below.
The three lines of the upper gua represent the persons who give, and the
three lines of the lower gua represent those who receive. The way to gain
relies on doing something substantial. This is why the Decision says, "Favorable to have somewhere to go. Favorable to cross great rivers." The
host of the gua is the solid line at the bottom. It is the principal line of the
lower p a , and thus the most appropriate line to be the host.

==
--

After King Wen levied taxes from the people and instructed them in
increasing production and practicing economy, both the government and
the people accumulated wealth. King Wen believed that it was favorable
for the government to overcome hindrance for the public welfare. The
Duke of Zhou narrates that work for the welfare of the people always
brought good fortune. The administration helped people live through
natural disasters and moved the capital from Cheng to Feng, which is
both a place name and the Chinese word for abundance.
(1) Initial Nine. Increasing alternates to Watching(20) =

The upper p a , Xun, comes from Qan. When Q a n loses a yang element,
it becomes Xun. The lower gua is Zhen, which derives from Kun. When
Kun gains a yang element, it becomes Zhen. In the I Ching, decreases
and increases are counted from the bottom. Here, the bottom line is the
first to be increased. Normally, the bottom line is not able to accomplish
much. During a time of gain, however, what is above amplifies what is
below. Because the one above provides benefits, the one below accumulates assets. A favorable situation can bring one supreme good fortune,
even when the position is not suitable for great affairs.
(2) Second Six. Increasing alrmtates to Innermost Sincerity (61)

The Yao Text of this line matches that of the fifth line of the preceding p a ,
Decreasing, because this gua is the inverse form of the preceding gua. The
second line of this gua is equivalent to the fifth line of the preceding one,
but now one who increases is at the lower position. The yin element here is
gentle, modest, and central. It responds to the yang element at the fifth
place. One in this position is able to obtain benefits. Because it is weak,
remaining steadfast and upright is necessary. In ancient times, before the
king presented offerings to Heaven he divined. If he obtained this line, it
boded well. To the ancient Chinese, accepting benefits from an offering
should be as truthful and sincere as presenting offerings to Heaven.
(3) Third Six. Increasing alternates to HouseboZd (3 7)

The Yao Text of the third line is related to an ancient tradition. In ancient
times when unfortunate events happened, such as the death of a nobleman, famine, flood, or war, the lord reported them to the king and informed the neighboring states, seeking help. Thus the Yao Text says, "Being increased. Engaging in unfortunate events. No fault." When the envoy went to other states reporting the misfortune, he carried presents, like

jade gui and chime stones, symbolizing truthfulness and sincerity. This
sincerity is further indicated by the fact that the envoy walks the central
path, which is the key to relieving hardship. Normally one at the third
place is not in a favorable situation, but owing to her truthfulness and
sincerity and pursuit of the middle path, her gain is just as it should be.
T h e ancients thought that an extremely hard situation could temper and
steel one's ability and capacity for endurance. Mencius said:
When Heaven is about to confer a great mission upon a
person, it first exercises his mind with suffering and his body
with toil. It subjects him to hunger and poverty and perplexes
his undertakings. By all these means it stimulates his mind,
hardens his nature, and relieves his incompetence.
In t h i s spirit, the situation described here is unfavorable but without fault.
(4) Jourtb Six. Increasing alternates to WitboutFahehood (25)

T h c Yao Text of the fourth line is related to the third line. The fourth line
is a minister; the third line represents the envoy who comes to report.The
fouxth line is not central, but it is in the middle of the six lines. One in this
place is walking in the central path, and for this reason one's advice is
accepted by the envoy. The minister is close to the king at the fifth place.
T h e i r trusting relationship means that they can accomplish everything
suc~essfdly,even such a big undertaking as moving a capital. In ancient
times, when moving the capital, a state usually obtained support from
neighboring states. "Walking the central path" also denotes being just and
fair-minded. When the fourth line of Hindrance (12) EZ moves to the
bottom, it becomes this gua. This is what is meant by moving a capital for
the benefit of the people.

(5) FFh Nine. Increasing alternates to Nourishing (27)

-=

T h e yang element at the fifth place is firm and strong. It is central, at a
king's place, and responds to the yin element at the second place, an official, who is also central. The fifth line is the key to this p a . Sincerity and
truthfulness benefits their hearts. There is no question that one will reap
supreme good fortune.
(6) Top Nine. Increasing alternates to Beginning (3)

T h e theme of this gua is to decrease what is above in order to increase
w h a t is below. The topmost line has reached the extreme, and when things

==

m

reach an extreme they alternate to their opposite. One at this place is
sehh and unreliable. Because he is greedy, nobody wants to aid him.
Somebody might even attack him. If he does not keep his heart constantly steady, misfortune will befall him.

Guai

Additional Reference Information for This Gua

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Wind above, Thunder below
Wind above Thunder, Increasing
Wood
Three yang with three yin
The first month of the lunar calendar,
or February
Initial Nine
-Long Lasting
(32)
-Decreasing
(41)
Falling Away
(23) ~g

--

Dui Lake
Q a n Heaven

Guai is a Chinese character from the remote past. At present, it is used
exclusively in the I Ching; some modern Chinese dictionaries do not include it at all. Originally, Guai meant to set apart. Later, its meaning was
extended to include dredging a channel to eliminate the overflow of a
river. A radical of three dots was later placed at the left and it was pronounced jue. Still later, its meaning was further extended to encompass
making a resolution. In Chinese, making a resolution is equivalent to casting aside hesitation. The Sequence of the Gua explains the name guai in
terms of jue. Translated into English, it means to eliminate hesitation.
Wilhelm translates Guai as Breakthrough (Resoluteness). Blofeld uses
the term Resolution. I follow the Sequence of the Gua, adopting the word
Eliminating.
Sequence of the Gua: When increase continues to excess, surely it will burst.
Thus, after Increasing, eliminating hesitationfollows.

The ideograph illustrates the original meaning, to set apart. At the top of
the ideograph there are two horizontal lines crossed by two vertical lines.
The two horizontal lines and the vertical line on the right represent an
object. The vertical line in the middle represents an act of separation.
Underneath the central vertical line is the ideograph of a hand, shou, with
three fingers and an arm. The hand is holding somethingexactly what
we no longer know-to set it apart. It can be interpreted as either to set

(43) Guai

Rl
--

-

apart good from evil or to set apart resolution from hesitation. In this gua,
a yin element is set apart (eliminated) by five yang elements.
The structure of the gua is Lake
above, Heaven = below. When
water on the ground has risen up to Heaven and accumulated as a lake of
cloud in the sky, surely there will be a cloudburst. This gua signifies the
rupture of an accumulation of tension in human society, like a river bursting over its banks. It is time for the righteous to eliminate the inferior
forces and their influences through an act of resolution. There are five
solid lines, representing the just, under a yielding line. Their influences
are blending together and growing stronger. As a result, they take resolute
actions to eliminate negative forces. Guai, Eliminating, is one of the twelve
tidal gua, representing the third month of the Chinese lunar calendar.

Commentary on the Symbol

Decision

Yao Text

--

Eliminating.
Declaring at the king's court;
Sincerely howling:
There is adversity.
Notify one's own city:
Unfavorable to use arms,
Favorable to have somewhere to go.

There is no way out.
Favorable to have somewbere to go.
After theJirms grow, the elimination will be ended

Water of the lake accumulates in Heaven.
An image of Eliminating.
In correspondence with this,
The superiorperson bestows his wealth upon those below him
And considers not his own merits.

1. Initial Nine
Strengthening the forward toes.
Going forward, unable to compete.
Instead becomes a fault.
Unable to compete, stillgoingforward
This is afault.

2. Second Nine
Commentary on the Decision
Eliminating.
It is a resolution to eliminate something.
Thejirms eliminate theyielding.
Strong andjoyous.
Eliminate with harmony.
Declaring at the king's court.
A yielding mounts onfive firms.
Sincerely howling.
There is adversity.
Exposing the danger is to make the elimination brilliant.
Notthing one) own city,
Unfavorable t o use arms.
Relying on arms,

Being on the alert, howling
Late at night.
There are men with arms.
Fear not.
There are men with arms;fear not.
He obtains the centralpath.

3. Third Nine
Strengthening the cheek,
There is misfortune.
Superior person, eliminating, eliminating.
Walking alone, encountering the rain.
Dripping, getting mad.
No fault.
Superior person, eliminating, eliminating.
In the end, nofault.
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4. Fourth Nine
O n the buttocks, no skin.
Going forward, difficult to proceed.
Tie up a ram;
Regret vanishes.
Hearing the words,
Not believing.
Goingforwar4 dzflcult toproceed
Theposition is not appropriate.
Hearing the words, not believing.
He is unable to comprehend

5. Fifth Nine
Weeds, eliminating, eliminating.
Walking the central path, no fault.
Walking the centralpath, nofault.
The center is not bright enough.

6. Top Six
Howling, no response.
In the end there is misfortune.
The misfortune of howling with no response.
One cannot remain any longer.

This gua expounds the principle of eliminating evil. There are five solid
lines and one yielding line. The five solid lines represent the just; they
combine their influence and strength to eliminate the dark forces. Thus,
the solid line at the fifth place stands for the leader of the just (the host of
the gua), and the yielding line at the top represents the dark force. Five
solid lines unite as one to eliminate the evil, but the text still warns that
evil forces are sinister and treacherous and their schemes and intrigues
should not be overlooked. To eliminate the evil, their evil nature should
be exposed in order to gain support from the public. It is better to rely on
both courage and resourcehlness.
After the court of Zhou recruited many surviving adherents of the
Shang, there were still some hostile elements at large. King Wen decided

to eliminate those evil forces. H e advised that the matter should be revealed at the king's court and notified the people. It was advisable to do
something other than use arms. The Duke of Zhou describes how eliminating the evil forces was not an easy task. There should be no outward
animosity, but it should be done without tolerance.

(I) Initial Nine. Eliminating alternates to Great Exceeding (28)
The Yao Text for the bottom line of this gua is the same as for the bottom
line of Great Strength (34). In Great Strength there are four yang elements and two yin elements at the top. Here, there are five yang elements
and only one yin element at the top. The yang element of this p a has
proceeded one step farther than that of Great Strength. The lower gua is
Q a n , the root of all strength. Thus, the Yao Text for the bottom line says,
"Strengthening the forward toes." One at this place intends to move forward to eliminate the evil. Nevertheless, he is too weak owing to his being
at a beginning stage. His spirit is willing, but his flesh is weak. His will is
unable to give him strength to do what he wants to do. The time and
situation are not appropriate.
(2) Second Nine. Eliminating alternates to Abolishing the Old (49)
The lower p a , Q a n , symbolizes raising an alarm and calling out. The
solid line here corresponds to the solid line in the center of the upper p a ,
Dui, which also represents night and attacking. The Yao Text says, "Being
on the alert, howling late at night. There are men with arms. Fear not."
The second line and the fifth line do not respond to each other, thus there
is no reason to fear. The second line is a yang element at a yin place, but
central. One at this place is able to mold his firmness with gentleness and
temper his strength with wisdom. When eliminating the evil, he is able to
be on guard against his opponent's attack and does not take any reckless
action. He pursues the middle course.
(3) Third Nine. Eliminating alternates toJoyful (58)

This line is a yang element at a yang place, at the top of the three yang
lines in the lower p a . H e is firm enough to make a strong decision to
eliminate the evil regardless of danger, but his decision shows on his face
(cheek), bringing about the enmity of the evil forces. O n the other hand,
the third line is a yang element that responds with the yin element at the
topmost place, representing the evil; thus this yang element is doubted by
the other yang elements around him. H e is isolated and upset, like one
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walking alone and encountering the rain, but because he is firm and strong,
there is no fault.
(4) Fourtb Nine. Eliminating alternates to Needing (5)

The fourth line is a yang element at a yin place. It has gone beyond the
center, and its position is not correct. One at this place is unstable and
suspicious. The upper p a , Dui, also represents a ram. The proper way to
lead a ram is to tie a rope to it but let it move on its own. If one forces the
ram forward, it will resist. When eliminating evil, one should not be alone
in taking the initial step. Wait until all the rams are ready to take part,
then one will have no cause for regret.
(5) FFb Nine. Eliminating alternates to Great Strength (34)

The fifth line is a yang element at a yang place-firm and strong, central
and correct. It is in the supreme place of a king and at the top of the five
solid lines. It acts as a leader in the course of eliminating evil. Because it is
too close to the yin element at the top, firm resolution is necessary. Walking in the central path will create no cause for blame.

Gou
Encountering

--

Q a n Heaven
Xun Wind

The topmost line is a yin element representing evil. With a long record of
misdeeds, it can call no helpers to its aid. There is misfortune. The ancient sages believed that if one plants melons, one reaps melons, and when
one sows beans, one gets beans.

Gou is a character from remote antiquity, which appears at present only
in the I Ching. According to the ancient dictionary of characters, Gou
denotes a couple, especially a married couple. Later, it meant to pair or to
copulate; it also meant good. The Great Treatise, one of the most important commentaries of the Ten Wings, says that Gou is to meet or to encounter.Traditionally it is understood as a meeting, an encounter between
a male and a female.

Additional Reference Information for This Gua

Sequence of the Gua: After eliminating, surely there will be something to
encounter. Thus, after Eliminating, EncounteringfoZZows.

(6) Top Six.Eliminating alternates to Initiating (1)

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Lake above, Heaven below
Lake above Heaven, Eliminating
Metal
Five yang with one yin
The third month of the lunar calendar, or April
Fifth Nine
Falling Away
(23) EE
Encountering
(44) E
Initiating
(1) ==

This p a is the inverse of the preceding gua, Eliminating. Eliminating
means to separate; Encountering is to meet. After separation people meet
again; after meeting again, people separate. That is human life. Eliminating and Encountering mutually complement each other. Wilhelm translates Gou as Coming to Meet. Blofeld translates it as Contact (or Sexual
Intercourse, Meeting.) Here, following the suggestion of the commentary, the term Encountering is used.
The ideograph of Gou is simple. It is composed of a woman and a
queen. O n the left is a buxom maiden. O n the right side is the ideograph
hou, a queen. Because a queen always follows the king, hou also means
behind. The queen is standing upright and bowing. Underneath her bending body is an open mouth, kou, and above the mouth a horizontal stroke

indicating the number one. This one person that the queen is encountering is the king. They meet and come together. The queen greets the king
with respect and her best wishes.
below. The
The structure of the gua is Heaven -- above, Wind
-- wind blows everywhere under Heaven, encountering every being. It should
be an auspicious p a . However, there is only one yielding line beneath
five solid lines, symbolizing that the yin element is advancing and approaching the yang elements. When King Wen saw this happening, he
heightened his vigdance. H e realized that an unworthy person was worming his way into favor at the court.The growing negative influenceswould
displace good people one after another. Darkness and difficulties had been
eliminated, but their negative influences had not totally faded. These influences were permeating different areas. One must beware of this tendency and take prompt precautions against possible misfortune.Thus King
Wen's Decision and the Duke of Zhou's Yao Text are full ofwarnings. But
Confucius's commentaries still shed light on the positive side. This p a is
one of the twelve tidal gua. I t represents the fifth month of the Chinese
lunar calendar.

-

Decision
Encountering.
The maiden is strong.
Do not engage in marrying such a woman.

Commentary on the Decision
Encountering.
Meet someone unexpectedly.
T hyielding encounters thefinns.
Do not engage in marrying such a woman.
The union cannot last very long.
When Heaven and Earth meet
All creatures arefulb displayed
When the*
meets the central and the correct
His aspiration will befulfled undm Heaven.
Great indeed is the time and signtficance of Encountering!

Commentary on the Symbol
Under Heaven, there is Wind
A n image of Encountering.
In correspondence with this,
Theprince delivers his commands
And makes them known to thefour quarters of his kingdom.

Yao Text

1.Initial Six
Fasten with a metal brake.
Being steadfast and upright: good fortune.
There is somewhere to go.
Misfortune appearsImpetuous lean pig,
Pacing up and down.
Fasten with a metal brake.
It is tied down-the way of theyin.

2. Second Nine
Grass sack,
There are fish.
No fault.
Not favorable for the pests.
Grass sad, there arefish.
It is not appropriate to let it approach the guests.

3. Third Nine
O n the buttocks, no skin.
Going forward, difficult to proceed.
Adversity.
No great harm.
Goingforward, dzflcult toproceed.
His steps have not been tied down.
4. Fourth Nine
Grass sack, no fish.
Misfortune arises.

Misfortune of no$sh.
He keeps himsevfar awayfrom thepeople.

--

5. Fifth Nine
Willow twigs wrap the melon,
Concealing brilliance.
There are meteorites descending from Heaven.
Ffth nine conceals his brilliance,
Owing to his middleposition and correctplace.
There are meteorites descendingji-omHeaven;
He does not abandon the ordinance of Heaven.

6. Top Nine
Encountering in a horn.
Humiliation.
No fault.
Encountering in a horn.
Reaching the topmost; there is groundfor regret.

This p a discusses the principle of encountering. In Chinese, meeting a
person (or anydung) unexpectedly is defined as encountering.When people
encounter each other, either they are attracted, making adjustment for a
harmonious relationship, or they reject each other, creating conflict between them. In human life sometimes one cannot refrain from misunderstanding and conflict. But one should not indulge in it and think that
conflict is unavoidable and cannot be resolved. The ancient sages advocated adopting a conciliatory attitude. Here one yin element approaches
five yang elements. She dares to come forward because her strength grows
stronger. In this situation, one should not overlook taking preventive
measures.
King Wen's strategy of eliminating evil forces was to show no animosity but to act without tolerance. His administration constrained evil elements like tying up rams. But evil elements still wormed themselves into
the favor of the court. King Wen realized that the evil forces had been
eliminated, yet their influence had not totally faded. His analogy was that
the maiden was too strong; it was not good to marry such a woman. The

Duke of Zhou describes the evil forces as waiting to move forward like a
lean pig. They should be stopped as if fastened with a metal brake. It is
wise to restrain their influence by not letting them influence other people,
but it was wiser to influence people with positive virtue.
(1) Initial Sir. Encountering alternates to Initiating (l) ZZ

The bottom line is a yin element starting to grow under five yang elements. It is better to stop its growth at the beginning so its evil influence
will not extend any further. The Yao Text says, "Fasten with a metal brake.
Being steadfast and upright: good fortune. There is somewhere to go.
Misfortune appears." But the yin element is unwilling to lag behind. It is
like a lean pig waiting to move forward. One should be alert and take
precautions, as in using a metal brake to stop a moving carriage.
(2) Second Nine. Encountering alternates to Retreat (33) EE

This is a yang element at a yin place, central but not correct. It does not
respond to the yang element at the fifth place, but it is close to the yin
element at the bottom. In this p a , more emphasis is laid on encountering
than responding because people are more easily influenced in person than
at a distance. As a matter of fact, the bottom yin element tries to move
forward. It is held back by this yang element, like a fish packed in a grass
sack. It is wise to restrain a negative force and not let it influence other
people. Thus Conhcius says, "It is not appropriate to let it approach the
pests."The guests referred to are the other four yang elements.
(3) Tbird Nine. Encountering alternates to Contention (6)

The Yao Text of this line begins exactly the same as the fourth line of
Eliminating (43),which is the inverse form of Encountering. This line is
a yang element at a yang place-it has moved beyond the center. The
character of one at this place is too strong. He is too anxious to look for a
mate. Looking for a mate is human nature, yet here it is an unfavorable
situation.
There is one yin element at the bottom, the only yin element in this
gua. The yang element is going to chase her. However, the bottom yin
element has already encountered the yang element at the second position.
So this yang turns his eyes to the one at the topmost position. The topmost element does not respond, because they are both yang. This yang is
in a bind and is able to neither proceed nor draw back. He feels uneasy
whether sitting or walking, like one with no skin on his buttocks. The Yao

--

Text says, "Going forward, difficult to proceed." This is an adverse situation, but the difficulty in proceeding means that he is unlikely to encounter any evil, thus there is no great harm.
(4) Fourth Nine. Encountering alternates to Proceeding Humbly (57)

This is a yang element at a yin place, neither central nor correct. It responds to the yin element at the bottom place. The element at the bottom
is obstructed by the yang element at the second place. He cannot move
forward. "Grass sack, no fish" means that there are no friends gathered
round. The misfortune of one at this place is that he keeps himself away
from people. In Chinese, "sack" also means accepting others. If one is able
to be magnanimous and tolerant toward others, then he is able to obtain
support from them.
(5) Fj2h Nine. Encountering alternates to Establishing the New (50) E

This line is the host of the p a . It is a yang element at a yang placecentral, correct, and in the supreme position.This line represents a person
of high virtue who is righteous and powerful. The Yao Text says, " W i o w
twigs wrap the melon, concealing brilliance." One at this place has the
brilliant quality of tolerating others' opinions and behaviors, but still restrains the evil influence from spreading. Melon represents the yin element at the bottom. It is sweet, but it rots easily and creeps along the
ground, denoting the insidious influence of evil.
Confucius's Commentary on the Yao Text says, "He does not abandon
the ordinance of Heaven." One should live in accordance with the ordinance of heaven, natural law. The rising of evil is as natural as the rotting
of a melon, and its influence extends much more easily and faster than
that of the righteous, but by understanding natural law one endowed with
brilliance can radiate it as easily as meteorites drop from Heaven. In other
words, live with virtue.

(6) Top Nine. Encountering alternates to Greet Exceeding (28)
The topmost line is a yang element at a yin place. According to the I
Ching, one at the top has no position. It is at the end of the p a , so it f d s
into an isolated situation. The only yin element in this gua is at the bottom. She is too far away for him to meet. He is proud and does not want
to descend. Pride drives him to a dead end, like finding himself at the tip
of a horn. There is no way for him to encounter the yin element at the
bottom. Although there is no reason for blame, there is regret.

Additional Reference Informationfor This Gua
Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Heaven above, Wind below
Wind under Heaven, Encountering
Metal
Five yang with one yin
The fifth month of the lunar calendar, or June
Fifth Six
--(24) -r
Turning Back
(43) Z
E
Eliminating
Initiating
(I) E

--

--

Cui Bringing
~ogether

---

Dui Lake
Kun Earth

--

above, Earth - 3 below. In its
T h e structure of the gua is Lake
f o r m and content, this gua has a close connection to Union (8) -. The
structure of Union is Water
above, Earth
below. A lake is a place
where a great amount ofwater accumulates. The ancient Chinese realized
that this sort of bringing together is more powerful than that of Union.
Union symbolizes a small community, such as a neighborhood, while Cui
symbolizes a large community, such as a nation.
I n Union, there is only one solid line, at the fifth place. This gua has
two solid lines, at the fourth and the fifth places. These two solid lines, a
king and a minister, are powerful in their leadership. They work in tandem to bring people together in a larger community with a strong mutual
bond.

--

Decision

Originally Cui designated bundles of thickly grown grasses. From this
meaning, it grew to signify collecting things together.
Sequence of the Gua: After encountering, things begin to gather together.
Thus, afrer Encountering, Bringing Togethrfollows.
Wilhelm translates Cui as Gathering Together (Massing). Blofeld translates it as Gathering Together, Assembling. I use the term Bringing Together. Bringing Together means bringingpeopletogether. Bringing bears
a sense of causing to come and implies a purposeful togetherness. Gathering expresses only a general idea, usually with no implication of an arrangement. Bringing Together is more active and productive and has a
purpose.
The ideograph consists of two parts. At the top, there are two bundles
of grasses. The lower part is the ideograph zu, providing the sound. Zu
carries several meanings. A t present, it generally indicates a soldier. In
ancient times it meant a servant. And in very early days it denoted a servant exclusively retained to make clothes for his or her master. The ideograph zu looks like an upper garment on a hanger with two pieces of
girdle. In making clothes, pieces of cloth are purposefully sewn together.
Taken together these images portray the character's original meaning: either collecting bundles of thickly grown grasses or bringing a multitude
of people together.

Bringing Together,
Prosperous and smooth.
T h e king arrives at the ancestral temple.
Tavorable to see a great person.
Prosperous and smooth,
Favorable to be steadfast and upright.
U s e big animals: good fortune.
Favorable to have somewhere t o go.

Commentary on the Decision
Bringing Together.
It is bringingpeople together.
Devoted andjoyous.
Thefirm is central and has correspondence.
Thereforepeopk come and assemble together.
The king arrives a t the ancestral temple.
WithJilialpiety, he presents his offerings.
Favorable to see a great person.
This will bring prosperity and sm oothness,
Bringingpeople together in a proper way.
Use big animals:
Goodfortune.

=
---

He isfollowing the will of Heaven.

By observing how all beings are brought together,
One can see the truth of Heaven and Earth and all beings.

----

Commentary on the Symbol
Lake over Earth.
A n image of Bringing Together.
In correspondence with this,
T h superiorperson repairs his weapons
To guard against unexpected happenings.

Yao Text
Initial Six
Being sincere and truthful,
Not to the end.
Conhsed,
Still bringing together.
If crying out,
Once grasping hands: laughing.
Do not wony.
Going forward: no fault.
Conzsed,
Srill bringing together,
Onei mind i s in confusion.

Second Six
Being drawn together: good fortune.
No fault.
Be sincere and truthful;
Favorable, even using a small offering.
Being drawn together:goodfortune.

Nofault.
The centralprinciple remains unchanged

Third Six
Bringing together: sighs.
Nothing is favorable.

Going forward: no fault.
Slight humiliation.
Goingforward, nofault.
Gentle breeze is above.

4. Fourth Nine
Great good fortune. No fault.
Great goodfortune. No fault.
Even the place is not appropriate.

5. Fifth Nine
Bringing together.
There is a position. No fault.
No confidence.
Sublimely persevering, steadfast and upright.
Regret vanishes.
Bringing together, there is a position.
His will has not yet become brilliant.

6. Top Six
Lamenting and sighing.
Bitter tears; no fault.
Lamenting and sighing,
Bitter tears.
He does notfeel safe at the top.

This p a displays a state of strong union between a sovereign and his
minister. In bringing people together, a great leader is critically important. Besides the leader, there should be a common belief. For this reason,
the ancient king arrived at his ancestral temple and offered large animals
to Heaven. In ancient China, Heaven and the ancestors were the two
most powerful bonds of union. When people have faith in Heaven and
trust in their leader, they are happy to work together with one heart and
one mind, especially in difficult times.
The gua has two solid lines-at the fourth and the fifth places. One is
the king and the other a minister; they are working together harmoniously to draw all people together. Bringing Together means gathering

----

~ e o p l together
e
to protect the country.The king and minister are equally
important, but the king is the leader, the commander in chief. It i s appropriate that he be the host of the p a .
After eliminatingthe evil and encountering the good, King Wen brought
together a multitude of people at his ancestral temple. He offered an ox, a
ram, and a pig to Heaven and to the ancestors of the Zhou and the Shang
as well for unification and celebration. The Duke of Zhou kept a memorandum about the ceremony. Many people gathered. The gathering was
successful and ended with great good fortune. There was no fault.
(1) Initial Six. Bringing Togetheralternates to Following (1 7)

The bottom line is a yin element incorrectly positioned at a yang place. It
responds to the yang element at the fourth place. They want to get together. However, there are two yin elements obstructing them. Although
she is sincere, she is unable to reach the end. If she were to call o u t sincerely, one at the fourth place would hear and come. Then she would
burst out laughing and grasp the other's hand. The Yao Text says, "Do not
worry. Going forward, no fault." This line tells us that sincerity i s one of
the basic factors of a strong union.
(2) Second Six. Bringing Togetheralternates to Exhausting (47) E

The yin element at this place responds to the yang element at the fifth
place. They long to get together. This yin element is surrounded by two
other yin elements above and below. This is a yin element at a yin place;
she is gentle, modest, and central. She needs help from the one at the fifth
place, which is a yang element at a yang place. He is firm, strong, and also
central. They are a perfect match. The Yao Text says, "Being drawn together: good fortune. No fault. Being sincere and truthful; favorable, even
using a small offering."
The small offerings mentioned were part of a Chinese ceremony known
as you. The spring ceremony of the Shang dynasty and the summer ceremony of the Zhou dynasty were called you. Spring and summer are not
seasons of harvest; thus the offering was simple. Blessing is based on sincerity and truthfulness, not on material wealth. Confucius says that the
blessing of this line derives from the central path it maintains.
(3) Third Six. Bringing Togethr alternates to Mutual Infruence (31)

At the third place is a yin element at a yin place, neither central nor correct. It does not respond to the topmost line since they are both yin. There

is no way to bring them together. She tries to bring the neighborhood
together. However, the lower neighbor, the yin element at the second place,
responds to the yang element at the fifth place. The upper neighbor, the
yang element at the fourth place, responds to the yin element at the bottom.Thus, the Yao Text says, "Bringing together: sighs. Nothing is favorable." The text still encourages him to go forward because the topmost
yin is devoted and gentle. Although the union might not be perfect, there
is no fault, only slight regret. Confucius's commentary says, 'Going forward, no fault. Gentle breeze is above." This gentle breeze above refers to
the topmost yin element.
(4) Fourth Nine. Bringing Together alternates to Union (8) -

This is a yang element at a yin place, neither central nor correct. However,
he is at a minister's place and close to the king. He can bring together
those people in the lower p a . Owing to these excellent conditions, his
words and deeds have great influence, but he should act with extreme
caution, for the suspicions of the king as well as the people might be
aroused by one wielding such influence from an improper place. Generally, one who is at a place neither central nor correct is not in a favorable
situation. However, this element carries the yang element at the fifth place
and responds to the yin element at the bottom. He is sincere in bringing
people together for the king and the country. Although his place is neither central nor correct, other conditions are excellent. Thus, his plans
will reap great good fortune and are without fault.

(5) FFh Nine. Bringing Togetheralternates to Delight (16) The fifth line has the quality of a brilliant leader; he is a yang element at
a yang place. He is firm and strong, central and correct, and obtains the
supreme place of a king. H e has dignity-there is no ground for blame.
However, one in this situation tends to be proud and willful. The text
warns that there is no confidence in him. He must persevere. Confucius
indicates that his will has not yet become brilliant and he should not be
insincere. Only if he is able to keep to the central path consistently and be
steadfast and upright will regret disappear.
(6) Top Six. Bringing Togetheralternate to Hindrance (12)

The topmost line represents the last stage of bringing people together.
Here is a yin element at a yin place. She is weak and unable to unite
people. She feels isolated and helpless, and so she laments, sighs, and

W
=
--

sheds tears. She needs instead to examine her motivation and conduct.
Setting the blame on fate and destiny is not the right attitude to adopt.

----

sheng. Growing
1

Additional Reference Information for This Gua

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Lake above, Earth below
Lake on Earth, Bringing Together
Metal
Two yang with four yin
The eighth month of the lunar calendar,
or September
Fifth Nine
Great Accumulation
(26)
-Growing Upward
(46) =
Developing Gradually
(53) EZ

Upward
---

Kun Earth
Xun Wood
a

Sheng signifies growing upward.
Sequence of the Gua:Bringing together in an upward motion is calledgrowing upward Thus, afrer Bringing Together, Growing UpwardfolZows.

Originally, Sheng meant to rise, to ascend, to promote. In terms of this
gua, it is to promote in an upward direction. W i e l m translates Sheng as
Pushing Upward and Blofeld as Ascending, Promotion. The symbol of
this gua is wood growing upward from the earth; thus Growing Upward
is the term adopted here.
The ideograph consists of two parts. The upper part is a rising sun.
The Chinese say, "The brilliant sun is growing upward in the eastern sky."
The lower image is the ideograph sheng, which provides the sound. Traditionally, only this lower part is used for the name of this gua. Sheng was
an ancient unit of measure for grain or cloth. Today, one sheng is approximately one liter.
This gua is the inverse of the preceding gua, BringingTogether. Bringing
Together indicates bringing people together. Growing Upward takes a further step, upgrading the action to doing something more productive. Some
I Ching scholars suggest that while BringingTogether means u+ng people
to protect the country, Growing Upward signdies opening up the border
regions of the country. The structure of the p a is Earth = above, Wood
-- below. Wood underneath Earth is an image of upward growth.

(46) Sheng

----

--

-

In the I Ching, there are three gua related to the movement of advancing: Proceeding Forward (35) ZS; Growing Upward; and Developing
Gradually (53) E.The structure of Developing Gradually is Fire
above Earth
(the image of a rising sun) and the movement is simply
forward advance, Fire representing the south and south symbolizing advance. The image of Growing Upward is wood breaking through the
ground and growing out of the earth. It is a movement of promotion from
a lower level to a higher level and is associated with an effort of growth.
The image of Developing Gradually is Wood
above Mountain . It
suggests a tree growing gradually to its height on a mountain, stressing
the slowness. Growing gradually keeps the tree strong, firm, and stable.
This is the wisdom of nature. Weeds grow quickly-they are neither strong
nor stable. Growing Upward means advancing smoothly. The lower gua
of Growing Upward is Wood =;the upper gua is Earth ==. Both of
their attributes suggest moving smoothly without hindrance. During the
time of upward growth, there is no obstruction.

-

Commentary on the Symbol
Within the earth, woodgrows.
A n image of Growing-Upward.
In correspondence witA this,
The superior person cultivates his virtue in proper order.
He accumulates the small achievements
And develops them higher and greater.

Yao Text

I

1. Initial Six
With confidence, growing upward.
Great good fortune.
With confidence, growing upward great goodfortune.
Those above agree with his will.

2. Second Nine
Decision
Growing Upward.
Sublimely prosperous and smooth.
Appropriate to see a great person.
Do not worry;
Moving forward toward the south:
Good fortune.

Commentary on the Decision
The yielding ascends in accord with the time.
Gentle and submissive.
T w r m is central and obtains a response.
There is great prosperity and smoothness.
Appropriate to see a great person.
Do not worry;
There is blessing.
Movingforward toward the south: goodfortune.
His will will befu,f;lled.

Being sincere and truthful.
Then, favorable, even using a small offering.
No fault.
The sincerity and the truthfulness ofthe second nine.
It bringsjoy.

3. Third Nine
Growing upward
Into an empty village.
Growing upward into an empty village.
There is no reason to hesitate.

4. Fourth Six
The king is engaged in
Presenting offerings to Mount Ji.
Good fortune.
No fault.
The Ring is engaged in presenting offerings to Mount Ji.
HefoZlows the way of the royalty.

5. Fifth Six
Being steadfast and upright: good fortune.
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(46) Sheng

Ascending step by step.
Being steadfast and upright: goodfortune.
He greatly achieves what he wills.

Top Six
Darkness, growing upward.
Favorable to be ceaselessly steadfast and upright.
Darkness, growing upward, reaching the highestplace.
It is going to decrease his wealth.

This gua expounds the principle of growing upward. Upward growth needs
support from people. People are a source of strength for achieving goals.
Such growth also needs to follow in the steps of precedent-experience
provides a precious reference. One who wishes to ascend needs an attitude of truthfulness and sincerity; otherwise people will not lend support.
The p a uses the image of wood growing up from within the earth. It
takes effort for a tree's roots and trunk to break up the soil. Applied to
human society, this tells us the way to approach advancement. When one's
fame and position grows, it is not accidental. It is based on the law of
cause and effect. One should cultivate virtue, build up character, accumulate knowledge and experience, and work hard to establish credibility.This
is the proper way to approach personal growth and promotion.
King Wen's Decision says, "Growing Upward. Supremely prosperous
and smooth. Appropriate to see a great person. Do not worry; moving
forward toward the south: good fortune." This passage refers to the promotion of the yang element at the second place, which is central to the
lower g u a - a n auspicious location. It is a place for a general, which responds to the yin element at the fifth place, representing the king. Because
the second element is firm and resolute and walks in the central path, he is
able to see a great person, in other words, to gain an opportunity for promotion. It is believed that the great man refers to King Wen. "Moving
forward toward the south" indicates King Wen's punitive expedition toward the place called Shu, which was the ancient name for Sichuan.
The hosts of the gua are the yielding fifth line and the yielding line at
the bottom. The Commentary on the Decision says, "The yielding ascends in accord with the time."The "yielding" designates the yin element

at t h e fifth place, which grows upward to the supreme position. She is
gentle and humble, and her upward growth is in accord with her virtue
w i t h ~ u her
t needing to curry favor. However, the bottom line is the root
of t h e lower p a , Xun, Wood, and is also appropriate to be the host.
After he brought the multitude of people together with great success,
King Wen took a further step and opened up the border regions
of the
kingdom. He decided to advance toward the south, a place known as Shu.
The Duke of Zhou narrates that the punitive expedition toward the south
was carried out with sincerity and confidence. Before launching the expeditio n, King Wen held a ceremony and presented offerings to Mount Ji,
the native place of the Zhou. The expedition brought supreme prosperity
and smoothness, and great good fortune, as King Wen had predicted.
(1) Imitial Six. Growing U-d

alternates to Advance (11)

The bottom line is a yin element at a yang place at the bottom of the lower
p a , Wood. This bottom line suggests that the root of a tree penetrates
deep underneath the ground. The second and the third lines represent the
trunk. The root consumes nutrition h m the soil while the trunk with its
leave s assimilates light from the sun. T h e roots cannot grow a l o n e t h e y
should grow in accord with the trunk. The commentary on the Yao Text
says, T h o s e above agree with his will." T h e root and the trunkgrow steadily
with sincerity and confidence. There is great good fortune.

(2) Second Nine. Growing U p a r d alternates to Humbleness (IS)

-

The second line is a yang element at a yin place. The Yao T a t of this line
is t h e same as for the yielding line at the second place of the preceding
p a , Bringing Together. In the preceding p a , the yin element at the second place responds to the yang elemen t at the fifth place. In this p a , it is
just reverse-the yang element at the second place responds to the yin
element at the fifth place. Although the positions are diierent, the principle is the same. If one is sincere and truthful in his or her heart, a small
offering is enough to obtain blessing. T h e commentary says that his sincerity and truthfulness brings joy. T h e bottom line and the second line
thus tell us that an attitude of sincerity and truthfulness is proper for
attaining upward growth.
(3) Third Nine. Growing Upward alternates to Multitude (7) -

The third line is a yang element at a yin place at the top of the lower gua.
If it grows upward, it will enter into the upper p a , Earth, which is made

3fl
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up of three broken lines. The broken lines leave an empty space in the
middle of the p a , symbolizing an empty village.The element at the third
place is firm. He intends to grow upward. The place ahead of him is empty.
It is human nature to fear the empty place, the unknown. For this reason,
there is no comment about good fortune or misfortune. The commentary
advises only, "There is no reason to hesitate."

Additkonal Reference Information for This Gua

Image =
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:

(4) Fourth Six. Growing Upward alternates to Long Lasting (32)
The fourth line is a yin element at a yin place, central and correct. It is in
a minister's position. In ancient times, only the king presented offerings
to Heaven and Earth. Lords and princes presented offerings to mountains and rivers. Here one is appointed by the Lord of Heaven to take
charge of the ceremony to present offerings to the mountain. It shows
how his utmost faithfulness and sincerity wins the trust of the Lord of
Heaven. There is good fortune and no fault. Mount Ji was also known as
the West Mountain. It was the place of origin of the Zhou dynasty.

(5) F p h Six. Growing Upyardalternatesto Rrplenisbing (48) E
The fifth line is a yin element at a yang place. Its atiribute is weakness,
and its place is not correct. One at this place responds to the yang element
at the second place, which is strong and firm. She obtains his support and
ascends to the supreme place. The Yao Text says, "Being steadfast and
upright: good fortune. Ascending step by step." Moving upward step by
step is the best way to gain promotion. Thus, "he greatly achieves what he
wills," bringing good fortune.

(6) Top Sir. Growing Upward alternates to Remedying (18) E
The topmost line is a yin element at a yin place. Its attribute is weakness.
Its upward growth has already reached the limit. There is darkness. One
at this place should not become dizzy with success. If one cannot remain
steadfast and upright, one will become exhausted.There is the possibility
of losing one's wealth.

Host o f the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
M u t u a l Gua:

Earth above, Wood below
Wood under Earth, Growing Upward
Earth
Two yang with faur yin
The twelfth month of the lunar calendar,
or January
Initial Six and F ifth Six
Without Falsehood
Bringing Together
Marrying Maiden

Kun exhausting

---

--

Dui Lake
a

Kan Water
a

Kun means difficulty and hardship. It suggests a difficult position or situation. In ancient times it meant being surrounded by enemies, povertystricken, extremely tired, or exhausted.
Sequence of the Gua: Whengrowing upwardgoes on without stopping, surely
one willbecome exhausted Thus, after Growing Upward Exhaustingfollows.

Wilhelm translates Kun as Oppression (Exhaustion). Blofeld translates it as
Adversity, Weariness. I use the translation Exhausting. The ideograph of
Kun is a tree placed within a big mouth, kou. Here "mouth" signdies an
enclosure. The symbol of the preceding gua is wood growing upward fi-om
the earth. The ideograph of this gua is wood confined in an enclosure. It can
no longer grow. In the end it will become exhausted and die. Before the
Zhou dynasty, the ideograph of Kun was represented by wood and the sign
for stop, indicatingthat the wood stops growing; it becomes d a u s t e d . The
structure of the gua is Lake = above, Water
below. Water below Lake
is a picture of an empty lake. The water here has been used up completely.
Exhausting defines a situation where the water is drained away, one's
energy is used up. This is one of the most difficult situations described by
the slxty-four gua in the I Ching, fraught with restriction, obstruction,
oppression, and exhaustion. All six lines are unfavorable. The situation
seems extremely gloomy and hopeless. But this is the best time for one to
hide one's capacities and bide one's time. In an exhausting situation, one

--

m u s t still seek prosperity and smoothness and remain steadfast and upright. Only the great person possesses these traits, which will bring about
g o o d fortune. In the spirit of the I Ching, an extremely exhausting situation bears the seeds of great
regeneration.
The sage accepts every situation with faith and ease. Not many people understand and believe this
truth.

Decision
Exhausting.
Prosperous and smooth.
Being steadfast and upright.
Great person: good fortune.
No fault.
There are words
Not believed.

Commentary on the Decision
Exhausting.
T h j i r m is covered
Facing danger, still bej yous.
In an exhausting situation
One does not lose his prosperity and smoothness;
Only the superior person is able to do it.
Being steadfast and upright.
Only the great person possesses these traits.
I t will bring about goodfortune
Because he isfirm and centraL
There are word
Not belieued
He who considers the word important
Falls into exhaustion.

Commentary on the Symbol
Lake without water.
A n image of Exhausting.

---

(47) Kun

In correspondence with this,
The superiorperson spares no effort
InJirFlling his inspiration.

His will is directed to the lower.
Though theplace is not appropriate,
There is response.

5. Fifth Nine
1. Initial Six
Buttocks, exhausted, on the stump of a tree.
Entering into a gloomy valley.
Three years, one does not appear.
Entering into a gloomy valley.
One is dark and not clear.

2. Second Nine
Exhausted with wine and food.
A pair of scarlet kneecaps has just arrived.
Favorable to use them for ceremonial offerings.
Moving forward: misfortune.
No fault.
Exhausted with wine andfood.
He is in a centralposition;
There is groundfor congratulation.

3. Third Six
Exhausted with rocks.
Resting on thorns and thistles.
Entering his house,
Seeing not his wife: misfortune.
Resting on thorns and thistles.
He lies on a hard line.
Entering his house, not seeing his w ye.
Not a good omen.

4. Fourth Nine
Coming, slowly, slowly.
Exhausted in a golden carriage.
Humiliation.
There is an end.
Coming slowly, slowly.

Nose and feet are cut off.
Exhausted with scarlet kneecaps.
Gradually and slowly, there is joy.
Favorable to use them for ceremonial offerings.
Nose andfeet are cut ofi
He does notfirpll his aspiration.
Gradually and slowly, thee isjoy.
The line is straight and central.
Favorable to use itfor ceremonial oferings.
He will receive blessing.

6. Top Six
Exhausted with creeping vines,
And also danger and perplexity.
Saying, "Moving: regret."
Probably repenting,
Then moving forward: good fortune.
Exhausted with creeping vines.
One does not handle &properly.
"Regretfor taking action. There is regret.
Goodfortune comesfrom movingforward

."

This gua discusses the way to deal with an extremely dacult time or situation. The text is enigmatic. The image of the gua suggests that the yin
forces overwhelm the yang, but the yang will not be overcome. The virtuous and the wise might fall into a destitute situation,but it is only a temporary condition. Because they know how to practice self-examination, and
to regret and repent, they always learn something from their former errors.
The little fellows might be successfid and prosperous for a time, but they
will surely end up destitute. They refuse to understand the law of cause and
effect-one who damages others will eventually damage oneself.
A lake without water dries out. A man without money breaks down.
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Financial pressure is one of the most stressll situations in human lives.
The ancient Chinese remind us, "Aman with no money is like a fish with
no water." In such a situation, it is difficult to survive. This truth pertains
to a person and to a government. There are different ways to understand
exhausting. One can become exhausted by not having enough, or by having too much. When one is stuck in an exhausting situation, it is wise to
discover the cause and seek the solution. This is what the wise do. Merely
complaining and being resentful will only make the situation worse. The
virtuous exhaust themselves with the Tao. They worry not for material
things, only for spirituality. Their exhaustion is in being completely absorbed, even forgetting food and sleep.
The hosts of the p a are the solid lines at the second and fifth places.
The solid second place is exhausted with wine and food. The solid element at the fifth place is exhausted with "scarlet kneecaps," symbolizing
an imperial robe. Imperial robe, in Chinese, is zhu fu. Zhu means bright
red. Fu has two meanings. One denotes the silk ribbon for fastening an
official seal. The other is an imperial robe worn for attending ceremonial
offerings; it was a robe for covering the knees when bending and kowtowing. Only officials of high rank could wear the zhu fu. In this gua it represents a high position.
The expedition to the south encountered difficulties which cast a pall
over the proceedings. King Wen remained steadfast and upright, still seeking prosperity and smoothness. The Duke of Zhou narrates the tale of
hardship. There was occasion for regret, but King Wen believed it would
end in good fortune. The people would not believe the truth. So, to inspire the multitude's enthusiasm, King Wen twice performed a sacrificial
ceremony to Heaven and the ancestors. He was able to reach the end.

(1) Initial Six. Exhausting alternates toJoyfuS8)
The bottom line is a yin element at a yang place, at the bottom of the
lower p a , Water, or Darkness. It represents one who is exhausted and in
a difficult situation. Generally, the bottom line is represented by the toes.
In this p a , it is represented by the buttocks, which are on the bottom
when one is sitting. This line is described in terms of a person who is
sitting on the stump of a tree. He cannot walk, he is like a stump stuck in
the ground. It is as if he has entered into a gloomy valley, and for a long
period of time (not necessarily three years) he sees nothing. The line tells
us that when one is in a gloomy situation, one needs to gain enlightenment and wisdom.

(2) Second Nine. Exhausting alternates to Bringing Together (45) =

The second line is a yang element at a yin place, central but not correct. It
represents a person with noble character and high prestige. His exhaustion derives from excess. Good wine and expensive food as well as imperial robes (scarlet kneecaps) are appropriate for offering sacrifice, but not
in daily life. One in this place knows that overindulging will bring misfortune. Therefore he avoids this temptation and no fault is involved.
There is an unusual feature to this p a . In the I Ching, usually, if the
second line and the fifth line are complementary yin and yang, they respond to each other and there is good fortune. Only in this gua and Little
Accumulation (9)
do the second and the fifth lines not respond, and
yet there is still good fortune. The reason is that, because the yang is
suppressed by the yin, it needs the support of another yang.
(3) Third Six. Exhausting alternates to Great Exceeding (28) E

The third line is a yin element at a yang place, neither central nor correct.
It bears two yang elements at the fourth and fifth places, as if carrying
two rocks on its shoulders. It mounts another yang element at the second
place, as if resting on thorns and thistles. This is a situation where it is
difficult to advance or to retreat.The only choice is to return home. However, it does not see its partner, who should be at the top place, to which
the third place corresponds. Unfortunately, the topmost line is another
yin element, and so it does not respond. Thus the Yao text says, "Seeing
not his wife: misfortune." In his Great Treatise, Confucius comments on
this line:

Exhausted in a situation where one should not be exhausted,
It is sure that his reputation is humiliated
Occupying what one should not occu2y,
It is certain that he isfalling into danger.
Being humiliated andfalling into danger,
The time to perish is near at hand
How can he see his w fee?
(4) Fourth Nine. Exhausting alternater to Darkness (29) %

This line is exhausted in a golden carriage. In ancient times, the prince
rode in a golden carriage to greet the bride at his wedding.The fourth line
mounts on the lower p a , Kan. Kan represents water, but also wheels and
a carriage. The Water is below and the Lake above. Lake represents a
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youngest daughter;Water represents a middle son.They are going to marry.
This is the most joyful time in one's life, yet he still feels exhausted. In
ancient times, a superior person worried not about poverty but about the
Tao of Humanity. One who could not carry out one's aspiration, even in a
superior position and at a significant time, still remembered those who
were in an arduous situation.
The fourth line is a yang element at a yin place, neither central nor
correct, corresponding to the yin element at the bottom. The bottom line
is stuck in a gloomy valley. This yang line should go forward to help, but
he is in a golden carriage. In the I Ching, a line moving upward is said to
"go," one moving downward is said to "come." This line wants to move
downward toward the bottom line. The lower p a is Water; he cannot
move quickly through it. Thus the Yao Text says, "Coming, slowly, slowly.
Exhausted in a golden carriage. Humiliation. There is an end."

(5) Fijlh Nine. Exhausting alternates to Relief(40)
There are two primary types of exhaustion-from insufficiency or from
excess. This element is exhausted from neither of these, but instead because his aspirations cannot be fulfilled.This place is a yang element at a
yang place, central and correct. Being in a supreme position, he wants to
give rein to his noble will. However, he is surrounded by the yin elements
at the top and at the third place. These yin elements are high-ranking
officials whose knees appear scarlet because they are cloaked in imperial
robes. He is restricted by them, as if his nose and feet were to be cut off.
Nevertheless, he is central and correct and in the middle of the upper p a ,
Joy. The Yao Text says, "Gradually and slowly, there is joy."
Under normal conditions, it is inauspicious when the f i f h line does
not respond to the second line. But at an exhausting time, the situation
changes. If both yang are sincere and truthful, as one is in making ceremonial offerings, they are able to support each other. In the end they
will receive blessings.The f i f h and second lines show that the wise handle
a trying situation with calm and ease, as in offering a sacrifice with devotion. They proceed slowly with self-confidence. They understand that joy
will come gradually if they remain hopeful and have faith.
(6) Top Six. Exhausting alternates to Contention (6)

The Yao Text of this line is clear.The topmost line is a yin element at a yin
place, both weak conditions. The line is at the end of the p a . Mounting
on two yang elements is similar to becoming exhausted creeping through

vines. O n e in this place is capable of self-examination and understands
that taking action will bring misfortune. But this is the end of the roadthe turning point is at hand. If she truly regrets former faults, her sincerity
is auspicimus. If she moves forward, good fortune will follow.

Additional Reference Information for This Gua

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structurez
Month:
Host of t h e Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual G u a :

Lake above, Water below
Water under Lake, Exhausting
Metal
Three yang with three yin
The ninth month of the lunar calendar,
or October
Second Nine and Fifth Nine
(22) -Adorning
(48) SE
Replenishing
(37) E
Household

--

---

--

Kan Water
Xun Wood

Jing is a well, a place of replenishment. This gua is the inverse of the
preceding one, Exhausting. The ideograph of the preceding gua shows
wood (a tree) held in confinement and becoming exhausted trying to grow.
The image of this gua is the watering of the wood, replenishing. After
becoming exhausted, one needs replenishing. Exhausting and Replenishing are opposite but complementary. Wilhelm and Blofeld as well as most
of the other translators give Jing as The Well. I adopt Replenishing, because the well is a symbol of being replenished.
Sequence of the Gua: Those who are exhaustedfiom above are sure to return
back to the lower. Thus, after Exhausting, Replenishingfollows.

The ideograph of Jing shows the image not of a well, but of the ancient
Jing land system, adopted in the time of the early Zhou dynasty. Two
horizontal lines and two vertical lines intersect each other with a dot in
the middle of the square, representing a well or bucket. The ideograph
jing is a picture of a piece of land divided into nine equal portions. Each
portion occupied 100 mu, equaling 16.47 acres. All the lands belonged to
the government or the lord. The central portion was planted exclusively
to benefit the government or the lord and contained the well. It was cultivated by the joint labor of the eight families who used the other eight
portions of land. When a male reached a certain age he received a portion
of land from the government or the lord. When he grew old, he returned

the land. Every day, the eight families worked on the central portion first.
In their spare time, they worked on their own piece of land.
The well nourished all the people who lived on the lord's land. Later
on, four plots of Jing land made up a village. Because people in the village
took water from the well, the well became a marketplace and gained importance in the daily life of the people. For this reason, the true spirit of
Jing is to replenish people. The serfs worked on the lands all day long,
becoming exhausted; they went to the well to get replenished. The Commentary on the Decision says, "The well supplies replenishment but is
never exhausted."
below. This
The structure of the gua is Water = above, Wood
image gave the ancient sage the picture of a well. The water in a well was
practically an inexhaustible resource. It was in constant use yet continually refilled. It was the source of life. The image also suggests that the
roots of a plant draw water from the soil to nourish the stalk and leaves.

-

Decision
Replenishing.
The site of a village may be moved,
Not the well.
Neither loses nor gains.
Coming and going, drawing, drawing.
Nearly out of the well,
Break one's bucket-misfortune.

Commentary on the Decision
Penetrating into the water and bringing the water up.
It indicates a well.
The well supplies replenishment
But is never exhausted
The site of a village may be moved,
Not the well,
Because the solids are in the centralpositions.
Near4 out of the weld
The achievement has not yet beenfuIf;lled
Break onei bucket;
There is misfortune.

H
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Commentary on the Symbol
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Water over Wood
An image of Replenishing.
In cowespondence with this,
The superior person encourages thepeople at their work
And urges them to help one another.
Yao Text
1. Initial Six
Mud in the well.
No drinking.
Old well, no birds.

Mud in the well; no drinking.
Theposition is too low.
Old well, no birds.
As timepasses, it has been deserted
2. Second Nine
Bottom of the wellTiny carp.
Bucket leaks.

Bottom of the wellTiny carp.
Nobody responds to him.

3. Third Nine
Well is dredged.
No drinking.
Sorrow in my heart.
It could be used and drawn.
King is enlightened
And receives his blessing.

Well is dredged no drinking.
This is the sowow of thepassersby.
May the king be enlightened and bright;
Then blessing will be received

4. Fourth Six
Well is tiled.
N o fault.

Well is tiled Nofault.
rt is renovated

5. Fifth Nine
W e l l is pure.
Tcy spring is drunk.

Drinkingfrom thepure and icy spring.
T h eposition is central and cowect.

6. T o p Six
Well is fully drawn.
D o not cover.
Being sincere and truthful:
Supreme good fortune.
Supreme goodfortune at the topplace.
Great accomplishment.

The g u a shows the wisdom of replenishing the people. In order to replenish p eople, the head of a household o r the leader of a community must
first have a source that is inexhaustible. According to the wisdom of the
ancient sages, the only way to assure that the supply is inexhaustible is to
make the best possible use of the people and resources, and let the commodities flow abundantly into the market. This gua also explores the wisdom of employing virtuous people. Water in a stream is a gdt of nature.
Water in a well results from the accomplishment of human beings. All
the u nderground streams are there, but without digging the water is wasted.
So it is with able and virtuous people. In ancient times, selecting the virtuous and the able was always an important task of a great king.
T h e host of the gua is unusual-it is the yin element at the topmost
place. The yang element at the fifth place is the k i n g f i r m and strong,
central and correct. Confucius's Commentary on the Decision says, "The
site o f a village may be moved, not the well, because the solids are in the
central positions." The firm is the king at the fifth place. He is the well,

the source of replenishment. Things may change, but his desire to replenish the people never changes. This line has the correct attributes to be the
host, but it is not the host.
u
There is another yang element that is firm and strong, central and
--- correct-the yang element at the second place. This yang element could
-also act as the host, but it doesn't. Since this p a is about drawing water
from the well, or selecting
the virtuous and the able from the multitude,
which can only be accomplished by the person at the top. The topmost
yin element symbolizes a well without a cover, indicating that the resource of the well is fully used. This line represents the ideal society-a
society of great harmony in which the leader and the people work in full
cooperation and with unity of purpose.
After the success of King Wen's southern expedition, the Zhou population increased and the territory expanded. In order to replenish the
people's latent productive capacity, King Wen abolished the old slavery
system, setting the slaves free. Likewise, the old personnel system was
accordingly changed, and new talent and able officials were recruited. King
Wen stated that the system could be changed, but not the principle. The
old system could not function well, like an old bucket already broken. If
the old system were to remain in place, there would be misfortune. The
Duke of Zhou records the problems of the old system. The new social
system and the new personnel system functioned better, as if the well had
been tiled. The water was pure and cold and could be used again. Supreme good fortune ensued.
(1) Initial Six. Replenishing alternates to Needing (5)

The bottom line is a yin element at a yang place. It is at the bottom of the
well where there is mud and no water. Nobody drinks, not even a bird.
The lower p a is Xun, Wood, which represents a cock. Thus the Yao Text
takes a bird as the symbol. The well is too old and not well maintained.
The situation is bad. If one in this place is not able to live in accord with
the time and make adjustments, one will be deserted.
(2) Second Nine. Refinishing alternates to Hardship (39)
The second line is a yang element at a yin place, symbolizing water in the
well. It does not respond to the yang element at the fifth place. The water
cannot flow from the bottom up to the top, so it flows away. The situation
of this line is similar to that of the bottom line.

Q) Third Nine. Replenishing alternates to Darkness (29) Z
T h e third line is a yang element at a yang place, at the top of the lower
p a . It is water, not mud, but nobody drinks it. This line indicates that a
person of wisdom and virtue is not appreciated. His time has not come.
T h e line explains how an enlightened and bright leader should recognize
t h e potential of virtuous and intelligent people.
r4) Fourth Six. Replenishing alternates to Great Exceeding (28) %

T h e fourth line is a yin element a t a yin place. Its place is correct, but its
attribute is being too weak. This symbolizes that the well is tiled but still
n o t able to supply large amounts of water. It is time for one to prepare for
t h e future. An auspicious time is coming. After the renovation is finished,
there will be an opportunity to advance and progress.
(5) F F h Nine. Replenishing altentates to Growing Upward (46) =

T h e fifth line is a yang element at a yang place, central and correct. Now
=he well is pure, and the water is cold. It can be used. With his firm and
steadfast character, together with his proper position, one at this place is
able to benefit the multitude.

d6) Top Six. Replenishing alternates to Proceeding Humbly (57)
T h e topmost line is a yin element at a yin place. Its position at the top of
t h e gua symbolizes that the well is used without a covering. It shows that
t h e resource of the well is being fully used. Usually, in the I Ching the
topmost line has no position. The supreme place is the fifth place. In this
gua, however, the topmost line is the host. Interpretation of the I Ching is
n o t dogmatic and rigid-it depends on the situation. This line also represents an ideal society of great harmony in which the leader and the people
d cooperation and with unity of purpose.
work in f
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Additional Reference Information for This Gua

Image:
Recite as:
-- Element:
,
,
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:
7

Water above, Wood below
Water watering Wood, Replenishing
Water
Three yang with three yin
The fifth month of the lunar calendar, or June
Top Six
-Eradicating
(21) R
-Exhausting
(47) Diversity
(38)

the old
---

=

Dui Lake
Li Fire

G e originallymeant the hide of an animal. Mter an animal's skin is tanned,
i t becomes hide. O n this basis, Ge also meant to alternate, to change, to
innovate. Later on, the meaning extended to encompass revolution, in the
sense of abolishing the old and making way for the new. These are integral parts of one action.
Sequence of the Gua: The silt at the bottom oftbe well needs to be removed

Thus, a j e r Replenishing, Abolishing the Oldfollows.
Wilhelrn translates Ge as Revolution (Molting) and Blofeld translates it
as Revolution, Leather, or Skin. I use the phrase Abolishing the Old.
The ideograph of Ge is a picture of a raw animal skin, with a head,
body, and tail stretched out over three horizontal lines representing three
twigs. The skin is exposed to the sun for drying. The structure of the gua
below. Lake contains water, which can extinis Lake -= above, Fire
guish fire. Fire, in turn, is able to dry up water. Water and fire overcome
each other. This phenomenon suggests a picture of revolution-abolishing the old. Confucius's Commentary on the Decision says, "Heaven and
Earth abolish the old and bring about the new, then the four seasons
complete their changes. Tang and Wu . . . brought about the new. They
obeyed the will of Heaven in accord with the wishes of people. The time
and meaning of abolishing the old is truly great!"
This gua has an inner connection with Diversity (38) ZE. Both gua are

--

made up of Lake and Fire. According to the system of the eight primary
gua, Lake represents a youngest daughter, and Fire represents a middle
daughter. In Diversity, the middle daughter is above the youngest daugh-- ter (Fire above Lake). This symbolizes two daughters living in the same
-- house who will separate, marrying into different families. Their interests
will naturally diversify in different directions. In this p a , the youngest
daughter is above the middle daughter (Lake above Fire). They are incompatible with each other, like fire and water. Each of them tries to
change the other, and each of them does not allow the other to change
herself. Conflict arises. Confucius's Commentary on the Decision says,
"Water and Fire destroy each other. Two daughters live together, but their
minds are not in chorus. This is called revolution."

Tang and Wu abolished the old and brought about the new.
They obeyed the will of Heaven
In accord with the wishes ofpeople.
The time and meaning of abolishing the old is truly great!

Commentary on the Symbol
!>
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Decision
Proper day.
Upon it obtain confidence from people.
Supremely prosperous and smooth.
Favorable to be steadfast and upright.
Regret vanishes.

[
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Commentary on the Decision

t:

Enlightened intelligence makespeople joyfiZ.
Great success comes throughjustice.
Since the revolution isproper,
All regret disappears.
H e a m and Earth abolish the old and bring about the new,
Then thefour seasons complete their changes.

Yao Text
1. Initial Nine
Bound with the hide of a yellow ox.
Bound with the hide of a yellow ox.
One should not take action in such circumstances.

2. Second Six

Abolishing the Old
Water and Fire destroy each other.
Two daughters live together,
But their minds are not in chorus.
This is called revolution.
Proper day.
Upon it obtain conj&ncej?om people.
When the revolutionary tempest breaks out,
Faith will accord with it.

Fire in the midst of the Lake.
A n image of Abolishing the Old
In correspondence with this,
The superior person watches the changes of theplanets
And sets the calendar in order,
Making the time of the seasons clear.

Proper day.
Upon it abolish the old.
Moving forward: good fortune.
No fault.
1

i
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Proper day;
Abolish the old
Taking action bringspraiseworthy success.

6

3. Third Nine
Moving forward: misfortune.
Being steadfast: adversity.
Declaring to abolish the old three times,
Being sincere and truthful.
Declaring to abolish the old three rimes.
Besides revolution, what else can he do?

---

4. Fourth Nine
Regret vanishes.
Be sincere and truthful;
Change the old.
Good fortune.

Thr goodfortune in changing the old
His conviction meets with his belieJ:
5. Fifth Nine
Great person
Changes like a tiger.
No need to divine;
There is sincerity and truthfulness.

Greatperson changes like a tiger.
He is brilliant and distinct.
6. Top Six
Superior person
Changes like a panther.
Petty fellows
Change faces.
Moving forward: misfortune.
Abide in being steadfast and upright:
Good fortune.
Superiorperson changes like a panthpr,
Brilliant and elegant.
Littlefellows changefaces.
They are devoted to obeying the superior.

This p a takes the image of the conflict between F i e and Water. It describes the truth of revolution. Revolution takes place not merely to overthrow the old. Its purpose is to establish the new. The new should be
better than the old. It is progress, an improvement. Revolution does not
happen by accident. There is always a reason. One can never create a
revolution. On the other hand, if a revolution is on the road, no one can
stop it. Only by following the will of Heaven and acting in accord with

the wishes of people, can revolution be made unnecessary. FoUo-wing the
will of Heaven and acting in accord with the wishes of people, first of all,
is to care for and nourish the people.
In the course of ancient Chinese history there were two most important revolutions. One was the rebellion led by King Tang who overthrew
the Mant lie of the Xia dynasty and established the Shang dynasty. The
other was the revolution led by King Wu, son of King Wen, who overthrew the Tyrant of Shang and established the Zhou dynasty. The Chinese believed that both revolutions carried out the will of Heaven and
realized the wishes of the people. Mencius says,
J

The son of Heaven receives instruction from Heaven and
becomes King. Whether there is instruction from Heaven
depends on the wishes of people. Those who oppose the
wishes of people oppose the will of Heaven. It is certain that
they will be abolished by the new one authorized by Heaven.
According to the tradition of the Zhou dynasty, before any important
event, ceremonial ritual and divination should take place in order to gain
the confidence of people. To the ancient Chinese, the emperor was the
Son of Heaven. Whatever the emperor commanded was as true as whatever the divination instructed. In terms of this p a , King Wu was preparing to take action for a revolution against the tyrant of the Shang dynasty.
Before he took action, he reformed the old social system by abolishing
slavery. In this way he replenished his people and strengthened his territory. Before he abolished the old system he performed ceremonial rituals
and divination. In the thirty-four p a of the Lower Canon, only this gua
is bestowed with the most auspicious blessing of "Supremely prosperous
and smooth. Favorable to be steadfast and upright." People had confidence in the change of the old system; thus all regret disappeared.
The host of the gua is the solid line at the fifth place. It is firm and
strong, central and correct, and in a supreme place. One at this place is
capable of being the leader of the great change. Traditionally it is believed that this p a has a historical background associated with the revolution led by King Wu to overthrow the tyrant of the Shang dynasty in
the year 1066 B.C. However, according to history, the revolution led by
King Wu took place four years after King Wen passed away. If that is
true, then the author of the I Ching would not be King Wen or King
Wen alone. Adhering to the traditional opinion that the author of the I
Ching was King Wen, I suggest that this p a is associated with King
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Wen's abolishing of the old social system and establishing of the new.

(tlI (1) Initial Nine.Abolishing the Old alternates to Mutual Influence (31)

people and helped them settle down i n their native places. He gained the
love and esteem of the people of the Shang dynasty.

-- The bottom line represents the dawn of a revolution. The time is not ma-- ture-one should not act lightly. He should consolidate his forces, as if

(4) Fourth Nine. Abolishing the Old ariernates to Already FuIfilled (63) E

1
-

--

binding them with the hide of a yellow ox. The ox is represented by the
yielding line at the second place in the middle of the lower gua. The color
of the middle place is yellow. A yielding line belongs to the family of Earth,
which is represented by a cow. Thus a hide of yellow ox is used as an image.
The bottom line is a yang element at a yang place. It does not respond with
the yang element at the fourth place. Although it is firm, it is at the bottom
of the gua and has no respondent. In this situation, one is not able to act
productively. One should not take action in such circumstances.

The fourth line is a yang element at a yin place, neither central nor correct. There is regret. When this line alternates to a yin element, this gua
becomes Already Fulfilled (63) ZE, which indicates the time is ripe. Regret vanishes. The line says that when the time of revolution strikes, correctness of purpose, sincerity, and truthfulness of the leadership still play
important roles. This line is a continuation of the third line. After King
Wu declared the purpose of the revolution three times, regret on the part
of the people disappeared. King W u began to revamp the system and
make personnel changes. Good fortune accrued to the new order.

(2) Second Six.Abolishing the Old alternates to Eliminating (43)

(5) FFh Nine. Abolishing the Old alternates to Abundance (55) EZ

The second line is a yin element at a yin place, central and correct. It is the
principal line of the lower gua, Li, or Brilliance. One at this place is gentle
and bright and responds to the yang element at the fifth place, who is
firm and strong. They have the same goal and can support each other.
The time is right and the situation excellent.As the proper day approaches,
one may expedite revolution. Taking action brings good fortune and success. But one still needs to walk with firm steps. This line indicates that
after the ceremonial ritual and divination had been conducted, the revolution against the old system was 1aunched.There was no resistance. Good
fortune prevailed, and there was no fault.

The fifth line is a yang element at a yang place, central and correct, firm
and strong and in a supreme place. H e is the leader of the great change.
Before he effects reformation a great man changes himself first. I n this
way he is able to win the faith and confidence of the people. People trust
him because of his virtue, even before the oracle is consulted. The Yao
text says the great person changes like a tiger, which means his merit is as
brilliant and distinct as a tiger's fur.T h e great person of this line denotes
King Wen. King Wen totally supported the revolution and the changes in
the personnel system. Based upon his prestige, people had confidence
even before the oracle was consulted.

(3) Third Nine. Abolkhing the Old alternates to Following (1 7)

(6) Top Six. Abolishing the Old altern ates to Seeking Harmony (13) 2

The third line is a yang element at a yang place. It has already gone beyond
the center place. It is time to take action, but one at this place tends to act
with undue haste. So the Yao Text says, "Moving fonvard: misfortune." In
this position, one should be steadfast and upright and explain the purpose
of change over and over again. If the purpose of change has been fully discussed, confidence and trust can be restored. In taking action for sudden
change, communication with people is important. This line relates to a historic event. After King Wu successfully led the revolution against the Tyrant of Shang, he did not bring about radical reform. He declared the purpose of the revolution three times. Furthermore, he pardoned the tyrant's
family members, such as sage Ji Zi, his uncle. Afterward, he consoled the

The top line tells us that the revolution is over. Success has been obtained.
Now it is time for public order to re turn to normal. Any further advance
of revolution will lead to misfortune. Remaining steadfast and upright is
crucial. One has to learn when to lead a revolution and also when to stop.
O n the other hand, the one who led the revolution should at this time
renew himself to make constructive advancements. The ancient Chinese
believed that the color and specks o f a panther change according to the
seasons. This image symbolizes how a sage makes a fresh start in accord
with the change of time. This line is a warning. Even after the great success of a change, not everyone sincerely changes his opinion. Little fellows change only their faces; some day they will stage a comeback.
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Additional Reference Information for This Gua
Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Lake above, Fire below.
Lake above Fire, Abolishing the Old
Metal
Four yang with two yin
The third month of the lunar calendar, or April
Fifth Nine
-(4) :
+
Childhood
Establishing the New
(50) ZE
Encountering
(44) ZE

the New
--

Li Fire

7-

Xun Wind

Ding originally denoted an ancient Chinese sacrificial vessel with two
loop handles and three or four le gs. Later on, its meaning was extended to
include establishing the new. A ding was cast with bronze and decorated
with sacred inscriptions and auspiciou s pictures of birds and animals. It
was popular during the period o f the Xia, the Shang, and the Zhou dynasties.The three-legged ding is round, and the four-legged ding is square.
It is said that Xia Yu, the originator of the Xia dynasty, cast nine ding,
symbolizing nine continents. T h e y were treasured as heirlooms. Where
the nine ding were, the capital was located. King Tang moved them to
Shang, the capital of the Shang dynasty; King Wu moved them to Lo,
the capital of the Zhou dynasty. W h e n a new dynasty began or a new
emperor was enthroned, the fir st thing done was to cast a new ding and
inscribe the new constitution o n it, symbolizing that a new era had begun. The emperor employed t h e ding to prepare sacrificial offerings for
the Lord of Heaven and to nmurish persons of wisdom and virtue. For
this reason, the Chinese scholars call the change of a dynasty dingge, a
phrase derived from the I Chimg. Ding is to establish the new; ge is to
abolish the old.
Later on, ding was also used in t h e temple of ancestors at a family
memorial ceremony. For this sort of occasion the ding was much smder.
The food in the ding was first served to the ancestors. Then the head of

the household distributed the food into the bowls of each member according to his position in the family. The ceremony symbolized the union
of the family and the care of its members.

It obtains the centralposition
Attdfinds respondence with thefirm.
TAere is supremeprosperity and smoothness.

- - Sequence of the Gua: For changing things absolutely, there is nothing better
- - than a ding. Thus, after Abolishing the Old, Establishing the Newfollows.
Wilhelm translates Ding as The Caldron while Blofeld translates it as A
Sacrificial Vessel. I adopt the symbolic meaning of Ding-Establishing
the New. This gua is the inverse of the preceding one, Abolishing the
Old. Abolishing the Old and Establishing the New are opposite, but
complementary.The ideograph of Ding looks exactly like a front view of
the ancient sacrificial vessel: a round bowl on top with two loop handles
and two legs. The structure of the gua is Fire
above, Wood =below.
The wood nourishes the fire. It is an image of cooking. The six lines of
the gua also construct a picture of a ding. The yielding line on the bottom
represents the legs. The three solid lines at the second, third, and fourth
positions are the body. The fifth, a broken line, represents the opening of
the ding. The solid line at the top serves as the cover, or carrying handle.

Decision
Establishing the New.
Supreme good fortune.
Prosperous and smooth.

Commentary on the Symbol
Fire over Wood.

A n image of Establishing the New.
I n correspondence with this,
T h e superior person rect@es his position
Andf;@lls the will of Heaven.

Yao Text

/
4

1. Initial Six
S acrificial vessel, toes upside down.
Favorable to get out the stale stuff.
Take a concubine to obtain a son.
N o fault.
Sacr$icial vessel, toes upside down.
This is not contrary to the truth.
Favorable to get out the stale s t u t
is tofollow the noble.

2. Second Nine
Commentary on the Decision
Ding.
An image of a sacr~cialvessel
When wood isput intofire,
It is cooking.
When the holy person cooked,
He waspreparing offerings to the Lord of Heaven.
When he made a greatfeast,
He was nourishing holy persons and those with worthy virtues.
Through gentleness,
His ears become clear and eyes sharp.
The yielding advances andgoes upward

Sacrificial vessel: full.
My mate has illness,
Cannot approach me.
G o o d fortune.
Sacr$iciaI vessekfu N.
B e cautious about where he goes.
M y mate has illness.
N ofault in the end

3. T h i r d Nine
Sacrificial vessel, ears removed,
Activities are obstructed.
Pheasant gravy, not eaten.
W h e n rain f d s ,

(50) Ding 4-01

Regret vanishes.
Ends in good fortune.

---

Sacrz$cial vessel, ears removed
It loses what it should be.

-

4. Fourth Nine
Sacrificial vessel, broken legs,
Spilled prince's soup.
He gets dripping wet.
Misfortune.
Spilledprincei soup.
How about his popular trust?

5. Fifth Six
Sacrificial vessel,
Yellow ears, golden handle.
Favorable to be steadfast and upright.
Sacr;J;cialvessel,yellow ears.
There isjirm substance in the central.

6. Top Nine
Sacrificial vessel, jade ring.
Great good fortune.
Nothing is unfavorable.
Thejade handle is in the highestplace.
Thefrm and theyielding compl&ent each otherproper&

This gua takes the image of a sacrificial vessel to expound upon the importance of honoring and nourishing wise and virtuous persons for the
growth of a new country or a new situation. The image of the gua is an
inverse form of the preceding one. The preceding one is an act of revolution to abolish the old system or condition. The purpose of revolution is
not merely to overthrow the old but, more important, to establish a new
situation and a better order. Abolishing the old is difficult; establishing
the new is even more so. Both abolishing the old and establishing the new
need qualified personnel of extraordinary ability. This gua offers a proper

way to reorganize the old order. The key point is to respect wise and
virtmous persons and rely on them to establish the new order. On the
othe r hand, eliminating those who are mean and unqualified for their
position is equally important.
T h e image of this gua is Fire -- above, Wood -- below. It is the
wood that nourishes the fire. This is a picture of preparing food. In the I
Chimg, there are four gua dealing with nourishment: Needing (5), Nourishing (27), Replenishing (48), and Establishing the New (50). The first
three deal with nourishing an individual, a household, or a small group.
T h i s gua deals with a large group of people and with solemn ceremony.
During the ceremony, food is offered first to the most honorable-Heaven
and Earth, the ancestors, or honorable and virtuous persons. The fifth
line represents the person who is in charge of the ceremony, and the topmos t line represents the person who is honored. The Commentary on the
Decision says, "When the holy person cooked, he was preparing offerings
to t h e Lord of Heaven. When he made a great feast, he was nourishing
holy persons and those with worthy virtues." The host of the gua is the
yielding line at the fifth place, the one who takes charge of the ceremony.
He honors and nourishes the person of great virtue and ability at the
topmost place.
After King Wen abolished slavery and established a new feudal system ,the methods of production changed, latent productive capacity was
released, and productivity greatly increased. King Wen felt happy about
those changes. He claimed that abolishing the old and establishing the
n e w brought supreme good fortune as well as great prosperity and smoothness. The Duke of Zhou describes the defective old systems as a sacrificial vessel turned upside down, saying that it was favorable to get rid of
the "stale stuff.'' Encountering his enemies' envy, King Wen obtained the
support of people with wisdom and virtue and reaped great good fortune;
nothing was unfavorable.

(1)initial Six. Establirhing the New alifernatesto Great Harvest (14) %
T h e bottom line represents the beginning of the new order.The first thing
to d o is to abolish the old system. An upside-down sacrificial vessel with
its toes upturned indicates that a firm decision has been made to purge
the old order thoroughly. Generally, overturning a sacrificial vessel is not
auspicious. However, the bottom line represents the beginningthe food
is n ot yet cooked. Overturning the vessel helps eliminate the stale stuff. A
b a d thing is turned to a good end.

--

=
--
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The lower gua is Xun , which represents an eldest daughter. After
the bottom line alternates from yin to yang, the lower p a becomes Q a n ,
a male. A marriage is employed as an image. Because the sacrificial vessel
is not upright, a concubine, instead of a wife, is used as a symbol. In ancient times, taking concubines was allowed, though it was considered a
cause of family trouble. Only for the purpose of trying to have a son was
the practice considered acceptable. The yin element at the bottom responds to the solid line at the fourth place, which represents a noble person. Thus, Confucius's Commentary on the Yao Text says, "It is to follow
the noble."
In terms of the historical background, this p a is a continuation of the
preceding p a . The preceding p a relates to the abolishing of the old system led by King Wen. This gua discusses establishing a new system after
the victory. The first step is to overturn the old system and then employ a
new staff. Concubines represent personnel of the higher ranks of the Shang
dynasty. The sons represent their followers. The policy of the Zhou dynasty was to use those who worked for the Shang dynasty in the new
order. In this way, stability and unity could be obtained.

f
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(4) Fourth Nine. Establishing the N e w altdrnates to Remedying (18)

(2) Second Nine. Establirhing the New alternates to Traveling (56) SE
The yang element at the second place symbolizes a sense of M l l m e n t . It
is in the middle of the lower p a , suggesting that there is plenty of food in
the sacrificial vessel. "My mate has illness" refers to the bottom line. This
line is a yin element who is wrong in some way. Because she cannot approach the one at this second place there is good fortune. Otherwise it
would be a different story. The message of this line is that, although one
might be able and firm, one still needs to be cautious about where one
goes and whom one associates with. After the revolution led by King
Wen, the task of establishing a new order had been mlled. Those who
were eliminated were envious but could not approach the new order.

0)ThirdNine. Estabishing the New alternates to Not Yet Fuplled (64)

-=

The yang element at the third place represents the body of the sacrificial
vessel. There is plenty of food. The third line is a yang element at a yang
place, but it goes beyond the center. There is too much yang. The third
place is the intersection between the upper gua and the lower p a , which
means that it is time for one at this place to change. This line does not
respond to the M h line, which represents the handle of the sacrificial
vessel. Thus the Yao Text says, "ears removed." When the earlike handles

of a sacrificial vessel are removed, one's activities are obstructed. The pheasant gravy not being eaten indicates that one at this place does not get
nourishment from the noble one at the fifth place. But they are complimentary yin and yang. Once they find harmony, it is as if the rain has
fallen. AU regret is washed away; and in the end there is good fortune.
This line tells us that there was some obs truction affecting the personnel
reform after the revolution. The benefits a f the reformation had not been
fully obtained. Further attempt should b e made to flush out the obstruction, as with rainfall, then regret would disappear and good fortune would
arrive.

$
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The fourth line is a yang element at a y i n place. It responds to the yin
element at the bottom. The yin element a t the bottom is a sacrificial vessel, upside down with toes upturned. T h is line represents the broken leg
of the sacrificial vessel. The situation is more serious.The fourth line is at
the top of the body of the vessel a n d nex t to the fifth line, representing a
prince. The text says the leg w a s broken, the vessel fell, and the food
spilled over the prince's robe and the flomr. This line refers to the fact that
during reformation, important work should not be given to people who
are not qualified. Otherwise it w 3 l spoil t h e whole situation, as when the
prince's soup is spilled and he gets dripping wet as a result. There will be
misfortune.

(5) FFh Six. Establishing the N e w altern ates to Encountering (44)

I

The broken line at the fifth place represents two ears of the sacrificial
vessel. There is a handle attached to the ears for carrying the vessel. The
fifth line is in the middle of t h e upper p a , Li. Li is yellow brightness.
When the fifth line moves from yin t o yang, the upper p a alternates
from Li to Q a n . Q a n is gold. T h u s , the Yao Text says, "yellow ears, golden
handle." The fifth line is the h ost of t h e gua. H e takes charge of the
ceremony and also honors and nourishes the person of great virtue and
ability. H e "rectifies his position and fulfills the will of Heaven," as
Confucius's Commentary on th e Symb 01 says. Nevertheless he is a yin
element at a yang place. H e needs support. Fortunately, he responds to
the yang element at the second place. T h u s Confucius's Commentary on
the Yao Text says, "There is firm substance in the central." This line is a
continuation of the previous line. The previous line indicates that the
prince's soup was spilled. This line tells us that King Wen obtained the
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support of persons with wisdom and virtue. The situation got better, but
it was still wise to be steadfast and upright.
(6) Top Nine. Establirbing the New alternatesto Long Lasting (32)

The topmost line represents the ring for carrying the sacrificial vessel.
Without the ring the sacrificial vessel cannot be moved from place to
place. This line represents a person of high wisdom and distinguished
virtue. It is believed that it refers to King Wen. It is a yang element at a
yin place, indicating that his attribute is a perfect integration of yin and
yang in harmonious proportion. He is both firm and gentle, as a jade is
hard, yet softly lustrous. Here one has the honor of being chosen as the
advisor of the leader at the fifth place. It is great good fortune. Nothing is
unfavorable. Thus Confucius's Commentary on the Yao Text says, "The
firm and the yielding complement each other properly."

-- Zhen
--- Zhen
7-

Thunder
Thunder

Additional Reference Information for This Gua

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Fire above, Wind below
Wind under Fire, Establishing the New
Fire
Four yang with two yin
The six month of the lunar calendar, or July
Fifth Six
-Beginning
(3) r
-Abolishing the Old
(49) EZ
-Eliminating
(43) EE

Zhen means shake, shock, or qu ake. In the I Ching, it is the symbol of
Thunder. Wilhelm translates Z h e n as T h e Arousing (Shock, Thunder),
and Blofeld translates it as Thunder. Here I consider the significance of
Thunder and employ the term Taking Action.
Sequence of the Gua: For taking charge of a sacrijcial vessel, no one is more
suitable than the e l . son. T h , afterEstablishing the New, Taking Action
follows.

The ideograph of Zhen comes from t h e form inscribed on bronze objects
in the Zhou dynasty. The original form was very complicated, including
pictures of rain and lightning. T h i s imzge has been simplified.The upper
part of the ideograph is the r a i n w a t e r falling from clouds. The horizontal stroke at the top represents Heaven, and the n-shaped curved stroke
illustrates the clouds. A vertical s troke i n the middle symbolizes an act of
falling. The four dots are the raindrops .
The lower part of the ideograph is the character chen. At present, it
means time, but in ancient times it me ant shock. According to the Chinese lunar calendar, there are twenty-four solar terms in the year. Chen
was related to the third solar term, called the Waking of Insects, which
takes place on the sixth day of the third month of the Chinese lunar
calendar. During this period, thunder roars. The thunder ~roclaimsthat
spring is arriving. All hibernating insects and animals awaken and tiny

sprouts emerge. Peasants and farmers prepare to plant crops.
The structure of the gua is Thunder -- above, Thunder == below.
The action is dual and the power doubled. The image of the primary gua
--- is a solid line buried underneath two yielding lines. The solid line intends
-- - to burst upward forcefully against the yin pressure. It is an explosion of
yang energy. One can feel that the quake is tremendous and has extraordinary power. It is also an image of the interaction of yin and yang energy
creating the thunder and lightning. In addition, it is Earth, pure yin, uniting with pure yang, Heaven, for the first time-an eldest son is conceived.
A quake is a way to make an advance smooth without obstruction.
When there is an earthquake, everyone is fearful. Afterward, they forget
the fearfulness and begin talking and laughing as usual. They learn no
lessons from the quake, so it is not beneficial. Only the sage is on the alert.
When the thunder shocks a hundred li (a Chinese unit of length about
one half of a kilometer), he is still able to remain calm and at ease.

Decision
Taking Action.
Prosperous and smooth.
Thunder comes-alarm! alarm!
Laughing and t a l k i n g h a , ha!
Thunder shocks a hundred li.
The sacrificial spoon and chalice do not f d .

Commentary on the Decision
T h u n d e ~ T a k i nAction.
g
Prosperous and smooth.
Thunder comes-alarm! alarm!
Beingfearfil brings goodfortune.
Laughing and talking-ha, ha!
After that, there is a principle tofollow.
Thunder shocks a hundred li.
It startles the distant andfrightens the near.
Comingforth, he is able to protect the temple of ancestors,
And the state as we14
And take charge of all sacrzJices.

Cemmentary on the Symbol
Thunder is dual.
Action is doubled.
In correspondencevith this,
The superior person withfearful mind
Is cultivating his virtue and examining hisfault.

Yao T
ext
1, Initial Nine
Thunder comes-alarm! alarm!
Afterward, laughing and talking-ha,
Good fortune.

ha!

Thunder comes, alarm, alarm;
Being alert brings goodfortune.
Laughing and t a l k i n g h a , ha!
After that, there is a principle tofollow.

2. Second Six
Thunder comes.
Adversity.
Greatly losing treasures.
Climbing over nine hills,
Do not pursue.
Seven days: regained.
Thunder comes: adversity.
It rests on a solid line.

3. Third Six
Thunder comes, dispiriting, dispiriting.
Going forward like thunder:
No trouble.
Thunder comes, dispiriting, dispiriting.
Theposition is not appropriate.

4. Fourth Nine
Thunder comes.
Stuck in the mud.

(51) Zhen 4-09

Thunder comes, stuck in the mud
Its radiance is not able to shine.

-----

Takin g Action advises people to adopt a cautious heart and a cautious
mind in dealing with a new situation before expecting success. Taking
action brings success, and it is tempting to try to enhance success. But the
wise m a n keeps himself calm and remains at ease. He does not let the
excitement lead to failure in important matters. With a cautious mind, he
cultivate s his virtues and examines his errors. This is the key to success.
The hosr of the gua is unusual-it is the solid line at the bottom. It hints
that the positive energy is taking action and moving upward from below.
After King Wen's new system was established, people were shocked,
feeling a s if a thunderstorm was striking. Some felt alarm. When the
benefits became known, they talked to each other and laughed together.
However, King Wen, from beginning to end, was as calm in carrying out
the reformation as a priest holding a sacrificial spoon and chalice without
letting them fall. The Duke of Zhou records how the people were happy,
but not t h e slave owners. Dangerous counterattacks were anticipated, for
some in-laws of the tyrant stood against the reformation.

5. Fifth Six
Thunder comes, back and forth.
Adversity.
No great loss.
Something will happen.

Thunder comes, back andforth. Adversity.
One takes risk in doing.
Important matters are central
Nothing at all is a great loss.

6. Top Six
Thunder comes, trembling, trembling.
Gazes flustered, flustered.
Moving forward, misfortune:
Thunder affects not oneself,
But one's neighbors.
No fault.
The in-laws gossip.

i
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Thunder comes, trembling, trembling.
One does not obtain the centralposition.
MiyWune but nofault.
One is aware of what is warned by neighbors.

;
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This gua is one of the eight among the sixty-four accomplished gua that is
made by doubling one of the eight primary gua. Here, the accomplished
gua is Zhen E,Taking Action, and the primary gua is Thunder G . The
below. When Thunstructure of the gua is Thunder =above,Thunder
der is doubled, the potential energy is tremendous. In the I Ching, Thunder represents the eldest son of Heaven and Earth. It symbolizes the beginning of a created being. After the eldest son is born, a new cycle starts,
and a new generation sets out. Thunder is a gua of the spring season. An
ancient Chinese adage says, "Once the spring thunder bursts, myriad beings on Earth are awakened." After that, the Earth will be green again and
farmers can begin work in the field. This is a picture of prosperity.

--

The bottom line is the principal line of the lower p a ; it is the beginning
of the thunder and shock.When the thunder and shock arrives, if one can
be alert about past lessons, good fortune will follow. The gua says that if
preventive measures or action against possible trouble are taken, one will
be free from mistake. This line suggests that the reformation brought
about b y King Wen put fear into the people of the Shang dynasty. After
people understood and experienced the benefits, they laughed and talked.
Thus, there was good fortune.

(2) Second Six. TakingActionalternates fo Marrying Maiden (54) SS
Because the bottom line represents the source of the shock, the second
line becomes the first one to be afFected. The situation is most dangerous.
Losing treasures is anticipated, and it is necessary to climb over nine hills
to escape. But the second line is a yin element at a yin place. One at this
place is able to take action in accordance with the principle of the Golden
Mean. H e does not need to pursue what he has lost; after seven days what
he has lost will come back. This gua indicates that if one takes action
correctly,with sincerity, one can turn the situation from bad to good. Seven
days represents a cycle. Once a line moving upward has occupied each of
the six places, on the seventh change it returns to its original place. This is
what is meant when the Yao Text says that after seven days what he has
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lost wiu come back. This line relates that King Wen's reformation struck
relentless blows at the rebellious group. Danger was everywhere. Members of the rebellious group escaped to the hills. After they understood
the situation, they came back.
(3) Third Six. TakingAction alternates to Abundance (55)

The third line is a yin element at a yang place. It has gone beyond the
center. The place is not right-the shock startles the one who is here. If
the shock can urge her to correct her errors and take action to make a
fresh start, she will be free of mistakes. This line tells us that King Wen's
reformation made people feel nervous and uneasy and it turned him to
introspection. No blunder affected his seeing the situation clearly.
(4) Fourtb Nine. TakingAction alternates to Turning Back (24)
The fourth line is a yang element at a yin place, neither central nor correct. There are two yin elements above and another two below. They restrict his motion. Thus the Yao Text says, "Stuck in the mud." One at this
place is lost in the darkness. If one lowers one's guard and becomes careless, even if success ensues, one will not know how to deal with it. One of
the main aspects of the Tao of I is that events move forward in waves.
After King Wen's reformation went smoothly for a while, it became stuck
in the mud again.
(5) F@h Six. TakingAction alternates to Following (1 7)
"Thunder comes, back and forth" suggests moving forward and backward. The line is a yin element at a yang place, central but not correct. If
it moves forward, it reaches the top line-at the end of the action. There
is no way to go forward. If it comes back, its corresponding line at the
second position is also a yin element, and there will be no response. It is
an unfavorable situation.
This line describes the time during the reformation when King Wen
surveyed the whole situation. He remained calm and at ease. Although
the shock of reformation affected everyone in a radius of a hundred li. he
would not let the sacrificial spoon and chalice (political power) fall.
was no great loss at the moment, but he sensed that matters of importance could be affected.

here

(6) Top Six. TakingActionalternates to Eradicating (21)

The topmost line is a yin element at a yi n place, correct but not central. I t
encounters the thunder and shock from beginning to end and becomes
exhausted. Taking any action will bring misfortune. If the shock has not
affected one, but only one's neighbors, one is able to be alert and take
preventive measures. There will be no fault. Otherwise one's in-laws will
speak asainst one. I n the I Ching, marriage often symbolizes a political
alliance .This line, a continuation of the preceding line, indicates that the
reformation did not affect political alliances but did affect the in-laws of
the tyrant. At that moment, there was n o great loss, but King Wen sensed
that some serious problems could arise- The main theme of the gua is to
people for the shock of a new situation. One should always be
-prepare
cautioms, even when success seems inevitable.

Additi~nalReference Information far This Gua

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host o f the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Thunder above, Thunder below
Thunder is dual, Taking Action
Wood
Four yin with two yang
Spring Equinox
Initial Nine
Proceeding Humbly
Keeping Still
Hardship
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the spirit." While sitting still in a lotus posture, one is shaped like a mountain. Sitting in stillness, or in meditation as Westerners call it, is a selfdisciplinary training. While doing this, one is able to control the mind
and the breath, to be introspective about one's shortcomings and to cultivate inner strength and virtue. Mencius says, "I am skillful in nourishing

---

---

my imperishable noble spirit." When one is in a state of stillness, one is
oblivious to one's surroundings.This is the highest stage of nonattachment.
In such a state there is no fault in one's being. It is believed that when
Heaven is about to confer a great mission on a person, it first exercises his
or her mind and spirit with discipline. Keeping still is meant to prepare
one's m i n d and spirit to progress when t h e time comes.

Gen Mountain
Gen Mountain
a

Decision

In the northern Chinese dialect, gen means straightforward, forthright,
and blunt. In written language, it is used only in the I Ching, to represent
one of the eight primary gua, Mountain, which symbolizes keeping still.
W i e l r n translates Gen as Keeping Still, Mountain, and Blofeld translates it as Desisting, Stillness. In this book, it is termed Keeping Still.

Keeping still, at his back.
Feels not his body.
Walking in his courtyard,
Se es not his people.
N o fault.
'

Commentary on the Decision

Sequence of the Gua: Events cannot continue in motion without stopping;
they must take a rest. Thus, after TakingAction, Keeping Stillfollows.

Mountain.
It is keeping still.

The ideograph of Gen consists of two parts. The upper portion is a picture of an eye, mu. The lower part is a remote form of bi, which meant
"close by." An eye close by indicated somebody staring, which came to be
the symbol for keeping still. This gua is the inverse of the preceding one,
Taking Action. They are opposite but complementary. The structure of
above, Mountain = below. The attribute of
the gua is Mountain
Mountain is stillness. When Mountain is doubled, it is extremely still.
The structure of Mountain is one solid line above two yielding lines,which
indicates that the yang has ascended to the top. There is no room for the
yang to ascend further; it is time for the yang to keep at rest. Then a new
cycle will start again.
From the very beginning of Chinese culture, ancient sages emphasized
keeping still. Keeping still is not keeping merely the body still but the
mind and spirit as well, and is called "sitting in stillness" or "nourishing

K e p still when it is time to keep still.
Remain active when it is time to remain active.
When action and resting do not miss dheir time,
Their way becomespromising and brzlliant.
Kseping still in stillness
Is keeping still in theplace where one should be still.
l%e corresponding lines above and below are repelling.
T%ey do not respond to each other.
T h u s he is no longerfeeling his body.
E v e n walking in the courtyard
H e is no longer seeing hispeople.
There is nofault.

m
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Commentary o n the Symbol

U
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Mountains, one over the other.
An image qKeeping Still
In correspondence with this,
Whateverthe superior person thinks
Does not go beyond his duties in hisposition.

Yao Text
1. Initial Six
Keeping still at his toes.
No fault.
Favorable to be perseveringly steadfast and upright.
Keeping still at his toes.
What is correct is not yet lost.

2. Second Six
Keeping still at his calves.
Cannot rescue his leader.
His heart unhappy.
Cannot rescue his leader,
Because this one does not retreat to listen to him.

3. Third Nine
Keeping still at his waist.
Strains his spinal muscles.
Adversity
Heats up the heart.
Keeping still at his waist.
The danger iniames the heart.

4. Fourth Six
Keeping still at his trunk.
No fault.
Keeping still at his trunk.
He keepsfreefrom reckless action.

5. Fifth Six
Keeping still at his jaws.

Words have order.
Regret vanishes.
Keeping still at thejaws.
He is in harmony with its centralposition.

6- Top Nine
Honestly and sincerely keeping still.
Good fortune.
The goodfortune of honesty and sincerity.
He keeps there virtues to the end

This is one of the eight among the sixty-four accomplished p a that is
one of the eight primary p a . Here, the accomplished
made by doubling
gua is Gen -, Keeping Still, and the primary p a is Mountain =. Keeping Still expounds the truth of knowing when and where to stop before
one's action goes too f d c c o r d i n g to the structure of the p a , when a
.Its
solid line appears at the bottom of Earth ==, it becomes Thunder
attribute is taking action. The action builds. When the solid line advances
to the central position, it becomes Water =. Its attribute is flowing. The
action continues; it flows onward. When the solid line advances to the
top, it beomes Mountain . Its attribute is keeping still. In this situation, one must stop flowing forward and remain at rest. The key to success is to advance when it is time to advance and to stop when it is time to
stop. Every action should accord with the time and situation. Never act
subjectively and blindly. Keeping still means to be tranquil and stable. It
is a phase of advancement. Advance and stillness complement each other.
Keeping still is preparing oneself for a new advance. All the lines of this
p a take images of different parts of the body to indicate paticular times
and situations.
When King Wen abolished slavery and reestablished the Jing land system, people were shocked, as if a thunderstorm had struck. Those who
were liberated were happy, but not the slave owners-especidy those who
were close to the tyrant. Dangerous counterattacks were anticipated. King
Wen retreated, sitting in stillness to contemplate the situation and foresee
the future. The Duke of Zhou describes King Wen's different stages and
moods of stillness. Eventually his honesty and sincerity brought good

--
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fortune. He remained virtuous to the end. In this gua, King Wen employed the word "his" four times in the Decision, and the Duke of Zhou
used it eight times in the Yao Text. For this reason, it is believed that a
specific person is being referred to, and this person is thought to be King
Wen himself.

(1) Initial Six. Keeping Still alternates to Adorning (22)
The toes are at the bottom of a body, as the beginning line is at the bottom of the p a . Keeping still at the toes maintains the whole body in
stillness. Before one takes any action, if one knows where to stop before
going too far, there is no impropriety, and therefore there is no fault. The
bottom line is a yin element at a yin place. It is gentle and weak and might
not be able to remain steadfast and upright. For this reason, the Yao Text
indicates that keeping steadfast and upright is favorable.
(2) Second Six. Keeping Still alternates to Remedying (18) S

The second line is represented by the calves. It is a yin element at a yin
place, central and correct. One at this place knows when to take action
and when to keep still. O n the other hand, he is in a subordinate position,
following the one at the third place. The third place is a yang element at a
yang place-self-willed, refusing to accept any advice, and tending to go
to extremes. The yin element is not able to help him remain still in such a
situation. He must follow his superior, and it makes him sad.

(3) ThirdNine. Keeping Still alternates to FalingAway (23) The third line is between the upper p a and the lower p a . It symbolizes
the waist. The line is a yang element at a yang place and has gone beyond
the center. It represents a person who is too self-willed and intransigent.
H e keeps still in the extreme. There are four yin elements around him
with whom he cannot deal harmoniously.The situation gives him trouble,
as if he has injured his spinal muscles, and this brings anger to his heart.
How can he have peace?
(4) Fourth Six. Keeping Still alternates to Traveling (56)

The fourth line represents the trunk of the body, where the heart lies. It is
a yin element at a correct yin place. One in this place is able to keep free
from taking reckless action. H e knows how to remain still in his heart.
There is no fault.

(5) Fiji31Six. Keeping Still alternates to Developing Gradually (53) EZ

The broken line at the fifth place represents the jaws. When one speaks,
the jaws open and close. Because this line is in the center, this person is
walking the central path;"Keeping still at his jaws" does not mean to stop
talking, but instead refers to knowing when and where to talk and when
and where to stop talking. The place of the fifth line is not correct since it
is a yin element at a yang place. Normally there is regret. But he is able to
choose his words correctly; therefore, regret vanishes. This line gives warning that one should be responsible for what he says.

(6) Top Nine. Keeping Still alternates to Humbleness (15) The topmost line represents the final stage of keeping still, and is thus the
host. In his treatise The Great Learning, Conhcius says,

The way of the Great Learning is to iflustrate brilliant virtue,
to love people, and to rest in conduct that is perfectly good
By knowing how to keep still,
one is able to determine what objects he shouldpursue.
By Rnowing what objects he shouldpursue,
one is able to attain calmness of mind
By knowing how to attain calmness of mind,
one is able to succeed in tranquil repose.
By knowing how to succeed in tranpuil repose,
one is able to obtain carefl deliberation.
By knowing how to obtain carefl deliberation,
one is able to harvest what he really wants to pursue.
In the final stage of one's life, if one can manifest one's brilliant virtue,
love people, and maintain one's goodness tii the end, it is a true blessing,
and there will be good fortune.
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Additional Reference Information for This Gua

Image:
Recite as:
,
,
Element:
--- Structure:
Month:

-

Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Mountain above, Mountain below
Mountain is doubled, Keeping Stiu
Earth
Four yin with two yang
The tenth month of the lunar calendar,
or November
Top Nine
-(58) %
Joyful
-Taking Action
(51)
-Relief
(40) E

Jian

- - Xun
-- Gen

Wood
Mountain

Jian means gradual, developing gradually, or progressing step by step.
Wilhelm translates Jian as Development (Gradual Progress). Blofeld also
translates it as Gradual Progress. Here I adopt the term Developing Gradually. The ideograph of Jian consists of three parts. Jian was the name of a
river whose fountainhead lay in the mountains in central China at a place
called Dan-yang in the kingdom of Zhou. The Jian river crossed the vast
area of central China and gradually became vast itself as it flowed east to
the ocean. The ancients chose this river as a symbol of gradual development.The left part of the ideograph is the sign for water, which looks like
the primary gua Water
turned vertically. The central and the right
images put together provide the sound of the character Jian.

--

Sequence of the Gua: Events cannot continue in stiZZness without moving.
Thus, a f e r Keeping StilZ, Developing Gradual4follows.

above, Mountain = below. It denotes a tree that is growing gradually to its height on a mountain. When
t h e trunk of a tree grows upward above the ground, its roots develop deep
underneath the earth. The progress of upward and downward growth are
in positive proportion. In this way, the tree remains strong,firm, and stable.
This is the wisdom of nature. Weeds grow fast; they are neither strong
nor stable.

The structure of the gua is Wood

(53)Jian 421

In the text of the gua the analogy of a marrying maiden describes a
gadual process of development. In ancient China, before the wedding of
a couple there was a process of several ceremonies. First, there should be a
proposal. After an agreement was reached, both presented betrothal gifts
-=s to each other, and then a ceremony of engagement was performed. These
-ceremonies proceeded gradually. In this gua, from the second line to the
fifth line, every line is correct in its placement. It symbolizes the pureness
and correctness of the maiden's virtue. There is good fortune. In the Yao
Text, the landing of a swan at different places is used to demonstrate the
process of gradual development.

-

Yao Text
1. lnitial Six
Developing gradually.
T h e swan approaches the shore.
Little fellow: adversity.
There is gossip; no fault.
The adversity of the littlefllow.
He should not be atfault.

2. Second Six
Decision
Developing Gradually.
The maiden is given in marriage.
Good fortune.
Favorable to be steadfast and upright.

Commentary on the Decision
Developing G r a d e ,
Goodforiune to the maiden given in marriage.
Progressing will make theplace proper;
Goingforward, there is merit.
Advancing in what is correct,
One is able to rectzfj his country.
About his place,
It isfirm and central.
Keeping still with gentleness,
This makes theforward movement without ending.

Commentary on the Symbol
On the mountain, there are trees.
It is an image of Developing Gradually.
In cowespondence with this,
The superiorperson lives a lij of virtue
And improves the morals and mores of his people.

Developing gradually.
The swan approaches the cliff.
Eat and drink, joyfully, joyfully.
Good fortune.
Eat and drink,joyfiZZy, joy$.@.
He does not reap without sowing.

3. Third Nine
Developing gradually.
The swan approaches the plateau.
The husband goes on an expedition;
Does not return.
The wife conceives;
Does not give birth.
Misfortune.
Favorable to fight off invaders.
The husbandgoes on an expedition;
Does not return.
He keeps himseyawayji-om his p u p .
The w fe conceives,
Does not give birth.
She has lost her proper way.
Favorable tofight of invaders.
Yielding to their own nature, they can protect one another.
4, Fourth Six
Developing gradually.
The swan approaches the tree;

Bl
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Probably finds a flat rafter.
No fault.
Probabbfinds ayat rafter.
One is docile andgentle.

5. Fifth Nine
Developing gradually.
The swan approaches the hill.
Woman, three years, does not conceive.
In the end, no one conquers her.
Good fortune.
In the end, nothing can defat.
One obtains onei wish.

6. Top Nine
Developing gradually.
The swan approaches the avenue high in the sky.
Its feathers can be used in ceremony.
Good fortune.
Itsfeathers can be used in ceremony.
The sequence of theprogress cannot be disturbed

This p a indicates that after a period of keeping still there is opportunity
to advance. In advancing, one should move gradually. Here the image of
the growth of a tree is used to expound the truth of development. Any
kind of development should proceed in orderly way and advance step
by step.The ancient sages took the idea
marriage of a young maiden
as an example. She is going to
has to wait until the appropriate time arrives. True love,
and a harmonious
relationship take time to cultivate. They develop gradually and steadily
step by step. So the Decision says, "Good fortune. Favorable to be steadfast and upright."There are two hosts in the pa-the yielding line at the
second place, the maiden, and the solid line at the fifth place, the prospective husband.
During King Wen's sitting in stiUness he considered the rise of his
kingdom. It grew up and developed gradually. He realized that he was

appointed to a mission to manifest the will of Heaven, as a maiden is
given to a husband. It was the will of Heaven asking him to remain faithful. The Duke of Zhou uses the image of a swan to show the orderly
progress of the Kingdom of Zhou. W h e n swans fly, they follow one another in order. They come and go according to the seasons. Likewise, the
Kingdom of Zhou would move forward in proper sequence, as a swan
from the water approaching the shore, the cliff, the plateau, the tree, the
hill. Eventually it flies high in the slcy, and its feathers that fall can bring
a touch of the sacred to others.
(1) Initial Six. Developing Gradaually alternates to Household (37)

The bottom line is the beginning o f Developing Gradually. It is a yin
element at a yang place, symbolizing a young person who is not mature
enough to take his place in society.There is gossip and trouble. An immature person needs someone's support. Nevertheless, he does not respond
to the yin element at the fourth place. This yin element is not able to
support him. Relying on his own strength, there should not be any reproach in his gradual progress.

(2) Second Six. Developing Gradual& alternates to Proceeding Humbly
(57) E
The second line is a yin element at a yin place, central and correct. Thus,
the Yao Text says, "The swan approaches the cliff." A cliff is a safe haven
for birds. This yin element responds to the yang element at the fifth place.
The fifth position is the supreme place for a king. One at the fifth place is
willing to support him and supply him with a good living. The one at the
second line is an honest person who would not reap without sowing. His
work deserves his earnings. There i s good fortune.
(3) Third Nine. Developing GraduaUy alternates to Watching (20) FS
The third line is a yang element at the top of the lower gua. The Yao Text
says, "The swan approaches the plateau.'' For swans, it is best to fly high in
the sky or stay close to the water. It is dangerous to live on dry land. There
will be misfortune. This line does not respond to the topmost yang element since they are both yang. O n e at this place, acting against his will,
becomes involved with the nearby yin element at the fourth place. Unfortunately, they are not compatible. A bad relationship is formed. Thus, "the
wife conceives; does not give birth." O n the other hand, both of them are
at their correct places. If they can overcome their prejudices and yield to

----
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their own attributes, they can complement each other and protect each
other in difficult times. In this way it is "favorable to fight off invaders."

'

(4) Fourth Six. Developing Gradually alternates to Retreat (33)

-- The fourth line is a yin element at a yin place; it is not central, but it is
---

correct. This time the swan approaches a tree. The tree is not a suitable
place-she needs a flat perch, represented by the solid line at the third
place. The fourth line is a yin element at the bottom of the upper gua;
because she is docile and gentle and close to the yang element at the third
place, there is no doubt that the swan will find the flat rafter.

(5) F@h Nine. Developing Gradually alternates to Keeping Still (52) EE
The fifth line is in a supreme position. The swan has approached the hill.
This yang element responds to the yin element at the second place; they
are a perfect match. However, two lines lie between them-the yang element at the third place and the yin element at the fourth place. They
cannot see each other. For this reason, the Yao Text tells us, for three years
the woman does not conceive. Both of them are in central and correct
places, however, and they are also compatible and would not take unreasonably reckless action. Nothing can conquer their love, and ultimately
there is good fortune.
(6) Top Nine. Developing Gradually alternates to Hardsh;P (39)

The topmost line symbolizes the swan flying in the sky. The Yao Text of
this
line is similar to that of the topmost line of Great Accumulation (26)
-E, which says, "How unobstructed Heaven's thoroughfare is!" It indicates that one has become like the clouds flowing back and forth in the
sky without hindrance. In classical Chinese literature, especially in poems, swans represent hermits. The hermit is totally free from social bonds,
and his dropped feathers (virtuou~wordsand deeds) are sacred.

Additicrnal Reference Information for This Gua

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host o f the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Wood above, Mountain below
Wood on Mountain, Developing Gradually
Wood
Three yin with three yang
The first month of the lunar calendar,
or February
Second Six and Fifth Nine
-Marrying Maiden
(54) E
-M~rryingMaiden
(54) S
Not Yet Fulfilled
(64)

=

--

--

(54) Gui Mei

--

Gui Mei

Marrying

----

aid en

Zhen Thunder
Dui Lake

Gui originally meant marrying a maiden to her husband's house. Later
on, its meaning was extended to include return. Mei means a young maiden
or a younger sister. Thus, Gui Mei denotes a marrying maiden.
Sequence of the Gua: Through advancing and developing, surely one needs
a home to return to. Thus, after Developing Gradually, Marrying Maiden
follows.

Wilhelm translates Gui Mei as The Marrying Maiden and Blofeld translates it as The Marriageable Maiden. I also use the name Marrying Maiden.
The name of the p a is made up of two characters. The ideograph of
the first character, gui, consists of two parts. The upper left looks like two
pennants with a tassel at the top of a pole, held in the procession of a
marrying maiden. The lower part is the ideograph zhi, representing "stop."
At the upper right is an image of a hand with three fingers and an arm.
The lower right is a picture of a hand-held broom. Taken together, these
images describe the procession of a marrying maiden. It stops at the groom's
house, where the maiden will take charge of the household, as symbolized
by the holding of\ broom. The ideograph of the second character of the
name is Mei, con isting of two parts. The left side of the ideograph is an
image of a mai n with a well-shaped bust. The ideograph on the right
provides the sound of the character.
This gua is the inverse of the preceding one, Developing Gradually.

P

Developing a n d returning are opposite, b u t they complement each other.
below. In the I
The structure of the gua is Thunder z= above, Lake
Ching, Thunder represents an eldest son, and Lake represents a youngest
daughter. T h i s picture brought to mind a young maiden going to the
groom's house to be his wife. King Wen's Decision on the Gua says, "Marrying Maiden. Moving forward: misfortune. Nothing is favorable." Marriage should be one of the most auspicious events in one's life. Why does
it bring miszfortune in this p a ?
It is said t h a t the marriage system originated with the Yellow Emperor,
Huang-di (-twenty-seventh century B.c.), who had nine wives. Eight of
them were chosen by his first wife. At the time of the Zhou dynasty this
system was still practiced. When the elder sister got married, frequently, a
younger sister would be assigned as the s econd wife. Sometimes more than
one youngez sister would be brought inta the marriage. This gua speaks of
the marriage of a younger sister as a junior wife. The role of a second wife
was to be a concubine; she had no primary power in the household. The
second wife had to be totally submissive t o the first wife, or else there would
be a power struggle in the household. T h e situation was not always happy.
In Chinese literature,a concubine often symbolizes an official of secondary
importance or the state of being out of favor. It is one who must obey what
his superior says even when it opposes his own will.

427

Decision
Marrying Maiden.
Moving forward: misfortune.
Nothing is favorable.

Commerrtary on the Decision
Marrying Maiden
Exposa the relation between Heaven and Earth.
lfHeeaven and Earth do not unite,
All beingsfail toflourish.
Marrying Maiden
Repre~entsthe end and beginning ofhuman relations.
Joy w i t h movement,
Marrying ofla young maiden.

--

--
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Moving forward: misfortune;
Places are not correct.
Nothing isfavorable;
Yieldngs are mounted on thejrms.

---

Commentary on the Symbol
Thunder over Lake.
A n image of Marrying Maiden.
In correspondence with this,
The superior person persists in the everlasting relationship
And avoids anything that would hurt the harmony.

Yao Text
1. Initial Nine
Marrying maiden as a junior wife.
Lame on one leg,
Still able to walk.
Moving forward: good fortune.
Marrying maiden as ajunior wife.
Two sisters marry one husband
It is a common practice.
Lame on one leg.
Goodfortunefor still being able to walk,
Because they help each othe~

She is not in an appropriate place.
4. Fourth Nine
Marrying maiden stays unmarried,
Marrying l a t e t h e proper time.
The decision of staying unmarried
Is to waitfor the proper person.

5. Fifth Six
King Yi married off his sister.
Her garment was not as gorgeous as that of the junior wife.
The moon was nearly hll.
Good fortune.
King Yi married of his younger sister.
Her garment did not look as gorgeous as that of thejunior w fe.
She is in the centralplace.
She values noble character more than ornaments.

6. Top Six
The woman holds a basket:
No fruits.
The man sacrifices a goat:
No blood.
Nothing is favorable.
The yielding line at the top has nofruits.
She holds an empty basket.

2. Second Nine
Blind in one eye,
Still able to see.
Favorable to be steadfast and upright.
A solitary person.
Favorablefor a solitary person to be steadfast and upright;
The everlastingprinciple does not change.

3. Third Six
-- \
1

Marrying maiden is waiting.
Returns back as a junior wife.
Marrying maiden is waiting.

This gua takes the image of a marriage to show the human relationship
between a couple.The foundation o fall marriage is love. Caring, concern,
and mutual understanding are the essential elements of a harmonious and
happy marriage. If married life is not harmonious, how can it be happy?
In ancient times, for two sisters to marry one husband was common. In
such a case, the elder sister became the wife, and the younger sister naturally stayed in a secondary position. She helped the elder sister manage
the household. They loved each other and supported each other. In such
an atmosphere, the family life could be harmonious. While the system is
out of date, the principle of cultivating and maintaining a harmonious
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can be married as a junior wife. This line shows that those who are in
subordinate positions are still able to make contributions.

--

(4) Fourth Nine. Marrying Maiden alternates to Approaching (I 9)

--

relationship is still useful.
In ancient Chinese literature the relationship between a husband and a
wife was used as an analogy to describe the relationship between a king
and an official. In the preceding p a , King Wen used the image of a marrying maiden to describe the relationship between himself and the Lord
of Heaven. He was assigned a mission to overthrow the tyrant and rescue
the people from the tyrant's cruel rule. In this p a King Wen employed
the image of marriage to describe his relationship with the tyrant.
During King Wen's sitting in stillness he recalled the situation when
he was working in the tyrant's court. It was exactly like that of a marrying
maiden. He had no initial power in the court. Any advance would bring
misfortune; nothing was favorable. The Duke of Zhou tells about King
Wen's problems with the court. King Wen maintained his gentleness and
docility. He acted with humility-even his garment did not look as gorgeous as that of the attendants.

(1)Initial Nine. Marrying Maiden alternates to R e l i e f 0 EZ
The bottom line is a yang element at the lowest place. It does not respond
to the yang element at the fourth place since they are both yang. This
symbolizes a younger sister following the elder sister into marriage as a
junior wife, a common practice in ancient times. As a junior wife she is
likened to a lame person who is still able to walk. This system of marriage
to the present day, but the message is that one
with one's position. Mutual help brings harmony and

(2) Second Nine. Marrying Maiden alternates to TakingAction (51) EE
The second line is still in a lower place. The bottom line is a lame person
who is still able to walk. This one is blind in one eye but still able to see.
They are in a similar situation. But this line is a yang element in the center,
symbolizing a firm and strong character. Although he is in a gloomy situation, he remains steadfast. It is advisable to keep one's self-confidence and
to look forward positively.
(3) Third Six. Marrying Maiden alternates to Great Sfrength (34)
The third line is a yin element at a yang place, neither central nor correct.
It does not respond to the topmost yin element. Under these conditions,
one at this place can do nothing but wait. It is better to return home; she

t
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The fourah line is a yang element at a yin place. It does not correspond to
the yang element at the bottom. The Yao Text says, "Marrying maiden
stays unmarried, marrying late-the proper time." In other words, she
waits for the right person. The message of this line is that when one plans
an important undertaking, one should carefully consider all the possibilities and take no hasty action.

(5) FFh Six. Marrying Maiden alternates toJoyful (58)

=.

The Yao Text says, "King Yi married off his sister."This topic also appears
King Yi was a king of the Shang
at the fifth line of Advance (11)
dynasty. T h i s line is a yin element at the fifth place, the place for a king.
Here it represents a king's sister. It responds to the yang element at the
second place and symbolizes that the king has married his sister to his
subordi~ate.This yin element is in a central place, indicating one who is
gentle a n d docile. Her virtue is as brilliant as the full moon. It is not
necessary for her to put on gorgeous clothes to show her prestige. For this
reason h e r garment does not look as gorgeous as that of her maid attendant, w h o accompanies her to marry her husband as a junior wife. This
line, the host of the p a , tells us that one should value spirituality more
than materialism.
(6) Top Six. Marrying Maiden alterna~esto Diversity (38) E

The Yao- T a says, "The woman holds a basket: no fruits. The man sacrifices a goat: no blood. Nothing is favorable." In ancient wedding ceremonies, the bride carried a basket of fruits as a gift for her father-in-law and
mother-in-law. The groom killed a goat to offer its blood in sacrifice to
the ancestors, and the meat was used for the feast. This line is a yin element at a yin place. It represents a maiden with a weak character in a bad
situation. It does not respond to the )in element at the third place. Either
she cannot find the right person or she is engaged but cannot marry or
she can b e married but the marriage i s not good.There are no fruits in the
basket a nd no blood from the sacrificed goat. These are bad omens. Partners, whether in marriage or in business, should be truthful and sincere.
Otherwise, trouble awaits.
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Additional Reference Information for This Gua

Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Thunder above, Lake below
Thunder above Lake, Marrying Maiden
Wood
Three yang with three yin
The ninth month of the lunar calendar, or
October
Fifth Six
Developing Gradually
(53) EZ
Developing Gradually
(53) E
-Already Fulfilled
(63)

- - Zhen Thunder
-- Li Fire

7-

Feng means full, plentiful, abundant.

Sequence of the Gua: Those w h o find a home surely will reap abundance.
Thus, aper Marrying Maiden, Abundance follows.
W h e l m translates Feng as Abundance (Fullness), as does Blofeld. I also
use the name Abundance. The ideograph of Feng takes the image of beans
flourishing to express abundance. The Gdeograph consists of two parts.
The lower part is a cooking vessel. The upper part shows the stems and
leaves of beans. The overall picmre is o x e of flourishing and abundance.
above, Fire = below. The
The structure of the gua is T h u n d e r
attribute ofThunder is taking action. Fire represents flame and electricity. When a thunderstorm a n d lightning come together, the energy is
tremendously abundant. It denotes a time of outstanding greatness and
abundance, like the sun blazing at noon.. Unfortunately, this tremendous
abundance cannot last very long. There i s no room for the excessive abundance to grow, to expand. Such a time e f abundance should be treasured
and well used.

--

Decision
Abundance.
Prosperous and smooth.

(55) Feng 4-35

The king reaches this point.
Be like the sun at noon.

----

Commentary on the Decision
Abundance.
It denotes greatness.
Brilliance with motion,
Hence abundance.
The king reaches thispoint.
He values abundance andgreatness.
Do not worry.
Be like the sun at noon.
One should radiate his light on Earth.
When the sun reaches its height,
Declining begins.
When the moon attains itsfillest,
Waning starts.
The waxing and waning of Heaven and Earth
Accord with the course of time.
How much more true is this of humans?
How much more true is fhis of spirits andgods?

Commentary on the Symbol

/

Thunder and lighming come together.
An image of Abundance.
In correspondence withthis,
The superior person decides lawsuits with clarity
And carries outpunishment with exactness.

1. Initial Nine
Meets his corresponding lord.
Although alike, no fault.
Going forward,
There is esteem.

Although alike, nofault.
Exceeding alikeness, there is calamity.
2. Second Six
Abundant, his 'screen.
The s u n is at noon;
Polestar can be seen.
Going; forward brings a suspicious illness.
There is sincerity and truthfulness to Znspire
Good fortune.

There is sincerity and truthfulnessto insgire.
Truthfulness and sincerity sproutfrom h is will.

3. Third Nine
Abundant, his curtain.
The s u n is at noon;
Tiny stars can be seen.
Breaks his right arm; no fault.
Abundance, his curtain.
One s&ould not attempt to do great things.
BreaRc his right arm.
In the end, he would not be employed.

4. Fourt-h Nine
A b u ~ d a n this
, screen.
The s u n is at noon;
Polestar can be seen.
Meet s his lord of like nature.
G o o d fortune.
Abundance, his screen.
Theplace is not appropriate.
The slrn is at noon;polestar can be seen.
There is dimness and no light.
Meet5 his lord of like nature.
Goodfortune for taking action.

5. Fifth Six
Brilliant persons come around.
There is congratulation and praise.
G o o d fortune.

(55)Feng 437
Goodfortune of tbe$fth six.
T h e is congratulation and blessing.

Top Six
Abundant, his house.
Sheltering his household,
Peers through his gate.
So quiet, no people.
Three years, he does not appear.
Misfortune.

-
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The name of the gua is Abundance, yet a gloomy atmosphere overwhelms
the lines. This gua reminds us that after abundance there is a decline. One
should treasure and enjoy a time of abundance. When thunder and lightning act together, there is tremendous energy and explosive sound. Afterward, ominous quiet descends. The sound and the light do not last long.
Based on this natural phenomenon, the ancient Chinese considered how
to slow down the process of decline after extreme abundance.
A decline after extreme abundance is the law of Nature, like the waxing and waning of the moon. However, in human affairs we can delay the
coming of decline by careful management. When a relationship or a business is in a period of abundance and prosperity, great caution should be
taken to prevent disharmony and overdoing. People become used to the
easy situation, but they may neglect the law of cause and effect.
The text of this gua is difficult to translate into modern language. The
ancient text was inscribed on bamboo slips, and the ancient sage simpli%id it as much as he could to express its full meaning. Every character is
equivalent to the content of a whole sentence. There are eight instances
where the word "his" is used in the Yao Text and four times that it is said
that the sun is at noon, one in the Decision and three in the Yao Text.
They echo each other. What is being spoken of here? The host of the gua
is the yielding line at the fifth place. This is what King Wen's Decision
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Abundance, his household
It is likefloating in Heaven.
Peers through his gate.
So quiet, no people.
He Keeps h i m s e ~ a w a y f o mothers.

refers to: "The king has reached this point. Do not worry. Be like the sun
at noon."
During King- Wen's sitting in stillne ss, he meditated upon abundance.
H e realized that after abundance there would be a decline. When a king -has abundance, he should not worry about decline. To the contrary, he
should sh are his abundance with his people without delay because the sun
at noon d o e s not last very long. The Duke of Zhou describes how the
abundance of the Shang dynasty was masked by its tyranny as the sun's
light is blocked by a screen and curtains. Because King Wen was magnanimous and humble, brilliant persons were willing to gather around
him. T h u s he enjoyed good fortune. T h e Tyrant of Shang, on the other
hand, confined his abundance to his own palace; he cared not for his
people. Peering through his gate, he saw nothing of people's suffering and
hardship- Misfortune was in store for t h e tyrant.

f

(1) Initial Nine. Abundance alternates fo Little Exceeding (62) =
The bottam line is a yang element at a yang place-positive and productive. It corresponds to the yang element at the fourth place, who is its
lord.
(2) Second Six. Abundance alternates to Great Strength (34) ZZ
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The seccwnd line is in the middle of the lower gua, Li, or Fire, representing
the sun. 7t does not respond to the yim element at the fifth place, which
represents a screen. The Yao Text says, "Abundant, his screen. The sun is
at noon; polestar can be seen."This indicates that one's abundance is covered by a screen as in a solar eclipse: the polestar can be seen although the
sun is at noon. This is a bad situation. One's intelligence is overshadowed
by another's ignorance. The one at t h e f i f h place is not as bright as the
one at t h e second place. Following him, the latter will be suspected and
envied. Since the second line is a broken line, there is an opening in the
middle, symbolizing an open heart and humility. When the line alternates to a solid line, it symbolizes truthfulness. Thus the Yao Text recommends truthllness and sincerity.

(3) Third Nine. Abundance alternates fo Taking Action (51) ZE
The third line is a yang element at a yang place, extremely bright. He is at
the top o f the lower gua, denoting that brightness has reached its climax,
like the s u n at noon. H e responds to t h e topmost yin element, his curtain.
This y i n covers the brightness of the third line more than that of the

second line. For the second line, the brightness is eclipsed; here it is covered by a curtain. The situation of this line is darker than that of the
second line; even tiny stars can be seen at noon. The broken right arm is a
-- metaphor for losing a capable assistant. However, the place of this line is
-- correct, so there is no fault.

(4) Fourth Nine. Abundance alternates to Brilliance Injured (36)
The first part of this line of the Yao Text is the same as that of the second
line. The second line is in the middle of the lower p a , while the third and
fourth lines are in the middle of the accomplished p a ; thus, the situation
of the fourth line is similar to that of the second line. The fourth line
corresponds with the bottom line. They are both yang lines, and their
situations are the same. The bottom line thinks of the fourth line as "his
corresponding lord." The fourth place considers the yang element at the
bottom as "his lord of like nature." During the time of darkness, seeking a
positive companion and taking productive action will bring good fortune.

(5) F@h Six.Abundance altmates to Abolishing the Old (49)
The fifth line is the host of the gua. It is the supreme place of a king. This
is the king whom King Wen mentions in his Decision. This line is a yin
element at a yang place, suggesting that it is magnanimous, gentle, and
humble. For that reason, brilliant persons are willing to gather around.
Thus "congratulation and praise" are in order. In seeking abundance, a
leader should be magnanimous,gentle, and humble and respect those who
are brilliant and able.
(6) Top Six. Abundance alternates to Brightness (30)

The topmost line is in a bad situation, at the end of the action. It is the
topmost line of the accomplished p a , Abundance, and the topmost line
of the upper pa,Thunder. There is no room for further advance. Its abundance is confined in a house in the dark. As a yin element he is reserved,
peering through doors. For "three years" he sees nothing. Three years represents a period of time, the number "threen deriving from the fact that
the topmost line is the third line of the upper p a . The misfortune of the
topmost line is that he keeps himself apart from others either through
arrogance and imperiousness or by wallowing in luxury and pleasure.

Additional Reference Information f oThis
~ Gua
Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of t h e Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse G u a :
Mutual Gua:

Thunder above, Fire below
Thunder above Fire, Abundance
Wood
Three yang with three yin
The sixth month of the lunar calendar, or July
Fifth Six
Dispersing
(59) E
Traveling
(56) ZZ
-Great Exceeding
(28) E

- - Li Fire
-- Gen Mountain
a

--

a

Traveling suggests that after the declining oEAbundance, one should move
forward, exploring the new world a n d starting a new cycle. Staying at the
old place and moving with the old pace is only to stagnate. Thus, Abundance and Traveling are opposite in content but still complementary.
abcmve, Mountain -- below. The
The structure of the gua is Fire
image of fires burning on the mountain, their flames blown by the wind
from place to place, is where the name Trav eling came from. When one is
traveling, life is not stable, and everyone is a stranger. Moving from place
to place makes one physically and e motionally tired. Under every circumstance, a traveler should remain steadfast a n d upright. In this way there
will be good fortune.

Decision

Lu means to travel, to move from place to place. In ancient times, an army
of five hundred soldiers was called Lu.

Sequence of the Gua: Ifabundanceproceeds to the utmost and becomespoor,
surely one would lose his home. Thus, after Abundance, Travelingfollows.
Wilhelm translates Lii as The Wanderer, and Blofeld translates it as The
Traveler. In this book I adopt Traveling.
It was challenging to create an ideograph to express an act of moving.
The ideograph of this gua employed the image of an army chasing its
enemy to express traveling. The left half of the ideograph is an ancient
character, fang. During the Shang dynasty and the beginning of the Zhou
dynasty, the minorities on the northern border were called fang. The ideograph of fang looks like a dancing warrior with his two arms swinging in
the air. The minority groups usually performed a dance ceremony before
fighting. O n the right side are three soldiers. The leader at the top moves
forward with two soldiers following him. The heads of the soldiers face
the minority warrior, and their feet move toward him, suggesting that
they are giving chase.
This gua is the inverse of the preceding one, Abundance. Abundance
denotes a time of outstanding greatness and plenitude. However, this period
cannot last very long. Abundance advises people to treasure and use well the
plenitude and to sustain the state of abundance as long as possible. The gua

Traveling.
Little prosperity and smoothness.
Traveler,
Being steadfast and upright: good fortune.

Commentary on the Decision
Traveling.
Little prosperity or smoothners.
The yielding is cenhill in the outer;
Itfollows the solids.
Keeping still and clinging to the brilliance,
There is chancefor a little prosperity and smoothness.
Traveler,
Being steadfast and upright:good fortune.
The time and sign $came of Traveling dre hrly great!

Commentary on the Symbol
Fire on Mountain.
A n image of Traveling.
In correspondence with this,
The superior person is prudent andprec ise in punishment
And does not lengthen the period of imprisonment.

--

=
--

.

Yao Text

He is not glad in his heart.

1. Initial Six
Traveling,
Dwelling upon trivial things, trivial things.
This is how one finds calamities.
I

--

---

Traveling,
Dwelling upon trivial things, trivial things.
One? intention is low,
Which causes the misfmrune.

2. Second Six
Traveling,
Staying at a lodge
With one's belongings.
Obtains a boy attendant,
Being steadfast and upright.

Obtains a boy attendant;
In the end, no discontentment.

3. Third Nine
Traveling,
His lodge burns.
Loses his boy attendant.
Being steadfast: adversity.
Traveling,
His lodge burns.
It is too sad
He treats his boy attendant with pride;
It is certain he should lose him.

4. Fourth Nine
Traveling.
Resting in a shelter.
Gets his traveling expenses.
"My heart is not glad."
Traveling, rest in a shelter.
He has not yet got a proper position.
Gets his travehg expenses.

5. Fifth Six
Shaoting a pheasant.
O n e arrow: dead.
In the end,
Obtains fame and nobility.

In the end, obtainsfame and nobility.
It comesfrom above.

6. T a p Nine
T h e bird burns the nest.
T h e traveler first laughs,
T h e n laments and weeps.
Loses a cow in the field.
Misfortune.

As traveler at the top place,
TAat isjust as it should be burned
Lases a cow in thefield.
Nb news will ever be heard.

This g u a expounds the principle of st ability and unity. When abundance
reaches the extreme, an unstable situation arises. Further progress and
advance is not as easy and smooth as before. The gua takes the image of
traveling to display the truth of change and development in human life.
Life i s a journey, and we are all travelers. Every event in our daily lives is
part o f a continuum of change and development. Time and space are a
process. Every individual event enhances change and development. We
must respond to the changes and discover the most suitable way to deal
with them. Responding to isolated changes merely leads to a little success. Only by responding to the changes within the whole process can
great successbe achieved. This is the key to success. In this p a , all the
yielding lines bring good fortune because they are docile and tend to be
central and harmonious with others. O n the other hand, all the solid lines
are n o t that auspicious because they tend to be willful and opinionated
and difficult for others to deal with.
During King Wen's sitting in stillness he recalled the changes and

(56) Lii 4-45

development of the Shang dynasty as well as that of the Zhou. He realized that the life of a country, and of a person, is a journey. Before one
settles down, chances for progress and success are few. Only being stead-- fast and upright can bring good fortune. The Duke of Zhou describes the
-- different situations in one's life journey. Dwelling upon trivial things, one
-cannot create good fortune. With a place to stay, enough money, and a
companion, one's life is better.

(6) Top Nin

(2) Second Six. Traveling alternates to Establishing the New (50)

The second line represents the best situation for traveling. Staying in an
inn is safe and comfortable. One also has enough money; there is no worry
about any shortage. One has a loyal boy attendant who is a faithful servant and companion, thus there is no discontentment.

I

Additional Reference Information for This Gua
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Image:
Recite as:
Element:

Fire above, Mountain below
Fire on Mountain, Traveling

Structure:
Month:
Host of th e Gua:
Opposite G u a :
Inverse G u a :
Mutual Gma:

Three yang with three yin
The fourth month of the lunar calendar, or May
Fifth Six
Restricting
(60) - (55) EE
-Abundance
(28)
Great Exceeding
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(3) Third Nine. Traveling alternates to Proceeding Forward (35) ZE

The third line is a yang element at a yang place at the end of the lower
p a , Mountain, or Keeping Still. There is no way to advance. It is also
close to the upper p a , Fire-thus, the inn burns down. H e is too w W
and treats his boy attendant unkindly and so he loses a loyal servant and
companion. O n a journey one should be gentle and humble and treat
people with trust and sincerity.
(4) Fourth Nine. Traveling alternates to Keeping Still (52) ZZ
The fourth line is a yang element at a yin place, not as firm as the third line
nor as gentle as the second line. One at the second place is able to stay in a
comfortable inn. At this place one can only rest in a shelter. He is unhappy.

(5) F p h Six. Travelingalternates to Retreat (33) E
The fifth line is a yin element at a yang place, central but not correct. One
at this place is gentle and follows the principle of the Golden Mean, thus
this line is the host of the p a . When shooting the pheasant, a single
arrow makes the bird die. As a result, one obtains fame and nobility. In
ancient times, when one was ordained as an official, one presented pheasants to the king as a gift.

Traveling alternates to Little Exceeding (62) =

The topmrrst line is at the highest place of the gua, symbolized by the
image of a Bird. It is a yang element, which indicates a person possessing
a stubborn and proud character. Whiie traveling, this kind of person is
not at all welcome. The image of a bird's nest on fire suggests that he
cannot find a place to stay. He might be successful for a while, but he
laments a n d weeps at last. He loses a cow in the field, indicating that he
loses an important assistant; in this way he creates his own misfortune.

(aInitial Six. Travelingalternates to Brightness (30) E
The bottom line describes a person who cares only for trivial things. She
has neither a goal nor a career. In her life journey she is just a traveler and
her sights are set low. She creates her own misfortune.

e.
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(57) Xun

it goes everywhere. When the wood proceeds gently, it penetrates the soil
deeply. Gently proceeding is the most effective way to influence events. It
never violates and is therefore easily accepted.

Decision

- - Xun Wind

--

Xun Wind

Proceeding Humbly.
Little prosperity and smoothness.
Favorable to have somewhere to go.
Favorable to see a great person.

Commentary on the Decision
The symbol of Wind is doubled
J t is to repeat one? order once more.

--

Xun
is one of the eight primary p a ; doubled, it forms this accomplished p a . As a primary gua it represents Wind or Wood. The Commentary on the Symbol says, "Following the wind; an image of Proceeding Humbly." "Following the wind" suggests proceeding, but the proceeding should be gentle, flowing easily into wherever the wind goes.
Applied to human affairs, it means to proceed humbly, or to resign sovereign authority.
Sequence of the Gua: When the traveler har no place to take shelter, Proceeding HumbZyfollows.

I

Wilhelrn translates Xun as The Gentle (The Penetrating, Wind). Blofeld
calls it W i n g Submission, Gentleness, Penetration. Xun is an action, a
proceeding. The ideograph employs the image of two snakes to represent
the act of continuing. The upper part of the ideograph depicts two snakes,
si. The lower part is an ideograph of gong, which means "together." Two
snakes proceed together--the power of proceeding is doubled.
The structure of the gua is Wind =above, Wind =below, or Wood
above, Wood below. According to the structure, a yielding line lying underneath two solid lines shows the submissive, humble, and obedient personality of the yielding element. The attribute of the wind is to proceed
gently. The Chinese consider a gentle breeze with bright sun or a gentle
breeze with mild rain to be the best weather. When the wind blows softly,

Thefirm proceeds humbly to the central and to the correctposition.
Its will is able to befuFlled.
The yieldings submit to thefirm.
Only little prosperity and smoothness are available.
It isfavorable to have somewhere to go.
It isfavorable to see a great person.

Commentary on the Symbol
Following the wind
A n image of Proceeding Humbly.
In correspondence with this,
The superior person repeats his order
And carries out his command

Yao Text
1. Initial Six
Going forward or coming back?
Favorable to have a warrior's firmness and steadfastness.

Goingforward, or retreating?
His mind is perplexed.
Favorable to have a warriorifirmness and steadfastness.
His will is controlled.

447
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Second Nine
Proceeding humbly underneath the bed.
Priests and exorcists are used in profusion.
Good fortune.
No fault.

SIGNIFICANCE

The goodfortune of employing in profision.
He attains the centralplace.
Third Nine
Repeatedly proceeding humbly.
Humiliation.

Thr regret of repeatedlyproceeding humbly.
He loses his sincerity and truthfilness.

I
4

Fourth Six
Regret vanishes.
In the field, caught three grades of game.

0,

In thefield, caught three grades of game.
He achieves merit.
Fifth Nine
Being steadfast and upright: good fortune.
Regret vanishes.
Nothing is unfavorable.
No beginning, there is an end.
Before changing, three days.
After changing, three days.
Good fortune.
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The goodfortune offifth nine.
Its place is correct and cenhal.
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Top Nine
Proceeding humbly underneath the bed.
Loses his means of substance.
Being steadfast: misfortune.

Proceeding humbly underneath the bed
At the top, the end has come.
Loses his means of substance.
This is what misfortune is!

4

9

This p a is one of the eight gua among the sixty-four accomplished gua
that is made by doubling the primary p a , here, Wind E. Proceeding
Humbly explains the reason to be humble and gentle. I n an unstable situation, i f one is humble and gentle one is able to make friends with people,
gaining their trust and obtaining their support.The ancients believed that
humility and gentleness were the basic moral qualities which one should
possess, but that these did not equate with inferiority and weakness.
T h i s gua takes the image of a yielding line humbly lying underneath
two solid lines. It symbolizes that one is waiting with patience for the
right time to accomplish an aim. On the other hand, the winds following
one upon the other symbolize the driving force continuously pushing one
forward to achievement. I n his Analects Conhcius says:

Before one? mood ofpleasure or anger, sorrow orjoy, is released,
one? mind is in a state of eyuilibrium. When thosefeelings have
been released and are at an appropriate degree, they are in a state of
hannony. This equilibrium is the great basis of aN human activities, and this harmony is the universalpathfor aN to pursue. We
must devote ourselves to achieving this state of eyuilibrium and
harmony and to establishing theproper order between Heaven and
Earth. Then all things will be nourished and willjlourish.
Thus, equilibrium is the potential before it has been released, and harmony i s the result of the proper way of releasing the potential. When we
intend to do something, both before and afterward every step should be
taken i n the proper way. The host of the gua is the solid line at the fifth
place. T h e Commentary on the Decision says, "The firm proceeds humbly
to the central and to the correct position. Its will is able to be fdfiied."
During King Wen's sitting in stillness he meditated upon traveling, being humble, and proceeding. He realized that one should proceed with
humility on a life journey. When only a little success can be achieved, there
is still room for more. Great success is the result of the building up of little
successes. The Duke of Zhou records the results of different attitudes of
proceeding humbly. Progressing in this way, one still needs a warrior's firmness and steadfastness. Being too humble and meek makes one lose selfconfidence. Proceeding humbly with sincerity and trust brings good fortune. W h e n one intends to make a change, one should consider matters
carefully before taking action and reconsider after the action is completed.

-

---

(57) X u n 4-51
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(1) Initial
Six. Proceeding Humbly alternates to Little Accumulation
-

(9)

The bottom line is the principal line of the lower gua. It represents a
-- gentle and humble person. Its position indicates that it is too humble and
-- lacks self-confidence. Thus it is torn between advancing and retreating,
perplexed. What it needs is steadfastness.Thus the Yao Text says, "Favorable to have a warrior's firmness and steadfastness."

-

(2) Second Nine. Proceeding Humbly alternates to Developing Gradually
(53) E

The second line is a yang element at a yin place, representing a person of
truthfulness and sincerity. He is as humble and devoted as a priest or an
exorcist praying before an altar. There is good fortune and no fault.

strength. Thus regret vanishes, and n othing is unfavorable. "No beginning; there is an end" means that although there is no good at first, there
will b e eventually. The Commentary o n the Symbol says, "The superior
person repeats his order and carries o u t his command."This yang element
is the superior person in question. T h e Duke of Zhou suggests that before ome intends to make any change, one should consider it for three
days, a n d after the change is made reconsider it for another three days.
Then regret will vanish, and good forrune will result.
(6) TopNine. Proceeding Humbly alter nates to Rrplenisbing (48)

(3) Tbird Nine. Proceeding Humbly alternates to Dispersing (59)

The topmost line is at the extremity of gentleness and humility. One at
this place is too humble and meek, as if lying underneath a bed. To be
overly humble and meek makes one lose self-confidence. It is the same as
when a traveler loses all his money. Even if he remains steadfast and upright, there will be misfortune.

The third line is a yang element at a yang place, the top of the lower gua.
One at this place is not really gentle and humble, but repeatedly acts like
a gentle and humble person. This hypocritical conduct will bring humiliation. One can fool others for a while, but cannot dissemble forever.

Additional Reference Information for This Gua

(4) Fourtb Six. Proceeding Humbly alternates to Encountering (44)

E

This line uses the analogy of hunting. In ancient times animals caught in
a hunt were divided into three grades. Those hit in the heart were of the
first grade. They could be used as sacrifices in ceremonies. Those hit in
the leg were of the second grade. They could be used for banquets. Those
hit in the intestine were of the third grade. They could be eaten only by
the one who caught them. The fourth line is a yin element at a yin place.
It has no respondent-there are two solid lines above it and below it. In
this situation there is regret. But its place is correct, a yin element at the
bottom of the upper gua, gentle and humble. For this reason, regret vanishes. It will achieve merit, as when three grades of game are caught in the
field.

(5) F@b Nine. Proceeding Humbly alternates to Remedying (18)
The fifth line is a yang element at a yang place. One at this place is firm
and strong, but too much firmness and strength is not appropriate in this
situation of proceeding humbly, and would cause problems. However, one
at this place is central and correct, and will not show excess firmness and

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Wind above, W i n d below
Wind is doubled, Proceeding Humbly
Wood
Four yang with two yin
The eight month of the lunar calendar, or
September
Fifth Nine
Taking Action
Joyful
Diversity

--

(58) Dui 4-53

Dui

JO~F~I

--

--

Dui Lake
Dui Lake

In the I Ching, the uppermost line represents the outer reality and the
lowest line represents the inner reality. A yielding line mounting upon
two solid lines makes Lake =. Thus, the yielding line at the top represents one's gentle and joyful personality. The two solid lines on the bottom symbolize one's inner principle and strength. When one is gentle and
joyful and has inner strength, one is easily accepted in any situation.

Decision
Joyful.
Prosperous and smooth.
Favorable to be steadfast and upxight.

Commentary on the Decision

JoyP
Dui is the root of the Chinese character "speaking." There is an open
mouth in the middle of the character, talking and smiling. Dui has a variety of meanings. Originally it signified speakingwith joy, but it also means
exchange in the sense of giving and taking. Giving and receiving makes
people joyful. Dui is the inverse of the preceding gua, Proceeding Humbly, which makes people joyful.
Sequence of the Gua: Proceeding humbly makespeoplefeeljoyous. Thus, aper
Proceeding Humbly,Joyfilfollows.

Wilhelm translates Dui as The Joyous, Lake, and Blofeld translates it as
Joy. I adopt the name Joyful.
The ideograph uses the image of a person singing and dancing to express the mood of joy. It consists of three parts. In the middle is an open
mouth singing. The lower part is made up of two legs, which seem to be
moving and dancing.The upper part depicts two arms swinging in the air,
expressingjoy. The structure of the gua is Lake = above, Lake= below.
Lake's attribute isjoy. When Lake is doubled, the joyfulness is also doubled.
According to Western tradition, Dui has been translated as Lake, and
people are accustomed to it. In fact, it should be marsh or swamp. Rice is
the staple of life for the Chinese people, and rice paddies are marshes. An
abundance of Dui, marshes, leads to an abundance of food--a situation
that makes everyone joyful.

It is a symbol of joy.
The solids are in the center,
And the yieldings outer.
Joy isfavorable to being steadfast and upright.
It is acting in accordance with the will of Heaven
And in correspondence with the wishes ofpeopk
When oneS priority is to give people joyfilness,
Theyforget their toils.
Whenpeople are willing to encounter dange~
T hforget theirfear of death.
How great is thepower of giving people joyfilness.
It stimulates them to do eveything possible!

Commentary on the Symbol
Lakes clinging one to the other.
An image of Joyful.
In correspondence with this,
The superiorperson makesfriendr with people,
Discussing andpracticing the Tao of Truth.

W
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Yao Text

---

SIGNIFICANCE

1. Initial Nine
With inner harmony, joyful.
Good fortune.
Goodfortune ofjoyfulness with inward harmony.
There is no doubt about his conduct.
-.

r'

2. Second Nine
With inner sincerity,joyful.
Good fortune.
Regret vanishes.
Goodfortune ofjoyfiess with inner sincerity.
He hasfaith in his will.

3. Third Six
With flattery, coming for joyfulness.
Misfortune.
The m ifortune of comingfor joyfulness withfrattery.
He is not in aproperplace.

4. Fourth Nine
Deliberating over joyfulness.
Not at ease.
Keep away from illness;
Then there is happiness.
Thejoyflness of thefourth nine.
There is groundfor congratulation.

5. Fifth Nine
Sincerity toward decadence.
There is adversity.
Sincerity toward decadence
Because hisposition is appropriate and correct.

6. Top Six
Induced joyfulness.
Theyielding line at the top induces.
His virtue is not brilliant.

This is one of the eight
p- a made by doubling the primary gua. Here, the
accomplished p a is Dui S,Joyful, and the primary gua is Lake =.
Joyful expounds the principle of joyfulness and happiness. If one is joyful
and happy, one makes people feel joyful and happy. If one is able to make
people joyful and happy, one feels joyful and happy, too. Joyfulness and
happiness can promote harmonious relationships.
This p a takes the image of a person who is outwardly gentle and
joyful but firm and truthful inside. It discusses the way to deal with human affairs. Before one takes action, one should make a decision. This is
using inner strength. But one still should accept others' ideas and not
stubbornly adhere to one's own opinion. This is the way to cultivate outward harmony. Dealing with people, one should be gentle and joyful but
not flattering and fawning. Dealing with events, one should be firm and
stable but not stubborn and opinionated. In this way, there will be progress
and success, and nothing will be unfavorable.
The Commentary on the Decision says, "The solids are in the center,
and the yieldings outer." The solid line at the second place or the fifth
place could be the host. However, because the fifth line is at the supreme
position, it is more suitable to be the host of the p a .
During King Wen's sitting in stillness, he realized that one should know
the purpose and goal of one's life journey and should proceed humbly and
joyfully toward that goal. The Duke of Zhou elucidates the proper attitude
to make people joyful. Good fortune derives from inward harmony and
sincerity and a peaceful heart. This attitude makes oneself as well as others
joyful. Inducing joyfulness in a disingenuous way invites misfortune.
(1) Initial Nine.Joyfil alternates to Exhausting (47)

The bottom is a yang element at a yang place. Of the four solid lines in
this p a , only the bottom one has no connection to a yielding line. Firm
and strong, it makes people joyful with inward harmony, not flattery.This
is the one Confucius refers to when he says, "The superior person is in
harmony with people, but does not go along with them in evil deeds."
There is good fortune.
(2) Second Nine.Joyyfulalternates to Following (1 7)

The second line is a yang element in the center of the lower gua. One at this
place is trustworthy and sincere. Making people joyful with trustfulness
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and sincerity, of course, brings good fortune. On the other hand, the position of this line is not correct. There might be regret. Owing to his faith in
one's trust and sincerity, regret will disappear.

--

--

(3) Tbird Six.Joyful alternates to Eliminating (43) ZE

The yin element at the third place is the principal line of the inner p a . It
is neither central nor correct and does not respond to the topmost line;
they are both yin. One at this place has no alternative but to descend to
please the yang elements at the second and bottom places. According to
Chinese cosmology, yang energy rises and yin energy descends. In this
p a , the yin element at the third place comes down to please the two yang
elements with flattery. However, those two elements are firm and s t r o n g
they do not respond. There is misfortune.
(4) Fourtb Nine.Joyfl alternates to Resfrs'cting (60)

The yang element at the fourth place is close to the yin element at the
third place. The yin element is neither central nor correct, leading to deliberation over whom to be joyful with. There is no peace in his heart.
Eventually, he makes a decision and refuses to be seduced by the one at
the third place. Forsaking the dark for the light, he avoids illness. It is a
joyful and happy event. There is ground for congratulation.
(5) Fij2b Nine.Joyfl alternates to Marrying Maiden (54)

The fifth line is a yang element at a yang place, firm and strong and in a
supreme place. It is close to the topmost line-a yin element at a yin
place, representing a sycophant. The text warns that when one is in a
supreme position, one should be aware of the danger of trusting such
people, who tend to please others to gain benefit from them or mislead
them. There is danger.
(6) Top Six.Joyf l alternates to Fulflment (10)

This topmost line uses all kinds of methods to lure people in a wrong
direction or allows itself to be lured. The Yao Text does not mention good
fortune or misfortune, but it does warn that joyfulness is induced in a
wrong direction. It is the worst situation found in this p a . Beware of the
consequences.

Additional Reference Information for This Gua

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Lake above, Lake below
Lake is doubled, Joyful
Metal
Four yang with two yin
Autumn Equinox
Fifth Six
Keeping Still
Proceeding Humbly
Household

-

(52)
(57)
(37)

-

E
-

e
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on the Decision says, "The firm comes [descends] without hindrance."
When t h e yielding line at the second place of Developing Gradually ascends to ?he third place, Developing Gra dually alternates to this p a . The
yielding third line is similar to the yielding fourth line. The Commentary
on the Decision says, "The yielding is at the proper place. It goes out
I

--

Xun Wind
Kan Water

Originally Huan meant ice breaks, melts, and vanishes. Later on, it came
to mean to separate and scatter.
Sequence of the Gua: After happiness andjoyfiness, there comes dispersing.
Thus, afterJoyfuI, Dispersingfollows.

Wilhelm translates Huan as Dispersion (Dissolution). Blofeld translates
it as Scattering, Disintegration, Dispersal. I adopt the term Dispersing.
The ideograph of Huan expresses its original meaning. The image on
the left represents water. It resembles the primary gua for Water =, turned
vertically. O n the top right is a knife, and on the bottom are two hands
with fingers and arms. In the middle are two pieces of ice. Taken as a
whole, this ideograph pictures a knife used to break up the ice, with two
hands separating the pieces of ice. The ice melts and becomes water, at
above,
last dispersing and vanishing. The structure of the gua is Wind
Water =below. The wind blows over the water and disperses the waves.
The inner gua is Water; its attribute is danger. It symbolizes one's vital
energy blocked within. The outer gua is Wind; its attribute is penetration. Penetrating and breaking the blockage leads to dispersion.
This gua derives from Developing Gradually (53) G.When the solid
line at the third place of Developing Gradually descends to the second
place, Developing Gradually alternates to Dispersing. The Commentary

--

[ascends] to meet its similarity above."
In thi s p a , the yang element at the fi*th place is central and correct. It
represents the king. The elements at the third and fourth places are both
yin. T h e y serve the king in full cooperation and with unity of purpose.
Thus there is success. During a time of dispersion, the king should arrive
at the temple to pray and ask the blessi ng of Heaven. When people see
the sincerity and truthfulness of the king, they will be influenced and
gather together to uphold and support t h e king. The upper gua, Xun, can
symbolize either Wind or Wood. Wood above Water is a favorable omen
to cross great rivers, thus Confucius's Commentary on the Decision says,
"The merit comes from mounting on t h e wood."

Decision
Dispersing.
Prmsperous and smooth.
T h e king arrives at the temple.
Favorable to cross great rivers.
Favorable to be steadfast and upright.

Commentary on the Decision
Dispersing.
Prosperous and smooth.
Thefirm comes without hindrance.
T b e yielding is at theproper place.
Itgoes out to meet its similarity above.
T h e king arrives at the temple.

H e is in the centralplace.
F~vorableto cross great rivers.
T E e merit comesfrom mounting on the wood.
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Commentary on the Symbol

----

The wind moves over the water.
A n image of Dispersing.
In cowespondence with this,
The ancient king offers sacr$ce to the Lord of Heaven
And establishes temples.

Yao Text
1. Initial Six
Engaged in rescuing; a strong horse.
Good fortune.
Goodfortune of the initial six.
Itfollows its submissive nature.

2. Second Nine
Dispersing.
Hurrying to an opportune moment.
Regret vanishes.
Dispersing
Hurrying to an opportune moment.
His will isf;If;Zled

3. Third Six
Dispersing one's selfishness.
No regret.
Dispersing onei seIf;shness.
Onei will isfor others.

4. Fourth Six
Dispersing one's group.
Supreme good fortune.
Dispersing brings a mound.
Beyond common people's imagination.
Dispersing onei group.
Supreme goodfortune.
It is brilliant andgreat.

5. Fifth Nine
Dispersing
Like perspiration, speaking out loudly.
Dispersing king's belongings.
No fault.
Nofdult for dispersing king? belongings.
He id in a proper place.

6. Top Nine
Dispersing one's worry.
Get out,
Keep a distance,
Go away.
No fault.
Dispersing one? worry.
Keep the calamity at a distance.

The pa takes the image of the wind moving over the water to demonstrate t h e act of dispersing people's resentment. During the time of dispersing, having a leader with wisdom and foresight is crucial. The king
approaching his temple gives us an image of his connection with the spiritual wozld. Crossing great rivers signifies the hardship and difficulty of
the work. Steadfastness and uprightness should be the virtue of a great
leader. H e has self-confidence, so he is able to live and work in peace. The
host of the p a is the solid line at the fifth place. This line represents the
king w h o approaches his temple to connect himself with the Lord of
Heaven. During the time of dispersing he is the only one who, in the
honored place, is able to establish order throughout his nation. The fourth
line represents the king's minister, whiie the second line is his officer. They
faithfully assist the king to unite the people in the time of dispersing.
Dur ing King Wen's sitting in stiiness he meditated upon joyfulness
and dispersion. After people had been joyful, their energy dispersed, and
their fmcus was scattered. At such a time, a leader with wisdom and foresight was needed. He arrived at his temple and communicated with the
deity. H i s sincerity and trustworthines s encouraged people to work in full
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cooperation and with unity of purpose. The Duke of Zhou narrates that
to be of help at such a time, one should have the speed of a strong horse.
Dispersing self-serving groups led to a union as solid as a mound.

--- (1) Initial Six. Dispersing alternates to Innermost Sincerity (61)
--

The bottom line is the beginning of Dispersing. The situation is not serious. Using the speed of a strong horse, it is possible to rescue the situation. Therefore, there is good fortune. The bottom line is a weak yin element at a yin place. It relies on the strength of a speedy horse, which is
represented by the solid line at the second place. Thus, the Commentary
on the Yao Text says, "Good fortune of the initial six. It follows its submissive nature." Its submissive nature makes it follow the solid line in the
second place.

(2) Second Nine. Dirpersing alternates to Watching (20) =

The second line is a yang element at a yin place, central but not correct. A
yang element in a central place represents a person who has his own definite view. The lower gua, Water, also symbolizes a horse. One at the second place is able to take his own view. He grasps the opportune moment,
hurrying to rescue the situation of dispersing. All regrets disappear. This
line shows that to act in accord with the time is important.
(3) T n i Six. Dispersing alternates to Proceeding&b/y

(57) 2

The third line is a yin element at a yang place, neither central nor correct.
It represents a selfish and shortsighted person, but because she is at a yang
place, she is able to overcome her shortsightedness and rid herself of selfishness. In this way she can do good for others. There is no regret.
(4) Fourtb Six. Dispersing alternates to Contention (6)

The fourth line is a minister's place. It is a yin element at a yin place, not
central but correct. Although it corresponds to the one at the bottom,
they are both yin; the fourth line refuses to form what would be a selfish
union. She prefers to serve the king at the fifth place loyally and faithfully.
Her act of refusing a selfish bond leads to a union as strong as a mound.
There is supreme good fortune.

(5) F@h Nine. Dispersing alternates to Childhood (4)
The fifth line is at the supreme place representing a brilliant leader. He is
a yang element at a yang place, central and correct. As a leader he makes

a great pronouncement, likened to perspiration dispersing, which serves
to relieve the body. This image symbolizes that a pronouncement made
by a briiiant king will never be without virtue or benefit. Thus the Yao
Text says, "Dispersing like perspiration, speaking out loudly." He also gives
away his own accumulated property. There is no fault. This line is a continuation of the previous line, which discussed avoiding a selfish bond in
order to promote the unity of people. This line focuses on dispersing one's
own wealth to induce a flourishing prosperity of the whole community.
(6) Top Nine. Dispersing alternates to Darkness (29)

The topmost line has arrived at the end of Dispersing. It is far away from
the lower gua, Water, representing the danger; thus, one at this place is
able to avoid calamity. The Yao Text gives warning: Get out, keep a distance, and go away. There will be no fault.

Additional Reference Information for This Gua
Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Wind above, Water below
Wind above Water, Dispersing
Wood
Three yang with three yin
The sixth month of the lunar calendar, or July
Fifth Nine
-Abundance
(55) EZ
-Restricting
(60) Nourishing
(27)

--
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Jie Restricting

--

---

Kan Water
Dui Lake
a

a

Jie has a variety of meanings. Originally it indicated a joint, or node, of a
stalk of bamboo. Because these nodes delimit sections of stalk, its meaning extended to "set the bounds." Setting boundaries means to restrict,
and from restricting came the meanings to limit, to restrain, to economize, or to save. This connotation loosened the definition to encompass
moral principle. To save is to restrict one's expenses, and moral principle
ll these meanings have the sense of keeping or
restrains one's behavior. A
containing something within a specified area. Wilhelm translates Jie as
Limitation. Blofeld translates it as Restraint. For this book, the term Restricting is adopted, to keep the focus on keeping persons, things, or activities within a prescribed area.
Sequence of the Gua: Things cannot disperseforever. Thus, after Dispersing,
Restrictingfollows.

The ideograph attempts to express the original meaning of Jie, to set
bounds. At the top there are two sets of lance-shaped bamboo leaves.
Below the leaves is the character ji, providing the sound. Ji means immediately or instantly; it sets a time restriction. The left side of ji depicts a
seed of grain with a tiny sprout at the top and two tiny roots at the bottom. O n the right is a sickle. These two images suggest a picture of cutting grain and eating it immediately. Originally the righthand image represented an ancient verifjmg token made of bamboo. When a piece of

bamboo has been split in two, each half becomes a verifying token. If the
two pieces match each other, then each person who has one holds a trustworthv credential.Tokens made of bamboo slips were commonly used by
ancient governments to verify the identity of an individual on a mission.
This gua is the inverse of the preceding one, Dispersing, a movement
of scattering. Restricting is to set a boundary for the movement. They are
above,
opposite, but comp1ementary.The structure of the gua is Water
below. Water flows into a lake. Too much water pouring into a
Lake
lake results in flooding unless there is restraint. The space of a lake is
restricted by its boundary. Only a certain amount of water can be held
within this boundary, otherwise calamity would result. This is where the
name Restricting comes from. In ancient China, to set limits on one's
expenses and bounds for conduct was regarded as a sign of moral excellence. But to be overly restrictive causes pain. Thus King Wen did not
encourage painful restriction.
J

--

Decision
Restricting.
Prosperous and smooth.
Not appropriate to be steadfast
In bitter restriction.

Commentary on the Decision
Restricting.
Prosperity and smoothness.
Thefirm and the yielding are equal4 divided,
And thjirms obtain the centralplaces.
Not appropriate to be steadfast in bitter restriction.
Its way leads to the end
Passing the danger withjoy,
Carry out restriction in theproper position.
From the central and correctplace,
His advance is without limitation.
When Heaven and Earth regulate their restriction,
Then thefour seasons complete theirfunctions.
When restriction isput into regulation,

L
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Then resources will not be exhausted
Andpeople will not be hurt.

-- Commentary on the Symbol

---

Water over Lake.
An image of Restricting.
In correspondence with this,
The superior person creates numbers and measuresfor restriction
And discusses a moral codefor social conduct.

Yao Text
1. Initial Fine
Not going out of the inner courtyard.
No fault.
Not going out of the inner courtyard
One knows when his time is smooth
And when it is obstructed

2. Second Nine
Not going out of the outer courtyard.
Misfortune.
Notgoing out of the outer courtyard
Misfortune.
He misses the crucial moment.

3. Third Six
No restriction,
Then laments and sighs.
No one else is at fault.
Laments and sighs over no restriction.
Who should be blamed?

4. Fourth Six
With ease, restriction.
Prosperous and smooth.
Theprosperity and smoothness of restriction with ease.
He accepts the way of the one above.

Fifth Nine
Sweet restriction.
Good fortune.
Going forward-:esteem.
The goodfortune of sweet restriction.
He abides in the centralplace.
Top Six
Bitter restriction.
Being steadfast: misfortune.
Regret vanishes.
Bitter restriction.
Being steadfast: m ifortune.
Its way comes to an end

The gua takes the image of water in a lake to illustrate that there is a
need to regulate the excessiveness and insufficiency of water and applies
the principle to adjusting right and wrong in human society. The nature
of water is moving. When water is moving, it is fresh and clean, and
when it stops, it becomes stagnant and stale. If the water moves without
direction, it will be either wasted or exhausted. If it is dammed up without a plan, it will cause flood and calamity. The ancient Chinese accumulated experience in dealing with the Yellow River, which flooded once
a year for thousands of years. Their experience was to dredge the riverbed and to guide the water, based upon the principle of adjusting its
excessiveness and insufficiency, to control the rate of its flow. From this
experience,they applied the principle of regulating rivers and watercourses
to social affairs.
The lower gua is Lake. Water in the lake is rising. Beyond the third
line, it will overflow. The upper gua is Water. The nature of water is to
flow. When the water reaches the topmost line, it should stop. Otherwise
flood and calamity will ensue. The message of the gua is that if there is
too much water, one needs to take precautions against its flooding. If
there is too little water, one should be concerned about ~ossibledrought.
In our daily lives, we should strike a balance between excess and insufficiency and walk in the central path.
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The host of the gua is the solid line at the fifth place. Only a person of
supreme wisdom and one in an honorable place is able to adjust right and
wrong and practice the Tao of restriction.
During King Wen's sitting in stillness he realized that after overcoming dispersion, people came together to work in full cooperation and with
unity of purpose. It was time to promote restriction-to set limits to one's
expenses and bounds on one's behavior. Promoting restraint would bring
people and the government success, but painful restriction should not
become common practice. The Duke of Zhou narrates different consequences of restriction. If either the government or the people do not observe restraint, it would create unhappiness. Peaceful restriction brings
success and invites good fortune. Painful restriction results in misfortune.

gentle and docile. H e follows the one at the supreme place, the fifth line,
and understands the situation of restriction. So he accepts the restriction
without having to make an effort.
--

(5) Fijth Nine. Restdcting alternates to Approaching (19) ZZ
The fifth line is at the supreme position, a king's place. He is the one
referred to in the Commentary on the Decision where Confucius says,
"Passing the danger with joy, carry out restriction in the proper position.
From the central and correct place, his advance is without limitation." H e
accepts the situation of restriction pleasantly. He practices frugality and
encourages people to live a thrifty life. Good fortune prevails. Advance
will bring esteem.

(1) Initial Nine. Restricting alternates to Darkness (29) E

(6) Top Six. Restricting alternates to Innermost Sincerity (61)

The bottom line is a yang element at a yang place. One at this place is able
to stand out among his fellows. However, during a time of restriction, he
understands that it is not yet appropriate for him to do so. So he restrains
himself and acts cautiously, not going beyond the courtyard. There is no
fault. This line suggests that one should exercise restraint in what one says
and be aware of what one is doing.

The topmost line has reached the boundary of restriction. Excessive restriction makes one feel pain. Overdoing and being stubborn will bring
misfortune. If one at this place realizes the error and will repent, then
regret will disappear.

(2) Second Nine. Restricting alternates to Beginning (3)

Additional Reference Information forThis Gua

The second line is a yang element at a yin place, central but not correct. It
is time to go out to do something. But he does not. H e thinks that his
position is not correct, and he has no respondent in the upper p a . He
restricts himself to the outer courtyard. But he forgets that he is in the
central place. He follows the principle dogmatically and loses the chance.
Thus the Commentary says that he misses the crucial moment. There is
misfortune.

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:

(3) Third Sir. Restricting alternates to Needing (5)
The third line is a yin element at a yang place, neither central nor correct.
It is at the top of the lower p a , Lake. The water has reached its height,
but one at this place knows no bounds. In the end he will lament and sigh.
He creates his own reality; there is no one else to blame. Thus, Confucius
says in his commentary, "Who should be blamed?"
(4) Fourtb Six. Restricting alternates to Joyyful(58)

G

The fourth line is a correct yin element at a yin place. One at this place is

Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Water above, Lake below
Water in Lake, Restricting
Water
Three yang with three yin
The seventh month of the lunar calendar,
or August
Fifth Nine
(56) =
Traveling
(59) E
Dispersing
-Nourishing
(27)
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Innermost
Sincerity

--

more easily felt than seen. In ancient times, common people could not afford to offer big animals to worship the Lord of Heaven. They presented
pigs and fishes in the spring and autumn. Because of their inner sincerity
and trustworthiness,they were still bestowed blessing.Thus, King Wen says,
"Innermost sincerity. Pigs and fishes. Good fortune."
From this p a Confucius gained insight concerning the principle of
the Golden Mean. In his Doctrine of the Golden Mean, Confucius says,
Under Heaven, only the person possessing the most complete
sincerity and trustworthiness is able tofilly develop his true
nature. Ifone is able tofuNy develop his true nature, he is able to
fully develop the nature of otherpeople. lfone is able tofuNy
develop the nature of other people, he is able tofully develop the
nature of all creatures. In so doing, he is able to be involved in
Heaven and Earth? transformational and nourishingfunctions
and become one with Heaven and Earth.

Xun Wind
Dui Lake
a

Zhong means core, center, middle, or to hit the mark. Fu means sincerity,
confidence, honesty, reliability, and trustworthiness. Literally, Zhong Fu
means to hit the core of sincerity and trustworthiness.
Sequence of the Gua: When restriction is established,thenpeople willbe trustworthy. Thus, after Restriction, Innermost Sincerityfollows.
Wilhelm translates Zhong Fu as Inner Truth, and Blofeld translates it as
Inward Confidence and Sincerity. I use Innermost Sincerity.
The name of the p a is made up of two Chinese characters. The ideograph of the first character, zhong, is a picture of an arrow that hits the
center and passes through a target. The rectangle represents the target
and the vertical stroke, the arrow. Only an arrow passing through the
target in the center can strike a balance, without pushing the target to the
left or right. The second character, fu, is a picture of a hen hatching her
little ones. At the top of the ideograph is a hen's claw, representing a hen.
The lower part is a picture of a little one with arms stretching upward. An
image of a hen hatching a chick was created to express sincerity and trustworthiness. In hatching chicks, the hen must be faithful to her obligation.
above, Lake
below-an image
The structure of the gua is Wind
of the wind blowing over the water. The area above a lake is a wide-open
space. When wind f d s this space, the space appears empty, though it is full
of the wind's energy. Similarly, sincerity comes from the heart and is often

--

--

Decision on the Gua

'

Innermost Sincerity.
Pigs and fishes.
Good fortune.
Favorable to cross great rivers.
Favorable to be steadfast and upright.

Commentary on the Decision
Innermost Sincerity.
Theyieldings are within,
And the solids obtain the centralplaces.
Joy and humility, with innermost sincerity and trustworthiness.
One is able to transform a country.

Pigs a n d p e s .
Goodfortune.
Innermost sincerity and trustworthiness turn pigs andfishes to
blessings.
Favorable to cross great rivers.

m
---

-

4. Fourth Six
The moon is nearly fdl.
A pair of horses, lost one.
No fault.

The symbol looks like an empty boat.
Innermost sincerity and trustworthinessarefavorable
With steadfastness and uprightness.
I t responds to theprinciple of Heaven.

A pair of horses, loses one.
He leaves his companion, turning to the above.

Commentary on the Symbol
Wind over Lake.
A n image of Innermost Sincerity.
In correspondence with this,
The superiorperson judges criminal cases caref lZy
Andposrlpones execution.

I

k

F
f

t

Yao Text
1. Initial Nine
With ease and confidence:
Good fortune.
Seeking something else:
No peace.

5. Fifth Nine
Innermost sincerity
Links another, hand in hand.
No fault.
Innermost sincerity links another, hand in hand
His place is correct and appropriate.

6. Top Nine
A cock's crow rises to Heaven.
Being steadfast: misfortune.

1

A cock) crow rises to Heaven.
How can it last long?

With eaq and confidence, goodfortune.
His original will does not change.

2. Second Nine

A crane calling from a hidden place.
Its young respond.
"I have good wine.
You and I share."
Its young responds
From the afection of the heart.

3. Third Six
Confronts an adversary.
Now beats the drum, now leaves off.
Now sobs, now sings.
Now beats the drum, now leaves of
Theplace is not appropriate.

II

L

I

This gua expounds the principle of sincerity and trustworthiness. The
ancient Chinese regarded these as the source of all virtues. Sincerity and
trustworthiness draw people close t o g e t h e ~ t h e yare the root of getting
a l h g with people. The structure of the gua is Wind = above, Lake =
below. Wind represents the eldest daughter; Lake represents the youngest
daughter. In this gua, the eldest and the youngest are in their appropriate
positions. They love and trust each other. The nature of each is so harmonious with the other that one is gentle and the other joyous.
The two solid lines at the top represent Heaven, and the two solid
lines at the bottom represent Earth. The two yielding lines in the middle
represent human beings. Human beings receive nourishment from Heaven
and Earth and inherit the nature of sincerity and trustworthiness. This is
why Heaven and Earth created us. The broken lines in the middle resemble an open heart, free from prejudice and receptive to the truth. Either would be appropriate as host of the gua. However, since sincerity and

N

trustworthiness need inner strength, the solid line at either the second or
fifth place should be the host. The solid line at the fifth place is more
suitable, because it is at the supreme position. The Yao Text of this p a is
difficult to grasp. Five lines do not contain the name of the p a ; only the
--- fifth line does.Thus, there is no direct connection between the theme and
the text of the p a .
During King Wen's sitting in stillness he felt happy that after promoting restraint in his country, people became accustomed to restricting their
expenses as well as their behavior. They practiced setting limits with sincerity and trustworthiness. In this way, even presenting s m d offerings
still brought good fortune. It was time to make further progress. The
Duke of Zhou says that, being sincere and trustworthy, one should be at
ease and confident. It should be as natural as a mother crane calling af5ectionately to her young. One should persist in being sincere and trustworthy. First beating the drum and then stopping is not the proper attitude.
Being sincere and trustworthy, one is able to link with others in union.
Overstatement is likened to a cock's crow mounting to Heaven; it is not
practical and realistic. I t only brings misfortune.

(1) Initial Nine. Innermost Sincerity alternates to Dispersing (5PJ
This line is a yang element at a yang place at the bottom of the gua. One
at this place is sincere and trustworthy. The ancients believed that every
infant possesses sincerity and trustworthiness. These virtues are part of
human nature. All evils derive from negative social influences. O n this
ground, one at the bottom place must be sincere and trustworthy. If one is
able to maintain these virtues, one can be relaxed and confident. There is
good fortune. O n the other hand, if one is seeking something other than
sincerity and trustworthiness, one will not be at ease.
(2) Second Nine. Innermost Sincerity alternates to Increasing (42)

E

The second line takes the image of a crane calling from a hidden place to
expound on the power of sincerity. The second line is the central line of
the lower p a , Lake. In the I Ching, Lake also stands for autumn, when
cranes call each other as they migrate. The second line corresponds with
the f i f h line. Because both are yang elements, they have a bond even if
they are not close and cannot see each other; their sincerity and trustworthiness resonate, like cranes responding to each other. "I have good wine.
You and I share" exemplifies the merits of sharing joy with one of like
mind. The image of wine comes from the result when this line alternates

which is shaped like a wine
to yin, forming the lower gua Thunder s,
cup.
(3) Third Six. Innermost Sincerity alternates to Little Accumulation (9)

The third line is next t o the fourth line. They are both yin. Thus, the Yao
Text says, "Confronts an adversary7'Thethird line is at the highest place of
the lower p a , Lake. It responds to the yang element at the topmost place.
These two lines have both reached the extreme, and they tend to alternate
to their opposites. One at this place is in confusion-first beating the drum,
then stopping; first sobbing, then singing. This line says that one should
remain sincere and trustworthy to avoid being at a loss.
(4) Fourth Six. Innermost Sincerity alternates to Fulfilment (10) ZE

The fourth line is at a place next to the king. This is the highest position
in the court, represented by the full moon. It corresponds to the yang
element at the bottom, and the two lines are likened to a pair of horses.
However, the one at this place decides to follow the one at the fifth line,
because it is more sincere. I n this way, it abandons the bottom one, who is
less sincere. Thus the Yao Text says, "Apair of horses, lost one," and the
commentary says, "He leaves his companion, turning to the above." This
is the right thing to do in the situation.

(5) FiJih Nine. Innermost Sincerity alternates to Decreasing (42) E
The fifth line is in the supreme place. I t is a yang element at a yang place,
firm and substantial, and is the host of the p a , representing one who is
sincere and trustworthy. The Commentary on the Decision says, "Joy and
humility, with innermost sincerity and trustworthiness one is able to transform a country."This line corresponds with the yang element at the second place, which is also sincere and trustworthy. They link, forming a
union, showing the importance of mutual sincerity and trustworthiness
in bringing people together. It is unusual for two corresponding yang lines
to forrbsuch a bond, but their complete sincerity makes this special relationship possible.
(6) Top Nine. Innermost Sincerity alternates to Restricting (60) %

The topmost line reaches the extreme of being sincere and trustworthy.
One at this place is overconfident, strutting like a cock crowing; its call
rises, but it is stuck on the ground. H e cannot take a proper measure
of himself. If he remains steadfast in his overconfidence, there will be

misfortune. Any statement not stemming from sincerity and trustworthiness is like a cock's crow. It amounts to nothing.

--Additional Reference Information for This Gua
Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Wind above, Lake below
Wind above Lake, Innermost Sincerity
Wood
Four yang with two yin
The eleventh month of the lunar calendar, or
December
Fifth Nine
-Little Exceeding
(62) %Z
Innermost Sincerity
(61) -=
-Nourishing
(27) EE

Xiao Guo

-- Zhen
-

Thunder

-- Gen

Mountain

Xiao means small or little. Guo has a variety of meanings: to exceed, to
pass, to cross, beyond the limit, after, fault, mistake, and others. The list is
long. Wilhelm,translatesXiao Guo as Preponderance of the Small. Blofeld
translates it as The Small Get By. I use Little Exceeding.
Sequenceof the Gua: Whenpeople have sincerity and trustworthiness,surely
they will carry it into practice. Thus, after Innermost Sincerity, Little Exceedingfollows.

In King Wen's Decision, Xiao Guo denotes Little Exceeding. When one
takes action it is difficult to avoid overdoing it. In the Duke of Zhou's Yao
Text, it denotes passing by.
The first ideograph of this gua, xiao, symbolizes little. There are three
strokes: one curved to the left, one curved to the right, and one vertically
positioned between the other two. I t symbolizes an act of dividing. To the
ancients, after things are divided, they become little. The second ideograpti; guo, consists of two parts. Three curved strokes at the top left represent three footprints going forward. Underneath is the ideograph zhi,
which means stop. On the right is the ideograph for guo; its function is to
provide the sound of the character. It resembles the side view of a crosssection of a house. Two pillars stand on each side and a beam sits on the
pillars. Underneath the beam is a tiny square representing a mouth, symbolizing a person. A person pictured underneath the beam and between

(62) Xiao Guo

----

the pillars shows that the structure is a house. Above the beam is an extra
structure that gives the beam an extra load, symbolizing exceeding.
This gua is the inverse of the preceding one, Innermost Sincerity. Little
Exceeding comes from being overly sincere and trustworthy. The structure of the p a is Thunder -- above, Mountain = below. The ancients
observed that the sound of thunder becomes weak when it is blocked by a
mountain. In correspondence with this, they weighed the pros and cons
of excess and insufficiency.
The p a itself is thought to resemble a bird. Two solid lines in the
middle represent the body. Two yielding lines at the top and two more at
the bottom represent the wings. This p a is a continuation of the previous
p a , Zhong Fu. Fu is a hen hatching a little one. Now the chick has grown
up. For a cock or hen, it is not favorable to fly upward. Flying downward
is much easier and safer, and there is a place to rest. For this reason, the
Commentary on the Decision says,

TheJlying bird leaves a message:
Not appropriate to ascend,
Appropriate to descend
Great goodfortune!
Each p a is composed of six lines. If three are yang and three are yin,
they are in balance. Yang lines symbolize the strong; yin lines symbolize
the weak. In Great Exceeding (28) E,there are four yang lines and two
yin lines. In this p a , there are four yin lines and two yang lines; thus, the
little and weak exceeds the great and the p a is called Little Exceeding.

Decision
Little Exceeding.
Prosperous and smooth.
Favorable to be steadfast and upright.
Little affairs can be done,
Not great affairs.
A flying bird leaves a message:
Not appropriate to ascend,
Appropriate to descend.
Great good fortune.

Commentary on the Decision
Little Exceeding.
The little ones exceed andproceed
Favorable to be steadfast and upright
And to act in accord with the time.
Theyielding5 attain the centralplaces.
There is goodfortune in dealing with small affairs.
The solids are neither central nor correct.
Great affairs should not be dealt with.
There is an image of aflying bird.
Theflying bird leaves a message:
Not appropriate to ascend,
Appropriate to descend.
Great goodfortune!
To ascend is contrary to the situation;
To descend is in accord with the time.

Commentary on the Symbol
Thunder above Mountain.
A n image of Little Exceeding.
In correspondence with this,
The superiorperson weighs thepros and cons of his conduct:
Excessive humility is better than excessive arrogance in behavior.
Excessive sorrow is better than excessive expense in afuneral.
ExcessivefrtrgaZity is better than excessive luxury in spending.

Yao Text
1. Initial Six
Fly$ bird soars.
Misfortune.

Flying bird soars.
M ifortune.
Nothing can be done to avoid the mifortune.

479

(62) Xiao Guo 481

---

---

2. Second Six
Surpass one's grandfather,
Meet one's grandmother.
Do not pass superior to one's king;
Meet one's subject.
No fault.

A flying bird falls upon calamity.
Misfortune.
This is what is called calamity and trouble.

Not meeting, going toofar.
He is too haughty.

One cannot reach onei lord
The minister should not exceed the lord

3. Third Nine
Go not too far.
Guard against this.
Otherwise one might be injured: misfortune.
Otherwise one might be injured
m a t a serious misfortune it is.

4. Fourth Nine
There is no fault.
G o not too far; meet instead.
Going forward: adversity.
Must be on guard.
Do not act;
Be perpetually steadfast and upright.
Not going toofar, meeting instead
Theplace is not appropriate.
Goingforward adversity.
Must be on guard
The situation cannot last long.

5. Fifth Six
Clouds condense, yet no rain
At my west side.
The prince shoots,
And hits it in the cave.

Clouds condense,yet no rain.
The cloud is already high.
6. Top Six
Not meeting, going too far.

Little Exceeding, the name of the p a , is difficult to grasp. The text does
not define it clearly. Owing to the variety of meanings of the gua, different scholars hold different views. I t is clear that in King Wen's Decision
Xiao Guo denotes little exceeding. I t is a warning against overdoing it. In
the Duke of Zhou's Yao Text, it means passing by. In the Decision, there
are two instances where the word "not" is used; the Yao Text uses "no"
three times and "not" five times. Negatives occur in every Yao Text, except
the first. Obviously, this gua is full of warnings.
King Wen's Decision says, "A flying bird leaves a message: not appropriate to ascend, appropriate to descend." Conhcius's commentary reiterates the cautionary message: "To ascend is contrary to the situation; to
descend is in accord with the time." Pay attention to this, and be very
carefd.
above, Mountain
below,
The structure of the p a , Thunder
suggests that the sound of thunder is weakened by the blockage of the
mountains. This gua displays the principle of weighing the pros and cons
of excess and insufficiency. Generally, insufficiency is better than excess.
For instance, undereating is better than overeating.When traffic laws limit
the speed to fifty-five miles per hour and if one drives forty miles per
hour, he loses only his time. If he exceeds the speed limit, he might have
an accident or get a ticket. Moreover, King Wen suggested that only little
affairs can be exceeded a little, never great affairs.
The host of the gua is the yielding line at the fifth place. In Chinese,
the exact meaning of excess is going beyond the middle way. It violates
the Doctrine of the Golden Mean. Small Exceeding is a time of transition. During transition, insufficiency is better than excess. Little affairs
may be accomplished, but not great affairs.
During King Wen's sitting in stillness he had the insight that after
people gained inner sincerity and trustworthiness they tended to overdo
things. Experience told him that great exceeding made a ridgepole sag.

--

--

(62) Xiao Guo 483

He realized that insufficiency was better than excess. One needed to be
steadfast and upright to accomplish little affairs; then little affairs would
accumulate and become great. A flying bird cannot fly all the time. It is
proper
to descend at times. The Duke of Zhou gives warning that if one
---- soars too high, like a bird, it will bring misfortune. When meeting some-one, one must be on guard to the danger of going too far. If one does not
exercise self-restraint, the misfortune will be of one's own doing.

(1) Initial Six. Little Exceeding alternates to Abundance (55)
The bottom line is a yin element at a yang place. Its attribute is weakness.
It responds to the yang element at the fourth place. She wants to flythere should be no problem. If she wants to reach what is beyond her
grasp, however, it goes beyond little exceeding. If one does not practice
restraint, there will be misfortune.

(2) Second Six. Littk Exceeding alternates to Long Lasting (32)
The second line is a yin element at a yin place, central and correct. In this
p a , the yang element at the third place represents a father, and the yang
element at the fourth place represents a grandfather. The yin element at
the fifh place represents a grandmother. The second line corresponds
with the fifth line. Thus the Yao Text says, "Surpass one's grandfather,
meet one's grandmother."The second line corresponds to the fifth line
but they do not respond-they are both yin. The Yao Text says, "Do not
pass superior to one's king; meet his subject." This is in accord with the
Decision, "Not appropriate to ascend, appropriate to descend." Although
one at this place is not able to reach the ones she wants to meet, she still
gets the help she needs from another source.
(3) Third Nine. Little Exceeding alternates to Delight (16) The third line is a yang element at a yang place. It represents a firm and
truthful person. He tends to march forward courageously. But the one
with whom he responds is the topmost yin element, which is weak. One
at this place should not go forward, not ascend. He should take extra
precautions because the one at the fourth place can harm him.
(4) Fourtb Nine. LittZe Exceeding nltmates to Humbleness (IS) -

The fourth line is a yang element at a yin place. One at this place is firm
and gentle and does not overdo things. He responds to the yin element on
the bottom, a little fellow who tends to ascend. Because the one here does

not overreact,when they meet, there should be no fault; they complement
each other. One must be on guard against overreacting; do not insist on
being stubborn forever.

(5) Fij2h Six. Little Exceeding alternates to Mutual Influence (31)
The first part of the Yao Text, "Clouds condense, yet no rain," is exactly
the same as the Decision for Little Accumulation (9) G.The fifth place
is the supreme place, yet this is a yin element at a yang place-central but
not correct. This one is gentle and magnanimous, she wants to do something for her people, but she is unable to do what she wants, because the
time is not ripe. Thus, the Yao Text says, "Clouds condense, yet no rain."
She corresponds to the yin element at the second place and needs its
complete support if she is to shoot a bird in a cave. Unfortunately,they are
both yin elements and do not respond. The Yao Text does not mention
good fortune or misfortune. The commentary on the Yao Text says, "The
cloud is already high"; there is a chance of rain.
(6) Top Six. Little Exceeding alternates to Traveling (56)

The top line and the bottom line are the two wings of the bird. They are
both yin. Both of them want to fly, to reach what is beyond their grasp.
However, the bottom line is weak; if it does not use restraint, there will be
misfortune. This line is at the top of the gua; it already reaches the extreme
of Little Exceeding without obstruction.There is misfortune. From a lack
of self-knowledge and restraint, she brings the misfortune on herself.
From the insight that the Yao Text of the fifth line of this gua repeats
the Decision of Little Accumulation (9) E,this p a , Little Exceeding,
can be considered a summary of King Wen's experience related to the
Lower Canon, the Tao of Humanity. The Decision of Little Accumulation says, "Clouds condense, yet no rain at my west side." It relates that
King Wen was imprisoned in You-li prison by the Tyrant of Shang for
seven years. King Wen realized that it was time for him to gather his
strength and energy to overthrow the tyrant. King Wen's homeland, Zhou,
was to the west of You-li. Thus, the Decision says, "no rain at my west
side."
It is significant that the text of the Decision of Little Accumulation is
repeated in the Yao Text of this gua. King Wen summarized his life
experience earnestly, and he tirelessly instructed his descendants and his
people that inner sincerity and restraint were the highest principles in
life. During the course of his life, King Wen experienced the process of

---

---

change and development, as layed out in the first gua, Initiating, from a
hidden dragon to a flying dragon, from dragons without a chief to a true
dragon. As a true dragon, he was the Son of Heaven. His obligation was
--- to manifest the will of Heaven. What is the will of Heaven? It is to
-- realize the wishes of the people. This is what "appropriate to descend"
-means. Furthermore, the central theme of Little Exceeding is to avoid
overdoing things, to walk in the central path. King Wen initiated a brilliant and benevolent government. To undertake such a project is a difficult task, yet to maintain it is even more so. Thus, recalling the most
arduous period in King Wen's life, we can summarize what he learned
and what his advice would be to future generations:

----

Kan Water
Li Fire
a

Be sincere and truthful,
Walk in the central path,
And act in accord with the proper situation and the right time.
After King Wen's son, King Wu, overthrew the Tyrant of Shang, it seemed
that his destiny had been fulfilled. However, according to the Tao of I,
this was just the moment that it became clear that it was not yet fulfilled.

Additional Reference Information for This Gua

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Structure:
Month:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Thunder above, Mountain below
Thunder above Mountain, Little Exceeding
Wood
Four yin with two yang
The first month of the lunar calendar,
or February
Fifth Six
Innermost Sincerity
(61)
-Little Exceeding
(62) EZ
-Great Exceeding
(28) E

Both W i e h n and Blofeld translateJi Ji as Afier Completion. In this book,
Ji J i is translated as Already Fulfilled. In Chinese, the original meaning of
the fnst Ji is finishing a meal. Later, the meaning was extended to already
or atready finished.The ancient ideograph of this character inscribed on an
oracle bone shows a person kneeling on the right with a food vessel on the
left- The ideograph cast on a bronze cauldron from the Zhou dynasty shows
the food vessel replaced with an ear of grain and the kneeling person substituted with a person standing by the grain with an open mouth. Originally the second Ji meant to cross a fiver. The left side of the second ideograph shows water flowing in a riverbed. On the right, there is a boat carrying three persons who are steering. Three people are pulling together to
overcome a difficult situation, a picture of people helping each other get
pas t an obstacle.Taken as a whole, the two parts of this ideograph mean to
complete a course of action or to fulfill an achievement.
below. It is characabove, Fire
T h e structure of the gua is Water
terktic of water to flow downward, while f ~ flames
e
upward. The upward
a n d downward movements mutually help each other. In this way, the water
is boiled.This image denotes a perfect situation in which everything is right.
This gua has a close connection to the eleventh gua,Tai, Advance ZE, one
of t h e most auspiciousp a . The structure of Advance is Earth above, Heaven
below. When the second and the fifth lines of Advance interchange, Adalternates to this p a . Here, all yang lines are in yang places, and
vance

--

=

all yin lines are in yin places. AU lines are in equilibrium, and all movements

are in the proper order. Thus, the gua represents a condition of balance,
harmony, and absolute correctness. It is an ideal situation.
However, sages with profound experience had the insight that this was
--also
a time of climax. Beyond the climax, every perfect condition alter-nates to its opposite. For this reason, the sages advised extreme caution.
They understood that in a perfect situation there is still some imperfection. They purposefully made progress in small steps and achieved moderate success. They remained steadfast and upright. They acted to keep
the good fortune at the beginning from becoming disorder in the end.
Already Fulfilled sounds like an auspicious p a , but King Wen's Decision is not terribly auspicious and the Duke of Zhou's Yao Text is filled
with warnings. This is essential to the I Ching, showing the wisdom of
the ancient Chinese. The delicacy of ancient Chinese wisdom evolved
from the experience that only in intricate situations are changes possible.
In Ji Ji, everything is too perfect. When people find themselves in perfect
situations, when they have achieved their goals, they tend to lose focus
and drive. That is why this gua, Already Fulfied, cannot end the I Ching.
Sequence of the Gua: Those who exceed 0 t h surely are able tojkrf;lltheir
duty. Thus, after Little Exceeding, Already Fuplledfollows.

Decision
Already Fulfilled.
Even the little,
Being prosperous and smooth.
Favorable to be steadfast and upright.
Beginning: good fortune.
End: disorder.

Commentary on the Decision
Aready Fuplled
Being prosperous and smooth.
Only in little affairs is thereprosperity and smoothness.
Favorable to be steadfast and upright.
Because thefirm and theyielding are in correctplaces
And respond to theirproper ones.

Beginning: goodfortune,
For theyielding is in the central.
End: disorder.
There is no way out.

Commentary on the Symbol
Water over Fire.
An image of h d y Fuplled
In correspondence with this,
The superiorperson contemplates the law of waxing and waning
And takespreventive measures against possible decline.

Yao Text
1. Initial Nine
Dragging his wheels,
Wetting his tail.
No fault.
Dragging his wheels.
Cautious as this, there should be nofault.

2. Second Six
Woman loses her ornaments.
Do not pursue.
In seven days, regained.

In seven days, regained
It is in the centralposition.

3. Third Nine
Emperor Gao Zong attacks the Gui Fang.
Three years: conquered.
Petty fellows should not be used.
Afrer three years he conquered them.
He was exhausted

4. Fourth Six
Caulking the leak,
There are rags.

1
--

---

All day long
O n guard.
All day long on guard,
There is roomfor doubt.

5. Fifth Nine
The eastern neighbor slaughters an ox,
But does not attain as much blessing as the simple offering of
the western neighbor.
The eastern neighbor slaughters an ox;
Is not as much in accord with the time as the western neighbor
Who attains much blessing,
Because goodfortune in great measure comes.

6. Top Six
Immersing one's head.
Adversity.
Immersing one? head adversity.
How can one endure thisfor long?

This gua outlines the Chinese way of dealing with a perfect situation.
Generally, in a situation where everything has been Milled, people let
the success turn their heads. They want more and more success. Only the
ancient sages were aware that a time of perfection is also a time of climax.
Beyond that, there will be a decline. The structure of the gua is Water =
above, Fire
below. Fire boils water, but when the boiled water spills
out of the pot, the fire might be quenched. Thus Confucius says, "In correspondence with this, the superior person contemplates the law of waxing and waning and takes preventive measures against possible decline."
And King Wen warns us, "Beginning: good fortune. End: disorder."
The Chinese know that to undertake a project is difficult, but to maintain what has been achieved by oneself or one's forefathers or predecessors is even more so. When an undertaking reaches its climax, one should
guide its course to another new achievement. That is why after Already
Fulfilled there comes Not Yet Fulfilled.Where there is an ending, there is
also a beginning. The ending is not really Already Fulfilled-it
is Not Yet

--

Fulfilled. T h e host of the gua is the yielding line at the second place.
Confucius's Commentary on the Decision says, "Beginning good fortune, for t h e yielding is in the central."
During King Wen's sitting in stillness he reflected on the past in light
---=
of the present. The rise and decline o f the Shang dynasty gave him in- sight. The Chinese believe that every entity has a predetermined lifespan
that canncmt be altered. The destiny o f the Shang was already fulfilled; it
could no Longer accomplish great affairs, only little ones. The Duke of
Zhou notes that the Shang dynasty had gone through different stages of
progress arid success. After Emperor G a o Zong conquered the Gui Fang,
a tribe in northern China, he eliminated the petty men in his court, which
is compared to caulking the leak of a beat with ragged clothes and staying
on guard all day long. This ushered in a period of good times. The Shang
worked v e r y hard and enjoyed the fmits of their labors. Then the tide
turned. T h e y became spoiled by success, which is likened to a woman
who is so =rich that she does not bother to recover her lost valuables. The
whole ruling class of the Shang wallowed in sensual pleasures, as if immersing their heads in water. Danger was not far ahead.

-

(I) Initial Nine. Already Fulflled alternates to Hardship (39) ZE
The initial line is a yang element at a yang place. I t symbolizes a firm and
steadfast character. This element responds to the yin element at the fourth
place which is at the bottom of the upper p a , Water . In the I Ching,
Water also represents the wheel of a cart. Lord Zi Chan of the Kingdom
of Zheng, during the Spring and Autumn Period (722-480 B.c.)of the
Zhou d y ~ a s t yhelped
,
someone ford a river by cart. H e asked his servants
to hold th e wheels in order to control the cart. This is a warning for one to
take precautions at an initial stage of an undertaking. Another story tells
that the ancient sage saw a fox crossing a river. The fox was careful and
lifted its t a i l to avoid getting it wet, though the water turned out to be too
deep and its tail got wet anyway. T h e emphasis here is on being careful:
one can d o no more than take precautions, then accept whatever consequences Gllow. Thus, Confucius says, "Cautious as this, there should be
no fault."
(2) Second Six.Already Fulflled alternates to Needing (5) F
The secomd line is a yin element at a yin place, central and correct. It
responds -to the yang element at the fifth place. Everything seems to be in
order. Hcmwever, as discussed above, i n his Commentary on the Decision

Conhcius says "Beginning: good fortune . . .end: disorder."The Yao Text
says, "Woman loses her ornaments. Do not pursue." Like the woman who
is too rich to pursue her valuables, trouble lies ahead. In Chinese, this line
-- is h (a woman) sang (losing) qi (her) h (ornaments), wu (don't) zhu
--- (pursue). Here, most English translations translate the second h as "veil."
However, in ancient times, this h was a simplified form of "ornaments."
The mutual gua are Fire over Water. Water also symbolizes a veil, which
is where the interpretation of "veil" comes from. In ancient China, a veil
was either a covering over a woman's face or the curtain of a carriage. It
was ancient custom that when a woman went out, she hid herself in a
carriage with curtains. If this line means that the woman loses her veil,
she cannot go forward. She has to wait for seven days, representing a
period of time, a cycle. However, in the context of this gua, it is more
appropriate to translate the second fL as ornaments.

(3) Third Nine. Already F e e d alternates to Beginning (3)
This line is a yang element at a yang place. Its attribute is firm and strong.
Historical events were employed to describe the situation of this line.
Emperor Gao Zong (reigned 1324-1266 B.c.)was a brilliant king of the
Shang dynasty. The Gui Fang were the ancestors of the Huns, an ancient
people from northern China. Gao Zong conducted a punitive expedition
against them, and after three years he conquered them. The emperor bestowed rewards upon those who had great merit, but he did not employ
persons with mean character no matter how much they had contributed.
This line indicates that approaching success is not easy. One should take
preventive measures against possible trouble, on one hand, and carefully
take actions to make one's own plans work out, on the other. Confucius
says, "After three years he conquered them. He was exhausted." This is a
warning never to use force lightly.

(4) Fourth Six.Already Fu@lled alternates to Abolishing the Old (49)
The theme of this gua is crossing a river. The fourth line is about to cross
a river. In ancient times when a boat was leaking, padded jackets with
ragged cotton were used to plug the leak. The commentary says, "Mday
long on his guard." Being watchful is the key to avoiding accidents. This
line is a yin element correctly positioned at a yin place. Its attribute is
being careful and attentive. One at this place should heed what Confucius

says in his Commentary on the Symbol, "The superior person contemplates t h e law of waxing and waning and takes preventive measures against
a possible decline."

(5) F@h Nine. AZreudy FulfiZed alterna tes to Brilliance Injured (36)
This line is at the supreme position of this p a . A profound analogy gives
warning to one in this position. There are two neighbors offering sacrifices at t h e same time. One slaughters an ox, and the other practices a
simple ceremony with utmost sincerity. One who offers a simple sacrifice
gains more blessing than one who slaughters an ox.
This line is a yang element at a yang place, central and correct. It symbolizes a person who has achieved his goal. This is the climax of a situation that is fulfilled. One at this place becomes proud and loses enthusiasm to produce achievements. According to the I Ching, east is a yang
direction. The solid line at the fifth place is a yang element, representing
the eastern neighbor who slaughters an ox for the offering. The yielding
line at t h e second place symbolizes the western neighbor, who is humble,
enthusiastic, and productive and can dedicate only his own sincerity to
the offering. Spring is not a harvest season-it is not appropriateto slaughter an ox. The essence of offering is truthfulness and sincerity, not material things. Thus, the western neighbor receives more blessing. It is believed that the eastern neighbor refers to the brutal Tyrant of Shang. The
western neighbor is King Wen, who was sincere and magnanimous. Before the Zhou dynasty took over the S hang dynasty, King Wen was titled
the Lord of the West.
(6) Top Six.Already FuFlled alternates to Household (37)
This line is at the top of the upper p a , Water, thus the Yao Text says,
"Immersing his head."This topmost yin line is at a yin place. One at this
place is weak, if one were to take the risk of crossing the river, it would be
like a fox immersing its head in the water. How can one endure this for
long? There is danger. This line indicates the end of a cycle. When one's
initial success has reached the final stage, one should maintain one's success b u t prepare for a new beginning.

--
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Additional Reference Information for This Gua

Image:
Recite as:
- - Element:
--- Month:
Structure:
Host of the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Water above, Fire below
Water over Fire, Already Fulfilled
Water
The tenth month of the lunar year, or November
Three yang with three yin
Second Six
Not Yet Fulfilled
(64) Not Yet Fulfilled
(64) ZZ
Not Yet Fulfilled
(64)

Wei Ji.
N o t Yet ~ulfilled
----

Li Fire
Kan Water

Both W i e l m and Blofeld translate this gua as Before Completion. In
this translation I give it as Not Yet Fulfilled. This p a is the inverse as well
as the opposite of the preceding p a , Already Fulfilled. Wei means not
yet, a n d ji originally meant "cross a river." Later on, the meaning was
extended to encompass from here to there, then, or from beginning to
end. M o r e recently, it has come to mean to be completed or to be fulfilled.
When these two characters are put together, they mean Not Yet Fulfilled.
The ideograph of wei is meticulous-it looks simple, yet its meaning is
profound.The stem of the ideograph is a tree, mu. A second curved stroke
was added through the tree and thus the ideograph of wei was created.
Without the horizontal stroke we have a picture of a tree with its roots
growing downward and its branches growing upward. The horizontal
stroke represents the ground. The portion of the tree underneath the
ground is still alive. It has already grown to its full height (fulfilled its
growth), and now it starts a new cycle of growth. The structure of the
ideograph supplies a vivid picture of having achieved one's goal, but not
yet having been hlfilled. There is a new cycle to come. The meaning of
the idedgraph ofji, fully explained in the previous p a , signifies crossing a
river, fxom here to there, or from beginning to end.
Sequence of the Gua: ThPsuccession ofevents never ends. Thus, afterAIread'
FuFZZed, at the end, Not Yet FuIf;IZedf.ZZows.

(64) WeiJi

It is a natural phenomenon that after waxing comes waning; before fullness there was emptiness. Therefore, Already Fulfilled is the end of Not
Yet Fulfilled; it is also the beginning of a new cycle of Not Yet Fdfilled.
-- The structure of the p a is Fire =above, Water below. The nature of
- - fire is flaming upward, and the nature of water is flowing downward.Their
-- actions move in opposite directions and dissociate.This movement signifies a difficult situation.
This p a has a close relationship with the twelfth p a , Hindrance F,
which is Heaven above, Earth below. When the positions of the second
and fifh lines of Hindrance are interchanged, Hindrance alternates to
this p a , Not Yet Fulflled. Here, all yang lines are at yin places, and all yin
lines are at yang places. There is no perfect equilibrium and no absolute
correctness, yet there is still balance. That is, all the lines are in a harmonious relationship with one another. This configuration denotes a difficult time, a time of confusion, but there is still a promise of success. It is
the beginning of a new cycle, a transition from disorder to order. There is
a responsibility for one to bring the disordered situation back to order.
Thus Confucius's Commentary on the Symbol says, "The superior person discriminates carefully the nature of things and keeps each of them in
its proper position."

--

Decision
Not Yet Fulfilled.
Prosperous and smooth.
Little fox, almost across the river,
Wets its tail.
Nothing is unfavorable.

Commentary on the Decision
Not Yet Fuplled
There isprosperity and smoothness,
For theyielding attains thc centralplace.
Littlefox, almost across the river.
It is not yet past the central line.
Wets its tail. Nothing isfavorable.
There is no continuation at the end

Althouglr all lines are not in theirproperplace,
Yet the strong and the weak still respmd to each other.

Commentary on the Symbol
Fire over Water.
A n imags of Not Yet FuFlled
In correspondence with this,
The supe-riorperson discriminates carefulZy the nature of things
And keeps each of them in itsproper position.

Yao Text
1. Initial S ix
Wetting one's tail.
Humiliation.
Wet one's tail.
Overloo2 one? limitation.

2. Second Nine
Dragging one's wheels.
Being steadfast and upright: good fortune.
Goodfortune of the second nine.
It is cen~eredand in accord with proper actions.

3. Thiid S i x
Not yet Milled.
Moving forward: misfortune.
Favorable to cross great rivers.
Not yetfuplled
Movingforward. miforortune.
Its position is not appropriate.

4. Fourth T i n e
Being steadfast and upright: good fortune.
Regret ~anishes.
Attacks the Gui Fang like thunder.
Three years:
Rewards come from a great kingdom.
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Being steadfast and upright:
Goodfortune.
Regret disappears.
His will isfuIf;lled

Fifth Six
Being steadfast and upright: good fortune.
No regret.
The light of a superior person,
Being sincere and truthful: good fortune.
The light of the superiorperson.
Goodfortune comespom his dflusion of brightness.

Top Nine
Being sincere and truthful
While drinking wine.
No fault.
Immersing one's head,
Being sincere and truthful,
Loses correctness.
Drinking wine and wetting one? head
One knows no se&ontroZ.

This p a ends the sixty-four p a and the three hundred and eighty-six
yao of the I Ching. But the principle of change continues without end.
Events in the universe move forward and alternate in cycles. The stage of
Not Yet Fulfilled will gradually reach the stage of Already Fulfilled. The
stage of Already Fulfilled is merely the fulfillment of certain events or of
a certain stage in a cycle of events. If some occurrences have reached the
stage of Already Fulfilled, there are always others that are Not Yet Fdfilled. The stage of Already Fulfilled is also the stage of Not Yet Fulfilled.
The stage of Not Yet Fulfilled is the beginning, like the dark before the
dawn. The I Ching starts with Q a n , the Initiating, and ends with Wei Ji,
Not Yet Fulfilled. When the development of events reaches the end of a
cycle, Already Fulflled, then another cycle, Not Yet Fulfilled, begins. In
this way, the cycles of change and development repeat endlessly.
This p a , Not Yet Fulfilled, indicates a situation in which disorder at
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first takes a dominant position and is eventually replaced by order. This is
just the opposite of the preceding gua, Already Fulfilled, which says "Beginning: good fortune. End: disorder." In Not Yet Fulfilled, the yielding
line in the outer p a represents the transition from a time of disorder to
-order. Thus, Confucius's Commentary on the Decision says, "Not Yet =
-Fulfilled.There is prosperity and smoothness, for the yielding attains the
central place." The host of the gua is the yielding line at the fifth place.
This yielding line is what Confucius refers to in saying that the yielding
attains the central place.
A transition from disorder to order is representative of the I Ching as
a whole, as well. In the beginning it swings from extreme to extreme, with
six yang lines in Initiating changing to six yin lines in Responding, with
no balance in between. By the time it reaches the final p a , Already Fdfilled and Not Yet FuIfilled, a perfect state of balance has been achieved,
with three yin lines and three yang lines gently alternating back and forth.
During King Wen's sitting in stillness he reflected on the past in light
of the present. The destiny of the Shang dynasty had been fulfilled. The
destiny of the Zhou was not yet fulfilled. Its situation was like that of the
little fox who had almost crossed a river. There was success in store, and
nothing was unfavorable. The Duke of Zhou records the rise of the Zhou
dynasty. At the beginning it encountered hindrance, likened to dragging
one's wheels and getting one's tail wet. King Wen proceeded with utter
caution. After the Zhou helped the Shang defeat the Gui Fang, regret
disappeared and good fortune reined. Being truthful and faithful in establishing alliances and setting up feudal lords, even while drinking wine,
still brought good fortune and no fault.
(1) Initial Six. Not Yet Fulfilled alternates to Diversity (38)

The Yao Text of the initial line and the second line of this p a , Not Yet
Fulfilled, share the same subject as the initial two lines of the preceding
p a , Already Fulfilled.The initial line, at the bottom of the p a , is like the
tail of a fox at the end of its body. This line is a yin element at a yang place,
neither central nor correct. Weakness is its attribute. One positioned at
the beginning of Not Yet Fulfilled is not able to cross the river, unlike her
counterpart in the previous p a . If she tries, her tail might get wet, meaning that if one overlooks one's limitations, one suffers humiliation. Comparing this Yao Text with the initial Yao Text of the previous p a , we can
see that there is a fine line between bravely and caremy moving forward
and foolishly getting in over one's head.
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(2) Second Nine. Not Yet Fu@ZZed alternates to Proceeding Forward (35)
The second line refers to the time of difficulty before success. It is a yang
element at a yin place, central but not correct. Although it responds to the
yin element at the fifth place, that element is weak. Thus, one at the second place has no choice but to rely on himself. Owing to his central position and strong character, he is able to act correctly and be steadfast and
upright, symbolized by dragging one's wheels. Dragging one's wheels
means digging in, not parading about and striving to outshine others. In
so doing, there is good fortune.

The fifth line is a yin element at a yang place. Although this is the supreme position, it is not appropriate for her. Fortunately, one at this place
is gentle and humble and responds to the yang element at the second -place, who is a powerful supporter.Thus, remaining steadfast and upright =
-will bring good fortune. Moreover, the upper gua is Fire, the Light. The
fifth line is in the center of the Light, suggesting that she is able to be
bright and virtuous. Thus the Yao Text says that the light of the superior
person i s sincere and truthful. There is good fortune.

(3) Third Six. Not Yet FurS;lledalternates to Establishing the New (50)

(6) Top Nine. Not Yet FuFlled alternates to Relief(40)

The Yao Text of this line says, "Not yet Milled. Moving forward: misfortune. Favorable to cross great rivers." There appears to be a contradiction
between the two sentences-one would ask: If proceeding now would
bring misfortune, how can it still be favorable to cross the great river? My
interpretation would be that one must be extremely cautious as one proceeds, because of the structure of the p a .
According to the structure, the third line is positioned between the
upper p a and the lower p a ; it has reached a turning point. The third line
is also at the top of the lower p a , Water. Although Water represents
danger, and at this place has already reached the verge of the danger, one
is about to leave the area of danger. Moreover, the third line is a yin element at a yang place. It is neither central nor correct and has, in fact, gone
beyond the center. One in this position should consider this specific condition; it is better not to take any risky action. She should be extremely
cautious; only then will she safely arrive at the other shore.

Here the text employs an analogy to express the meaning of this p a . It
says, "Being sincere and truthful while drinking wine. No fault." Here,
drinking wine is for enjoyment, not for indulging in sensual pleasures.
One at this place has come to the end of an unfulfilled situation,yet sooner
or later it will be Milled. A wise person pays special attention at the
moment just before success is achieved. By understanding that after darkness there will be light, then, while enjoying drinking wine, one still remains steadfast and upright. There is no fault. When success is near at
hand, most people get dizzy at the prospect. When one loses self-restraint,
one might run into trouble. Thus, Confucius warns: "Drinking wine and
wetting one's head. One knows no self-control."

(4) Foud Nine. Not Yct FuFZed ahmates to Childhood (4) E

The fourth line has moved out of the lower p a , WaterDarkness, into the
upper p a , Fiie/Brightness. In this situation, one is able to finish one's task.
Yet the fourth line is a yang element at a yin place. It is neither central nor
correct. This is the regret. Remaining steadfast and upright dissolves regret
and invites good fortune. Since this one is in an incorrect place, it suggests
that it is difficult for him to remain steadfast and upright. He should make
a determined effort to mobilize his strength and spirit, as in attacking the
Gui Fang tribe over a long period of time. Only then will he fullillhis will.
The message of this gua is that before the success of a venture one should
remain steadfast and upright, mobilize his strength and spirit, and make a
great and sustained effort to fulfill one's goal.

(5) FiJtb Six. Not Yet FulJiZed alternates to Contention (6)

Additional Reference Information forThis Gua

Image:
Recite as:
Element:
Month :
Structure:
Host o f the Gua:
Opposite Gua:
Inverse Gua:
Mutual Gua:

Fire above, Water below
Fire over Water, Not Yet Fulfilled
Fire
The eleventh month of the lunar year, or
December
Three yang with three yin
Fifth Six
Already Fulfilled
Already Fulfiilled
Already Fulfilled
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Many of the references and judgments in the I Ching are based on the
events that led up to the founding of the Zhou dynasty in 1066 B.C. To
truly understand the I Ching, it is helpful to be familiar with the following background information.
The original Zhou people were an agricultural tribe that lived in the
province presently known as Shaanxi in central China. Q their leader,
taught them how to farm the land. They called him King Millet and
revered him as the god of agriculture. They engaged in farming for generation after generation and flourished. Many generations later they were
invaded by foreign tribes and their leader, Lord Tan Fu, relocated the
tribe to a place called Zhou at the foot of Mount Ji. People from all around
brought their families to seek shelter under Lord Tan Fu's magnanimous
rule, and Zhou's population greatly increased. Lord Tan Fu abolished the
old slave system and reestablished the ancient commune system.The tribe
became prosperous and strong, and became known as Tribe Zhou. They
built city walls and houses to hold those who came and established counties. Zhou became a state.
Lord Tan Fu was succeeded by his son Ji Li. Under Ji Li, Zhou became
very formidable. The king of the Shang dynasty felt threatened and killed
Ji Li. After that, Ji Li's son ruled Zhou with extreme humility and caution
for fifty years. In his later years he was known as the Western Lord, and
posthumously as King Wen.
King Wen ruled Zhou as magnanimously as his grandfather had. He
gained influence among all the vassal states. When there was a dispute
among the states the rulers would bring it before King Wen; a wise and
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fair settlement could always be assured. Emperor Yi of the Shang dynasty
married off his daughter to King Wen with her niece as consort. King
Wen and his wives dressed as plainly as the common people and worked
in the field alongside them. He understood the toilsome lives of his people.
To replenish his people's productivity and spirit, King Wen abolished the
remnants of the slave system and gave land to the people. The initial
stages of a feudal system were established. Slaves of the Shang dynasty
and neighboring states escaped to Zhou for shelter.
At the time of the Tyrant of Shang, King Wen was summoned to serve
at the tyrant's court. He pleaded with the Tyrant to relieve the unbearable
burdens of his people several times, but was rejected. Eventually King
Wen was imprisoned for seven years, during which time he realized that
there was no way to change the tyranny of the Shang dynasty. After he
was released King Wen devoted himself to establishing feudal lords, preparing to overthrow the Tyrant of Shang. At the same time, he brought
civilization to the outlying uncivilized tribes. In his old age, his influence
extended over two thirds of China. The stage was set for the overthrow of
the Tyrant.
King Wu, King Wen's eldest son, followed his father's unfulfilled wish
by calling two gatherings to form an alliance. Over eight hundred lords
came to the first gathering. They urged King Wu to move against the
tyrant, but King Wu decided that the time was not right and continued to
make preparations for another two years. In the first lunar month of 1066
B.c.,King Wu held a ceremony offering sacrifices to the spirit of King
Wen and, carrying King Wen's memorial tablet, launched an expedition
against the Tyrant of Shang. The eight hundred lords came again with
four thousand chariots. After two months the troops captured the capital
of Shang. Many soldiers of Shang defected to King Wu's side.The Tyrant
was overthrown.
Even after King Wu overthrew the Shang dynasty there was no peace.
Internally, the ruling class of the Shang resisted and demanded counterattack. Externally, there were ninety-nine minor states and six hundred
and fifty-two lords to be subdued.
Returning victorious, King Wu selected a place known as Gao to be
his capital. He proclaimed himself King Wu, revered his father as King
Wen, and appointed his brother, The Duke of Zhou, as Prime Minister.
The Zhou dynasty was established. For the first time in Chinese history
all of China was united.
In the eighth month of 1066 B.C. King Wu became ill. Two years later

he passed away. His son, King Cheng, succeeded him. Because King Cheng
was young the Duke of Zhou acted as regent. The slave owners of the
Shang, allied with clans in the east, seized the opportunity to rebel. The
Duke of Zhou launched a punitive expedition and, after putting down
the rebellion, founded an Eastern Capital at a place known as Lo in the
province presently called Henan. He established a feoffment system, investing the nobilitywith hereditary titles and territories. At the same time
he established institutions and regulations, composed music, and encouraged social etiquette. Zhou became more prosperous than ever and thrived
for centuries.
In 256 B.C. the Zhou dynasty was overthrown by the Chin dynasty. In
all, it had passed through thirty-four kings and lasted over eight hundred
years.
Accomplished Gua: The six-line p a . It is formed by combining two primary gua. It is the main gua used for divination, indicating one's present
situation.
Approached Gua: The gua formed after a moving line in the accomplished gua alternates from yin to yang or yang to yin. It indicates one's
future tendency or potential.
Carry: A line "carriesn the line above it, as a horse carries a rider. It is
considered auspicious for a yin line to carry a yang line, supporting it.
Compare Mount.
Central: The middle place of the lower or the upper gua, i.e., the second
or fifth places. It is considered auspicious.
Correct: A line in an appropriate position. A yang line at the initial, third,
or fifth places is correct. A yin line at any of these places is incorrect. A
yin line at the second, fourth, or top places is correct. A yang line at any
all the lines are correct;
of these
- places is incorrect. For instance, in
in
they are all incorrect.
Correspond: The relationship between places in a gua. The initial and
fourth places, the second and fifth places, and the third and top places
correspond to each other. See also Respond
Element: By o b s e ~ n gthe patterns of the natural world and comprehending the never-ending interplay between all things, the ancient
Chinese developed a system of five elements to explain the energetic
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balances that composed the world. These five elements-Water, Fire,
Metal, Wood, and Earth-existed in a compact of mutual promotion
and restraint within a continuous process of transformation. The original
text of the I Ching does not mention the five elements. During the
Han dynasty (206 B.C. to A.D. 220) the Symbol and Numerology School
of the I Ching began to integrate the gua with the five elements and
many other systems. I indicate the element associated with each gua in
the Additional Reference Information tables for those who would like
to work with this system in their divinations.
Gua: Hexagram or trigram, a six-line or three-line symbol.

-

Host: A host is the principal yao of a p a , the one on which the divination
focuses. In the eight primary p a , the hosts of Heaven =, Earth ==,
Water =,and Fire
lie in the central place; the hosts of Wind =
and Thunder
lie on the bottom; and the hosts of Lake = and
Mountain
lie on top.
Each six-yao gua also has a host which represents the central theme
of the gua. Being the host of a p a , the yao should be virtuous and
appropriate at the right time and the right position. In most cases the
host resides at the second or the fifth place, because these two places
are central, most favorable in the I Ching. As the fifth place is superior
to the second place, it is the most frequent host.
The host of Initiating (1)
is the yang element at the fifth place.
Firm, vital, central, and correct, it inherits the pure yang energy from
Heaven and is most appropriate to be the host.
The host of Responding (2) EE is the yin element at the second
place. Yielding, submissive, central, and correct, it inherits the pure yin
energy from Earth and deserves the position of a host.
Occasionally a yin element at the fifth place can be the host. Although it is not correct to have a yin element at the fifth place, there
are certain gua where this yao clearly represents the central theme. The
host of Great Harvest (14)
is the yin element at the fifth place,
surrounded by five yang elements that respond to it. The Commentary
on the Decision says, "Theyelding obtains the honored position, great
and central. The upper and the lower respond. So the name of Great
Harvest comes." Great Harvest is a well-known auspicious gua.
Certain gua have more than one host. There are two hosts in the
third gua, Beginning E.Both of Beginning's two yang elements are
correct. The initial one represents the beginning of a situation and is

--

thus particularly significant for this p a . The yang element at the fifth,
superior place represents the ultimate realization of goals begun in this
p a . Both yao are key, and both serve as hosts.
Inner Gua: See Lower Gua.
Inverse: When the six lines of a gua are-in reverse order, an in- written
. --verse gua is obtained. The inverse of = is E.
Judgment: Divinations in the I Ching result in judgments of good fortune and misfortune, some conditional, some absolute, but all the result of one's subjective intention and objective action. The I Ching is
not a superstitious book; it always puts the responsibility for one's fate
solely on one's actions. There are six principal judgments of good fortune and misfortune: adversity, fault, good fortune, humiliation, misfortune, and regret. Obviously, with five negative judgments and only
one positive one, bad fortune is much more frequent than good fortune. Because of this, Conhcius advised, "think thrice before you act."
Adversity: Adversity is between misfortune and regret; one's situation
is difficult and dangerous, but if one is able to be alert and cautious
and improve oneself, the outcome can still be good.
Fault: Fault causes hardship and trouble. If one is able to correct one's
mistake and amend the fault, the situation can be saved.
Good Fortune: Auspicious.The outlook is good.
Humiliation: Humiliation brings suffering and distress. I t also indicates hindrance and annoyance. If one continues one's evil ways and
refuses to repent, misfortune will result.
Misfortune: Misfortune may happen suddenly and unexpectedly. It
may result from carelessness, negligence, or bad judgrnent.The outlook is not good.
Regret: Regret often refers to a fault one has made. With this judgment,
the situation is salvageable. If one realizes the error in one's ways and
decides to correct one's behavior, the outlook can still be good. "Regret vanishes" indicates that repentance rights the situation.
Lower Gua: The lower three-line symbol, also known as the inner gua.
Message Gua: See Tidal Gua.
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Mount: A line "mounts" the line beneath it, as a rider mounts a horse. It

ocean, tear, soup, etc., has the character for water
modified by a second character on the right.

is considered auspicious for a yang line to mount a yin line, governing
it. Compare Carry.

Respond: Complementary lines (yin and yang) at corresponding places

Moving Line: The line of an accomplished gua that is about to alternate
from yang to yin or vice-versa. It also indicates the particular stage of a
situation that you are in.

Mutual Gua:The six-line gua formed by the lower mutual gua (the second, third, and fourth lines of the accomplished gua) and the upper
mutual gua (the third, fourth, and fifth lines). It gives the hidden meaning of each accomplished p a .

Neighbors: Lines adjacent to one another are called neighbors. If one line
is yang and the other yin, they form a close bond called "holding together." It is especially important for the fourth and fifth lines to hold
together, because the fifth represents a leader and the fourth represents
his minister.

on the left side,
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Opposite:When each line of a six-line gua alternates to its opposite, that
is, from yin to
yang or from yang to yin, an opposite gua is formed.The
- -opposite of
is E.

respond to each other. In the I Ching, opposites attract. If the initial
and fourth places, the second and fifth places, or the third and top
places are a yin and yang pair, -they respond to each other and work
well together. For instance, in ZE all corresponding lines respond to
each other. In E none do. The responding of the second and fifth
lines is most important. See also Correspond

Solar Terms: The Chinese divide the year into twenty-four solar terms,
each named for a natural phenomenon that best represents that part of
the year. The solar terms are:
Beginning of Spring
Rain Water
Waking of Insects
Spring Equinox
Pure Brightness
Grain Rain

Beginning of Autumn
Limit of Heat
White Dew
Autumnal Equinox
Cold Dew
Frost's Descent

Beginning of Summer
Grain Full
Grain in Ear
Summer Solstice
Slight Heat
Great Heat

Beginning of Winter
Slight Snow
Great Snow
Winter Solstice
Slight Cold
Great Cold

Outer Gua: See Upper Gua.
Place: The position of each line. Lines are counted from the bottom to
the top, beginning with the "initial" place and counting up to the "top"
place. The top place is for a sage or a hermit; someone retired from
human affairs. The fifth place is generally the position for a king or a
ruler. The fourth place is for a minister or adviser. Because it is close to
the ruler, caution is required. The third place is a place of transitionfrom the inner situation to the outer situation. It is an insecure position. The second place is usually for an official or general. It is a favorable position if one is not directly controlled by the ruler (fifth line)
and has interests in common with the ruler. The initial place is for
someone who is about to enter or has not yet entered society, or who
has little power over a situation for some other reason.

c

Tidal Gua: The twelve tidal p a , also known as the twelve message gua,
are the twelve accomplished p a that represent the waxing and waning
of yin and yang energy over the course of a year. Each is associated
with a month. See page 182 for a chart of the tidal p a .

Primary Gua:The three-line gua.

Upper Gua: The upper three-line symbol, also known as the outer p a .

Radical: The root of a Chinese character, generally modified by a second

Yao: A line of a gua, either yin (yielding, broken) or yang (firm, solid).

character. For example, each character related to water, such as lake,
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